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FOREWORD

Let's face it; major appliance repair technicians make gooc money, and the really good ones
make excellent money. What's more, the work is mostly inside modern repair facilities that are
warm in the winter and cool in the summer. As the number of households in America
increases, the demand for appliances will also increase and create a continued demand for
well-trained technicians who can get the job done.

And getting the job done !s what Major Appliance Repair is all abot it. Basically, getting the job
done means learning electrical skills such as properly using test meters and properly reading
wiring schematics. Other parts of getting the job done include mastering the concept of "sys-
tematic" troubleshooting, because cost-effective repairs impress customers and keep a busi-
ness alive. And still another part of getting the job done is knowing how to work with people,
how to soothe feathers that get ruffled when an appliance quits workinc , and how to win back
customer confidence with top-notch service.

What we're saying is that a successful appliance repair technician has to wear many hats, and
all of those hats are presented hero in what is probably the most comprehensive major appli-
ance repair text available. The good jobs are waiting, and here is tne curriculum that will guide
students toward a productive future and a full life.

Bob Patton, Chairman
Board of Directors
Mid-America Vocational

Curriculum Consortium
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PREFACE

To the best of my knowledge, Major Appliance Repair is the orov competency-based curricu-
lum now available in the appliance field. But more than that, it is a book that spends enough
time on the basics of electricity and AC induction motors to really give a student the kind of
background required to become a versatile, well-paid repair technician.

Like all MAVCC texts, Major Appliance Repair is profusely illustrated for the sake of clarifying
complex materials and retaining student Interest. We would also say the same for Microwave
Oven Repair, another MAVCC text that belongs in every appliance repair program.

MAVCC has the materials to make every appliance repair program a success. To order materi-
als or to discuss the contents of individual texts, call toll free at 1-800-654-3988. Let us help
you make your appliance repair program a success.

Greg Pierce
Executive Director
Mid-America Vocational

Curriculum Consortium
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USE OF THIS PUBLICATION

Instructional Units

Major Appliance Repair contains thirteen units. Each instructional unit includes some or all
of the basic components of a unit of instruction; performance objectives, suggested activities
for teachers and students, information sheets, assignment sheets, job sheets, visual aids,
tests, and answers to the tests. Units are planned for more than one lesson or class period of
instruction.

Careful study of each instructional unit by the teacher will help to determine:

A. The amount of material that can be covered in each class period
B. The skills which must be demonstrated

1. Supplies needed
2. Equipment needed
3. Amount of practice needed
4. Amount of class time needed for demonstrations

C. Supplementary materials such as pamphlets or filmstrips that must be ordered
D. Resource people who must be contacted

Objectives

Each unit of instruction is based on performance objectives. These objectives state the
goals of the course, thus providing a sense of direction and accomplishment for the student.

Performance objectives are stated in two forms: unit objectives, stating the subject matter
to be covered in a unit of Instruction; and specific objectives, stating the student performance
necessary to reach the unit objective.

Since the objectives of the unit provide direction for the teaching-learning process, it is
important for the teacher and students to have a common understanding of the intent of the
objectives. A limited number of performance terms have been used in the objectives for this
curriculum to assist in promoting the effectiveness of the communication among all individ-
uals using the materials.

Reading of the objectives by the student should be followed by a ciass discussion to
answer any questions concerning performance requirements for each instructional unit.

Teachers should feel free to add objoctives which will fit the material to the needs of the
students and ccmmunity. When teachers add objectives, they should remernber to supply the
needed information, assignment and/or job sheets, and criterion tests.



Suggested Activities for the Instructor

Each unit of instruction has a suggested activities sheet outlining steps to follow in accom-
plishing specific objectives. Duties of instructors will vary according to the particular unit;
however, for best use of the material they should include the following: provide students with
objective sheet, information sheet, assignment sheets, and job sheets; preview filmstrips,
make transparencies, and arrange for resource materials and people; discuss unit and spe-
cific objectives and information sheet; give test. Teachers are encouraged to use any addi-
tional instructions! activities and teaching methods to aid ctudents in accomplishing the
objectives.

Infulmation Sheets

Information sheets provide content essential for meeting the cognitive (knowledge) objec-
tives in the unit. The teacher will find that the information sheets serve as an excellent guide
for presenting the background knowledge necessary to develop the skill specified in the unit
objective.

Students should read the information sheets before the information is discussed in class.
Students may take additional notes on the information sheets.

Transparency Masters

Transparency masters provide information in a special way. The students may see as well
as hear the material being presented, thus reinforcing the learning process. Transparencies
may present new information or they may reinforce information presented in the information
sheets. They are particularly effective when identification is necessary.

Transparencies should be made i.nd placed in the notebook where they will be immediately
available for use. Transparencies direct the class's attention to the topic of discussion. They
should be left on the screen only when topics shown are under discussion.

Assignment Sheets

Assignment sheets give direction to study and furnish practice for paper and pencil activi-
ties to develop the knowledge which is a necessary prerequisite to skill development. These
may be given to the student for completion in class or used for homework assignments.
Answer sheets are provided which may be used by the student and/or teacher for checking
student progress.

Job Sheets

Job sheets are an important segment of each unit. The instructor should be able to demon-
strate the skills outlined in the Job sheets. Procedures outlined in the job sheets give direction
to the skill being taught and allow both student and teacher to check student progress toward
the accomplishment of the skill. Job sheets provide a ready outline for students to follow if
they have missed a demonstration. Job sheets also furnish potential employers with a picture
of the skills being taught and the performances which might reasonably be expected from a
person who has had this training.

19 1
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Test and Evaluation

Paper-pencil and performance tests nave been constructed to measure student achieve-
ment of eacli objective listed in the unit of instruction. Individual test items may be pulled out
and used as a short test to determine student achievement of a particular objective. This kind
of testing may be u. 1 as a daily quiz and will help the teacher spot difficulties being encoun-
tered by students in their efforts to accomplish the unit objective. Test items for objectives
added by the teacher should be constructed and added to the test.

Test Answers

Test answers are provided for each unit. These may be used by the teacher and/or student
for checking student achievement of the objectives.

1 (-.1
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MAJOR APPLIANCE REPAIR

INSTRUCTIONAL/TASK ANALYSIS

JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker Should Know

(Psychomotor) (Cognitive)

UNIT I: MAJOR APPLIANCE REPAIR ORIENTATION

i. Terms and definitions

2. The job outlook for appliance repair
technicians

3. Advancement opportunities for appli-
ance repair technicians

4. Where appliance repair technicians
work

5. Working conditions

6. Training requirements for appliance
repair work

7. Physical requirements for successful
appliance repair technicians

8. Personal habits that pr mote success
on the job

9. Repair technicians and customer rela-
tions

10. Warranties and their importance

11. Cautions about warranties

12. Guidelines for service calls

UNIT II: SAFETY ANL FIRST AID

1. Terms and definitions

2. Benefits of safe working practices

3. Major causes of accidents

4. Guidelines for good housekeeping

5. Basic rules for safe use of tools and
equipment

xv
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JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker Should Know

(Psychomotor) (Cognitive)

23. Complete a student safety pledge
(Assignment Sheet #1)

24. Select proper first aid procedure
(Assignment Sheet #2)

6. Steps in lifting safely

7. Special lifting rules for appliance
repair

8. Fire safety rules

9. Classes of fires and their causes

10. Types of fire extinguishers and their
recommended uses

11. Types of fire extinguishers and their
recommended operations

12. Special safety requirements for appli-
ance repair

13. Special rules for eye protection

14. Ways to recognize shock

15. Steps in treating shock

16. First aid for victims of electrical shock

17. First aid guidelines for common work-
place injuries

18. First aid guidelines for workplace
burns

19. Steps in controlling bleeding

20. Pressure points for checking bleeding

21. First aid for eye injuries

22. General guidelines for first aid emer-
gencies

xvi
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JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker Should Know

(Psychomotor) (Cognitive)

UNIT HI: FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRICITY

1. Terms and definitions

2. What electricity Is

3. Sources of electricity

4. The electron theory

5. The importance of electrical charges

6. How electron flow is created In a con-
ductor

7. Conductors, insulators, and semicon-
ductors

8. Direct current

9. Alternating current

10. Basic Electrical symbols

11. Types of circuits

12. Elements of a basic circuit

13. Circuit applications

14. Circuit grounding

15. Electrical measurements

16. Abbreviations in ohm's law

17. Ohm's law for electrical circuits

18. Using ohm's law to find unknown val-
ues in a circuit

19. Characteristics of electrical power

20. Ways ohm's law Is used

21. Kirchhoff's laws for voltage and current

22. Working with resistors

23. Steps in using the color code to deter-
mine resistor value

xvii



JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do ine Worker Should Know

(Psychomotor) (Cognitive)

24. Solve problems for an unknown volt-
age (Assignment Sheet #1)

25. Solve problems for an unknown amper-
age (Assignment Sheet #2)

26. Solve problems for an unknown resist-
ance (Assignment Sheet #3)

27. Identify resistor values using a stand-
ard color code (Assignment Sheet #4)

UNIT IV: AC INDUCTION MOTORS

1. Terms and definitions

2. Principles of magnetism

3. The left hand rule for conductors

4. Electromagnets and coils

5. Other principles of magnetism

6. Types of transformers

7. DC motor components

8. DC motor operation

9. AC induction motors

10. AC induction motor components and
their functions

11. Types of AC induction motors

12. Operations of an induction start,
induction run motor

13. Operations of a capacitor start, induc-
tion run motor

14. Motor housings

15. Motor speeds

16. Types of motor bearings and their char-
acteristics

xviii 16



JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker Should Know

(Psychomotor) (Cognitive)

17. Motor thermal protection

18. Other motor problems

19. Using compressor test cords in motor
testing

20. Guidelines for servicing throw-away
r"z:tors

21. Motor nameplate information

22. Motor safety

23. Steps in systematically troubleshoot-
ing an induction motor

24. Troubleshoot an AC induction motor
for thermal overload problems (Job
Sheet #1)

25. Troubleshoot an AC induction motor to
determine whether the start mecha-
nism or the start windings are bad, and
replace a centrifugal switch (Job Sheet
#2)

26. Bench test a single-speed motor with a
test cord (Job Sheet #3)

UNIT V: DIAGRAMS AND SCHEMATICS

1. Terms and definitions

2. Block diagrams

3. Schematic diagrams

4. Wiring diagrams

5. Other graphic aids and their functions

6. Where to find helpful graphic aids

7. Timer sequence charts

8. What legends do

9. Common color code abbreviations

xix



JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker Should Know

(Psychomotor) (Cognitive)

10. Basic electrical symbols

11. Symbols for solid state devices

12. Guidelines for using diagrams and
schematics

13. Interpret a timer sequence chart and
wiring diagram for an automatic dish-
washer (Assignment Sheet #1)

UNIT VI: TOOLS, MATERIALS, AND TEST INSTRUMENTS

1. Terms and definitions

2. Basic hand tools

3. Shop tools

4. Miscellaneous supplies

5. Appliance repair literature and its uses

6. VOM's and their uses

7. Clamp-on ammeters and their uses

8. Digital multimeters and their uses

9. Temperature testers and their uses

10. Capacitor analyzers and their uses

11. Wattmeters and their uses

12. Shunts and their functions in amme-
ters

13. Electrical measurements and ways to
make them

14. Appliance wiring

15. Soldering tools

16. Resin-core solder and its characteris-
tics

17. Procedure for using solid wire solder

1
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JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker Should Know

(Psychomotor) (Cognitive)

26. Identify selected tools (Assignment
Sheet #1)

27. Test electrical receptacles for proper
voltages (Job Sheet #1)

28. Use a clamp-on ammeter to test for
high and low amperages on a fan
motor and a light bulb (Job Sheet #2)

29. Make a continuity check of a magnetic
control assembly from an automatic
washer (Job Sheet #3)

30. Splice electrical conductors to accept-
able service standards (Job Sheet #4)

31. Use a VOM for a quick capacitor check
(Job Sheet #5)

18. Steps in wire stripping

19. Types of splices

20. Guidelines for connections at screw
terminals

21. Guidelines for good soldered splices

22. Guidelines for using solderless con-
nectors and terminals

23. Proper care and use of hand tools

24. Guidelines for using other tools and
equipment

25. Eye protection

UNIT VII: AUTOMATIC WASHERS

1. Terms and definitions

2. Major components and their functions
In an automatic washer

3. Steps in a typical automatic washer
cycle



JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker Should Know

(Psychomotor) (Cognitive)

21. Install an automatic washer (Job Sheet
#1)

4. Fill functions in a normal cycle

5. Agitation functions in a normal cycle

6. Pumpout and spin functions in a nor-
mal cycle

7. Guidelines for evaluating automatic
washer malfunctions

8. Steps for validating repairs

9. Troubleshooting a washer that will not
fill with water

10. Troubleshooting a washer for improper
water level or water temperature

11. Troubleshooting a washer when water
will not shut off

12. Troubleshooting a washer that leaks
water

13. Troubleshooting when water will not
drain from a washer

14. Troubleshooting a washer with a motor
that will not ruo

15. Troubleshooting a washer that will not
agitate

16. Troubleshooting a washer '.hat will not
spin

17. Troubleshooting a wash6r that will not
advance or shut off

18. Troubleshooting a washer that leaks oil

19. Troubleshooting a washer that tears
clothing

20. Other washer problems and ways to
correct them

20



JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker Should Know

(Psychomotor) (Jognitive)

22. Troubleshoot a WhirlpoollKenmore
automatic washer for typical malfunc-
tions (Job Sheet #2)

23. Troubleshoot a GE/Hotpoint automatic
washer for typical malfunctions (Job
Sheet #3)

UNIT VIII: AUTOMATIC DRYERS

13. Install an automatic dryer (Job Sheet
#1)

to,

1. Terms and definitions

2. Major components and their functions
in an automatic dryer

3. Steps in automatic dryer operation

4. Thermostats and their functions in a
dryer

5. Troubleshooting a dryer that will not
run

6. Troubleshooting a dryer that will run
but not heat

7. Troubleshooting a dryer when the
motor runs but the drum will not turn

8. Troubleshooting a dryer that runs but
will not shut off

9. Troubleshooting dryer that runs and
heats but will not dry clothes

10. Other dryer problems and their solu-
tions

11. Troubleshooting gas valves and ignit-
ers on gas dryers

12. Special dryer problems and their solu-
tions



JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION. What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker Should Know

(Psychomotor) (Cognitive)

14. Troubleshoot a Whirlpool/Kenmore
automatic dryer for typical malfunc-
tions (Job Sheet #2)

15. Troubleshoot a GE/Hotpoint automatic
dryer for typical malfunctions (Job
Sheet #3)

UNIT IX: AUTOMATIC DISHWASHERS

1. Terms and definitions

2. Major components of a dishwasher
and their functions

3. Steps in an automatic dishwasher
cycle

4. Special considerations for dishwasher
installation

5. Water problems with dishwashers

6. Loading order in dishwasher operation

7. Dishwasher misuses and their causes

8. Guidelines for better dishwasher serv-
ice

9. Guidelines for troubleshooting auto-
matic dishwashers

10. Ways to prevent mineral build-up in an
automatic dishwasher

11. Troubleshooting redeposit problems

12. Install an automatic dishwasher under
a counter (Job Sheet #1)

13. Troubleshoot malfunctions on an auto-
matic dishwasher (J't Sheet #2)

14. Inspect the seal on an automatic dish-
washer (Job Sheet #3)
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JOB TRAINING: What the
Worker Should Be Able to Do

(Psychomotor)

UNIT X:

RELATED INFORMATION: What
the Worker Should Know

(Cognitive)

GARBAGE DISPOSERS

12. Install a garbage disposer

13. Free a jammed garbage disposer

1. Terms and definitions

2. First consideration for garbage dis-
posers

3. Safety rules for disposer operation

4. Major components of a garbage dis-
poser and their functions

5. Steps in garbage disposer operation

6. The importance of cold water flow in a
disposer

7. Common misuses that cause disposer
problems

8. Items that can be placed into a gar-
bage disposer

9. Guidelines for handling a jammed gar-
bage disposer

10. Guidelines for installing a garbage dis-
poser

11. Guidelines for troubleshooting dis-
poser malfunctions

UNIT XI: TRASH COMPP.CTORS

1. Terms and definitions

2. Trash compactor characteristics

3. SA,eps in a typicel compactor cycle

4. Compactor electrical components and
their characteristics

5. Trash compactor operating safety

XXV
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JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker Should Know

(Psychomotor) (Cognitive)

6. Trash compactor service safety

7. Guidelines for properly loading a com-
pactor

8. Common causes for failure to compact

9. Major wear problems wit tympactors

10. Lubrication requirements i or com-
pactors

11. Chain and belt adjustments

12. Troubleshooting guidelines for trash
compactor problems

13. Guidelines for troubleshooting a noisy
compactor

14. Troubleshooting other compactor prob-
lems

15. Items that should not be placed in a
trash compactor

16. Use schematics to determine operat-
ing conditions on a trash compactor
(Assignment Sheet #1)

17. Install an undercounter trash com-
pactor to specifications (Job Sheet #1)

18. Test the drive motor on a trash com-
pactor to determine its operation&
condition (Job Sheet #2)

19. Troubleshoot common trash com-
pactor problems (Job Sheet #3)

UNIT XII: GAS RANGES AND Civ ENS

1. Terms and definitions

2. Basics of gas heating

3. Natural and bottled gases

4. How a gas range top burner works

24
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JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker Should Know

(Psychomotor) (Cognitive)

5. Orifice settings

6, Primary and secondary air

7. Byproducts of combustion

8. Burner combustion problems

9. Gas burner types and their applica-
tions

10. Ignition systems and their characteris-
tics

11. How a gas oven works

12. Types of oven thermostats and their
characteristics

13. Safety valves

14. Common misuses of gas ovens

15. Considerations for ovens with upper
and lower burners

16. How self-cleaning ovens work

17. Special safety features of self-cleaning
ovens

18. Safety requirements for gases

19. Flexible connectors

20. Requirements for gas supply lines

21. Functions of electrical circuits on gas
ovens

22. Typical circuit functions in a gas oven

23. Range complaints and recommended
troubleshooting

24. Gas pressure drops

25. Manometer selection and use

26. Guidelines for roasting

xxvii



JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do she Worker Should Know

(Psychomotor) (Cognitive),

27. Guidelines for broiling

28. Guidelines for baking

29. Baking problems and their solutions

30. Guidelines for service calls

31. Use a wiring schematic to determine
voltage and resistance readings on a
self-cleaning gas oven set for a bake
operation (Assignment Sheet #1)

32. Use a wiring schema' . determine
voltage and resistance readings on a
self-cleaning gas oven set for a timed
bake operation (Assignment Sheet #2)

33. Use a wiring schematic to determine
voltage and resistance readings on a
self-cleaning gas oven set for a clean-
ing operation (Assignment Sheet #3)

34. Use a wiring schematic to determine
voltage and resistance readings on a
self-cleaning pas oven during lock and
unlock (Assignment Sht. t #4)

35. Install a gas range level and leak free
with all burners properly adjusted (Job
Sheet #1)

36. Use a temperature tester to check gas
oven temperature for proper oven ther-
mostat settings (Job Sheet #2)

37. Recalibrate a gas oven thermostat to
correct settings (Job Sheet #3)

38. Remove, disassemble, clean, lubric- le,
and reassemble a standard gas burner
valve (Job Sheet #4)

UNIT XIII: ELECTRIC RANGES AND OVENS

1. Terms and definitions

2. Basics of electric cooking

3. Electrical requirements for hooking up
an electric range

xxviii
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JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker Should Know

(Psychomotor) (Cognitive)

11. Remove a surface unit from an electric
range and check for proper resistance
(Job Sheet #1)

12. Check the self-cleaning function on an
electric oven (Job Sheet #2)

13. Make continuity checks on step-type
'Ind Infinite electric range switches
(Job Sheet #3)

4. Electric surface and oven heating ele-
r.:nts

5. Types of heat controls for surface heat-
ing elements

6. Types of electric oven thermostats

7. Recalibrating electric oven thermo-
stats

8. Typical electric oven self-cleaning
operation

9. Components and their functions in a
self-clean cycle

10. Troubleshooting electric ranges
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Hand tools

MAJOR APPLIANCE REPAIR

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS LIST

Shop tJois

Tool chest and lock
Standard screwdriver set
Phillips screwdriver set
Offset standard and Phillips screwarivers
Stubby standard and Phillips screwdrivers
Allen wrench set
Nutdriver set
Combination wrench set
Adjustable wrenches
Standard and Phillips screw starters
Slip-joint pliers
Locking jaw (vise-grip) pliers
Needlenose pliers
Diagonal (sidacutting) pliers
Lineman's pliers
Hose-clamp pliers
Internal and external snap-ring pliers
Electrical terminal pliers
Ball peen hammer
Soft-faced hammer
Chisel set
Punch set
Drive socket set
Ratchet socket set
Pipe wrenches
Tape measure

Test Equipment

Volt-Ohmmeter (multimeter)
Digital VOM
Clamp -on ammeter
Wattmeter
Capacitor analyzer
Temperature tester

Appliance dolly
Appliance flipper
Compressed air supply
Wet/dry shop vacuum
File set
Keyhole saw
Hacksaw and extc blades
Pry bar
Heavy duty drill
Drill bit set (steel)
Drill bit set (wood)
Masonry drill
Pry bar
Soldering gun and solder
Test cord
Aviation snips
Level
Dril; press
Bench grinder
Oxyacetylene cutting equipment

Miscellaneous tools and supplies

Drop cloth
inspection light
Electrical tape
Pipe dope
Clean shop towels

Safety and First Aid Equipment

Fire extinguishers
First aid kit
Eye wash station
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MAJOR APPLIANCE REPAIR ORIENTATION
UNIT I

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to discuss training requlremer .s and
Job opportunities for appliance repair technicians. The student should also be able to discuss
tha Importance of good customer relations and critical elements In warranties. These compe-
tencies will be evidenced by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this units the student will be able to:

1. Match terms related to major appliance repair orientation with their correct defini-
tions.

2. Complete statements concerning the job outlook for appliance repair technicians.

3. Select true statements concerning advancement opportunities for appliance
repair technicians.

4. Complete a list of places where appliance repair technicians work.

5. Select true statements concerning working conditions.

6. Complete statements concerning training requirements for appliance repair work.

7. Complete a list of physical requirements for successful appliance repair techni-
cians.

8. Select true statements concerning personal habits that promote success on the
job.

9. Complete statements concerning repair technicians and customer relations.

10. Complete statements concerning warranties and their importance.

11. Complete stataments concerning cautions about warranties.

12. Solve problems concerning guidelines for service calls.
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MAJOR APPLIANCE REPAIR ORIENTATION
UNIT I

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Provide students with objective sheet.

B. Provide students with information sheet.

C. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

D. Discuss information sheet.

E. Invite a local or area appliance store owner to talk to the students about appliance
repair in general and what sort of job opportunities there are for entry-level technicians;
have the owner also discuss the importance of recordkeeping and customer relations.

F Discuss the importance of proper attitudes about the workplace, and the personal
habits that promote success in a job.

G. Arrange with a local appliance repair firm for individual students to spend part of a day
on a service truck and go on a service call wih a working appliance repair technician;
have students make brief reports to the class.

H. Give test.

CONTENTS OF THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1 Warranty Service Invoice

2. TM 2 Warranty

D. Test

E. Answers to test

REFERENCES USED IN DEVELOPING THIS UNIT

A. Occupational Outlook Handbook. Washington, DC 20212: U.S. Department of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, April 1982.

B. Guide for Occupational Exploration. Washington, DC 20402: U.S. Department of Labor,
1979.
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AVAILABLE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

A. CALLTAKER, a 19-minute video cassette showing how to take service calls over a
phcne. LIT677484 is the cassette number, and the accompanying test booklet is
LIT677485.

B. CUSTOMER RELATIONS FOR APPLIANCE TECHNICIANS, a 23-minute video cassette
presenting customer/technician situations including how to handle difficult customers
and how to collect the bill. LIT 787045 is the cassette number and the accompanying
student study guide is LIT787046.

C. QUALITY PASS IT ON, a 20-minute video cassette showing effective customer rela-
tions techniques. LIT 787195 is the cassette number, the accompanying meet'-g lead-
er's guide is LIT787196, and the accompanying discussion guide for students is
LIT787197.

D. Video cassettes are available in 1/2" VHS or Beta formats and should be ordered from:

Whirlpool Corporation
ATTN: General Accounting
1900 Whirlpool Drive
La Porte, IN 46350-0927

E. For information about Whirlpool training materials, call:

(219) 325.2359
or

(219) 325-2230
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MAJOR APPLIANCE REPAIR ORIENTATION
UNIT

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Small appliances Labor saving devices such as can openers or toasters
that are generally portable and relatively inexpensive

B. Major appliances Labor saving devices such as automatic washers and
dryers that are generally stationary and relatively expensive

(NOTE: This unit and the ones that follow are dedicated to major appliance
repair.)

C. Electromechanical A mechanical part such as a solenoid that is started
or stopped by ad electrical control device

D. Habit An act repeated so often that it becomes an automatic and uncon-
scious personal trait

IL Job outlook for appliance repair technicians

A. The demand for appliance repair technicians will grow at an average rate
into the 1990's

B. Current technicians who advance to other jobs or retire will have to be
replaced

C. As the number of new households Increases in America, the number of
appliances will Increase rapidly and help increase the demand for repair
technicians

P. Most people consider major appliances essential, and available work
should continue even during periods of economic recession

E. Pay varies with geographical area, but experienced technicians in the early
1980's made from $10 to $12 an hour and wages should Increase with each
passing year.

Ill. Advancement opportunities for appliance repair technicians

A. After two to three years experience and a good work record, repair techni-
cians may be promoted to:

1. Supervisor

2. Assistant service manager

3. Service manager
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. Highly skilled technicians with good people skills may advance to regional
service manager or regional parts manager for a major manufacturer

C. A technician with a wide range of skills, experience, and sufficient financial
support may open his/her own appliance store or repair shop

IV. Where appliance repair technicians work

A. Most appliance repair technicians work in independent appliance stores
and repair shops

B. Many more appliance repair technicians work for manufacturers' service
centers, department stores, wholesalers, or utility companies

C. Some appliance repair technicians run their own businesses full or part
time, and contract their services to service centers or appliance dealers

D. Appliance repair technicians work in communities of all sizes, but most of
them work in highly populated metropolitan areas

V. Working conditions

A. Appliance repair shops are generally quiet, well lighted and ventilated, and
comfortable places to work in

B. Most technicians work with little or no direct supervision, and most techni-
cians enjoy this aspect of the occupation

C. The work is generally safe as long as safety procedures are observed
around electrical elements of equipment and as long as lifting and moving
of heavy appliances is accomplished properly

D. Technicians who repair appliances in customers' homes may sometimes
have to drive a portion of the day and be responsible for the care of a com-
pany vehicle

E. Technicans who repair appliances in customers' homes also have to
explain to the customer what repair work was done, the cost of parts and
labor, and then collect the bill

VI. Training requirements for appliance repair work

A. Although some repair technicians are trained on the job, formal training In
appliance repair is the more common route into the industry

(NOTE: Formal training is available at some high schools, in many voca-
tional-technical schools, In many community colleges, and in a variety of
training programs from appliance mmufacturers.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. Training should stress both the mechanical and electrical aspects of the
repair industry and the electromechanical

C. Modern appliances use more and more electronic parts, and technicians
with good electronics skills haves the best job prospects (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

..oaft *Pot

D. Entry-level technicians frequently start out repairing one type of appliance
until they master it and then learn other appliances one at a time

E. Large department stores and service centers have training programs of
their own to help technicians master advanced areas of repair

F. Technicians who make service calls in customer homes generally go
through a period of on-the-job training with a more experienced technician

G. Changes in appliance design demand that a technician keep up to date,
and this uslaily means attending manufacturers' seminars where new
models and service procedures are demonstrated

H. Service manuals provide a weaith of information, and a good repair techni-
cian should read all manuals available and maintain a personal library of
service manuals

VII. Physical requirements for successful appliance repair technicians

A. The occupation requires some heavy lifting which requires a person to be in
generally good physical condition

B. The ability to identify wires of several different colors is essential for some
electrical elements of the occupation, and good eyesight is required

C. Areas of the occupation require articulate skills in soldering and tinning,
and the technician needs to have a steady hand
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INFORMATION SHEET

D. Much of the work is repetitive and requires an ability to tolerate doing the
same thing over and over

E. Technicians selected to service appliances in customer's home must have
the verbal skills required to talk with customers

VIII. Personal habits that promote success on the Job

A. Take a bath or shower daily and generally keep yourself neat and clean

(NOTE: Body odors irritate customers, and are not especially popular with
fellow workers.)

B. Get to work on time, and if you know you're going to be late or if you're too
III to go to work; try to call in far enough in advance so arrangements can be
made for of iers to cover your job

C. Respect all company property and use tools and equipment only for their
intended purposes

D. Think of yourself as an advertisement for the company anytime you're on a
service call or using a company vehicle in public, and conduct yourself
properly

E. Avoid drugs or aloof' i because their use can impair your ability to work
safely or to work at all

F. Be honest in all your relations with supervisors, fellow-workers, and cus-
tomers

G. Put in a day's work for your day's pay

IX. Repair technicians and customer relations

A. Appliance repair technicians mostly work for dealers who sell and service
appliances and whose business depends on good customer relations

B. Repair technicians need basic business skills in reading and interpreting
work/service orders so they can approach customers with confidence

C. Repair technicians need basic math skills to total bills properly and avoid
errors that could lose the company money or irritate a customer

D. Repair technicians must be diplomatic on service calls that take them into
a customers home

E. Repair technicians should assume they are part of the company Image at
all times and conduct themselves accordingly

(NOTE: Word of mouth is the most powerful form of advertising, and If you
say bad things about the company you work for, it's bad advertising; If you
don't like the place, quit and go to work someplace else.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

X. Warranties and their Importance

A. Warranty

1. Usually for one full year

2. Covers all defective workmanship and materials

3. Pays for both parts and labor

B. Limited warranty:

1. Usually runs from the second through the fifth year

(NOTE: Time periods vary with appliance and manufacturer, and
some trash compactors and garbage disposers have no warranty
past the first year.)

2. Usually cover only specific components such as the transmission on
an automatic washer

3. Pays for parts, but customer pays for labor which includes travel
costs

C. Warranties should not be confused with dealer service contracts that pro-
vide special services beyond what the manufacturer warranties

(NOTE: Some dealer service contracts run up to ten years or more and may
be limited or unlimited, but knowing if an appliance is under a warranty or a
service contract is an important piece of information.)

XI. Cautions auout warranties (Transparency 2)

A. Warranties are void if an appliance has been:

1. Improperly installed or modified

2. Subjected to improper voltage supply

3. Subjected to unreasonable use

Example: If an automatic washer designed for household use is
used in a commercial laundry, that is unreasonable use

B. Service or repair work performed by an unauthorized technician voids most
warranties

C. Payment for warranty work Is made by manufacturers to authorized dealers
and requires careful attention to paperwork (Transparency 1)

7,1
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INFORMATION SHEET

XII. Guidelines for service calls

A. Prepare for the service call

1. Read the work order in advance

2. Know the brand name, serial number, and model number of the appli-
ance

3. Examine the customer's description of the problem, and call the cus-
tomer to clarify anything not clear

4. Anticipate any special tools you may need and take them with you
because trips back to the shop are expensive

5. Take a service manual and parts catalog along Just in case

6. Check with the person who took the call if the order is incomplete or
confusing

B. Begin the service call tactfully

1. Show up on time in clean work clothes or company uniform

2. Park your car or service vehicle so it doesn't block a driveway, a side-
walk, or a mailbox

3. introduce yourself and explain who you represent and why you are
there

(NOTE: Most people are very tentative about opening their door to
strangers, and an intelligent self-introduction can help put the cus-
tomer at ease.)

4. Address the customer by his/her proper name, and ask how the name
should be pronounced in case you're not sure

(NOTE: Do not hesitate to ask the customer how the name should be
properly pronounced; if you're going to be in the home for awhile, the
customer will not appreciate being adoressed improperly.)

5. Invite the customer to talk about the trouble in his/her own words
because service order notes are sometimes very brief

(NOTE: Many service calls are taken over the telephone and many
customers are not articulate in describing funny noises, unpleasant
smells, or the many things that just can't be said without hand ges-
tures.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. Keep the service call businesslike

1. Refrain from accepting invitations to coffee or refreshments

2. Request the customer to keep children and pets away from the wsrk
area for safety reasons

3. Make no hasty statements about the problem or the cost of repairs

4. Use a drop cloth around an appliance when you work, and if you use
an appliance surface for a work area, cover it with a drop cloth too

D. Keep the service call customer oriented

1. Give the customer an explanation of the problem and what work you
did you correct the malfunction

2. Save any parts that were replaced so the customer can inspect them,
but take faulty parts back to the shop if they must be returned to the
manufacturer

3. Explain the bill to the customer and have the customer sign the bill

(NOTE: For warranty service where the customer will not be charged,
it is still a good idea to review the bill so the customer will appreciate
the savings.)

4. For other than warranty work, collect for the amount of the bill before
you leave

(NOTE: If the customer has made previous arrangements for pay-
ment, it should have been noted on the service order or work order.)

E. Leave the customer on a positive note

1. Thank the custornsr for his/her help

2. Assure the customer that the appliance is in working order

3. Compliment the customer for making an intelligent appliance selec-
tion

(NOTE: Part of the repair work is to also repair the customer's confi-
dence in the product, the manufacturer, and the dealer for whom the
service person works, and prompt, courteous repair is the best way
to restore that confidence.)

4. Always offer tips the customs; an use to improve appliance service
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INFORMATION SHEET

5. In cases where an appliance has simply had it, be smart enough to
interest the customer in a replacement

(NOTE: The prospects that a worn out appliance may still have trade
in value may be enough to sell a new appliance.)

6. Leave the area clean
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Warranty

Frigidaire Dishwasher Warranty

FULL ONEYEAR WARRANTY (Excluding Alaska)
Frig !claire Company warrants that Frigidaire will repair, without charge, any defect or malfunction °cowling in this
Dishwasher during the first year after original date of delivery to the consumer.
THIS WARRANTY DOES NOT APPLY:

1. To conditions resulting from (A) Improper installa-
tion, or (B) Incorrect electric current.

2. To conditions resulting from consumer damage,
such as: (A) improper maintenance, or (B) misuse,
abuse, accident, alteration.

3. if the original serial number cannot be readily deter-
mined.

4. To servire calls not involving malfunction or defects
In materials or workmanship, and naturally the con-
sumer shall pay for such calls.

5. To Dishwashers Installed outside the continental
United States and Hawaii.

6. If used In any commercial application.
7. To Dishwashers Installed In the State of Alaska.

LIMITED WARRANTY

Applicable to the State of Alaska
In the State of Alaska, all of the provisions of the full war-
ranty and the exclusions thereunder listed on this form
are unchanged, except that Frigidaire does not pay for
the cost of the technician's travel to your home nor for
the cost of transporting the product to his shop. You are
responsibile for these charges.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you
may also have other rights which vary from state to state.
This Is the only written warranty applicable to Frigidaire
Dishwashers and Frigidaire neither assumes nor
authorizes anyone to assume for It any other obligation
or liabilitr in connection with such Dishwashers.
FRIGIDAIRE SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR CONSE
OUENTIAL DAMAGES, SUCH AS PROPERTY DAMAGE
AND INCIDENTAL EXPENSES RESULTING FROM
BREACH OF THIS WRITTEN WARRANTY OR ANY IM.
PLIED WARRANTY.

Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of in
cidental or consequential damages, so this limitation or
exclusion may not apply to you.
FOR SERVICF UNDER THIS WARRANTY contact any
authorized Frigidaire servicing dealer, or If there Is a
question as to where to obtain warranty service, write our
Customer Relations Department at this address.

Courtesy Frigidaire

FRIGIDAIRE COMPANY
P.O. Box WC4900

3555 S. Kettering Blvd.
Dayton, Ohio 45449
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MAJOR APPLIANCE REPAIR ORIENTATION
UNIT I

NAME

TEST

1. Match terms on the right with their correct definitions.

Labor saving devices such as can openers 1.
or toasters that are generally portable and
relatively inexpensive

_b. Labor saving devices such as automatic
washers and dryers that are generally sta-
tionary and relatively expensive

c. A mechanical part such as a solenoid that is
started or stopped by an electrical control
device

d. An act repeated so often that it becomes an
automatic and unconscious personal trait

Electromechanical

2. Major appliances

3. Habit

4. Small apliamles

2. Complete statements concerning the job outlook for appliance repair technicians by
circling the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. The demand for appliance repair technicians will grow at an (average rate, rapid
rate) into the 1990's

b. Current technicians who advance to other jobs or retire will (have to be replaced,
be replaced with automated processes)

c. As the number of new households increases in America, the number of appli-
ances will increase (rapidly, slowly) and help increase the demand for repair tech-
nicians

d. Most people consider major appliances essential, and available work should
continue (even during periods of economic recession, except for periods of eco
nomic depression)

e. Pay varies with geographical areas, but experienced technicians in the early
1980's made from $10 to $12 an hour and wages should (Increase, hold ',toady)
with each passing year
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TEST

3. Select true statements concerning advancement opportunities for appliance repair
technicians by placing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

(NOTE: For a statement to be true, all parts of the statement must be true.)

After two to three years experience and a good work record, repair techni-
cians may be promoted to:

1) Supervisor

2) Assistant service manager

3) Service manager

4) President of the company

b. Highly skilled technicians with good people skills may advance to regional
service manager or regional parts manager for a major manufacturer

c. A technician with a wide range of skills, experience, and sufficient finan-
cial support may open his/her own appliance store or repair shop

4. Complete a list of places where appliance repair technicians work by inserting the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Most appliance repair technicians work in appliance stores and
repair shops

b. Many more appliance repair technicians work for manufacturers' service centers,
department stores, wholesalers, or companies

c. Some appliance repair technicians run their own businesses full or part time,
and their services to service centers or appliance dealers

d. Appliance repair technicians work in communities of all sizes, but most of them
work in areas

5. Select true statements concerning working conditions by placing an "X" in the appro-
priate blanks.

a. Appliance repair shops are generally noisy, poorly lighted, and not com-
fortable places to work in

b. Most technicians work with strict supervision

c. The work is generally safe as long as safety procedures are observed
around electrical elements of equipment and as long as lifting and moving
of heavy appliances is accomplished properly

4 6
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TEST

d. Technicia; -"ho repair appliances in customers' homes may sometimes
have to drive a portion of the day and be responsible for the care of a com-
pany vehicle

Technicians who repair appliances in customers' homes also have to
explain to the customer what repair work was done, the cost of part3 and
labor, and then collect the bill

6. Complete statements concerning training requirements for appliance repair work by
inserting the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Although some repair technicians are trained
, formal training In appliance repair is the more common route

into the industry

b. Training should stress both the mechanical and electrical aspects of the repair
industry and the

c. Modern appliances use more and more electronic parts, and technicians with
good skills have the best job prospects

d. Entry-level technicians frequently start out repairing
of appliance until they master it and then learn other appliances

one at a time

e. Large department stores and service centers have
of their own to help technicians master advanced areas of repairIMINM=111

f. Technicians who make service calls in customer homes generally go through a
period of on- the -job training with a technician

g. Changes in appliance design demand that a technician keep up to date, and this
usually means attending manufacturers' where new models and
service procedures are demonstrated

h. manuals provide a wealth of information, and a good repair tech-
nician should read all manuals available and maintain a personal library of

manuals

7. Complete a list of physical requirements for successful repair technicians by circling
the v )rd(s) that best completes each statement.

a. The occupation requires some (moderate, heavy) lifting which requires a person
to be in generally good physical condition

b. The ability to identify (wires, schematics) of several different colors Is essential
for some electrical elements of the occupation, and good eyesight Is required

4'7
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c. Areas of the occupation require articulate skills in (splicing, soldering and tin.
ning), and the technician needs to have a steady hand

d. Much of the work is repetitive and requires an ablKy to tolerate (doing the same
thing over and over, absolute boredom)

e. Technicians selected to service appliances in cuatomer's home must have the
(verbal skills, glib style) required to talk with customers

8. Select true statements concerning personal habits that promote success on the job by
placing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

_a. Take a bath or shower weekly

b. Get to work on time, and if you know you're going to be late or if you're too
ill to go to work, try to call in far enough in advance so arrangements can
be made for others to cover your job

_c. Respect all company property and use tools and equipment any way so
long as you get the job done

Think of yourself as an advertisement for the company anytime you're on
a service call or using a company vehicle in public, and conduct yourself
properly

Avoid drugs or alcohol because their use can Impair your ability to work
safely or to work at all

f. Be honest in all your relations with supervisors, fellow-workers, and cus-
tomers

_g. Put in a day's work for your day's pay

9. Complete statements concerning repair technicians and customer relations by circling
the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Appliance repair technicians mostly work for dealers who sell and service appli-
ances and whose business (depends, only partly depends) on good customer
relations

b. Repair technicians need basic (math, business) skills in reading and interpreting
work/service orders so they can approach customers with confidence

c. Repair technicians need basic (math, business) skills to total bills properly and
avoid errors that could lose the company money or irritate a customer

d. Repair technicians must be (quiet, diplomatic) on service calls that take them
Into a customer's home

e. Repair technicians should assume they (are, may be) part of the company image
at all times and conduct themselves accordingly

C)
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10. Complete statements concerning warranties and their importance by inserting the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Warranty

1) Usually for full year

2) Covers all defective workmanship and

3) Pays for both parts and

b. Limited warranty:

1) Usually runs from the second through the year

2) Usually cover only components such as the transmis-
sion on an automatic washer

3) Pays for parts, but customer pays for labor which includes
costs

c. Warranties should not be confused with dealer
that provide special services beyond what the manufacturer warranties

11. Complete statements concerning cautions about warranties by inserting the word(s)
that best completes each statement.

a. Warranties are void if an appliance has been:

1) Improperly or modified

2) SubJected to improper supply

3) SubJected to unreasonable

b. Service or repair work performed by an technician voids most
warranties

c. Payment for warranty work is made by manufacturers to authorized dealers and
requires careful attention to
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12. Solve problems concerning service calls by providing the correct answer for each of the
following situations.

a. A service order is not clear. What are two things that can be done to clarify it?

1)

2) +1,111OWM

b. What are the first things you would do after a customer opens the door?

c. What would you do if the customer asked you to make a quick estimate of what
the repairs will cost?

d. What would you do if the customer says a check will be mailed later to cover the
bill?

e. What are two things you can do to leave the customer on a positive note?

1)

2)

uU
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MAJOR APPLIANCE REPAIR ORIENTATION
UNIT I

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 4
b. 2
c. 1

d. 3

2. a. Average rate
b. Have to be replaced
c. Rapidly
d. Even during periods of economic recession
e.

3. b, c

4. a. Independent
b. Utility
c. Contract
d. Highly populated metropolitan

5. c, d, e

6. a. On the job
b. Electromechanical
c. Electronics
d. One type
e. Training programs
f. More experienced
g. Seminars
h. Service, service

7. a. Heavy
b. Wires
c. Soldering and tinning
d. Doing the same thing over and over
e. Verbal skills

8. b, d, e, f, g

9. a. Depends
b. Business
c. Math
d. Diplomatic
e. Are



ANSWERS TO TEST

10. a. 1) Ono
2) Materials
3) Labor

b. 1) Fifth
2) Specific
3) Travel

c. Service contracts

11. a. 1) Installed
2) Voltage
3) Use

b. Unauthorized
c. Paperwork

12. a. 1) Talk to the person who took the order
2) Call the customer

b. Introduce yourself, explain whom you represent, and why you are there
c. Refuse politely
d. Explain that you have to collect at the time service is completed
e. 1) Assure the customer the appliance is working well

2) Compliment the customer on a wise appliance selection
(NOTE: Item may also include offering tips for ways to improve appliance
service, and leaving the area clean.)
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SAFETY AND FIRST AID
UNIT II

UNIT OBJECTIVE
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After completion of this unit, the student should be able to discuss the rules of good house-
keeping, guidelines for electrical safety, and special safety requirements for appliance repair
technicians. The student should also be able to list fire safety rules, identify fire evacuation
exits, discuss first aid for workplace accidents, complete a safety pledge, and select proper
first aid applications for given accidents. These competencies win be evidenced by correctly
performing the procedures outlined in the assignment sheets and by scoring 100 percent on
the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to safety and first aid with their correct definitions.

2. Complete a list of benefits of safe working practices.

3. Select true statements concerning the major causes of accidents.

4. State the motto for good housekeeping.

5. Complete statements concerning basic rules for safe use of tools and equipment.

6. Arrange in order the steps 11' lifting safely.

7. Select true statements amerning special lifting rules for appliance repair.

8. Complete statements concerning fire safety rules.

9. Match classes of fires with their causes.

10. Match types of fire extinguishers with their recommended uses.

11. Match types of fire extinguishers with their recommended operations.

12. Complete statements concerning special safety requirements for appliance repair.

13. Complete statements concerning special rules for eye protection.

14. Select true statements concerning ways to recognize shock.
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15. Arrange in order the steps in treating shock.

16. Complete statements concerning first aid for victims of electrical shock.

17. Select true statements concerning first aid guidelines for common workplace inju-
ries.

18. Select true statements concerning first aid guidelines for workplace burns.

19. Arrange in order the steps in controlling bleeding.

20. Complete statements concerning pressure points for checking bleeding.

21. Select true statements concerning first aid for eye injuries.

22. Complete statements concerning general guidelines for first aid emergencies.

23. Complete a student safety pledge. (Assignment Sheet #1)

24. Select proper first aid procedures. (Assignment Sheet #2)

fit
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SAFETY AND FIRST AID
UNIT II

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Provide students with objective chest.

B. Provide students with information, assignment, end job sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss information and assignment sheets.

E, Arrange for a talk about fire safety with your local fire department, and back it up with a
fire drill, Identification of reassembly points, and a demonstration of piopor use of all
fire extinguishers in the class/shop area.

F. Arrange for qualified medical personnel to talk about first aid and give demonstrations
of dressing common cuts, punctures, and burns, and also demonstrations of resuscita-
tion methods.

G. Stress the importance of eye safety, the importance of wearing eye protection when
using striking tools, driil presses, and grinding tools, and demonstrate the use of avail-
able eye flushing equipment.

H. Review any special safety rules of the school, and impress upon students the impor-
tance of signing the safety pledge in Assignment Sheet #1.

I. Review the accident/first aid situations presented in Assignment Sheet #2 and add
other situations you feel need to be stressed with your students or problems peculiar to
your class/shop area.

J. Contact your state Safety Council or equivalent agency for good safety films, or check
with your local Red Cross; show safety films at monthly intervals as they are available
to impress upon students the need for thinking "safety" all the time,

K. Give test.

CONTENTS OF THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1 Fire Safety

2. TM 2 Rescue Procedures
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CONTENTS OF THIS UNIT

3. TM 3 Pressure Points

4. TM 4 Accident Report Form

D. Assignment sheets

1. Assignment Sheet #1 Complete a Student Safety Pledge

2. Assignment Sheet #2 Select Proper First Aid Procedures

E. Test

F. Answers to test

REFERENCES USED IN DEVELOPING THIS UNIT

A. The American Red Cross. Standard First Aid and Personal Safety. Garden City, NJ: Dou-
bleday and Co., Inc., 1978.

B. Henderson, John, M.D. Emergency Medical Guide. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill, 1963.

C. Kansas Safety Education Handbook, Volume Ill. Wichita, KS: Kansas State Department
of Education in Cooperation with the Wichita Public Schools, U.S.D. 259, 1981.

D. Kidde Portable Extinguishers, The ABC's of Fire Prevention. Belleville, NJ: Walter Kidde
& Co., Inc., 1978.
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SAFETY AND FIRST AID
UNIT II

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Safety State or condition of being safe; freedom from danger, risk, or
injury

B. Accident Any suddenly occurring, unintentional event which causes per-
sonal injury or property damage

C. First aid Immediate, temporary care given the victim of an accident or
sudden Illness until the service of a physician can be obtained

D. Pressure points Points on the body where arteries pass close to the sur-
face of the skin and in front of bone structure so that pressure forcing the
artery against the bone can check the flow of blood to a specific part of the
body

E. Combustible Materials or liquids that catch fire easily

F. Hygiene The science of good health and its maintenance, including sani-
tary practices and cleanliness

G. Tetanus An acute, infectious disease that usually enters the body
through cuts or wounds; characterized by spasmodic contractions or rigid-
ity of some voluntary muscles and frequently referred to as lockjaw

H. Tourniquet A bandage or strap twisted around a limb to compress the
flow of blood through arteries and check severe bleeding; previously a rec-
ommended first aid procedure, but now recommended not at all or only in
life-threatening situations

IL Benefits of safe working practices

A. Eliminates the pain or discomfort of personal injury

B. Eliminates the loss of equipment or the expense of repair

C. Eliminates lost time and lost wages

D. Contributes to the psychological well being of all employees

E. Contributes to productivity and job security

F. Fulfills the moral obligation a worker has to employer and fellow employees
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III. The major causes of accidents

A. Unsafe condition May be caused by improper design, improper installa-
tion, or improper maintenance of a tooi, machine, or any piece of equip-
ment

Example: Unguarded machinery, mushroomed heads on striking tools,
poor housekeeping, and poor lighting are all unsafe conditions

B. Unsafe act The violation of a commonly accepted safe practice

Example: Removing machinery guards, throwing material instead of car-
rying it, improper lifting, and horseplay are all unsafe acts

C. Combination causes An unsafe condition combined with an unsafe act
causes the majority of accidents

Example: Firmly grasping a wrench being pushed toward an open metal
edge can severely injure knuckles and fingers if the wrench
slips or the nut loosens sooner than expected

IV. Rules for good housekeeping

A. Keep tools and materials out of passageways

B. Stack materials neatly away from passageways, walkways, electrical out-
lets, and work areas

C. Place scraps that can't be used in a trash can; return materials that can still
be used to stock

D. Immediately wipe up any oil or water that you or anyone else may have
spilled on the floor

E. Store all rags in a fire-proof metal container with a tight lid

F. Dispose of oily rags that will not be used again, and be sure to place them
in a proper receptacle

G. Practice good housekeeping at all times because it is cie of the most
important parts of accident prevention

H. Inspect electrical cords and plugs before using them, and do not carelessly
pull or drag an electrical cord when using it

I. Return tools and unused materials to proper storage when you're through
with a job, and make sure th( tools are clean and dry

.J. Remember the motto for good housekeeping: a place for everything and
everything In its place
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V. Basic rules for safe use of tools and equipment

A. When using a screwdriver, support the work on a bench or against a solid
surface

B. When using a wrench, pull it toward the body to prevent smashing your
hand If the wrench should slip

C. Do not strike a mushroomed punch or chisel, pieces of it may strike you in
the eye or the hammer may slip and injure your hand

D. Wear safety goggles when using striking tools

E. Be especially careful of burrs and fish hooks which are left on the edge of
sheet metal; they can cause severe cuts

F. Never use a file without a handle; the tang could easily pierce your hand
and cause a serious Injury

G. When working with a drill press, remove the chuck and clamp the work in
place

H. When grinding or polishing, always wear safety goggles

I. Never operate a machine from which the guards have been removed

J. Do not let molten solder come in contact with wet metal because the solder
will blow up in your face and eyes

(NOTE: Only fools solder without wearing safety glasses.)

K. Do not let soldering acid get on your skin or in your eyes because it can
cause serious injury

L. NEVER NEVER use oil near oxyacetylene welding equipment; the interac-
tion of oxygen and oil can cause a violent explosion

M. Wear cutting goggles when working with oxyacetylene cutting equipment

VI. Steps In lifting safely

A. Size up the load to make sure you can safely handle it alone, and then place
your feet close to the object and about 12" apart (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1
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B. Bend your knees, get a good hand hold, then use both legs and back mus-
cles to lift th3 load straight up as you push with your legs and keep the load
close to your body (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

C. Do not turn or twist until you have the load lifted into a carrying position,
and then move your feet to turn your body as you check your path of travel
to make sure Its clear (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

D. Lower the load by bending your knees, and remember to store heavy
objects at least 12" off the floor (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4

tio
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VII. Special lifting rules for appliance repair

A. Heavy appliances such as IA ashers and dryers should always be trans-
ported on an appliance dollie and securely tied with a restraining strap

(CAUTION: Side rails on a good appliance dollie should be padded, and If
they aren't, portable padding should be und to avoid scarring the finish on
the cabinet.)

B. An appliance flipper should always be used to turn heavy appliances
because it will protect your back, avoid damage to the appliance, and pro
tect a customer's floor

C. In cases where heavy appliances have to be loaded on a truck, always work
with a helper unless the truck is equipped with a nydraulic tall gate lift such
as a Tommy Lift

VIII. Fire safety rules

A. Report immediately anything that might be a potential fire hazard

B. Know the location and the proper operation of fire extinguishers and make
sure they have been recently checked

C. Know where the nearest telephone is and make sure the number of the
nearest fire department is listed on the phone

D. Know the procedure for evacuating the building and the location of all fire
exits in case one or more exits may be blocked

E. Smoke only at authorized times and in authorized areas and make sure cig-
arette butts are completely extinguished and properly discarded

F. Examine materials and equipment around the workplace to determine what
types of fires might occur, then make sure available fire extinguishers are
correct for the classes of fires that might occur

G. Isolate combustible materials in fire-resistant areas

H. Dispose of rubbish regularly

I. Conduct fire drills at regular intervals to make cure the alarm can be heard
over shop noises, and that everyone knows evacuation routes, exits, and
reassembly points

J. Don't stack anything in front of a fire extinguisher

K. Know where electrical and gas cut-offs are located so you can reach them
quickly if an emergency demands

6 i
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IX. Classes of fires and their causes (Transparency 1)

A. Class A fires Result from ordinary combustibles such as wood, paper,
and cloth

B. Class B fires Result from flammable liquids such an gasoline, oil, paint,
solvents, and grease

C. Class C fires Result from electrical wires, switches, and motors

X. Types of fire extinguishers and their recommended uses (Transparency 1)

A. Foam Recommended only for Class A and Class B fires

B. Soda acid Recommended only for Class A fires

C. Pump tank Recommended only for Class A fires

D. Multi-purpose dry %iemical Recommended for all classes of fires

E. Ordinary dry chemical Recommended for only Class B and Class C fires

F. Halon Recommended for only Class B and Class C fires

(NOTE: Because of its expense, Halon should not be used on a Class A fire,
and although it can be used on a Class B fire, it is usually reserved for Class
C use around computer rooms or high-density electronic installations
because it leaves no residue to damage sensitive parts or components.)

XL Types of fire extinguishers and their recommended operations

Foam Allow foam to fall lightly onto the fire, not directly into the fire,
especially a burning liquid (Figure 5)

FIGURE 5
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B. Carbon dioxide -- Get as close to the fire as possible, and direct the dis-
charge at the edge of the flames and work gradually forward and upward
(Figure 6)

(NOTE: A Halon fire extinguisher should be used in the same way as a car-
bon dioxide extinguisher.)

FIGURE 6

C. Soda acid and pump tank Direct the stream at the base of the flames
(Figure 7)

FIGURE 7

D. Dry chemical Direct the stream at the base of the flames, and then
directly at material left burning (Figure 8)

FIGURE 8

MAR-35
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XII. Special zafety requirements for appliance repair

A. Working with washers, dishwashers, and garbage disposers exposes tech-
nicians to electrical/water hazards that demand special attention

B. Always make sure the appliance is unplugged or removed from its power
source before working with water lines or hoses

(NOTE: Undercounter dishwashers, garbage disposers, and many ranges
usually require tripping a breaker or removing a fuse.)

C. When loosening water-carrying connections, hold a shop towel around the
connection so water won't spray onto adjacent electrical components

D. Drain water into a pan, but do not permit water to drain onto a floor, espe-
cially in a customer's home

(NOTE: Some shop areas have direct drain facilities, but on a house call,
water on a floor is unsightly and dangerous.)

E. When testing a water-carrying connection that has just been made up, hold
a shop towel around it until you know it doesn't leak

E Tools exposed to water should be thoroughly dried and lubricated before
putting them away

G. Never set electrical test instruments on a wet surface

H. Make sure all equipment that you install or work on is properly grounded

I. Use compressed gases with care

J. Never direct a compressed air hose in the direction of another worker

Xi 11. Special rules for eye protection

A. Safety glasses should be worn at all times in the shop

B. Safety goggles with proper shaded lenses murk be worn when working with
oxyacetylene cutting equipment

C. Safety goggles should be worn where soldering

D. A face shield should be worn when grinding

E. Any form of eye protection worn should be kept clean so it will not Impair
the view of materials or the work area
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XIV. Ways to recognize shock

A. Skin is pale or bluish

B. Skin may be moist and clammy, even cold to the touch

C. Victim feels weak

D. Pulse is rapid and weak

E. Breathing rate is fast and irregular

F. Victim may be confused or incoherent

XV. Steps in treating shock

A. Notify supervisor or instructor IMMEDIATELY

B. DO NOT DELAY immediate first aid treatment; it can be life saving

C. Eliminate the causes of shock, control bleeding, or administer artificial res-
piration if the victim is not breathing

D. Keep victim lying down with feet slightly elevated

(CAUTION: If the victim has sustained a head or chest injury, do not elevate
the feet. Leave the victim lying flat, and when in doubt about the nature of
the wound, leave the victim lying fiat)

E. Cover the victim to retain body heat, but do not make the victim sweat

F. Give no liquids or food to a shock victim

XVI. First aid for victims of electrical shock (Transparency 2)

A. Remove the victim from the electric, source or cut off the electrical source
as quickly as possible

1. In a shop area where electrical breakers can be reached quickly, shut
off power before touching the victim

2. In any situation where the power cannot be shut off, use a dry stick, a
rope or itiather belt, or a coat or blanket to separate the victim from
the source of electricity

B. Have someone call for medical assistance immediately
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C. Check victim's breathing and heartbeat:

1. If pulse is present, but breathing has stopped, administer mouth to
mouth resuscitation

2. If heartbeat has stopped, administer cardiopulmonary resuscitation,
but only if you have been properly trained

D. Treat for shock by keeping the victim warm with legs raised slightly above
the level of the head

E. Treat for electrical burns by wrapping the burned area with sterile gauze,
and as you treat for burns, cover your mouth with a handkerchief to keep
germs away from the burns

F. Continue treatment until medical help arrives

XVII. First aid guidelines for common workplace injuries

A. Minor cuts should be cleaned with soap and water, rinsed, and coverer' with
a dry, sterile dressing

B. Puncture wounds should be cleaned with soap and water, rinsed, then
cleaned and rinsed again before covering with a dry, sterile dressing

C. Slivers and splinters that do not penetrate deeply should be treated as
puncture wounds, but splinters that penetrate deeply should be removed by
a doctor

D. Regardless of severity, all cuts, punctures, and splir;ter injuries should be
treated immediately to avoid infection

E. Depending on the cause of the cut, puncture, or splinter wound, it is usually
wise to consider tetanus a hazard

F. Report all cuts, punctures, splinter wounds, and abre.sions to your supervi-
sor or instructor

XVIII. First aid guidelines for workplace bums

A. Always treat the victim for shock

B. In the case of a chemical burn, wash off the chemical with large quantities
of running water and cut clothing off the affected area

C. In the case of thermal burns, cut away clothing from the area of the burn,
but d -) not try to remove material that adheres to the burn

D. With all burns, apply a thick, sterile dressing to prohibit air from reaching
the burn

(;(;
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XIX. Steps In controlling bleeding

A. Place a compress of sterile gauze or the cleanest available material directly
over the bleeding site

B. Press firmly with fingers or palm of one hand

C. Elevate the bleeding parts above the heart level unless there is evidence of
a fracture

D. If blood soaks through the first compress, place another compress on it,
but do not remove the first cc. 'ess

E. Secure compress with a pressure bandage

F. Treat for shock

G. If there is a severe life-threatening hemorrhage, AND ONLY AS A LAST
RESORT, APPLY A TOURNIQUET

(CAUTION: There is an enormous pressure build-up at the point of tourni-
quet application. Premature loosening of the tourniquet could cause an
excessive loss of blood, and that is why a tourniquet, once applied, should
not be loosened except by a physician or on the advice of a physician.)

XX. Pressure points for checking bleeding (Transparency 3)

A. Bleeding from the front of the face can often be controlled by pressing the
facial artery

B. Bleeding from the armpit, or sometimes the entire arm, can often be con-
trolled by pressure on the subclavian artery

C. Bleeding from an arm can often be controlled by pressure on the brachial
artery

D. Bleeding from a leg can often be controlled by deep pressure on the femo-
ral artery

(CAUTION: The pressure point selected must N. between the heart and the
wound. Instruction by a qualified first aid Instructor is the best way to learn
where pressure points are and how to be sure the right one Is selected.)

XXI. First aid for eye Injuries

A. Every eye injury should receive immediate first aid attention

B. Notify your supervisor or instructor immediately
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C. For an apparent minor object in the eye, have the person wink several
times. If the tears produced by winking do not remove the object, assume
that the object is embedded and use the following procedure:

1. Have the victim close his or her eyes

2. Put a piece of moist cotton over the closed lid

3. Place a bandage over the cotton

4. Get the victim to a doctor as soon as possible

D. When the eyeball has been obviously scratched or penetrated, apply a ster-
ile dressing, bandage loosely, and get medical help immediately

E. Never permit the victim of an eye injury to rub his or her eye

F. When In doubt about any eye injury, seek the most immediate medical
attention whether it's on the job or in the classroom

G. Even though damage may be confined to one eye, it is sometimes best to
bandage both eyes with a sterile dressing so the victim will not have a ten-
dency to move the damaged eye

H. For chemical or acid splashes, flush the eyes repeatedly at an eye-flushing
station or use a bottled, portable flushing solution, then seek immediate
medical assistance

)0(111. General guidelines for first aid emergencies

A. Never hesitate to administer first aid when it is needed

(CAUTION: Resuscitation procedures require special training and should
not be practiced by untrained persons.)

B. Always have a reason for what you do

C. Reassure the injured person that everything possible is being done

(NOTE: Hearing the concerned voice of a co-worker is psychologically com-forting to an injured person and can actually lessen the degree of shock.)

D. Make accurate notes about the accident including name of victim, time,
place, cause or nature of the accident, and any first aid that was adminis-
tered

E. Do not notify the victim's family because this is the responsibility of the
school, the jobsite supervisor, or the medical facility

F. Report all accidents and Injuries to your Instructor or jobsite supervisor, no
matter how minor they may seam to be

G. File a complete accident report and submit a copy to the proper persons
(Transparency 4)

(NOTE Follow emergency procedures that have been adopted by local
school board.)
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ORDINARY

DRY

CHEMICAL
HALON

CLASS A FIRES

USE THESE
EXTINGUISHERS

ORDINARY
COMBUSTIBLES

WOOD
PAPER

CLOTH
ETC.

CLASS B FIRES

USE THESE
EXTINGUISHERS

FLAMMABLE
LIQUIDS, GREASE

GASOLINE
PAINTS
OILS, ETC.

CLASS C FIRES

USE THESE
EXTINGUISHERSmos

ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT

MOTORS
SWITCHES
ETC.

TM 1
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Rascud Procedure

To move a victim away from a live
electrical circuit use a nonconductor

such as a ;ong dry wooden or plastic pole.

A

1



Pressure Points

Facial

Subclavian

Brachial

Brachial

Femoral
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Accident Report Form
STANDARD STUDENT ACCIDENT REPORT FORM

Information on ALL Accidents

I. Name:

2. School.

t Time

4 Place

Home Address'

Sex. M0; FO. Age. Grade or classification..____.
accident occurred. Hour A.M.; P.M. Date.

Grounds To or from School 0 Home 0 Elsewhere 0of Accident: School Building School

S.

Ow
us ft
milg .9
17. X

4 als

Abrasion Practure DESCRIPTION
How did accident happen'
List specifically unsafe acts and
machine or equipmont involved.

OF THE ACCIDENT
What was student doing? Where was student )

unsafe conditions existing. Specify any tool,

Amputation Laceration
Asph)xtation ____ Poisoning
Bite Puncture__
Bruise d sScst. a

ria tc hesBurn _
Concussion Shock (el.)

Sprain
Dislocation
Other (specify)

,..14.
a

*4 iri
I" F.et
4
as

---i-
6. Degree
7. Total

---
Abdomen Foot
Ankle Hand
Arm Head
Back Knee
Chest Leg
Ear Mouth
Elbow Nose
Eye Scalp ____.
race Tooth
Finger \Wrist
Other (specify)

of Injury: Death Permanent Imp& rment Temporary Disability
number of days lost from school. (To be filled in when student

0 Nondisabling 0
returns co school)

Part IL Additional Information
Teacher in charge when accident occurred (Enter
Present at scene of accident: No: ___ ___ Yes: ____

ON School Jurisdiction Accidents
name).

9. 1
g I
4 I.
e N
a 4
3 u

4

Firstaid treatment __ By (Name) :
Sent to school nurse By (Name) :
Sent home By (Name);___
Sent. to physician _ By (Name).

Physician's Name:
Sent to hospital By (Name):__

Name of hospital.

to. Was
Name

ay

11. Witnesses:

a parent or other individual notified? No._.
of individual notified:

Yes:_. When: How

whom? (Enter name):

1. Name. Address:
2. Name: Address!

12. Specify Activity Specify Activity
Athletic field Locker

Remarks
What recommendations do you have for pre.
venting other accidents of this type?Auditorium Pool

Cafeteria Sch. grounds
Classroom shop
Corridor Showers,

Dressing room Stairs
Cymnasium Toilets and
Home Econ. washrooms
Laboratories ____ ____ Other (specify) __ ---

Signed Principe Teacher.

.N.111011.11 S40,) 0111114 ii. Fe rut 5010111 I
16/ IIMMI04002 Printed ,n U 5 A Stock No. 42931
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SAFETY AND FIRST AID
UNIT II

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 - COMPLETE A STUDENT SAFETY PLEDGE

STUDENT SAFETY PLEDGE FOR VOCATIONAL APPLIANCE REPAIR

, who is enrolled in vocational appliance repair
studies at , will, as a pan of the training pro-
gram, operate machines and equipment. This activity requires the written permission of par-
ent(s) or guardian.

It Is understood that each student will be given proper instruction in the safe use of _ :les
and equipment before being allowed to operate the machines or equipment alone. Further, the
student will be instructed in rules and regulations and safety requirements for classroom and
shop activities. The student must assume responsibility for conducting him/herself In a safe
manner, and it is requested that the student sign the following student safety pledge:

1. I PROMISE TO ABIDE BY ALL SAFETY RULES FOR THE SHOP AS FOLLOWS:

a. To wear eye protection at all times in the shop area

b. To use hand tools, bench tools, and floor tools only after proper instruction and
only with the instructor's permission

c. To use all tools and equipment only for their intended purpose

d. To exhibit a concern for tools and equipment by returning them to proper storage
areas after use

e. To contribute to good housekeeping requirements and to keep the shop area
dean and safe

f. To abide by all fire regulations and to respect smoking rules

g. To avoid horseplay at all times

h. To follow all rules and regulations of the school

2. I WILL REPORT ALL ACCIDENTS TO THE INSTRUCTOR IMMEDIATELY

Date STUDENT'S SIGNATURE

MAR-49

As parent(s) or guardian of , I hereby
give consent for my son/daughter to operate all machines and equipment necessary for
carrying out the requirements of the appliance repair course In which he/she is enrolled
(parent or guardian signature not required for students of legal age).

DATE

PARENT(S) OR GUARDIAN SIGNATURE

(NOTE: Parents are cordially invited to visit the school and inspect the appliance repair
program at any convenient time.)

hoi



SAFETY AND FIRST AID
UNIT II

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 - SELECT PROPER FIRST AID PROCEDUREf

Directions: The following statements present situations in which first aid is required; read the
statements caretuliy and provide answers as indicated.

A. A fellow student has suffered a minor cut working with a washer; you have cleaned the
cut with mild soap and water and rinsed the cut off, but the cut still looks as if it might
have dirt on it.

1. What would you do next?

2. What would you do after that?

B. A fellow student complains of a splinter in her wrist; you examine it and find that the
splinter Is deeply embedded.

1. What would you use to remove the splinted?

2. What would you do next?

C. A fellow student has just had a hard bump on the head; a few moments later he com-
plains of feeling weak; you reach over to help him to a chair and notice that his skin
feels moist and almost cold to touch.

1. What is probably wrong?

2. What would you do?

D. A fellow student has suffered a bad cut; you have cleaned the cut and applied a com-
press to it, but in a few minutes the compress is bloody and messy.

1. Should you remove the bi, od-soaked compress?

2. What would you do next?

E. A fellow student has suffered an eye injury, and it appears that a small piece of metal
may be embedded in the eyeball.

1. What would you do Prat?

2. What would you do next?
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2

F. A fellow student has suffered an eye injury, nothing appears to be embedded in the eye-
ball and the res of the eye appears to be free of any foreign matter, but the student
complains of great pain.

1. What would you do if this happens in the school shop?

2. What should you do if this happens on the job?

G. You have just assisted in administering first aid to a fellow worker with a bad cut; the
cut has been cleaned, the compress that was applied is doing a good job, and every-
thing is under control.

1. What should you do next?

2. What should you do after that? INE:
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SAFETY AND FIRST AID
UNIT Ii

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #1 Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

Assignment Sheet #2

A. 1. Clean the cut again

2. Cover with a dry sterile dressing

B. 1. Nothing; deeply imbedded splinters should not be removed

2. Notify supervisor or instructor

C. 1. The student is probably suffering from shock

2. Treat for shock

D. 1. No

2. Apply another compress over the first one

E. 1, Apply a sterile dressing

2. Bandage loosely and get medical help immediately

F. 1. Seek the most immediate medical attention

2. Seek the most immediate medical attention

G. 1. Make notes about the accident: name of victim, time, place, cause, or nature of
the accident, and any first aid that was administered

2. Report the accident to your instructor or supervisor



SAFETY AND FIRST AID
UNIT II

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with their correct definitions.

a. State or condition of being safe; freedom
from danger, risk, or hijury

b. Any suddenly occurring, unintentional event
which causes personal injury or property
damage

c. Immediate, temporary care given ihe victim
of an accident or sudden illness until the
service of a physician can be obtained

d. Points on the body where arteries pass
close to the surface of the skin and in front
of bone structure so that pressure forcing
the artery against the bone can check the
flow of blood to a specific part of the body

Materials or liquids that catch fire easily

f The science of good health and its mainte-
nance, including sanitary practices and
cleanliness

_______g. An acute, infectious disease that usually
enters the body through cuts or wounds;
characterized by spasmodic contractions or
rigidity of some voluntary muscles and fre-
quently referred to as lockjaw

__h. A bandage or strap twisted around a limb to
compress the flow of blood through al teries
and check severe bleeding; previously a rec-
ommended first aid procedure, but now rec-
ommended not at all or only in
life-threatening situations

1. First aid

2. Tetanus

3. Pressure points

4. Hygiene

5. Tourniquet

6. Safety

7. Combustible

8. Accident
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2. Complete r, list of benefits of safe working practices by circling the word(s) that best
completes each statement.

a. 41iminates the pain or discomfort or personal (Injury, embarrassment)

b. Eliminates the loss of equipment or the expense of (repair, cleanup)
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TEST

c. Eliminates lost time and lost (wages, esteem)

d. Contributes to the psychological well being of (only the boss, all employees)

e. Contributes to productivity and Job (security, promcdons)

f. Fulfills the (social, moral) obligation a worker has to employer and fellow employ-
ees

3. Select true statements concerning the major causes of accidents by placing an "X" in
the appropriate blanks.

(NOTE: For a statement to be true, all parts of the 3tatement must be true.)

a. Unsafe condition May be caused by improper design, improper installa-
tion, or improper maintenance of a tool, machine, or any piece of equip-
ment

b. Unsafe act -- The violation of a commonly accepted safe practice

Combination causes An unsafe condition combined with an unsafe act
causes the fewest accidents

4. State the motto for good housekeeping.

J. Complete statements concerning basic rules for safe use of tools and equipment by
Inserting the word(s) that best completes each statement.

When using a screwdriver, the work on a bench or against a solid
sterace

b. When using a wrench. pull 't the body to prevent smashing your
hand if the wrench should slip

u. Do not strike a mushroomed punch or chisel, pieces of it may strike you in the
or the hammer may slip and injure your

d. Wear safety_ when using striking tools

e. Be especially careful of burrs and fish hooks which are left on the edge of
; tliov can cause severe cuts

f. Never use a file without a ; the tang could easily pierce your hand
and cause a serious injury

g. When working with a drill press, remove the chuck and the work
in place
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TEST

h. When grinding or polishing, always wear safety

I. Never operate a machine from which the

j. Do not let molten solder come in contact with metal because the
solder will blow up hi your face and eyes

k. Do not let soldering get on your :;kin or in your eyes because it
can cause serious injury

have been removed

I. NEVER NEVER use near oxyacetylene %leiding equipment; the
interaction of oxygen and can cause a violent explosion

m. Wear goggles when working with oxyacetylene cutting equip-
ment

6. Arrange in order the steps in lifting safely by inserting the correct sequence number in
the appropriate blank.

a Bend your knees, get a good hand hold, then use both legs and back mus-
cles to lift the load straight up as you push with your legs and keep the
load close to your body

b Lower the load by bending your knees, and remember to store heavy
objects at least 12" off the floor

c. Size up the load to make sure you can safely handle it alone and then
place your feet close to the object and about 12" apart

d. Do not turn or twist until you have the load lifted into a carrying position,
and then move your feet to turn your body as you check your path of travel
to make sure it's clear

7. Select true statement concerning special lifting rules for appliance repair by placing
an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

__a Heavy appliances such as washers and dryers should always be trans-
ported on an appliance dQllie am securely tied with a restraining strap

b An appliance flipper should always be used to turn heavy appliances
because it will protect your back, avoid damage to the appliance, and pro-
tect a customer's nut)!

c. In cases where heavy appliances have to be loaded on a truck, always
work with a helper unless the truck is equipped with a hydraulic tail gate
lift such as a Tommy Lift
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TEST

Complete statements concerning fire safety rules by inserting the word(s) that best
completes each statement.

a. Report immediately anything that might be a fire hazard

h. Know the location and the proper of fire extinguishers and make
sure they have been recently checked

c. Know where the nearest is and make sure the
the nearest fire department is listed on the

of

d. Know the procedure for the building and the location of all fire
exits in case one or more exits may he blocked

e. Smoke only at times and in areas and make sure
cigarette butts are complete extinguished and properly discarded

f. Examine materials and equipment around the workplace to determine what
of fires might occur, then make sut ; available fire extinguishers

are correct for the of fires that might occur

g. Isolate materials in fire-resistant areas

h. Dispose of regularly

i. Conduct fire regular' intervr. t make sure the alarm car be
heard over shop noises, and that everyone evacuation routes exits, and
reassembly points

J. Don't anything in of a fire extinguisher

k. Know where and cut-offs are located so you can
reach thilin quickly if an emergency demands

9. Match classes of fires with their causes.

a hisult from ordinary combustibles such as 1. Class B fires
wood, paper, and cloth

2. Class C fires
b. Result from flammabli as ge,i-

oline, oil, paint, soivents, and grease 3. Class A fires

c Result from electrical wires, switches, and
motors

tio
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10. Match types of fire extinguishers with their recommended uses.

a. Recommended only for Class A and Class B 1. Pump tank
fires

2. Soda acid

3. Halon

4. Foam

b. Recommended only for Class A fires

c Recommended only for Class A fires

d. Recommended for all classes of fires
5. Multi-purpose dry

e. Recommended for only Class B and Class C chemical
fires
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6. Ordinary dry chemi-
f. Recommended for only Class B and Class C cal

fires

11. Match types of fire extinguishers with their recommended operations.

Allow foam to fall lightly onto the fire, not
directly into the fire, especially a burning liq-
uid

b Get as close to the fire as possible, and
direct the discharge at the edge of the
flames and work gradually forward and
upward

c Direct the steam at the base of the flames

Direct the steam at the base of the flames,
and then directly at material left burning

1. Carbon dioxide

2. Dry chemical

3. Foam

4. Soda acid and pump
tank

12. Complete statements concerning special safety requirements for appliance repair by
inserting the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Working with washers, dishwashers, and garbage disposers exposes techni-
cians to hazards that demand special attention

b. Always make sure the appliance is or from its
source before working with water lines or hoses

c. When loosening water-carrying connections, hold a shop towel ail Lind the con-
nection so water won't spray onto adjacent components

d. Drain water into a pan, but do not permit water to drain onto a floor, especially in
a

c
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TEST

e. When testing a water-carrying connection that has just been made up, hoi,i a
around it until you know it doesn't leak

f. Tools exposed to water should be thoroughly dried and before
putting them away

g. Never set electrical test instruments on a surface

h. Make sure all equipment that you install or work on is properly

I. Use gases with care

J. Never direct a
another worker

in the direction o;

13. Complete statements concerning special rules for eye protection by Inserting the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Safety should be worn at all times in the shop

b. Safety with proper shaded lenses must be worn when working
with oxyacetylene cutting equipment

c. Safety should be worn when soldering

d. A should be worn when grinding

e. Any form of eye protection worn should be kept so it will not
impair the view of materials or the work area

14. Select true statements concerning ways to recognize shock by placing an "X" in the
appropriate blanks.

a Skin looks flushed and reddish

13 Skin may be moist and clammy, even cold to the touch

c. Victim feels weak

d. Pulse is rapid and strong

e. Breathing rate is fast and irregular

f. Victim may be confused or incoherent

' it:)
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15. Arrange in order the steps in treating shock by placing the correct sequence number in
the appropriate blank.

a.

_b.
c.

d.

e.

f.

Eliminate the causes of shock, control bleeding, or administer artificial
respiration if the victim is not breathing

Notify supervisor or instructor IMMEDIATELY

DO NOT DELAY immediate first aid treatment; it can be life saving

Cover the victim to retain body heat, but do not make the victim sweat

Give no liquids or food to a shock victim

Keep victim lying down with feet slightly elevated

16. Complete statements concerning first aid for victims of electrical shock by inserting
the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Remove the victim from the electrical source or cut off the electrical source as
quickly as possible

1) In a shop area where electrical breakers can be reached quickly,
before touching victim

2) In any situation where the power be shut off, use a dry
stick, a rope or leather belt, or a coat or blanket to separate the victim
from the source of electricity

b. Have someone call for medical assistance _

c. Check victim's breathing and heartbeat:

1) If pulse is present, but has stopped, administer mouth to
mouth resuscitation

2) If has stopped, administer cardiopulmonary resuscita-
tion, but only if you have been properly trained

d. Treat for shock by keeping the victim with legs raised slightly
above the level of the head

e. Treat for electrical burns by wrapping the burned area with
gauze, and as you treat for burns, cover your mouth with a handkerchief to keep
germs away from the burns

f. Continue treatment until help arrives
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17. Select true statements concerning first aid guidelines for common workplace injuries
by placing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

_a. Minor cuts should be cleaned with soap and water, rinsed, and covered
with a dry, sterile dressing

__b. punCture wounds should be immediately bandaged

c. Slivers and splinters that do not penetrate deeply shr.duir..i be treated as
puncture wounds, but splinters that penetrate deeply should be taken out
with tweezers

d. Regardless of severity, all cuts, puncturos, and splinter injuries should be
treated immediately to avoid infection

Depending on the cause of the cut, puncture, or splinter wound, it is usu-
ally wise to consider tetanus a hazard

f. Report all cuts, punctures, splinter wounds, and abrasions to your supervi-
sor or instructor

18. Select true statements concerning first aid guidelines for workplace burns by plat tgan "X" in the appropriate blanks.

Always treat the victim for shock

b In the case of a chemical burn, wash off the chemical with large quantities
of running water and cut clothing off the affectsd area

c. In the case of thermal burns, cut away clothing from the area of the burn,
but do not try to remove material that adheres to the burn

d. With all burns, leave uncovered so air can reach the burn

19. Arrange in order the steps in controlling bleeding by placing the correct sequence num-ber in the appropriate blank.

a Treat for shock

b If there is a severe life-threatening hemorrhage, AND ONLY AS A LAST
RESORT, APPLY A TOURNIQUET

_c Elevate the bleeding parts above the heart level unless there is evidence
of a fracture

_cl. Place a compress- of sterile gauze or the cleanest available material
directly over the bleeding site

Secure compass with a pressure bandage

f. If blood soaks through the first compress, place another compress on It,
but do not remove the first cimpress

Press firmly with fingers or palm of one hand
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TEST

20. Complete statements concerning pressure points for checking bleeding by circling the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Bleeding from 1..e front of the face can often h^ nontrolled by pressing the (femo-
ral, facial) artery

b. Bleeding from the armpit, or sometimes the entire arm, can often be controlled
by pressure on the (subciavian, femoral) artery

c. Bleeding from an arm can often be controlled by pressure on the (brachial, facial)
artery

d. Bleeding from a leg can often be controlled by deep pressure on thu (femoral,
brachial) artery

21. Select true statements concerning first aid for eye injuries by placing an "X" in the
appropriate blanks.

(NOTE: For a statement to be true, all parts of the statement must be true.)

Every eye injury should receive immediate first aid attention

_b. Notify your supervisor or instructor immediately

For an apparent minor object in the eye, have the person wink several
times. If the tears produced by winking do not remove the object, assume
that the object is Imbedded and use the following procedure:

1) Have the victim close his or her eyes

2) Put a piece of moist cotton over the closed lid

3) Place a bandage over the cotton

4) Get the victim to a doctor as soon as possible

d. When the eyeball has been obviously scratched or penetrated, apply a
sterile dressing, bandage loosely, and get medical help immediately

e. Never permit the victim of an eye injury to rub his or her eye

__J. When in doubt about any eye injury, seek the most immediate medical
attention whether It's on the job or in the classroom
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TEST

_g. Even though damage may be confined to one eye, it is sometimes best to
bandage both eyes with a sterile dressing so the victim will not have a ten-
dency to move the damaged eye

_h. For chemical or acid splashes, riu.sh the eyes repeatedly at an eye-flushing
station or use a bottled, portable flushing solution, then seek immediate
medical assistance

22. Complete statements concerning general guidelines for first aid emergencies by insert-
ing the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Never to administer first aid when it is needed

b. Always have a for what you do

c. the injured person that everything possible is being done

d. Maks accurate about the accident including name of victim,
time, place, cause or nature of the accident, and any that was
administered

e. Do not notify the victim's because this is the responsibility of the
school, the jobsite supervisor, or the medical facility

f. Report all accidents and injuries to your instructor or jobsite supervisor, no mat-
ter how they may seem to be

g. File a complete report and submit a copy to the proper persons

(NOTE: If the following activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)

23. Complete a student safety pledge.

24. Select proper rirst aid procedures.
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SAFETY ANr FIRST AID
UNIT II

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 6 e. 7
b. 8 f. 4
c. 1 g. 2
d. 3 h. 5

2. a. Injury
b. Repair
c. Wages
d. All employees
e. Security
f. Moral

3. a, b

4. A place for everything and everything in its place

5. a. Support
b. Toward
c. Eye, hand
d. Goggles
e. Sheet metal
f. Handle
g. Clamp
h. Goggles
i. Guards
J. Wet
k. Acid
I. Oil, oil
m. Cutting

6. a. 2
b. 4
c. 1

d. 3

7. a, b, c

8. a. Potential
b. Operation
c. Telephone, number, phone
d. Evacuating
a Authorized, authorized
f. Types, classes
g. Combustible
h. Rubbish
1. Drills
J. Stack, front
k. Electrical, gas
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ANSIAMRS TO TEST

9. a. 3
b. 1

c.

10. a. 4
b. 1 or 2
c. 1 or 2
d. 5
e. 3 or 6
f. 3 or 6

11. a. 3
b. 1

C. 4
d. 2

12. a. Electrical/water
b. Unplugged, removed, power
c. Electrical
d. Customer's home
e. Shop towel
f. Lubricated
g. Wet
h. Grounded
i. Compressed
j. Compressed air hose

13, a. Glasses
b. Goggles
c. Goggles
d. Face shidd
e. Clean

14. b, c, e, f

15. a. 3
b. 1

c. 2
d. 5
e. 6
f. 4

16. a. 1) Shut off power
2) Cannot

b. Immediately
c. 1) Breathing

2) Heartbeat
d. Warm
e. Sterile
f. Medical

17. a, d, e, f
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ANSWERS TO TEST

18. a, b, c

19. a. 6
b. 7
c. 3
d. 1

e. 5
f. 4
g. 2

20. a. Facial
b. Subclavian
c. Brachial
d. Femoral

21. a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h

22. a. Hesitate
b. Reason
c. Reassure
d. Notes, first aid
e. Family
f. Minor
g. Accident

23. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

24. EvaluafrA to the satisfaction of the instructor
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FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRICITY
UNIT III

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to discuss the electron theory,
sources of Isle( tricity, and the difference between direct and alternating current. The student
should also be able to identify different types of circuits, and use ohm's law to solve for
unknown voltage, amperage, and current values in selected circuits. These competencies will
be evidenced by correctly completing the procedures outlined In the assignment sheets and
by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student will be able to:

1. Match terms related to fundamentals of electricity with their correct definitions.

2. Complete statements concerning electricity.

3. Match sources of electricity with their characteristics.

4. Select true statements concerning the electron theory.

5. Complete statements concerning the importance of electrical charges.

6. Complete statements concerning how electron flow is created in a conductor.

7. Solve problems concerning conductors, insulators, and semiconductors.

8. Complete statements concerning direct current.

9. Complete statements concerning alternating current.

10. Identify basic electrical symbols.

11. Identify types of circuits.

12. Complete a list of elements of a basic circuit.

13. Complete statements concerning circuit applications.



OBJECTIVE SHEET

14. Select true statements concerning cirri oft grounding.

15. Select true statements concerning electrical measurements.

16. Match abbreviations with their meanings in ohm's law.

17. Solve problems concerning ohm's law for electrical circuits.

18. Solve problems using ohm's law to find unknown values in a circuit.

19. Solve problems concerning characteristics of electrical power.

20. Complete a list of ways ohm's law is used.

21. Differentiate between Kirchhoff's laws for voltage and current.

22. Complete statements concerning working with resistors.

23. Arrange in order the steps in using the color code to determine resistor value.

24. Solve problems for an unknown voltage. (Assignment Sheet #1)

25. Solve problems for an unknown amperage. (Assignment Sheet #2)

26. Solve problems for an unknown resistance. (Assignment Sheet #3)

27. Identify resistor values using a standard color code. (Assignment Sheet #4)
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FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRICITY
UNIT III

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Provide students with objective sheet.

B. Provide students with information and assignment sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Invite a representative of a local or area electric company or co-op to talk to the stu-
dents about electrical service in the area, where local electricity is generated, how it is
transmitted to the area, and other particulars about cost and general service.

G. Select appropriate appliances to demonstrate how series, parallel, and series-parallel
circuits are effectively put to practical use.

H. Select appropriate appliances for use in demonstrating to the class how conductors,
insulators, and semiconductors are put to use in practical applications.

I. Use an oscilloscope to demonstrate to the class what alternating and direct current
look like on a scope.

J. Discuss the concept of grounding as a necessary part of a circuit function, and impress
upon students the hazards of iii properly grounded circuits and components.

K. Give test.

CONTENTS OF THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1 -- Electrical Transmission

2. TM 2 Electricity From Friction

3. TM 3 Electricity From Chemical Action

4. TM 4 Electricity From Magnetism

5. TM 5 Electricity From Light



CONTENTS OF THIS UNIT

6. TM 6 Electricity From Heat

7. TM 7 Electricity From Pressure

8. TM 8 Structure of an Atom

0. TM 9 Insulators, Semiconductors, and Conductors

10. TM 10 Types of Direct Current

11. TM 11 Basic Circuit

12. TM 12 Ohm's LawComputing Voltage

13. TM 13 -- Ohm's LawComputing Current

14. TM 14 Ohm's LawComputing Resistance

15. TM 15 Kirchhoff's Law of Voltage

16. TM 16 Voltage Drops in a Circuit

17. TM 17 Resistor ColorNalue Chart

D. Assignment sheets

1. Assignment Sheet #1 Solve Problems for an Unknown Voltage

2. Assignment Sheet #2 Solve Problems for an Unknown Amperage

3. Assignment Sheet #3 Solve Problems for an Unknown Resistance

4. Assignment Sheet #4 Identify Resistor Values Using a Standard Color Code

E. Test

F. Answers to test

REFERENCES USED IN DEVELOPING THIS UNIT

A. Vorderstrasse, Ron. General Electronic Technician. Stillwater, OK 74074: MidAmerica
Vocational Curriculum Consortium, 1986.

B. Lieder, Larry. Really Basic Electricity. Honeywell, Inc., 1982.

C. Baker, Gus E., and Leonard R. Crow. Electricity Fundamentals. Indianapolis, IN 46206:
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 1971.
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CONTENTS OF THIS UNIT

D. Buban, Peter, and Marshall L. Schmitt. Understanding Electricity and Electronics. New
York, NY: McGraw-Hill, inc., 1975.

E. Lister, Eugene C., Eleutric Circuits and Machines. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1975.

F. Bacon, Bill and Mack Sutton. Major Appliance Repairer. Austin, TX 78712: The Univer-
sity of Texas at Austin, 1983.
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FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRICITY
UNIT III

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Closed circuit A circuit in which there is a complete and unbroken path
for current to flow

B. Open circuit A circuit in which the path for current has been broken

C. Short circuit A circuit in which the current has been diverted from its
intended path into a side current of lower resistance

D. Load A device to which electrical energy is being supplied and used

E. LED (light-emitting diode) A low voltage bulb used to illuminate numbers
on control panels and other displays

11. Electricity (Transparency 1)

A. Electricity is a form 3f energy that can be convertvi to light, heat, or
mechanical energy to perform useful work

B. Electricity exists in nature as static electricity and as lightning, but these
forms of electricity do not perform useful work

C. Electricity used for domestic and industrial purposes is generated at power
plants and transmitted by high voltage power lines to towns and cities

D. High voltage electricity from a generating plant usually has to go through a
transformer that steps it down to a lower voltage for home and industry use

E. Electricity is put to work in the average home in an arrangement of parallel
circuits to supply electricity for lighting, heating, air conditioning, and appli-
ance use

F. To benefit people, electricity has to be controlled, and switches, solenoids,
transformers and other control devices are what mace major appliances
useful tools for modern living

111. Sources of electricity and their characteristics

A. Friction Produces static electricity when two materials are rubbed
together (Transparency 2)

Example: Sliding your feet across a wool or nylon carpet develops a static
charge that is transferred from your shoes to your body
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B. Chemical reaction Produces direct current electricity in batteries and
cells when dissimilar elements are placed in a chemical which acts upon
them (Transparency 3)

Example: Flashlight batteries and car batteries both use chemical reac-
tion to creatrj electricity

C. Magnetism Produces direct current or alternating current electricity by
moving a conductor through a magnetic field (Transparency 4)

Example: Both DC and AC motors use magnetism to produce electricity,
and AC induction motors are the ones most used with major
appliances

D. Photoelectric surfaces Produce electricity when light strikes them
(Transparency 5)

Example: Colar cells in space crafts and photovoltaic cells in generating
plants both produce electricity from sunlight

E. Heat Produces electricity when it is applied to two dissimilar metals that
are next to each other (Transparency 6)

Example: Bimetallic switches in many oven controls and thermocouples
of all kinds operate from electricity produced by heat

F. Mechanical pressure Produces electricity when applied to certain crys-
talline substances (Transparency 7)

Example: The crystal in the needle on a record player produces an electri-
cal signal as a result of pressure between the record and the
needle

IV. The electron theory (Transparency 8)

A. Understanding electricity requires basic knowledge of the structure of an
atom

B. Neutrons with no tharges and protone with positive charges make up the
nucleus of an atom

C. Electrons with negative charges orbit the nucleus in paths that are called
shells

D. Electrons that orbit in inner shells are attracted tc the nucleus, but elec-
trons in the outer shell or "valence" shell can be set free

E. When energy Is applied to the centrifugal force in an electron, the electron
leaves its previous orbit and moves to a I iher orbit
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F. Since a valence electron has no higher orbit, it will leave the parent atom
and move to another atom

G. The negative charge of an electron freed from the valence shell is the basic
unit of electricity

V. The Importance of electrical charges

A. A man named Coulomb experimented with electrical charges and formu-
lated a law that governs the interaction of negative and positive charges

B. The two most Important electrical relationships established by Coulomb's
law are that:

1. Like charges repel

Example: A negative charge repels another negative charge

2. Unlike charges attract

Example: A positive charge attracts a negative charge

C. The fact that positive charges attract negative charges is extremely impor-
tant to the movement of electrons required to create current flow in a con-
ductor

D. The attraction and repulsion principles help make DC and AC motors work

VI. How electron flow Is created In a conductor

A. To create electron flow requires a source of already energized electrons like
those found in a battery

B. The wire or medium that serves as a conductor must have one end con-
nected to the negative side of the power source and the other end con-
nected to the positive side of the power source

C. The negative charges from the power source energize the negative charges
in the conductor and cause them to start moving

(NOTE: Remember that Coulomb's law says that electrons will repel other
electrons.)

D, The positive charges at the other end of the power source attract the elec-
trons from the negative side and reinforce electron flow

E. The presence of negative charges at one end of the conductor and the
absence of negative charges at the other end of the conductor sets up a sit-
uation called a potential difference
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F. The potential difference must be present before electrons will flow in a con-
ductor to create electric current that can be put to work

VII. Conductors, insulators, and semiconductors (Transparency 9)

A. Materials whose atoms have one or very few valence electrons have little
resistance to electron flow and make good conductors

Example: Gold, sliver, and copper

B. Materials whose atoms have valence electrons strongly attached to the par-
ent atom have high resistance to electron flow and make good insulators

Example: Mica, glass, porcelain, and ceramic

C. Materials whose atoms have valence electrons that are only moderately
attached to the parent atom can have their resistance manipulated to be
high or low, and these materials are semiconductors

Example: Silicon and germanium

VIII. Direct current

A. The most common source of direct current electricity is the battery

B. Both wet and dry cell batteries operate on the same principle of two dissim-
ilar metals placed in a chemical that reacts upon them

(NOTE: A liquid electrolyte is used in the wet cell battery, and a chemical
paste is used in the dry cell battery.)

C. Chemical reaction in a battery creates a potential difference between the
dissimilar elements and creates a condition for electron flow

D. Potential difference Is also called "voltage" and can be tapped into with
wires and directed to an electrical device or "load"

E. The essential characteristic of direct current is that the strength of the cur-
rent may rise o,7 fall, but it never becomes negative

F. Wien plotted graphically to depict Its movement in time, direct current may
be (Transparency 10):

1. Nonfluctuatlng

2. Pulsating

3. Fluctuating
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G. Direct current is seldom used with major appliances, but batteries are an
excellent source of power for the study of e:xtrical circuits and electrical
measurements

IX. Alternating current

A. The essential characteristic of alternating current is that it constantly
reverses itself above and below a zero base line

B. When alternating current is depicted graphically in time, it creates a wave
form that starts at zero, rises to a maximum level, returns to zero, then
reaches another maximum level below zero base line, and then repeats the
alternation (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

C. One complete reversal of alternating current is called a cycle, and one cycle
contains two different current directions (Figure 1)

D. Most household current reverses itself 120 times per second, so there are
60 cycles per second or 60 hertz per second

(NOTE: Hertz is usually abbreviated to Hz and when 60 Hz appears on In
appliance or a motor, it means the device is designed to run on normal
household current.)

E. Alternating current can be transmitted from generating sources over long
distances without excessive power loss, and it is preferred over direct cur-
rent

(NOTE: In some countries, AC is less than 60 Hz, and major appliances have
to be modified to operate at the lower frequency.)

-I c, ti
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X. Basic electrical symbols

(NOTE: The following symbols are designed to make it easier for you to work with
circuit diagrams; symbols used in wiring diagrams and schematics will be treated
in detail In a later unit.)

A. The symbol for an AC power source may be shown as:

1. or 2.

L1 - (line one)
L2 (line two)

B. The symbol for a DC power source may be shown as:

1.

DC

(NOTE: The symbol for a dry cell or battery in B-2 should have a small plate
to indicate negative and a large plate to Indicate positive.)

or 2.

C. The symbol for electrical wires are straight lines:

1. Connected or 2. Not connected

D. The symbols for a switch siould Indicate whether the contacts are:

1. Open or 2. Closed

E. The symbol for a resistor is:

101
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F. The symbol for a light or lamp may be:

1.

G. The symbol for a fuse is:

or 2.

H. The symbol for ohms is the Greek letter Omega:

I. The symbols for switches show how switches work internally:

1. (SPST) 2. (SPST) 3. (SPST)
Single Pole Single Pole Double Pole

Single Throw Double Throw Double Throw

O 0<0
XL Types of circuits 0 0"°)°°°...C)

A. A circuit arranged so that all thf, °wont flowing in the circuit will pass
through all the components in a circul1 is called a series circuit (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

R
1

NOMMIIMMI C

'-a

R3
arnommarmirimMawrimunwlAANIMINeworsismsJ

Series Circuit

10;

R2

MAR-81
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B. A circuit with components connected to the same power source but
located side -by -side so that a division 0 current occurs is called a parallel
circuit (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

Parallel Circuit

C. When a circuit has components that are connected in series and compo-
nents that are connected in parallel, the circuit is a series-parallel circuit
(Figure 4)

FIGURE 4

Series-Parallel Circuit

XII. Elements of basic circuit (Transparency 11)

A. A complete circuit must have:

1. A power source such as a battery

2. A conductor such as an electric wire

3. A load such as a light bulb

B. To be of practical use, a circuit should also have:

1. A switch

2. A protection device such as a fuse or a circuit breaker

I
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XIII. Circuit applications

A. Switches are always wired in series with the circuits they control

B. Series circuits are used ii several appliances such as automatic dryers
where the door switch is in series with the motor circuit so the appliance
will not start if the door is open

(NOTE: The series circuit is also used with microwave ovens to make sure
microwave generation doesn't happen if the door is open.)

C. Parallel circuits are most common in house wiring, but are also common in
refrigerators and ranges

D. In an automatic washer, the fill valve is in series with the water level switch
so water will cut off at the predetermined level, but the fill valve is in parallel
with the timer so the dishwasher will go into a wash cycle after filling

(NOTE: Modern appliances using solid state controls also use series-paral-
lel circuits for odd jobs such as lighting LED's.)

XIV. Circuit grounding

A. A ground in a circuit serves to protect operators and technicians agains
hazardous static electrical shock

B. All circuits should be grounded with a ground wire from the power source
to a point on the appliance chassis

C. in cases where a circuit cannot be grounded to chassis, the ground wire
should be secured to a cold water pipe or to a grounding rod driven into the
ground

D. Loose grounds create static in radio and television sets and contribute to
heat build-up in appliances

XV. Electrical measurements

A. Being able to measure the electrical characteristics in a circuit is the basis
of all electrical troubleshooting

B. Electrical measurements permit duplication of previous conditions

C. E!Actrical measurements permit the comparison of a present electrical con-
dition with a specified normal cond!tion

D. Electrical measurements are made with specialized instruments, and know-
ing how to use test instruments properly is a basic requirement for appli-
ance repair technicians
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XVI. Abbreviations and their meanings In ohm's law

A. E = Electromotive in volts

B. I = Intensity of the current in amps

C. R = Resistance in ohms

D. P = Power in watts

XVII. Ohm's law for electrical circuits

A. Ohm's law for electrical circuits concerns itself with the mathematical rela-
tionship between voltage, current, and resistance in a DC circuit

B. The law may be expressed in three ways:

1. The voltage required to force a given amount of current through a cir-
cuit is equal to the current times the resistance (E = I x R)

2. The current in a circuit is equal to the voltage divided by the resist-
ance (I = E/R)

3. The resistance of a circuit is equal to the voltage divided by the cur-
rent (R = Ell)

C. For reference and easier figuring, the law is frequently presented graphi-
cally in a triangle or a circle divider: into three parts that represent the three
elements in a circuit (Figure 5)
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XVIII. Using ohm's law to find unknown values In a circuit

A. Sketch a triangle (or a circle), divide it in three parts, and insert E, I, and R as
shown in Figure 6

(NOTE: Remember that E is volts, I is amps, and R is resistance.)

FIGURE 6

B. To determine an unknown voltage, cover the E (the unknown value), and
multiply the I (amps) times tie R (ohms) (Figure 7 and Transparency 12)

FIGURE 7

E_ orE=IxR

or Volts = Amps x Ohms

I. 0
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C. To determine an unknown current, cover the I (the unknown value), and
divide the E (volts) by R (ohms) (Figure 8 and Transparency 13)

FIGURE 8

or Amps = Volts + Ohms

D. To determine an unknown resistance, cover the R (the unknown value), and
divide E (volts) by I (amps) (Figure 9 and Transparency 14)

FIGURE 9

R or R =

or Ohms = Volts + Amps

10'?
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XIX. Characteristics of electrical power

A. The fundamental unit of measure for electrical power is the watt (W) and
may be measured with an instrument called a wattmeter

1. Electrical power is the time rate at vt,:iich a charge is moved by volt-
age

2. One watt equals the work accomplished in one second by one volt of
potential difference in moving one coulomb of charge

(NOTE: 746 watts = 1 horsepower.)

B. Power (P) in an electrical circuit may be calculated by using Watt's law,
expressed by three basic formula:

P (in watts) = E (volts) x I (amperes)

P (in watts) = 12 (amperes) x R (ohms)

(P (in watts) = E volts)
R (ohms)

C. Power is dissipated in resistance in the form of heat and is made evident by
a voltage drop across the resistance

D. The law is often presented graphically in a triangle or circle divided into
three parts that represent the three elements in power relationships (Figure
10)

FIGURE 10

MAR-87
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XX. Ways ohm's law Is used

A. To calculate circuit resistance

B. To calculate circuit amperage

C. To calculate circuit voltage

D. To calculate circuit wattage

E. To calculate voltage drop

XXI. Kirchhotrs law for voltage and current (Transpivencies 15 and 16)

A. Kirchhoff's voltage law The sum of the voltage drops In a closed loop cir-
cuit (series circuit) is equal to the applied voltage

B. Kirchhoff's current law The algebraic sum of currento into any point in a
circuit is equal to the algebraic sum of currents out of that point

)0(11. Working with resistors

A. Resistors are used in some major appliance circuitry to limit current or pro-
vide a load to establish proper circuit voltage

B. Knowing how to read the value of rvistors is essential in troubleshooting
circuit problems

C. Some wirewound resistors have their value stamped on the body and are
easy to determine

D. Most carbon-composition and filmtype resistors can only be evaluated by
use of a color code, and understanding the code is essential to resistor
troubleshooting (Transparency 17)

10,)
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XXIII. Steps In using the color code to determine resistor value (Transparency 17)

A. Always begin with the color band nearest the end of the resistor (Figure 11)

FIGURE 11

Do Not Start Here

B. List the first color band as the first number of the resistance value

Example: Red has a value of 2, so the resistor in Figure 11 has 2 as the
first resistance value

C. List the second color band as the second number of the resistance value

Example: Orange has a value of 3, so it should be listed to the right of the
red 2 to give a value of 23

D. Usa the third color band as the multiplier

(NOTE: Gold as a multiplier has a value of 0.1, so divide by 10 and silver as a
multiplier has a value of 0.01, so divide by 100.)

Example: Since brown has a value of 10 when used as a multiplier, the
resistor in Figure 11 would have a value of 23 x 10 or 230 ohms

E. Use the fourth color band to determine the tolerance of the resistor

Example: Since gold has a plus or minu3 tolerance of 5%, the resistor In
Figure 11 with a resistance of 230 ohms would have a plus or
minus tolerance of 230 x .05, an 11.5 tolerance, or the resistor
would be serviceable at any range from 218.5 ohms to 241.5
ohms
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Electricity From Friction
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Electricity From Chemical Action

Negative Terminal

(Cathode)
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Positive Terminal
(Anode)
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Electricity From Magnetism

Producing Electricity by
Moving a Horseshoe Magnet
Through a Coil of Wire

11 7

Producing Electricity
by Moving a
Bar Magnet Through
a Coil Jf Wire

This Principle is used in generators.
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Electricity From Pressure
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Insulators, Semiconductors,
and Conductors

Increasing Resistance

Insulators
Mica
Glass
Shellac
Paper
Rubber
Bakelite
Fiber
Air or Vacuum

Semiconductors
Germanium
Silicon

Conductors
Iron
Nickel
Tungsten
Aluminum
Gold
Copper
Silver

H

h

e
d

m

L
0
w

TM 9



Types of Direct Current

0

Nonfluctuating

Fluctuating

MAR-109
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Basic Circuit

2 Amperes Returns to Battery

Resistor-5 Ohms;
10 Volts Potential;

2 Amperes

MAR111

2 Amperes
Leaves Battery

Switch-0 Ohms
(No Resistance);
2 Amperes;
0 Volts Potential

552

Lamp-1 Ohm;
2 Volts Potential;
2 Amperes

1S2

2V

TM 11



Ohm's Law--Computing Voltage

R = 11 ohms

177
IN IN I II I I I

I N. 1 1 1 1

2 amperes

1 rl

E=

What voltage is being supplied by the battery?

E = IR E = 2 amperes x 11 ohms, E = 22 volts

The value of the voltage being supplied by the battery is 22.

111
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Ohm's Law--Computing Current

I amps

E= 68 Volts

How many amperes of current are flowing in this circuit?

E = IR
E
R

68 voltsI = 17 ohms = 4 amperes



Ohm's Law--Computing Resistance

R = __OHMS
v\f_

CYM, =IMO

1 = 2 amps

E = 10 volts

What is the resistance value of the resistor in this circuit?

E = IR

1. 5 4

= E 10 voltsR = 2 amperes = 5 ohms



Kirchhoff's Law of Voltage

The algebraic sum of the voltages around

a closed loop must equal the applied

voltage.

1 :1 7



Voltage Drops in a Circuit

Applied Voltage (E) = 101/

Direction of Electron Flow: Negative (b) to
Positive (a)

Application of Kirchhoff's Law of Voltage:

V1 + V2 + V3 El

2V + 5V + 3V = 10V E

1 : , ) 23,

U
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Resistor Color/Value Chart

v
Color

Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 Band 5

lst
Digit

(Number)

2nd
Digit

(Number)
Multiplier Tolerance

(percent)
Reliability
(percent)

Black 0 0 10° 1

Brown 1 1 10' 10 1 1.0

Red 2 2 102 100 2 0.1

Orange 3 3 103 1,000 3 0.01

Yellow 4 4 104 10,000 4 0.001

Green 5 5 105 100,000

Blue 6 6 108 1,000,000

Violet 7 7 107 10,000,000

Gray 8 8 108 100,000,000

White 9 9 10° 1,000,000,000

Gold 104 0.1 5

Oliver 10.2 0.01 10

none 20 Not
tested

Use the following to remember the resistor color code:

Bad Boys Race Our Young Girls, But Violet Generally Wins.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1. 4 0 TM 17
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FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRICITY
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET WI - SOLVE PROBLEMS FOR
AN UNKNOWN VOLTAGE

Directions: Apply the appropriate formula from Ohm's law to find the voltage In the fx.1!!cwing
problems.

Example: 2 amps, 60 ohms =

Answer: E = IR = 2 x 60 = 120 volts

Problems:

volts

Amps Ohms Volts

1. 20 6

2. 4 60
1

3. 9.6 2.5

NI II . v.

4. 5 3

5. 75 0.16



FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECMICITY
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 - SOLVE PROBLEMS FOR
AN UNKNOWN AMPERAGi:

Directions: Apply the appropriate formula to find the amperage in the following problems.

Example: 120 volts, 40 ohms = amps

Answer I = EIR = 120140 = 3 amps

Problems:

Volts Ohms Amps

1. 240 12

2. 110 11

3. 440 20

4. 120 30

5. 24 3

142

MAR127



FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRICITY
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3 - SOLVE PROBLEMS FOR
AN UNKNOWN RESISTANCE

Directions: Apply the appropriate formula to find resistance.

Example: 440 volts, 10 amps = ohms

Answer. R = Ell = 440110 = 44 ohms

Problems:

Volts Amps

1. 240 4

2. 24 9.6

3. 12 5

4. 230 5

5. 24 8

Ohms

MAR129
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FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRICITY
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4 - IDENTIFY RESISTOR VALUES
USING A STANDARD COLOR CODE

Directions: Using the color code chart provided in this assignment sheet, identify the value of
each resistor provided by your instructor, and record the value in the appropriate blank on the
Resistor Value Chart that accompanies this job sheet.

Color

Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 Band 5

1st
Digit

(Number)

2nd
Digit

(Number)
Multiplier Tolerance

(percent)
Reliability
(percent)

Black 0 0 10° 1

Brown 1 1 101 10 1 1.0

Red 2 2 102 100 2 0.1

Orange 3 3 103 1,000 3 0.01

Yellow 4 4 104 10,000 4 0.001

Green 5 5 108 100,000

Blue 6 6 10° 1,000,000

Violet 7 7 10' 10,000,000

Gray 8 8 108 100,000,000

White 9 9 109 1,000,000,000

Gold 10.1 0.1 5

Silver 10.2 0.01 10

none 20 Not
tested



1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRICITY
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4

Resistor Value Chart

You Name Date

MAR-133
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FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRICITY
UNIT III

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #1

1. 120V

2. 240V

3. 24V

4. 15V

5. 12V

Assignment Sheet #2

1. 20A

2. 10A

3. 22A

4. 4A

5. 8A

Assignment Sheet #3

1. 60 I/

2. 2.5 I/

3. 2.412

4. 46 I/

5. 3I/

Assignment Sheet #4

Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

.1. 4. 6
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UNIT III

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with their correct definitions.

a. A circuit in which there is a complete and 1. Short circuit
unbroken path for current to flow

2. Closed circuit_b. A circuit in which the path for current has
3. LED

c A circuit in which the current has been 4. Open circuit
diverted from Its intended path into a side
current of lower resistance 5. Load

been broken

d. A device to which electrical energy is being
supplied and used

A low voltage bulb used to illuminate num-
bers on control panels and other displays

2. Complete statements concerning electricity by inserting the word(s) that best com-
pletes each statement.

a. Electricity is a form of energy that can be converted to light, heat, or mechanical
energy to perform useful

b. Electricity exists in nature as electricity and as
but these forms of electricity do not perform useful work

c. Electricity used for domestic and industrial purposes is generated at power
plants and transmitted by high voltage to towns
and cities

d. High voltage electricity from a generating plant usually has to go through a
that steps it down to a lower voltage for home and industry use

e. Electricity is put to work in the average home in an arrangement of
circuits to supply electricity for lighting, heating, air condition-

ing, and appliance use

f. To benefit people, electricity has to be , and switches, solenoids,
transtormers and other control devices are what make major appliances useful
tools for modern living

141
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3.

4.

TEST

Match sources of electricity with their characteristics.

_a. Produces static electricity when two materi- 1. Magnetism
als are rubbed together

2. Mechanical pressure
b Produces direct current electricity in batter-

ies and cells when dissimilar elements are 3. Friction
placed in a chemical which acts upon them

4. Heat
c. Produces direct current or alternating cur-

rent electricity by moving a conductor 5. Chemical reaction
through a magnetic field

6. Photoelectric sur-
__A. Produce electricity when light strikes them faces

e. Produces electricity when it is applied to
two dissimilar metals that are next to each
other

f. Produces electricity when applied to certain
crystalline substances

Select true statements concerning the electron theory by placing an "X" beside each
statement that is true.

a Understanding electricity requires basic knowledge of the structure of an
atom

_b. Neutrons with no charges and ions with positive charges make up the
nucleus of an atom

c. Electrons with negative charges orbit the nucleus in paths that are called
shells

d. Electrons that orbit in 'nner shells are attracted to the nucleus, but elec-
trons in the outer shell or "valence" shell can be set free

e. When energy is applied to the centrifugal force in an electron, the electron
leaves its previous orbit and moves to a lower orbit

f. Since a valence electron has no higher orbit, it will leave the parent atom
and move to another atom

The positive charge of an electron freed from the valence shell is the basic
unit of electricity

5. Complete statements concerning the importance of electrical charges by inserting the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. A man named Coulomb experimented with electrical charges and formulated a
law that governs the interaction of and charges
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TEST

b. The two most important electrical relationships established by Coulomb's law
are that:

1) Like charges

2) Unlike charges

c. The fact that positive charges attract negative charges is extremely :mportant to
the movement of required to create current flow in a conductor

d. The attraction and repulsion principles help make DC and AC
work

6. Crniplete statements concerning how electron flow is created in a conductor by cir-
cling the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. To create electron flow requires a source of already energized electrons like
those found in (a battery) (silicon)

b. The wire or medium that serves as a (conductor) (transmitter) must have one end
connected to the negative side of the power source and the other end connected
to the positive side of the power source

The (positive) (negative) charges from the power source energize the negative
charges in the conductor and cause them to start moving

d. The (positive) (negative) charges at the other end of the power source attract the
electrons from the negative side and reinforce electron flow

e. The presence of negative charges at one end of the conductor and the absence
of negative charges at the other end of the conductor sets up a situation called a
(potential difference) (inductance)

f. The (potential difference) (inductance) must be present before electrons will flow
in a conductor to create electric current that can be put to work

7. Solve problems concerning conductors, insulators, and semiconductors.

a. Would a piece of copper wire be considered a conductor, an insulator, or a semi-
conductor?

Answer 1.1.111111
b. Would a silicon disc be considered a conductor or a semiconductor?

Answer

c. Would gold or silver make good insulators?

Answer

14
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d. Would glass make a good insulator?

Answer

8. Complete statements concerning direct current by circling the word(s) that best com-
pletes each statement.

a. The (strongest) (most common) source of direct current electricity is the battery

b. Both wet and dry cell batteries operate on the same principle of two (similar) (dis-
similar) metals placed in a chemical that reacts upon them

c. Chemical reaction in a battery creates (a potential difference) (an inductance)
between the dissimilar elements and creates a condition for electron flow

d. Potential difference is also called ("amperage") ("voltage") and can be tapped
into with wires and directed to an electrical device or "load"

e. The essential characteristic of direct current is that the strength of the current
may rise or fall, but it never becomes (negative) (positive)

f. When plotted graphically to depict its movement in time, direct current may be

1) (Nonfluctuating) (Slanted)

2) (Pulsating) (Intermittent)

3) (Fluctuating) (Sporadic)

9. Direct current is (often) (seldom) used with major appliances, (but) (and) batteries
ale an excellent source of power for the study of electrical circuits and electrical
measurements

9. Complete statements concerning alternating current by inserting the word(s) or fig-
ure(s) that best complete each statement.

a. The essential characteristic of alternating current is that it constantly
Itself above and below a zero base line

b. When alternating current is depicted graphically in time, it creates a wave form
that starts at , rises to a maximum level, returns to

, then reaches another maximum level below
base line, and then repeats the alternation

c. One complete revecaal of alternating current is called a , and one
contains two different current directions

d. Most household current reverses itself times per second, so
there are 80 cycles per second or 60 hertz per second
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e. Alternating current can be transmitted from generating sources over
distances without excessive power loss, and it is preferred over

direct current

10. Identify the following basic electrical symbols by placing the correct number In the
appropriate blank.

a.

C.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

Mw-

i

1. Resistor

2. Ohms

3. An AC power source

4. An open switch

5. A single pole, single
throw switch

6. Connected electrical
wires

7. Fuse

8. Light or lamp

9. DC power source
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11. Identify types of circuits by writing the appropriate name beside each of the following
circuit diagrams.

b.

-C.

12. Complete a list of elements of a basic circuit by inserting the word(s) that best com-
plete each statement.

a. A complete circuit must have:

1) A such as a battery

2) A such as an electric wire

3) A such as a light bulb

'
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b. To be of practical use, a circuit should also have:

1) A

2) A device such as a fuse or a circuit breaker

13. Complete statements concerning circuit applications by circling the word(s) that best
complete each statement.

a. Switches are always wired in (series) (parallel) with the circuits they control

b. Series circuits are used in several appliances such as automatic dryers where
the door switch is In series with the motor circuit so the appliance will not start if
the (door is open) (fuse is blown)

c. Parallel circuits are most common In (washers) (house wiring), but are also com-
mon in refrigerators and ranges

d. In an automatic washer, the till valve Is In (parallel) (series) with the water level
switch so water will cut off at the predetermined level, but the fill valve Is In (para-
llel) (series) with the timer so the dishwasher will go Into a wash cycle after filling

14. Select true statements concerning circuit grounding by placing an "X" beside each
statement that Is true.

a. A ground in a circuit serves t( protect operators and technicians against
hazardous static electrical shock

_____b. All circuits should be grounded with a ground wire from the power sour .:e
to a point on the appliance chassis

In cases where a circuit cannot be grounded to chassis, the ground wire
should be secured to a cold water pipe or to a grounding rod driven Into
the ground

_d. Loose grounds create static in radio and television sets and contribute to
heat build.up in appliances

15. Select true statements concerning electrical measurements by placing an "X" beside
each statement that Is true.

Being able to measure the electrical characteristics In a circuit is the basis
of all alectrical troubleL looting

_b. Electrical measurements permit duplication of previous conditions

c. Electrical measurements permit the comparison of a present electrical
condition with a past condition

1 e
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d. Electrical measurements are made with specialized Instruments, and
knowing how to use test instruments properly is a basic requirement for
appliance repair technicans

16. Match abbreviations with their meanings in ohm's law.

_a. Electromotive in volts 1. R

. b. Intensity of the current in amps 2. E

c Resistance in ohms 3. P

d Power in watts 4. I

17. Solve problems concerning ohm's law for electrical circuits by properly completing
each of the following statements:

a. The voltage required to force a given amount of current through a circuit is equal
to the current times the

b. The current in a circuit is equal to the voltage divided by the

c. The resistance of a circuit is equal to the voltage divided by the

18. Solve problems using ohm's law to find unknown values in a circuit.

a. Since E = IR, a circuit with 20 amps and 6 ohms resistance would have how
many volts?

Answer

b. Since I = E/R, a circuit with 240 volts and 12 ohms resistance would have how
many amps?

Answer

c. Since R = 01, a circuit with 240 volts and 4 amps would have how many ohms
resistance?

Answer

19. Solve problems concerning characteristics of electrical power by answering the follow-
ing questions.

a. Name the fundamental unit of measure for electrical prier, and also name the
Instrument used to measure power.

Answer



b. How is power made evident?

Answer

20. Complete a list of ways ohm's law is used by Inserting the word(s) that best complete
each statement.
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a. To calculate circuit

b. To calculate circuit

c. To calculate circuit

d. To calculate circuit

e. To calculate

21. Differentiate between Kirchoff's laws for voltage and current by placing an "X" beside
the statements that describes the law for voltage.

The sum of the voltage drops in a closed loop circuit is equal to the
applied voltage

b. The algebraic sum of currents into any point in a circuit is equal to the
algebraic sum of currents out of that point

22. Complete statements concerning working with resistors by inserting the word(s) that
best completes each statement.

a. Resistors are used in some major appliance circuitry to limit current or provide a
to establish proper circuit voltage

b. Knowing how to read the value of resistors is essentia! in circuit
problems

c. Some wire-wound resistors have their value on the body and are
easy to determine

d. Most carbon-composition and film-type resistors can only be evaluated by use of
a , and understanding the is
essential to resistor troubleshooting

23. Arrange In order the steps in using the color code to determine resistor value by insert-
'no the correct sequence number in the appropriate blank.

a. List the first color band as the first number of the resistance value

b. Use the fourth color band to determine the tolerance of the resistor

1 )
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Always begin with the color band nearest the end of the resistor

d. Use the third color band as the multiplier

e. List the second color band as the second number of the resistance value

(NOTE: If the following activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)

24. Solve problems for an unknown voltage. (Assignment Sheet #1)

25. Solve problems for an unknown amperage. (Assignment Sheet #2)

26. Solve problems for an unknown resistance. (Assignment Sheet #3)

27. Identify resistor values using a standard color code. (Assignment Sheet #4)
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FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRICITY
UNIT III

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 2
b. 4
c. 1

d. 5
e. 3

2. a. Work
b. Static, lightning
c. Power lines
d. Transformer
e. Parallel
f. Controlled

3. a. 3
b. 5
c. 1

d. 6
e. 4
f. 2

4. a, c, d, f

5. a. Negative, positive
b. 1) Repel

2) Attract
c. Electrons
d. Motors

6. a. A battery
b. Conductor
c. Negative
d. Positive
e. Potential difference
f. Potential difference

7. a. A conductor
b. A semiconductor
c. No
d. Yes

8. a. Most common
b. Dissimilar
c. A potential difference
d. "Voltage"
e. Negative
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f. 1) Nonfluctuating
2) Pulsating
3) Fluctuating

g. Seldom, but

9. a. Reverses
b. Zero, zero, zero
c. Cycle, cycle
d. 120
e. Long

10. a. 3 f. 8
b. 9 g. 7
c. 6 h. 2
d. 4 i. 5
e. 1

11. a. Parallel
b. Series
c. Series-parallel

12. a. 1) Power source
2) Conductor
3) Load

b. 1) Switch
2) Protection

13. a. Series
b. Door is open
c. House wiring
d. Series, parallel

14. a, b, c, d

15. a, b, d

16. a. 2

b. 4

c. 1

d. 3

17. a. Resistance
b. Resistance
c. Current

18. a. 120V
b. 20 amps
c. 60 ohms
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19. a. The watt, a wattmeter
b. A voltage drop across the resistance

20. a. Resistance
b. Amperage
c. Voltage
d. Wattage

(NOTE: A through d may be in any order.)
e. Voltage drop

21. a

22. a. Load
b. Troubleshooting
c. Stamped
d. Color code, code

23. a. 2
b.
c.
d. 4
e. 3

24 through 27. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

1 A
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AC INDUCTION MOTORS
UNIT IV

UNIT OBJECTIVE
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After completion of this unit, the student should be able to discuss the principles of magnet-
ism and how those principles apply to electromagnets, coils, transformers, DC motors, and
AC induction motors. The student should also be able to name components of an AC induc-
tion motor, list types of motors, and discuss guidelines for servicing throw-away motors. The
student should also be able to troubleshoot an AC induction motor for thermal overload prob-
lems, determine whether a start mechanism or start windings are bad, replace a centrifugal
switch, and bench-test a single-speed motor with a test cord. These competencies will be evi-
denced by correctly completing the procedures outlined in the job sheets and by scoring 85
percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student will be able to:

1. Match terms related to AC induction motors with their correct definitions.

2. Solve problems concerning principles of magnetism.

3. Apply the left hand rule for conductors.

4. Complete statements concerning electromagnets am coils.

5. Solve problems concerning other principles of magnetism.

6. Identify types or transformers.

7. Complete statements concerning DC motor components.

8. Select true statements concerning DC motor operation.

9. Complete statements concerning AC induction motors.

10. Match components of an AC induction motor with their functions.

11. Solve problems concerning types of AO induction motors.

I C
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12. Select true statements concerning operations of an induction start, induction run
motor.

13. Select true statements concerning operations of a capacitor start, induction run
motor.

14. Complete statements concerning motor housings.

15. Solve problems concerning motor speeds.

16. Match types of motor bearings with their characteristics.

17. Solve problems concerning motor thermal protection.

18. Complete statements concerning other motor problems.

19. Select true statemerts concerning using compressor test cords IL I motor testing.

20. Complete a list of guidelines for servicing throw-away motors.

21. Solve problems concerning motor nameplate Information.

22. Complete statements concerning motor safety

23. Arrange In order the steps in systematically troubleshooting an induction motor.

24. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Troubleshoot an AC induction motor for therms, overload problems. (Job
Sheet #1)

b. 1Youbleshoot an AC induction motor to determine whether the start mecha-
nism or the start windings are bad, and replace a centrifugal switch. (Job
Sheet #2)

c. Bench test a singlespeed motor with a test core. (Job Sheet #3)

Gi
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AC INDUCTION MOTORS
UNIT IV

SUGGESTED ACT iVITIES

A. Provide students with objective sheet.

B. Provide students with information sheet.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Demonstrate and discuss the procedL,, outlined in the job sheets.

E. Have samples of different types of AC induction motors on hand so students can exam-
ine the components and learn to identify them.

F. Show good samples of run and start windings and how they are wired onto the poles in
the stator.

G. Discuss the concepts of the reversible motor and its application in modern appliances.

H. Show the class different types of centrifugal switches and how they work.

I. Discuss safety as related to motor service and impress upon students the importance
of safe grounding.

J. Invite a local or area appliance service stoie owner to talk to the class about the impor-
tance of being able to efficiently troubleshoot an appliance motor.

K. Demonstrate) use of a compressor test cord and explain its value in verifying electrical
problems an 1 identifying mechanical problems.

M. Give test.

CONTENTS OF THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. 1, ansparency masters

1. TM 1 Start and Run Windings

2. TM 2 Components of an AC Induction Motor

3. TM 3 'ompressor Test Cord

4. TM 4 Motor Nameplate
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CONTENTS OF THIS UNIT

D. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1 Troubleshoot an AC Induction Motor for Thermal Overload Prob-
lems.

2. Job Sheet #2 Troubleshoot an AC Induction Motor to Determine Whether the
Start Mechanism or Start Windings Are Bad, and Replace a Centrifugal Switch.

3. Job Sheet #3 Bench Test a Single-Speed Ms.tor With a Test Cord.

E. Test

F Answers to test

REFERENCES USED IN DEVELOPING THIS UNIT

A. Vorderstrasse, Ron. General Electronic Technician. Stillwater, OK 74074: Mid-America
Vocational Curriculum Consortium, 1986.

B. Bacon, Bill and Mace: Sutton. Major Appliance Repairer. Austin, TX 78712: The Univer-
sity o; Texas at Austin, 1983.

C. Lieder, Larry. Really Basic Electricity. Honeywell, Inc., 1982.

D. Teague, Cash and Garner Pewewardy. Industrial Electricity Motors. Stillwater, OK 74074:
Curriculum and Instructional Materials Center, Oklahoma State Department of Voca-
tional and Technical Education, 1984.

E. Milaf, Harry. Electricity One-Seven, New York, NY: Hayden Book Company, 1960.

F. Kaiser, Joe. Electrical Power, South Holland, IL: The Goodheart Willcox Company, Inc.,
1982.
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AC INDUCTION MOTORS
UNIT IV

INFORMATION SHEET

L Terms and definitions

A. Centrifugal switch A mechanical switch used to disconnect ste ing
mechanisms in induction motors by taking advantage of the force created
by a rotating motor shaft

B. Electromagnet A soft iron core that temporarily becomes a magnet when
electrical current flows through wires coiled around it

C. Induction The process of magnetizing an object by bringing it into the
magnetic field of an electromagnet or a permanent magnet

D. Magnet Any device or material that has the properties of magnetism

E. Momentary switch A mechanical device that has to be manually pressed
down to complete a circuit

F. Motor test cord A device used to direct start an induction motor

G. Overload A load on a circuit or system greater than the load for which it
was designed

H. Split-phase A reference to a motor type that has both start and run wind-
ings

I. SPST (single pole, single throw) A single lever that operates a single set
of contacts

J. SPOT (single pole, double throw) A single lever that operates two sets of
contacts

K. Reversible motor 4 motor wired in a manner that permits external con-
trol of polarity so the direction of motor rotation can be reversed

L Pole The soft, laminated iron portion of a stator around which wire is
wound

M. SF (service factor) The degree to which a motor can be loaded beyond its
rated horsepower

N. Duty rating The length of time a motor can be safely operated, expressed
as continuous or intermittent

0. Rotor The Iron core cylinder that rotate within the stator of an AC Induc-
tion motor
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R Stator -- The component in an AC induction motor that contains the sta-
tionary parts of the magnetic circuit and their associated winding3

H. Principles of magnetism

A. A magnet is a piece of metal that exerts an invisible force of attraction on
other similar metals

(NOTE: Iron oxide makes the best magnets, but nickel and cobalt are also
used in the permanent magnets that are used in electrical devices and
motors.)

B. Molecules in a magnet are arranged with their N(orth) and S(outh) poles
together (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1
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C. Magnets are surrounded with lines of magnetic force or "flux" that form a
field around the magnet (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2
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0. Converting magnet;c energy into electrical energy requires application of
two basic principles c f magnetism:

1. Like charges repel and unlike charges attract (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3
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2. The magnetic force moves through the magnetic flux in a definite N
to S direction (Fit ire 4)

FIGURE 4
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III. The left hand rule for conductors

A. Current flowing through a conductor wire produces a magnetic field around
the wire

B. The direction of the magnetir RIeid around the conductor is determined by
the direction of electron flow

C. Using the left hand rule for conductors is the best way to determine the
direction of the lines of magnetic flux:

1. Grasp the conductor with the left hand with the thumb pointing In the
direction of the electron flow (Figure 5)

2. Your four fingers will point in the direction of the magnetic field (Fig-
ure 5)

FIGURE 5

Conductor

IV. Electromagnets and coils

Current flow in direction of thumb

A. The field of force around a conductor can be strengthened by forming the
conductor into a coil

B. l'he strength of the magnetic field depends on the number of coils in the
conductor and the amount of voltage applied to the conductor

C. The strength of the magnetic field can he made much stronger by placing
an Iron core inside the coiled conductor
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D. When electricity flows through the conductor coils, the iron core becomes
an electromagnet (Figure 6)

FIGURE 6
Coils

N Pole 0-'4a4`Hta
Electromagnet

S Pole

E. The polarity of the electromagnetic field can be determined by using the
left hand rule for coils:

1. Grasp the coil in such a way that your fingers point In the direction of
current flow (Figure 7)

2. Your thumb wk. point to the N pole of the electromagnet (Figure 7)

FIGURE 7

Reversing the direction of current flow in an olectromagnet reverses the N
and S poles of the electromagnet (Figure 8)

FIGURE 8 C0118
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G. Electromagnets c*.n be turned on or off by simple controls and made to do
useful work

H. A metal conductor can be so constructed that when electric current flows
through it, the magnetic force created will pull a metal plunger into the coil
(Figure 9)

I. The metal plunger moving into the coil when the coil is energized and mov-
ing out of the coil when the current is shut off Is the principle that makes
solenoids work, the r3urn e kind of solenoids used in many major appliances
(Figure 9)

FIGURE 9

V. Other principles of magnetism

A. Transformers like those used in microwave ovens and many other electrical
and electronic devices function on another principle of magnetism

B. When a magnetic field cuts across a wire, it induces electricity Into the wire

C. Making a transformer requires that iron cores wrapped with wire be placed
alongside each other:

1. The wire around the first core will carry electricity from a power
source and back to the power source (Figure 10)

2. As electricity flows through the wire around the first core, the core
becomes an electromagnet (Figure 10)

3. As the first core becomes an electromagnet, it sets up lines of map-
netic flux that cut across the wires in the second core (Figure 10)

I
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4. Induced electricity flows Into the second set of coils, and the electri-
cal energy can be tapped and put to work (Figure 10)

FIGURE 10

D. In order for induced voltage to continue to flow in the second coil, the lines
of force must continually start and stop, so that is why AC current is usu-
ally used as a power supply

E. The first coil in a transformer is called the primary, and it receives the elec-
trical Input

F. The second coil in a transformer is the secondary, and it becomes the
source of electrical output

VI. Types of transformers

A. There are three types of transformers:

1. Step-up transformers that increase voltage

2. Step-down ti insformers that decrease voltage

3. Isolation transformers have equal windings on each side

(NOTE: Isolation transformers are used as filtering devices and for
technician protection.)

P**1I .1 0
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B. The ratio of the number of the wire wraps in the primary coil to the number
of wraps in the secondary coil is what determines whather it is a step-up or
step-down transformer (Figure 11)

FIGURE 11

100 turns 500 turns 550 volts

500 turns 100 turns 22 volts

C. The formula for determining voltage in a transformer is easy to apply:

1. The number of turns In the primary coil equals the voltage applied to
the primary roil

Example: A primary with 100 turns with 110 volts applied to it
would have a voltage of 110 volts

2. The number of turns in the secondary coil equals the voltage in the
secondary coil

Example: If a primary coil with 100 turns has had 110V applied to it
and the secondary coil beside it has 500 turns, then the
voltage In the secondary coil would be 500 x 110 or 550
volts and it would be a step-up transformer; however, if
the Ornery had 110 turns and the secondary had only 50
turns, the voltage in the secondary would be 110 x .50 or
55 volts and It would be a step-down transformer

D. AC induction motors used with most major appliances work with the same
electromagnetic principles that make transformers work

410

410
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VII. DC motor components

A. DC motors are not in common use around major appliances, but knowing
how they work will help a technician better understand AC induction
motors that are used with major appliances

B. The basic DC motor has four major components:

1. An armature which is an electromagnet mounted on a shaft so it can
turn (Figure 12)

FIGURE 12

Armature

2. A split-ring commutator (Figure 13)

3. Brushes that the commutator makes contact with (Figure 13)

FIGURE 13

Brush

Commutator
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4. A magnetic field so that the armature will spin (Figure 14)

FIGURE 14

VIII. DC motor operation

A. The arrangement of the commutator and brushes causes the electricity that
flows through the armature to reverse its direction each time the armature
rotates half a revolution

B. Timing a switch to ON turns the armature into an electromagnet, and since
like magnetic poles repel each other, the armature's N and S poles spin
away from the N and S poles of the field magnet (Figure 15)

FIGURE 15

Repel Repel
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C. Since opposite magnetic poles attract, the N and S poles of the field mag-
net attract the opposite poles of the armature as the armature turns (Figure
16)

FIGURE 16
Attraction

Attraction

D. Just as the N and S armature poles align themselves with the opposite S
and N poles in the field magnet, the commutator/brush arrangement
L everses the flow of electricity in the armature

E. Since the poles on the armature are reversed electrically, the armature and
field magnets repel each other once again and the armature continues to
spin and produce direct current (Figure 17)

FIGURE 17

Repel

IX. AC Induction motors

A. The AC induction motor is the one most frequently used with major appli-
ances because its rugged construction is especially suited to c natant
speed applications, and It has a long, trouble -free service life

B. AC Induction motors have several advantages over DC motors:

1. AC current is more readily availabie

2. Induction motors have no commutator or brushes to wear out

3. Induction motors are spark free and .an be used in applications
where a GO motor might create a hazard
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C. AC Induction motors use a rotating magnetic field to produce torque, a field
created by winding wires of different size and resistance onto poles within
a stator

D. The windings in an induction motor are either high resistance start wind-
ings or low resistance run windings (Transparency 1)

E. When an Induction motor Is started, a normally closed centrifugal switch
connects both the start and run windings in parallel across the line

F. When the motor reaches 75% to 80% of Its designed operating speed, trio
centrifugal switch opens to disconnect itself from the circuit as the motor
continues to operate with only the run windings

(NOTE: Run windings are sometimes called main or field windings, and
start windings are sometimes called auxiliary windings.)

X. Components of an AC Induction motor (Transparency 2)

A. Motor housing The outer protective covering designed for specific serv-
ice applications

B. Stator The stationary laminated iron casing containing the poles that
start and run windings are wound onto to torm a magnetic field

(NOTE: The stator works on the same principle of the primary windings in a
transformer.)

C. Rotor A cylinder with laminations of soft iron that rotates within the
stator on a shaft that may have the centrifugal switch attached to it

(NOTE: The stator works on the same principle as the secondary winding in
a transformer because current is Induced into the rotor.)

D. Centrifugal switch A control device that disconnects the start windings
after a motor reaches 75% to 80% of its normal operating speed so the
motor wni continue operation on the run windings only

E Thermal overload A protection device that shuts the motor off to keep It
from overheating

F. End bells The flange-like caps on ear' end of the motor that contain
bearings which support the shaft, usually have open slots for ventilation,
and or ' end bell may contain the centrifugal switch

(VOTE: The location of a ceialfugal switch varies with the type of motor
and the manufacturer.)

G. Assembly bolts Bolts that ioo through the motor housing and hold the
end bells In place

110
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XI. Types of AC Induction motors

A. When in induction motor starts, It draws 6 to 8 times its normal running cur-
rent, so almost all induction motors require a starting device, and motors
are usually typed according to their start/run characteristics

B. Induction start, induction run motors have low starting torque and were
once in common use in many appliances

C. Present day appliances require higher starting torque and use a capacitor
start, induction run motor

D. Another type of induction motor is the capacitor start, capacitor run motor
which Is used frequently in air conditioning applications

XII. Operations of an induction start, induction run motor

A. An induction start, induction run motor has no external starting mecha-
nism

B. The induction start, inductioil run motor has a start and run winding, and
when voltage is applied to the start winding, it starts the rotor turning

C. When the motor reaches a speed of approximately 1150 rpm, a centrifugal
switch in the motor disconnects the start winding and engages the run
winding

D. The motor continues to run or. run winding only

XIII. Operations of a capacitor start, inductiory run motor

A. A capacitor start, induction run motor has an external starting mechanism
in the form of a capacitor which is capable of temporarily storing electrical
,denergy

B. As the motor is energized. the line voltage decreases 20 to 25 percent, and
the voltage that is stored in the capacitor is now at a hlgtisr potential than
the line voltage, so the capacitor discharges an eletArival surge that
increases starting to:que

C. As the mot( rettche 3 speed zlf ),uproximately 1150 rpm, a centrifugal
switch dklcon»eots the starting capacitor and env :es the run winding

D. TV.) motor continuos to run on the run winding only as the capacitor circuit
Is recharged

XIV. Motor housings

A. Motor housings are ::1613ivex, for special applications and often determine
the naturs of motor sQ-rvice

A
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B. For some special applications such as fan motors or certain automatic
dishwashers, motors use a vapor-proof or dust-proof housing that totally
enc.ises the motor

C. Totally enclosed motors run hotter and generally have a shorter service life
than vented motors

D. Totally enclosed motors generally have to be replaced when they go bad
because there is little service that can be performed on them

E. The trend in modern appliance motors is to use an open-frame housing
which promotes cooler operation

F. Motors in open-frame housings are called "throw-away" motors because It
is not cost effective to work on them, and the open-frame housings are
aim, A impossible to reassemble because they are welded together or
glued together with epoxy

G. Motors with open-frame housings are the most common type confronted in
major appliance service, and such motors will be found on almost all major
appliances designed for normal use

H. Motors with open-fram ) housing cost less, but they do collect lint and dirt
readily, and part of every service call should be to vacuum the open-frame
motor if the appliance has one

(NOTE: If you're servicing an appliance in the shop, use compressed air to
clean the motor.)

XV. Motor speeds

A. Single-speed motors are found on many automatic dryers and dishwashers

B. Two-speed motors are found on many automatic washers where service
demands require both a normal and a gentle cycle

C. Three-speed motors are found on some automatic washers that have nor-
mal, gentle, and delicate cycles

D. The standard single-speed motor turns at a speed of 1725 rpm or 1750 rpm

E. The standard two-speed motor turns at speeds of 1150 rpm and 1725 rpm

F. The standard three-speed motor turns at speeds of 1150 rpm and 1725 rpm,
and the third speed will vary depending on manufacturer and application

XVI. Types of motor bearings and their characteristics

A. Sleeve bearings Commonly found in induction motors on washers and
dryers because they are least expensive and have good service life, but are
prone to get noisy as they wear out

1 d g
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B. Roller bearings Commonly found in induction motors on appliances
where ;esa noise is preferred and where cooler operation Is Lisired for
increased performance and motor life

C. Ball bearings More expensive than other types of bearings, but let's fric-
tion makes for a quieter running motor that is preferred for special apOca-
tions

Example: Motors with ball bearings are usually found in ,recision appl
cations such as medical equipment and precision measuring
devices

XVII. Motor thermal protection

A. All AC induction motors are equipped with thermal overload devices which
open when an overheating condition occurs in the motor

B. The thermal overload device will stay open and keep power from reaching
the motor until the motor cools down

C. In cases where motor overheating is frequent, the thermal overload will
sometimes remain permanently open and the motor cannot be started

D. In other cases where motor overheating is frequent, the thermal overload
will open soon after the motor starts and runs

E. The thermal overload cannot be repaired, but on almost all AC Induction
motors it can be replaced

F. Always permit a hot or overheated motor to cool down before attempting to
stag t It or troubleshoot a motor problem

XVIII. Othe" motor problem*

A. Motors function best within a 10% range above or below their rated name-
plate voltage

B. Low voltage reduces starting torque, increases full load temperature, and
shortens motor life

C. High voltage increases starting torque, produces increased heat, and
shortens motor life

D. Excess voltage variations up or down will Increase heat, cause noise and
vibration, and shorten motor life

E. Modern appliance motors have a lifetime lubrication system built in, but
some motors still have an oiler tube so oil can be added as required by
specifications
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F. Never over lubricate a motor; in fact, most specifications call for only two or
three drops of oil every six months

G. Oiler tubes have flip caps and these should always be checked to make
sure they are in place so dirt will not get Into the bearing directly below the
tube

h. Never replace a motor with a smaller motor, and never overload a motor

I. Belts on motor pulleys should be properly adjusted, and the rule of thurr.3 Is
that the belt under normal pressure should deflect r,o more than a distance
equal to the width of the belt

XIX. Using compressor test cords in motor testing (Transparency 31

A. Compressor test cords are usetul for checking a motor for mechanical
problems such as being locked up or having bad bearings, and these prob-
lems may exist even though the motor checks okay on all electrical tests

B. A bench test with a test cord is the best way to assure that the motor Is
sound mechanically as well as electrically, but electrical tests should
always be made before test cord use to avoid blowing the fuse in the test
cord

C. A test cord bypasses all control circuits so that the motor can be tested at
normal rpm

D. A test cord can be used in conjunction with a wattmeter to see If the motor
is drawing too much amperage

E. For safety, a good test cord will have 3 wire power cords and a ground cord
to attach to the motor housing

(NOTE: The Robinair Test Cord #12476 is a popular test cord with appliance
repair technicians, and 11 Is built with technician safety In mind.)

F. Test cords are available from parts supply stores or can be assembled In a
shop from readily available comoonents

XX. Guidelines for servicing throw-away motors

A. A centrifugal switch on a throwaway motor Is always located outside the
motor on the opposite end of the drive pulley

B. The centrifugal switch can be tested for continuity with an ohmmeter
(VOM), and replaced as required

C. On a capacitor start, Induction run motor, the capacitor can be tested for
capacitance with a VOM or a oapacity checker, and replaced as required

1'4'2)
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D. The thermal overload on all motors with openframe housings can be tested
for continuity with an ohmmeter (VOM), and replaced as required

E. All :slart windings and run windings in an induction motor are Internal and it
is not cost effective to attempt to service them by rewinding

XXI. Motor nameplate Information (Transparemy 4)

A. The motor nameplate should be attached to the motor housing, and is the
only source of information available for selecting a replacement motor of
the proper size and electrical characteristics or for ordering a replacement
part

B. The model number, serial number, type, and horsepower rating must be
known In order to select the proper service application

C. The Hertz (cycles), voltage, FLA (full load amperage), LRA (locked rotor
amperage), a,..d SF (service factor) need to be known in order to select a
motor with proper electrical characteristics

D. Other elements on the nameplate include RPM, FR (frame type), TEMP RISE
(temperature rise), and duty rating, and need to be referenced to assure
proper motor replacement

E. Whether replacing an entire motor or a single componsnt, the safest rule to
follow is: copy down all of the nameplate info: nation

XXII. Motor safety

A. Always unplug a motor from its power source before starting any electrical
checks

B. Always allow a hot or overheated motor to cool down before attempting to
restart it or performing any tests

C. When installing a motor, always make sure the ground wire to the appliance
chassis is securely fasteneld

(CAUTION: Touching a running motor that is not properly grounded can
cause hazardous static shack.)

D. Roll up your sleeves or wear tight fitting cuffs when you're working around
any kind of rotating equipment because loose Uothing can be easily
caught on a motor shaft

XXIII. Steps in systematically troubleshooting an induction motor

A. Unplug the motor from the power source

r
.1 Ci
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B. Check with a VOM for power at the outlet into which the motor was plugged

C. If there is no power at the outlet, chock the breaker box or fuse panel

D. If the breaker is tripped, reset it; if a fuse is blown, replace it

E. Plug the motor into the outlet again and attempt to start the motor

F. If the motor again trips the breaker or Jlows a fuse, the problem is In the
motor

G. Once the problem is established as being In the motor, check for loos() con-
nections or broken wires around the motor

H. Make all Vie electrical checks you can make with your VOM

1. The capacitor on a capacitor start motor is always accessible and
can be checked with a capacitor analyzer and replaced as required

2. The thermal overload on a throw-away motor can be checked with a
VOM and replaced as required

3. If a centrifugal switch is located outside the motor on a throw-away
motor, the switch can be checked with a VOM and replaced as
required, but if the centrifugal switch is inside the motor, the motor
will have to be replaced

i. Hcok the motor up to a test cord and check it for mechanical problems
such as loose bearings

.J. If electrical or mechanical checks indicate a problem that would not be cost
effective to repair, replace the motor according to information on the old
motor nameplate
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Components of an AC Induction Motor
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Compressor Test Cord

RUN Black (Run)

START Alligator clips for optional start
capacitor must be connected if

A capacitor is not used
Red (Start)

Green (Ground)
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White (Common)



Motor Nameplate

POWER ELECTRIC

TA. C. MOTOR

TYPE500MODEL

11/2 HERTZ (CYCLES)

MODEL _1

VOLTS 120/240

TEMP RISEM,40° CI
DUTY RATING CONTINUOUS

CODE S.F. L 1.25

KC PHASE 1

F.L.A. 15/7.5

RPM

L.R.A. 80/40
"1"--

SERIAL NO. 25803

FR 66
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AC INDUCTION MOTORS
UNIT IV

JOB SHEET #1 TROUBLESHOOT AN AC INDUCTION
MOTOR FOR THERMAL OVERLOAD

A. Tools and materials

1. Appliance with AC Induction motor

2. VOM

3. Schematic for appliance

4. Pencil and paper

5. Safety glasses

EL Procedure

1. Put on safety glasses

2. Check the appliance schematic to determine where to locate the two thermal
overload conductors coming out of the motor

(NOTE: On some openface motors, the thermal overload housing is exposed and
the leads are easy to remove, but on some motors the thermal overload leads
may be plugged into the external centrifugal switch.)

3. Set your VOM to measure resistance on the R x 1 scale

4. Place the red VOM lead on one termal and the black VOM lead on the other terml-
nal

a. If there is no reading and you have an openface motor with the thermal
overload exposed, replace the thermal overload

b. If there Is no reading and you have an openface motor with the thermal
overload in the motor, replace the entire motor

c. If there is a full scale deflection on the meter, the thermal overload Is proba-
bly okay and the winding3 will require further testing

5. Write your findings down on paper
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6. Have your instructor evaluate your procedure for

Proper use of the schematic

Proper use of the VOM

Proper evaluation of the thermal overload condition

7. Olean up area and return tools and equipment to proper storage, or prepare for
next job sheet as directed by your Instructor

fri
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UNIT IV

JOB SHEET #2 - TROUBLESHOOT AN AC INDUCTION MOTOR TO
DETERMINE WHETHER THE START MECHANISM OR THE START
WINDINGS ARE BAD, AND REPLACE A CENTRIFUG4L SWITCH

A. Tools and materials

1. Appliance with AC induction motor

2. VOM

3. Schematic for appliance

4. Basic hand tads

5. Pencil and paper

6. Safety glasses

7. Motor test cord

B. Routine #1 Making preliminary tests

1. Put on safety glasses

2. Plug motor into power source and start the motor

a. If motor starts, runs for only a short time and stops, unplug the appliance
and remove the motor

b. if motor starts and hums but will not start or run, unplug the appliance and
remove the motor

3. Place the motor on a safe, solid work area

4. Hook the motor up to a test cord

5. Plug the tat cord into a power source and start the motor

6. Listen for the motor hum

7. Grasp the motor shaft between your thumb and fingers and give the shaft a
sharp twist clockwise

a. If the motor does not run, the problem is the run windings and the motor
should be replaced
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b. If the motor does run, let it run a moment and then unplug the test cord

8. Grasp the motor shaft again between your thumb and fingers, but this time give
the shaft a sharp twist counterclockwise

a. If the motor does not run, the problem is In the run windings and the motor
should be replaced

b. if the motor does run, and if It also ran when you twisted the shaft clock-
wise, the problem is either in the start windings or in the start mechanism

c. If the starting mechanism is Internal, It is not cost effective to fool with the
problem any longer, and the motor should be replaced

d. V the starting mechanism Is external, continue troubleshooting to deter-
mine If the problem Is in the starting mechanism or in the stint windings

0 Have your instructor check your work

C. Routine #2 Checking the start and run windings

1. Check the wiring diagram again to determine the type of centrifugal switch the
motor has, and where the terminals for the run and start windings are located

(NOTE: Make a sketch if you need to.)

2. Set your VOM on the R x 1 scale

3. Pet on your safety glasses

4. Remove the leads from the run winding terminals and note where they come
from so you can return them to the proper terminals

5. Place the red VOM lead on one terminal and the black VOM lead on the other ter-
minal

6. Look for a resistance reading close to zero but less than 2 ohms

a. If there Is no reading, it means the run windings are open and the motor
should be replaced

b. If the reading Is okay, go on to the next step

7. Place the red VOM lead on one of the start winding leads coming out of the
motor

8. Place the black VOM lead against the motor case and make sure you get good
contact
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Repeat the procedure for the other start winding lead from the motor

a. If there is any kind of reading, it moans the start windings are shorted to the
motor housing and the motor a 'Laid be replaced

b. If there is no reading, the start windings are okay, but the centrifugal switch
needs to be replaced

Have your instructor check your work

U, Routine #3 Replacing the centrifugal switch

1. Make a sketch of the conductor leads to the centrifugal switch

2. Remove tho two screws holding the centrifugal switch to the motor housing

3. Check the part number on the centrifugal switch, and be sure tho replacement
switch Is the exact part number as the old switch

4. Install the new centrifugal switch exactly as the old switch was removed so you'll
be certain the springloaded plunger in the motor fits into the switch properly

5. Secure the new switch with the two screws that were removed

6. Replace conductor leads according to the sketch you made previously

7. Plug motor Into a test cord and start the motor

0 Have your instructor check your work

8. Clean up area and return tools and materials to proper storage
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AC INDUCTION MOTORS
UNIT IV

JOB SHEET #3 - BENCH TEST A SINGLEUSPEED MOTOR
WITH A TEST CORD

A. lools and materials

1. Singlespeed motor as selected by instructor

2. Test cord

3. VOM

4. Wattmeter

5. Clean shop towels

6. Capacitor analyzer

7. Safety glasses

B. Procedure

1. Put on safety glasses

2. Secure the motor to be tested in a vice, but don't damage the motor by tightening
the vice too tight

3. Set your VOM to measure resistance on the R x 1 scale

4. Check resistance between the terminals on the centrifugal switch, BU to W

a. If the resistance reading is between 1 to 3 ohms, go on to step 5

b. If the resistance reading is 0 ohms, the motor windings are shorted and the
defective motor should be replaced

(CAUTION: Do not apply power to this motor.)

5. Set the VONI to measure resistance on the R x 1,000 scale

6. Measure resistance from all motor terminals to the motor case

a. If the reading Is infinity, go on to step 7

h. If you obtain any resistance reading, the motor windings are shorted to
ground and the defective motor should be replaced

(CAUTION: Do not apply power to this motor.)
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7. Connect the test cord leads as follows:

a. Connect the black test cord lead to the BU motor switch terminal

b. Connect the white test cord lead to the W motor switch terminal

c. Connect the green test cord lead to the motor case and be sure it makes a
good ground

d. Leave the red test cord lead unconnected

8. Plug the test cord into a wattmeter set at the 500 watt scale

9. Plug the wattmeter into a 120V 3-prong grounded outlet

(NOTE: If you're working with a capacitor start motor, it would be good at this
point to check the capacitor with a capacitor analyzer.)

10. Turn the test cord start switch to RUN and observe the reading on the wattmeter

a. If the wattage reading is between the normal range of 165W to 225W, the
motor is okay, but continue with your procedure

b. If the wattage reading is above 250W, turn the start switch to the OFF posi-
tion and go on to the next step

11. Record your wattage reading here'

12. Disconnect the test cord and wattmeter

13. Check the colors of the wires to the start switch and make a note of which color
goes to which terminal so you can later put the wires back on their correct termi-
nals

(NOTE: If any wires have the same color, use colored tape to identify them.)

14. Disconnect the wires from the start switch (there should be 3 of them) and mea-
sure resistance between all three wires with your VOM set to measure resistance
on the R x 1 scale
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15. Record wire colors and resistance readings on the diagram that follows:

Wire color

Resistance reading

$4
Wire color__

Wire color_

Resistance reading

0

16. Take the highest resistance reading between 2 wires and mark the other wire that
Is left over as "common"

17. Take tha next highest resistance reading between the 2 wires remaining and
mark that wire as "start"

18. Mark the remaining wire as "run"

19. Connect the test cord reads as follows:

a. Connect the black test cord lead to the run wire

b. Connect the white test cord lead to the common wire

c. Connect the red test cord lead to the start wire

d. Connect the green test cord lead to the motor case and be sure it makes a
good ground

20. Plug the test cord into a wattmeter set for the 500 watt scale

21. Plug the wattmeter into a 120 V 3-prong grounded outlet

22. Turn the test cord switch to the START position and observe the wattage reading
as you release the switch

23. Record your wattage reading here:

a. If the wattage reading is between the normal range of 165W to 225W, the
motor is okay
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b. If the wattage reading is ahove 250W, the defective motor should be
replaced

c. If the motor did not start, or started and drained high wattage in Step 10,
but started and ran normal wattage in Step 22, then the start switch is
defective and should be replaced

24. Complete the following evaluation:

a. Motor is okay

b. Motor is okay, but start switch must be replaced ____
E] Have your instructor check your work

25. Cleat. up area and return tools and materials to proper storage

is



AC INDUCTION MOTORS
UNIT IV

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with their correct definitions.

A mechanical switch used to disconnect 1.
starting mechanisms in induction motors by
taking advantage of the force created by a 2.
rotating motor shaft

3.
b. A soft iron core that temporarily becomes a

magnet when electrical current flows 4.
through wires coiled around it

The process of magnetizing an object by
bringing it into the magnetic field of an elec-
tromagnet or a permanent magnet

d. Any device or material that has the proper-
ties of magnetism

e. A mechanical device that has to be manu-
ally pressed down to complete a circuit

A device used to direct start an induction
motor

A load on a circuit or system greater than
the load for which it was designed

A reference to a motor type that has both
start and run windings

A single lever that operates a single set of
contacts

A single lever that operates two sets of con-
tacts

A motor wired In a fanner that permits
external control of polarity so the direction
of motor rotation can be reversed

I. The soft, laminated iron portion of a stator
around which wire Is wound

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Magnet

SPST

Rotor

Reversible motor

Centrifugal switch

Momentary switch

SF

Motor test cord

Electromagnet

Stator

induction

Duty rating

SPDT

Overload

Pole

Split-phase

MAR-191
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_m. The degree to which a motor can be loaded
beyond I,s rated horsepower

The length of time a motor can be safely
operated, expressed as continuous or inter-
mittent

The iron core cylinder that rotates within the
stator of an AC induction motor

The component in an AC Induction motor
that contains the stationary parts of the
magnetic circuit and their associated wind-
ings

2. Solve the following problems concerning the principles of magnetism.

a. What is the name of the magnetic force that forms a field around a magnet?

Answer

b. What do like charges do?

Answer

c. What do unlike charges do?

Answer

3. Apply the left hand rule for conductors by completing the following statements.

a. Using the left hand rule for conductors is the best way to determine the direction
of the lines of

b. When the conductor is grasped with the left hand and the thumb is pointing in
the direction of electron flow, the four fingers will point in the direction of the

4. Complete statements concerning electromagnets and coils by inserting the word(s)
that best completes each statement.

a. The field of force around a conductor can be strengthened by forming the con-
ductor into a

b. The strength of the magnetic field depends on the number of coils in the conduc-
tor and the amount of applied to the conductor

c. The, strength of the magnetic field can be made much stronger by placinw nn
core inside the coiled conductor
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d. When electricity flows through the conductor coils, the iron core ber Aes an

e. The polarity of the electromagnetic field can be deter mined by using the left
hand rule for coils:

1) Grasp the coil in such a way that your
Von of current flow

point In Mc direc-

2) Your will point to the N pole of the electromagnet

f. Reversing the direction of
reverses the N and S poles of the electromagnet

g.

in an electromagnet

Electromagnets can be turned on or off by simple controls and made to do useful

h. A metal conductor can be so constructed that when electric current flows
through it, the magnetic force created will pull a metal into the
coil

I. The metal moving into the coil when the coil Fs energized and
moving out of the coil when the current is shut off is the principle that makes

work, the same kind of used in many major
appliances

5. Solve problems concerning other principles of magnetism by answering the following
questions.

a. What happens when a magnetic field cuts across the wire?

Answer

b. What does making a transformer require?

Answer

c. Electricity directly from a powbr source flows through the primary coil in a trans-
former, but what kind of electricity flows through the secondary coil in a trans-
former?

Answer

d. The primary coil receives electrical input, but what does a secondary coil in a
transformer become"

Answer
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6. Identify types of transformers by placing the correct name of the transformer under the
appropriate illustration.

a.

b.

7. Complete statements concerning DC motor components by inserting the word(s) that
best completes each statement.

a. DC motors are not in common use around major appliances, but knowing how
they work will help a technician better understand AC motors
that are used with major appliances

b. The basic DC motor has four major components:

1) An which is an electromagnet mounted on a shaft so it
can turn

2) A spilt-ring

3) that the makes contact with

4) A field so that the armature will....a
" dal

410
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8. Select true statements concerning DC motor operation by placing an "X" beside each
statement that Is true.

_a. The arrangement of the commutator and brushes causes the electricity
that flows through the armature to reverse its direction each time the
armature rotates half a revolution

_b. Turning a switch to ON turns the armature Into an electromagnet, and
since like magnetic poles repel each otner, the armature's N and S poles
spin away from the N and S poles of the field magnet

c. Since opposite magnetic poles attract, the N and S poles of the field mag-
net attract the opposite poles of the armature as the armature turns

d. Just as the N and S armature poles align themselves with the opposite S
and N poles in the field magnet, the commutator/brush arrangement
reverses the flow of electricity In the armature

_e. Since the poles on the armature are reversed electrically, the armature and
field magnets repel each other once again and the armature continues to
spin and produce direct current

9. Complete statements concerning AC Induction motors by inserting the word(s) that
best completes each statement.

a. The AC indurAion motor is the one most frequently used with major appliances
because its rugged construction is especially suited to speed
applications, and It has a long, trouble-free service life

b. AC induction motors have several advantages over DC motors:

1) AC current is more readily

2) Induction motors have no or to wear out

3) Induction motors are and can be used In
applications where a DC motor might create a hazard

c. AC induction motors use a rotating magnetic field to produce torque, a field cre-
ated by winding wires of different size and resistance onto within
a stator

d. The windings in an Induction motor are either resistance start
windings or resistance run windings

e. When an induction motor is started, a normally closed switch
connects both the start and run windings In parallel across the line

f. When the motor reaches 75% to 80% of Its designed operating speed, the
switch opens to disconnect itself from the circuit as the motor

continues to operate with only the windings

0.4, I it.)
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10. Match the components of an AC induction motor with their functions.

a. The outer protective covering designed for 1. End bells
specific service application

2. Centrifugal switch__b. The stationary laminated iron casing con-
taining the poles that start and run windings 3. Motor housing
are wound onto to form a magnetic field

4. Stator
c. A cylinder with laminations of soft iron that

rotates within the stator on a shaft that may 5. Assembly bolts
have the centrifugal switch attached to It

6. Rotor
__A. A control device that disconnects the start

windings after a rr otor reaches 75% to 80% 7. Thermal overload
of its normal operating speed so the motor
will continue operation on the run windings
only

A protection device that shuts the motor off
to keep it from overheating

f. The flange-like caps on each end of the
motor that contain bearings which support
the shaft, usually have open slots for venti-
lation, and one of these may contain the
centrifugal switch

Blots that go through the motor housing and
hold the end bells in place

11. Solve problems concerning types of AC induction motors by answering the following
questions.

a. Why do induction me tors require starting devices?

Answer

b. how are induction motors usually typed?

Answer

c. What type of induction motor do present day appliances require, and why?

Answer
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12. Select true statements concerning operations of an induction start, induction run
motor by placing an "X" beside each statement that is true.

a. An induction start, induction run motor has an external starting mecha-
nism

_b. The induction start, induction run motor has a start and run winding, and
when voltage is applied to the start winding, it starts the rotor turning

When the motor reaches a speed of approximately 1150 rpm, a centrifugal
switch in the motor disconnects the start winding and engages the run
winding

d. The motor continues to run on the run winding only

13. Select true statements concerning the capacitor start, induction run motors by placing
an "X" beside each statement that Is true.

a. A capacitor start, Induction run motor has no externa! starting mechanism

b. As the motor is energized, the line voltage uecreases 20 to 25 percent, and
the voltage that is stored in the capacitor is now at a higher potential than
the line voltage, so the capacitor discharges an electrical surge that
increases starting torque

c. As the motor reaches a speed of approximately 1150 rpm, a centrifugal
switch disconnects the starting capacitor and engages the run winding

The motor continues to run on the run winding only as the capacitor circuit
is recharged

14. Complete the following statements concerning motor housings by Inserting the word(s)
that best completes each statement.

a. For some special applications such as motors or certain auto-
matic dishwashers, motors use a vapor-proof or dust-proof housing that totally
encases the motor

b. Totally enclosed motors run and generally have a shorter service
life than vented motors

c. Totally enclosed motors generally have to be replaced when they go bad because
there is that can be performed on them

d. The trend in modern appliance motors is to use an open-frame housing which
omotes operation

Motors in open-frame housings are called
motors because it is not cost effective to work on them, and the open-frame
housings are almost impossible to reassemble because they are welded
together or glued together with epoxy

e.
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f. Motors with open-frame housings are the most type confronted
in major appliance service, and such motors will be found on almost all major
appliances designed for normal use

g. Motors with open-frame housing cost less, but they do collect lint and dirt read-
ily, and part of every service call should be to . the open-frame
motor if the appliance has one

h. Motor housings are designed for special applications and often determine the
nature of motor

15. Solve problems concerning motor speeds by answering the following questions.

a. If an automatic washer has a normal and a gentle cycle, will it have a single-
speed, two-speed, or three-speed motor?

Answer

b. If an automatic washer has a normal, wash and wear, and a delicate cycle, will it
have a single-speed, a two-speed, or a three-speed motor?

Answer

16. Match types of motor bearings with their characteristics.

Commonly found in induction motors on
washers and dryers because they are least
expensive and have good service life, but
are prone to get noisy as they wear out

_b. Commonly found in induction motors on
appliances where less noise is preferred
and where cooler operation is desired for
increased performance and motor life

More expensive than other types of bear-
inp3, but less friction makes for a quieter
running motor that is preferred for special
applications

1. Roller bearings

2. Ball bearings

3. Sleeve bearings

17. Solve problems concerning motor thermal protection by answering the following pea-
tions.

a. If a thermal overload on an AC induction motor goes bad, does the motor have to
be replaced?

Answer

b. What should be done before attempting to start or troubleshoot a hot or over-
heated motor?

Answer
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18. Complete statements concerning other motor problems by inserting the word(s) that
best completes each statement.

a. Motors function best withici a 10% range above or below their rated nameplate

b. Low voltage reduces starting torque, Increase full load temperature, and
motor life

High voltage Increases starting torque, produces Increased heat, and
motor life

d. Excess voltage variations up or down will Increase heat, cause
and vibration, and shorten motor life

e. Modern appliance motors have a lifetime system built in, but
some motors still have an oiler tube so oil can be added as required by specifica-
tions

f. Never over lubricate a motor; in fact, most specifications call for only two or
three _ of oil every six months

g. Oiler tubes have and these should always be
checked to make sure they are in place so dirt will not get Into the bearing
directly below the tube

h. Never replace a motor with a motor, and never overload a motor

I. Belts on motor pulleys should be properly adjusted, and the rule of thumb is that
the belt under normal pressure should deflect no more than a distance equal to
the of the belt

19. Select true statements concerning using compressor test cords in motor testing by
placing an "X" beside each statement that is true.

a. Compressor test cords are useful for checking a motor for mechanical
problems such as being locked up or having bad bearings, and these prob-
lems may exist even though the motor checks okay on all electrical tests

A bench test with a test cord is the best way to assure that the motor is
sound mechanically as well as electrically, but electrical tests should
always be made before test cord use to avoid blowing the fuse In the test
cord

_c. A test cord bypasses all control circuits so that the motor can be tested at
normal rpm

d. A test cord can be used In conjunction with a wattmeter to see if the motor
Is drawing too much amperage
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e. For safety, a good test cord will have 3 wire power cords and a ground cord
to attach to the motor housing

f. Test cords are available from parts supply stores or can be assembled in a
shop from readily available components

20. Complete a list of guidelines for servicing throw-away motors by inserting the word(s)
that best completes each statement.

a. A centrifugal switch on a throw-away motor is always located
the motor on the opposite end of the drive pulley

b. The centrifugal switch can be tested for with an ohmmeter, and
replaced as required

c. On a capacitor start, induction run motor, thA capacitor can be tested for capaci-
tance with a VOM or a , and replaced as required

d. The thermal overload on all motors with open-frame can be
tested for continuity with an ohmmeter, and replaced as required

0. All start windings and run windings in an Induction motor are
and It Is not cost effective to attempt to service them by rewinding

21. Solve problems concerning motor nameplate information by answering the following
questions.

a. Name at least five items of importance that will be found on a motor nameplate.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

b. What is the safest rule to follow when ordering an entire replacement motor or a
single component?

Answer Al=611!..MMII*

22. Complete the following statements concerning motor safety by Inserting the word(s)
that best completes each statement.

a. Always unplug a motor from its befalls starting
any electrical checks

ti
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b. Always allow a hot or overheated motor to
before attempting to restart it or performing any tests

c. When installing a motor, always make sure the
to the appliance chassis is securely fastened

MAR-201

d. Roll up your sleeves or wear tight fitting cuffs when you're working around any
kind of equipment because loose clothing can be easily caught
on a motor shaft

23. Arrange In order the steps in systematically troubleshooting an induction motor by
placing the correct sequence number in the appropriate blank.

Check with a VOM for power at the outlet into which the motor was
plugged

b. if there is no power at the outlet, check the breaker box or fuse panel

c. If the breaker is tripped, reset it; if a fuse is blown, replace it

d. Make all the electrical checks you can make with your VOM

1) The capacitor on a capacitor start motor is always accessible and
can be checked with a capacitor analyzer and replaced as required

2) The thermal overload on a throw-away motor can be checked with a
VOM and replaced as required

3) If a centrifugal switch Is located outside the motor on throw-away
motor, the switch can be checked with a VOM and replaced as
required, but if the centrifugal switch is inside the motor, the motor
will have to be replaced

Plug the motor into the outlet again and attempt to start the motor

__J. If the motor again trips the breaker or blows a fuse, the F roblem Is in the
motor

g. Once the problem is established as being in the motor, check for loose
connections or broken wires around the motor

_h. Hook the mote up to a test cord and check it for mechanical problems
such as loose bearings

If electrical or mechanical checks indicate a problem that would not be
cost effective to repair, replace the motor according to information on the
old motor nameplate

J. Unplug the motor from the power source
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(NOTE: If the following activities have not been accomplished prior to tho tL A, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)

24. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Troubleshoot an AC induction motor for thermal overload problems. (Job Sheet
#1)

b. Troubleshoot an AC induction motor to determine whether the start mechanism
or the start windings are bad, and replace a centrifugal switch. (Job Sheet #2)

c. Bench test a singe -speed motor with a test cord. (Job Sheet #3)



i. a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

AC INDUCTION MOTORS
UNIT IV

ANSWERS TO TEST

5 i. 2
9 j. 13
11 k. 4
1 I. 15
6 m. 7
8 n. 12
14 0. 3
16 p. 10

2. a. Flux
b. Repel
c. Attract

3. a. Magnetic flux
b. Magnetic field

4. a. Coil
b. Voltage
c. Iron
d. Electromagnet
e. 1) Fingers

2) Thumb
Current flow
Work
Plunger

i. Plunger, solenoids, solenoids

f.

9.
h.

5. a. It induces electricity into the wire
b. Two iron cores wrapped with wire be placed alongside each other
c. Induced electricity
d. A source of electrical output

6. a. Step-up transformer
b. Step-down transformer

7. a. Induction
b. 1) Armature

2) Commutator
3) Brushes, commutator
4) Magnetic, soin

8. a, b, c, d, e

9. a. Constant
1-..J. 1) Available

2) Commutator, brushes
3) Spark free

2U1
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ANSWERS TO TEST

c. Poles
d. High, low
e. Centrifugal
f. Centrifugal, run

10. a. 3 e. 7
b. 4 f. 1

c. 6 g. 5
d. 2

11. a. When they start, they draw 6 to 8 times their normal running current
b. According to their start/run characteristics
c. Capacitc r start, induction run motor because it has higher starting torque

12. b, c, d

13. b, c, d

14. a. Fan
b. Hotter
c. Little service
d. Cooler
e. Throw-away
f. Common
g. Vacuum
h. Service

15. a. Two-speed
b. Three-speed

16. a. 3
b. 1

c. 2

17. No
b. Alldw the motor to cool down

18, a. Voltage
b. Shortens
c. Shortens
d. Noise
e. Lubrication
f. Drops
g. Flip caps
h. Smaller
i. Width

19. a, b, c, d, e, f
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20. a. Outside
b. Continuity
c. Capacity checker
d. Housings
e. Internal

21. a. Any five of the following:
1) Model number
2) Serial number
3) Type
4) Horsepower
5) Hertz
6) Voltage
7) Full load amperage
8) Locked rotor amperage
9) Service factor

10) RPM
11) Frame type
12) TEMP RISE
13) Duty rating

b. Copy down all of the nameplate information

22. a. Power some
b. Cool down
c. Ground wire
d. Rotating

23. a. 2 f. 6
b. 3 g. 7
c. 4 h. 9
O. 8 i. 10
e. 5 j. 1

24. Performance skills evaluated according to procedures written in the job sheets
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DIAGRAMS AND SCHEMATICS
UNIT V

UNIT OBECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to discuss how to use block dia-
grams, schematic diagrams, and wiring diagrams as troubleshooting tools. The student
should also be able to list other graphic aids used in service literature and identify basic elec-
trical symbols. The student should also be able to use a wiring diagram to troubleshoot cus-
tomer complai Is, and use a timer sequence chart to isolate a malfunctioning component.
These competencies will be evidenced by correctly performing the procedures outlined In the
assignment sheet and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student will be able to:

1. Match terms related to diagrams and schematics with their correct definitions.

2. Select true statements concerning block diagrams.

3. Complete statements concerning schematic diagrams.

4. Solve problems concerning wiring diagrams.

5. Match other graphic aids with their functions.

6. Complete statements concerning where to find he. ful graphic aids.

7. Select true statements concerning timer sequence charts.

8. Complete a list of what legends do.

9. Complete a chart of common color code abbreviations.

10. Identify basic electrical symbols.

11. Idenitfy symbols for solid state devices.

12. Complete statements concerning guidelines for using diagrams and schematks.

13. Interpret a timer sequE nce chart and wiring diagram for an automatic dishwasher.
(Assignment Sheet #1)
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DIAGRAMS AND SCHEMATICS
UNIT V

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Provide students with objective sheet.

B. Provide students with information sheet.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Discuss and demonstrate the procedures outlined in the assignment sheet.

G. Remove the service panel from an appliance and show students where the service infor-
mation is located and identify it by type.

H. Use a selected wiring diagram or wiring schematic to demonstrate to the class how
service literature is applied ill the actual process of troubleshooting.

I. Use TM 2 and TM 3 to demonstrate to the class the functional differences between a
schematic diagra' .1 and a wiring diagram, and point out the reasons why a wiring dia-
gram is more effective for troubleshooting.

J. Discuss symbols in general, the lack of formal standards for the use of symbols, and
the importance of legends and notes on diagrams and schematics.

K. Give test.

CONTENTS OF THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sl met

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1 Block Diagram

2. TM 2 Schematic Diagram

3. TM 3 Wiring Diagram

4. TM 4 Other Graphic Aids

5. TM 5 Wiring Harness

215



CONTENTS OF THIS UNIT

6. TM 6 Timer Sequence Chart and Schematic Diagram

7. TM 7 Electrical Symbols

8. TM 8 Electrical Symbols (Continued)

9. TM 9 Solid State Symbols

D. Assignment Sheet #1 Interpret a Timer Sequence Chart and Wiring Diagram for an
Automatic Washar

E. Answers to assignment shoats

F Test

G. Answers to test

REFERENCES USED IN DEVELOPING THIS UNIT

A. Tech-Talk "J" Dishwashers. Dayton, OH 45449: Frigidaire Parts and Service Company,
1981.

B. Tech-Talk "M" Dryers. Dayton, OH 45449: Frigidaire Parts and Service Company, 1983.

C. Tech-Talk "M" Clothes Washers. Dayton OH 45449: Frigidaire Parts and Service Com-
pany, 1983.

O. Kaiser, Joe. Electrical Power. South Holland, IL: The GoodheartWillcox Company, Inc.,
1982.

E. Pipe, Ted. Basic Electricity Training Manual. Indianapolis, IN 46263: Howard W. Sams &
Co., Inc., 1973.

F. McClain, Gerald R. and Neal A. Wilson. Electronic Drafting. Sti Mater, OK 74074: Mid-
America Vocational Curriculum Consortium, 1983.

2 1 f;
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DIAGRAMS AND SCF1 EMATICS
UNIT

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Cabinet The frame and lower covering of an appliance where the operat-
ing components and their associated wiring are housed

B. Console The upper panel of an appliance that houses control devices
such as timers and switches and is frequently lighted to enhance the
appeara A the appliance

C. Color coding The use of colored insulation around conductor wires to
identify different circuits in an appliance, and the marking of terminals with
appropriate colors to assure proper assembly and facilitate more efficient
troubleshooting

D. Graphic aids Diagrams, schematics, line drawings, views, and photo-
graphs available for a given product to assure proper ascembly and effi-
cient service

E. Line drawing A hand drawn or computer drawn pictorial as opposed to a
photogre

F. Perspective A view of an object from a given angle such es the top, bot-
tom, end, or side

G. Pictorial A drawing or other graphic representation of an object made in
such a way that it helps a viewer visualize how the object is made or how it
works

H. Tracer A second color of narrow width molded into the basic color of the
insulation around a wire

I. View A portion of an object presented in a perspective which helps to
clarify its assembly or its function:

II. Block diagrams (Transparency 1)

A. Block diagrams are simple illustratic rin showing the relationship of compo-
nents in a circuit.

B. Block di grams use boxes or circles to indicate relative component loca-
tion and often have the name of the component written near the box or cir-
cle.

C. Block diagrams sometimes use switch symbols, but other symbols are sel-
dom found on a block diagram.

2 1
I
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INFORMATION SHEET

D. Block diagrams sometimes use arrows to indicate the direction of current
flow.

E. Block diagrams are ofttm used to illustrate in a general way how an appli-
ance circuit and components are related, but they are not specific enough
to be used for actual troubleshooting activity.

F. Block diagrams seldom have legends like wiring diagrams and schematic
diagrams do.

III. Schematic diagrams (Transparency 2)

A. Schematic diagrams do not show wiring detail, but are used to show how a
circuit is structured to serve the components In an appliance.

B. Schematic diagrams ser to illustrate general operations, but do not show
actual detail of wires, tirminals, and connectors.

C. If you know electrical symbols, schematics are relatively easy to read.

D. The limitation of a schematic Is that Its lack of detail makes it difficult to
use In situations where wire by wire troubleshooting is required.

E. Schematic diagrams frequently have legends to clarify circuit structure and
component relationships to the circuit and control devices.

IV. Wiring diagrams (Transparency 3)

A. Wiring diagrams are a troubleshooter's best friend because they are more
complete than any other type of diagram.

B. A good wiring diagram will show, in some way, every wire, terminal, connec-
tor, and component in an appliance.

C. One of the conventions of a wiring diagram Is that phantom lines or other
techniques may be used to express relationships of components and
switches or control devices.

D. Wiring diagrams use symbols profusely, but the size, shape, and relation-
ships are not necesoarily shown to any scale because distances have to fit
within the diagram.

E. Wiring diagrams are effective troubleshooting tools because wires have
their color codes listed, and some wiring diagrams show the wires in their
actual colors.

F. Wiring diagrams almost always have legends for clarification, and some
legends list ca. npontInts names and part numbers as an added aid for the
service technician.

(e)
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V. Other graphic aids and their functions

A. Phantom views Use dashes to create a window to expose an object that
would otherwise be hidden or to repre ient an object that Is hidden (Trans-
parency 4)

B. Cutaway views Use irregular lines to create a window that permits a
viewer to better visualize an assembly or a troubleshooting activity (Trans-
parency 4)

C. Detail views Used to clarify other pictorials by enlarging and spotlighting
parts of a component that v:ould be otherwise difficult to visualize (Rens-
parency 4)

D. Section views Slice through the plane of an object to display internal
component relationships and operations (Transparency 4)

E. Exploded views Depict components separated and suspended in the
order in which they fit together (Transparency 4)

F. Wiring harness diagrams Show how wires are actually connected to ter-
minals or to other wires (Transparency 5)

VI. Where to find helpful graphic aids

A. Repair manuals, service manuals, and installation guides are usually well
illustrated with schematics, diagrams, timer charts, and photographs or
line drawings to depict proper assembly and servico.

B. A wiring diagram or a schematic is usually attached to an appliance behind
a service panel so that a service technician can readily find it. (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

'

Yr A

2
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C. Wiring diagrams or schematics should always be returned to the appliance
after use so that the next technician who works on the appliance will not
have to waste time finding a proper diagram.

D. Repair manuals, service manuals, and installation guides use cutaways,
phantom lines, and detail views to help clarify difficult assemblies or serv-
ice routines.

E. Exploded views are used frequently in service literature, but are also com-
mon in parts catalogs because the detail is most effective for helping relate
parts to their part numbers. (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

MIL 'Cf .4 44'4 44 '14440

F. Wiring harness diagrams are used mostly at the point where an appliance
is actually assembled in the factory, but every now and then they show up
In service literature when wiring needs to be detailed.

VII. Tinier sequence charts (Transparency 5,

A. Timer sequence charts are almost always included with an appliance that
has a timer, and they frequently are shown with a wiring diagram or sche-
matic because the two should be used together.

B. The timer sequence chart is a valuable troubleshooting tool because it
depicts what is happening at any given point in an operating cycle.

C. Timer sequence charts number the timer switches and list the functions of
each switch.

D. Each timer switch number indicates the color code or the terminal anti the
wiring that connects components controlled by each of the timer switches.

E. When used with a wiring diagram or schematic, a timer sequence chart can
be used to quickly Isolate a problem component or a bad switch.
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VIII. Legends

A. Legends accompany diagrams, schematics, and other pictorials to provide
a key for properly interpreting the material.

B. Legends are typically used to:

1. Indicate color code meanings. (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

S BLACK
BU BLUE
BR BROWN
0 GREEN

OR ORANGE
PU PURPLE

R RED

W Y WHITE
YELLOW

8 INSULATED CONNECTOR

Courtesy Frigidaire

2. Indicate special circuitry. (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4

TEMPERATURE SELECTOR CHART

FUNCTION

C RCUIT

R to y OR
tot'

+TR BU to BU

HOTICOLD X

WARMIWARM X X X
VOW

WARM/COLD X X

COLDICOLD X .

OPTIONS CHART

FUNCTION

CIRCUIT

G to
T+ 1 A GtoOR

P+TR to
Tf TR

P+TR
to OR

NORMAUFAST

NORMAUSLOW

GENTLE/SLOW

Courtesy Frigidaire

3. Provide notations needed to Interpret abbreviations and special sym-
bols. (Figure 5)

FIGURE 5

IX. Color codes

CONTACTS CLOSED
ELECTRICALLY CONNECTED

2.27' ROTATION 1 MINUTE

TWINER MOTOR

"X" DENOTES CONTACT CLOSED

Courtesy Frigidaire

A. Because there are many circuits in a single appliance, wires and terminals
are color coded to assure proper assembly ana make troubleshooting more
efficient.
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B. Color codes vary with manufacturer and sometimes from appliance to
appliance, but single colors are usually Indicated with obvious abbrevia-
tions, and colors with tracers lists the tracer color second or sometimes
simply indicate it is a basic color with a tracer.

Example: TB = Tan with a black tracer

T-TR = Tan with a tracer

C. There are no standards for color abbreviations, but some that are fairly
common are shown in Figure 5.

FIGURE 6

B or BK No Black G . Green PU = Purple W White

BR xi Brown GY mg Gray R a Red Y a Yellow

BU = Blue 0 or OR a Orange T = Tan TR sm Tracer

LBU a Light blue P or PK a Pink V a Violet

D. Color codes are always indicated on 'timer sequence charts, but in some
cases color codes vary significantly, and proper interpretation requires
careful reference to the legend that accompanies the material. (Figure 7)

Example: The following color code from a Frigidaire dishwasher sche-
matic varies from standard abbreviations.

FIGURE 7

COLOR CODE

MORAY P PINK
PBC ACK MRCP
O.GREEN T. TAN
IC* Br OWN U BLUE
fl* ORANGE *WHITE
MRURPLE Y. YELLOW

U-WA BLUE/ WHITE TRACER
T-TAN/BLACN TRACER
Y -11. YELLOW 'BLACK TRACER
K^W. BR OWN /WHITE TRAM
N -*ORANGE/ WHITE TRACER
R-BA RED/ BC ACK TRACER
P.W PURPLE/ WHITE TRACER

TERMINAL
CONNECTIONS CODE

ow INTERNAL BUSS OAR
,--INTERCONNECTING WIRES

SWITCH CIRCUIT CODE
x CLOSED O. OPEN

Courtesy Frigidaire

2
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X. Basic electrical symbols (Transparency 7 and 8)

A. The heart of a circuit is wiring, and the symbol for wiring is a straight line
with special symbols for points where wires Join, cross, or Join with connec-
tors.

B. To be safe, a circuit must be grounded, and there are separate symbols to
indicate whether the circuit has an earth ground cr a ground to chassis.

C. Fuses, circuit breakers, and overloads are protection Devices that fre-
quently require troubleshooting.

D. Switches are probably the most common parts of an appliance circuit, and
their symbols Indicate their functions.

E. When an operator pushes a button to start an appliance, a momentary
switch does 'the work of getting things started.

F. Water level switches are found in automatic washers and dishwashers.

G. Centrifugal switches are usually found in motors.

H. Relays and solenoids activate other components, and their symbols may
vary slightly.

I. Motors are Important components of many major appliances, and their
symbol3 indicate their type and service application.

J. Capacitors are used with some motors and for other applications, and their
symbols indicate whether they are fixed or variable.

K. Resistors in a circuit may have the ohmic value indicated, and the resistor
symbol is also used to indicate a resistance heater.

L Thermostats and thermocouples are both control and protective devices.

M. Lights generally function to alert an appliance operator to a proper or
Improper operating condition, and each type of light has Its own symbol.

W. Terminals where wires are attached to devices are usually blocked out and
individual terminals are lettered or numbered.

Xl. Symbols for solid state devices (transparency 9)

A. Since more and more modern appliances ere using solid state devices for
controls, repair technicians need to know solid state symbols

B. Solid state controls usually Include transistors, diodes, triacs, rectifiers,
and silicon controlled rectifiers (SCR's)

C. Solid state controls may include electronic devices such as resistors and
capacitors

2n
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D. Solid state devices promise to grow in popularity because they are com-
pact, lightweight, and operate faster than other types of components

XII. Guidelines for using diagrams and schematics

A. Check for the hot side or ungrounded line of the power source so you'll
have a logical starting point.

B. Trace the current flow from the source through any control devices to the
malfunctioning component so you can Identify components that you will
physically have to check on the appliance.

C. A hot wire passing through several In-line components Indicates a series
circuit.

D. Look for places where a hot wire goes into a point, but two or more wires
come out; this indicates a branch or parallel circuit, and each branch has to
be traced individually back to the source.

E. When there are two or more current sources, the sources will be confined to
their own circuits, but they will never be joined.

F. Remember two important rules for electrical troubleshooting:

1. Current never vanishes; if current flows Into a device, it must flow out
again and back to the power source for the circuit.

2. If the current flow divides, it must come together again at a point
before the power source or at the power source.

G. Read the legend to be certain you know what incidental symbols mean, and
take all notations into consideration.

H. Make sure you interpret symbols correctly, and consult a reliable reference
when you're not sure.

I. Remember that schematics and diagrams show switches and control
devices in the condition they are in just before appliance operation starts
and that a manual or automatic event must take place to change a switch
position.
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Schematic Diagram

CONTROL LIMIT
TIMER THERMOSTAT THERMOSTAT

e°
.,........\r----..1

W. ft

im oft' i i %

HEATER

11 3/ 0 r 3/

. 0 ..... ..,... ...,

BR

START SW.r MOTOR I NOT RUNNING I

MAIN

DOOR SW......e NO

TIMER MOTOR

MOTOR SPEED SW.

e

11

20--1

L2
R

L

B = BLACK
B R = BROWN

= GREEN

OR = ORANGE
R = RED
W = WHITE

1 O.L. 4I
6

START C
L- J

TIME SCHEDULE IN MINUTES

SWITCH

CLOSED

HEATER B-OR

MOTOR B- BR

Automatic Dryer

CYCLES

TIME DRY OFF NO HEAT OFF

46- 04-86

90

Courtesy Frigidaire
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W.1 W

CONSOLE

CABINET

TIMER

TIMER \
MOTOR

Wiring Diagram

START SW.

r---1Bult-4

BR.1

TM

BU

BU.1

BU

DOOR SW.

B.1

R """'4, R

G
MOTOR%

-r
WIRING AS VIEWED FROM REAR

R.1

HEATER

y de.

L .1

1

3
1 I

I

LIMIT
THERMOSTAT

R

CONTROL ...is,
THERMOSTAT / 3 `

/ I
/

/ORIl
".. ..."

WIRING AS VIEWED FROM REAR

B = BLACK
BU = BLUE
BR = BROWN

U = GREEN
OR = ORANGE
PU = PURPLE

k RED
W = WHITE
Y = YELLOW

WIRING AS VIEWED FROM FRONT

Automatic Dryer

Courtesy Frigidaire
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Other Graphic Aids

Cutaway View with Detail

I B GAUGE WIRE

CLAMPS

..-- SIMPSON 260

4111111.--...
.81111111111 el

Asa
111,611.4411.1i ess;iiipt
'I NU MI II Vin
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Exploded View of Float and
Switch Assembly

WIRE ENDS
BRUSHING

WASH ARM

Section View of Water Valve

SLUM
HOU

SPAIN°

PILOT HOLE

F'-)AT

FLOAT
STEM

RETAINER
SWITCH

NUT

TUB

GASKET

SWITCH
BLADE

SWITCH FLOAT
4PLASTIC SCREW

Phantom View
WATER OUTLET
TO WASH ARM

LINKAGE SPRING

WATER STRAINERSTRAINER

Courtesy Frigidaire

DRAIN PORT

PLUNGER

DRAIN
SOLENOID

TM 4



Wiring Harness

4 TERMINAL - 4 WAY SWITCH (PURCHASE LOCALLY)
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Timer Sequence Chart and Schematic
Diagram
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Electrical Symbols

Circuit Wire

---> >---

Connectors

Fuse

Single Pole,
Single Throw Switch

0

Timer Switches

did
Momentary

Switch

Crossing Wires

II

Earth Ground

Circuit Breaker

0----
Single Pole,

Double Throw Switch

Centrifugal Switch

Junctions

Chassis Ground

Overload

MAR-231

DoubleDouble Pole,
Single Throw Switch

a
Water Level Switch

o-r6M--o DIC
Coil Solenoid Transformer
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Electrical Symbols
(Continued)

c"--40-0 csao
Timer Motor

Fixed Capacitor

Thermostat

Incandescent Light

Single-Speed Motor Multi-Speed Motor

Variable Capacitor

co-AA/W -o

Resistor or
Resistance Heater

Thermocouple Fluorescent Light

Neon Light

IIM.111

Block Terminal

2 3 4

0

Single Terminal

MAR233
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Solid State Symbols

Thermistor Transistor Diode

SCR (Silicon Controlled Rectifier)

Zener Diode

MAR235

Triac Light Emitting Diode
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DIAGRAMS AND SCHEMATICS
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 - INTERPRET A TIMER SEQUENCE
CHART AND WIRING DIAGRAM FOR AN AUTOMATIC DISHWASHER

A. Tools and materials

1. Wiring diagram (Figure 1)

2. Timer sequence chart (Figure 1)

3. Pencil and paper

B. Procedure

1. Remember that the solid lines in the timer sequence chart Indicate at what
points and for how long voltage is applied to a given timer contact

2. Remember that the timer sequence chart functions for the sake of clarity, and
that the time Increments across the chart which appear to be one minute incre-
ments are actually half-minute increments, and the complete cycle takes about
33 minutes, not 66 minutes as the chart seems to indicate

3. Start troubleshooting by finding the hot side of the incoming power supply on
the wiring diagram

(NOTE: On Fl- 1 that accompanies this assignment sheet, the hot side is
shown at the top of the diagram as L1.)

4. Trace the circuit through the door switch which is in series with the timer

5. Trace the circuit into the timer and out of the timer into the black jumper

(NOTE: Check the legend to the right of the wiring diagram if you have questions
about what abbreviations mean.)

6. 'Race the black jumper into Its connection with a tan with black tracer conductor
which takes the circuit through the 1B timer cam which comes out on a red wire
and carries the current on to the float switch which is I:: series with the fill valve

(NOTE: On this particular Frigidaire dishwasher, the timer motor starts as the ON
switch is activated and stays on until the end of the full cycle, but notice that the
water pump Is ON and OFF intermittently for rinse and wash operations.)

7. Note the many things that happen when the ON switch is actuated:

a. The door switch Is in series with the timer and closes to permit current to
reach the timer and begin the cycle
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET N1

b. The first activity is a heavy soil rinse which begins early in the cycle and
involv(3s activation of the 4T timer cam to the pump motor, activation of
the IT timer cam to the drain, and activation of the 1B timer cam to the fill
valve

c. The rinse/drain function for heavy soil starts the first 6 minutes (actually 3
minutes) of the cycle, and both the pump/drain activities are Intermittent
as is the fill activity throughout the remainder of the wash/rinse opera-
tions

d. Heater 2 is first activated at about 11 minutes (actually 5112 minutes) Into
the cycle and then alternates with heater 1 through the first two wash
cycles to help maintain proper water temperature

e. After the final rinse, only heater 1 stays on during the drying part of the
cycle

f. All pump and drain alternations end at about 48 (24) minutes Into the
cycle, and only the timer and heat 1 remain activated until the 66 (33) min-
ute cycle Is complete

8. Use the preceding Information, reference the wiring diagram and timer chart in
Figure 1, and answer the following questions:

a. At what points in the cycle is detergent dispensed?

Answer

b. At what point in the cycle is the rinse agent dispensed?

Answer

c. Can timer cam 1B and IT both be activated at the same time?

Answer

d. What do timer cams 1B and IT control?

Answer_
e. What drying options does this dishwasher offer?

Answer

v.,
A 0



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

f. What timer cam controls the drying options?

Answer

MAR239

g. The timer chart in Figure 1 shows Heater 1 and Heater 2, but there is only
one heating element indicated on the wiring diagram. What does this
mean?

Answer

h. Use the wiring diagram and timer chart in Figure 1, list at least three com-
ponents that might be causing the common complaint that the dish-
washer will not fill with water.

Answer

i. What timer cams would you check to see if the fill circuit is complete
through the timer?

j.

Answer

If you have continuity through the timer contacts in a given circuit, what
does that mean?

Answer

h. What component is most likely to be causing a complaint that dishes do
not dry properly?

Answer

i. if the dishwasher has a complaint of Improper cleaning because the deter-
gent is not being properly dispensed, but a check of the detergent dis-
penser solenoid proves the solenoid is okay, what color wire would you
trace back to the timer, and what timer cam would you trace it to?

Answer _
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DIAGRAMS AND SCHEMATICS
UNIT V

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

a. At about 10 (5) minutes into the cycle at the beginning of the first wash operation, and
at about 14 (7) minutes into the cycle at the beginning of the second wash operation

b. At about 38 (19) minutes into cycle at the beginning of the final rinse

c. No

d, 1B controls the fill function, and 1T controls the drain function

e. Cool dry and heat dry

f. 1A

g. It means there are two heater circuits, one to maintain water temperature and the other
for drying

h. The door switch, the float switch, and the fill valve

0 i. 3T and 1B

j. That the circuit is complete through the timer

k. The heating element

I. Yellow with a black tracer should be traced back to timer cam 2T



DIAGRAMS AND SCHEMATICS
UNIT V

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with their correct definitions.

a. The frame and lower covering of an appli- 1. Line drawing
ance where the operating components and
their associated wiring are housed 2. Tracer

b. The upper panel of an appliance that houses I. Graphic aids
control devices such as timers and switches
and is frequently lighted to enhance the 4. Cabinet
appearance of the appliance

5. Perspective_c. The use of colored insulation around con-
ductor wires to identify different circuits in 6. Color coding
an appliance, and the marking of terminals
with appropriate colors to assure aesemb',y 7. View
and facilitate more efficient troubleshooting

8. Console_d. Diamarns, schematics, line drawings, views,
and , aotographs available for a given prod- 9. Pictorial
uct to assure proper assembly and efficient
service

_f

_h.

A hand drawn or computer drawn pictorial
as opposed to a photograph

A view of an object from a given angle such
as the top, bottom, end, or side

A drawing or other graphic representation of
an object made in such a way that It helps a
viewer visualize how the object is made or
how It works

A second color of narrow width molded into
the basic color of the insulation around a
wire

A portion of an object presented in a per-
spective which helps to clarify Its assembly
or Its function

24.1
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TEST

2. Select true statements concerning block diagrams by placing an "X" beside each state-
ment that is true.

a. Block diagrams are simple illustrations showing the relationship of com-
ponents in a circuit

b Block diagrams use boxes or circles to indicate relative component loca-
tion and often have the name of the component written near the box or cir-
cle

c. Block diagrams sometimes use switch symbols, but other symbols are sel-
dom found on a block diagram

Block diagrams sometimes use arrows to indicate the direction of current
flow

e. Block of diagrams are often used to Illustrate in a general way how an
appliance circuit and components are related, and are good for actual
troubleshooting activity

f. Block diagrams usually have legends like wiring diagrams and schematic
diagrams to

3. Complete statements concerning schematic diagrams by inserting the word(s) that
best completes each statement.

a. Schematic diagrams do not show detail, but are used to show
how a circuit is structured to serve the components in an appliance.

b. Schematic diagrams serve to illustrate operations, but do not
show actual detail of wires, terminals, and connectors.

c. If you know electrical , schematics are relatively easy to read.

d. The limitation of a schematic is that Its lack of detail makes it difficult to use In
situations where by troubleshooting is required.

e. Schematic diagrams frequently have to clarify circuit structure
and component relationships to the circuit and control devices.

4. Solve problems concerning wiring diagrams by answering the following questions.

a. Why are wiring diagrams a troubleshooter's best friend?

Answer

b. Why are sizes and shapes in a wiring diagram not to scale?

Answer
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c. Why do wiring diagrams help make circuit troubleshooting easier?

Answer

5. Match other graphic aids with their functions.

MAR-247

Use dashes to create a window to expose
an object that would otherwise be hidden or
to represent an object that is hidden

b. Use irregular lines to create a window that
permits a viewer to better visualize an
assembly or a troubleshooting activity

_a. Used to clarify other pictorials by enlarging
and spotlighting parts of a component that
would be otherwise difficult to visualize

d. Slice through the plane of an object to dis-
play internal component relationships and
operations

e. Depict components separated and sus-
pended in the order In which they fit
together

_f. Show how wires are actually conrected to
terminals or to other wires

1. Section views

2. Wiring harness dia-
grams

3. Detail view,

4. Exploded views

5. Phantom views

6. Cutaway views

6. Complete statements concerning where to find helpful graphic aids by inserting the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Repair manuals, service manuals, and installation guides are usually well illus-
trated with schematics, diagrams, timer charts, and photographs or line draw-
ings to depict proper assembly and

b. A wiring diagram or a schematic is usually attactod to an appliance
a service panel so that a service technician can readily find it.

c. Wiring diagrams or schematics should always be returned to the
after use so that the next technician who works on the appliance will not have to
waste time finding a proper diagram.

d. Repair manuals, service manuals, and installation guides use cutaways, phan-
tom lines, and detail views to help clarify difficult or service rou-
tines.

e. Exploded views are used frequently in service literature, but are also common in
parts catalogs because the detail is most effective for helping relate parts to
their

. ti
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TEST

f. Wiring harness diagrams are used mostly at the point where an appliance is
actually in the factory, but every now and then they show up in
service literature when wiring needs to be detailed.

7. Select true statements concerning timer sequence charts by placing an "X" beside
each statement that is true.

a. Timer sequence charts are almost always included with an appliance that
has a timer, and they frequently are shown with a wiring diagram or sche-
matic because the two should be used together.

b. The timer sequence chart is a valuable troubleshooting tool because d
depicts what is happening at any given point in an operating cycle.

c. Timer sequence charts number the timer switches and list the functions of
each switch.

_.d. Each timer switch number indicates the color code of the terwinal and the
wiring that connects components controlled by each of the timer
switches.

e. When used with a wiring diagram or schematic, a timer sequence chart
can be used to quickly isolate a problem component or a bad switch.

8. Complete a list of what legends do by circling the word(s) that best completes each
statement.

a. Legends accompany diagrams, schematics, and other pictorials to provide a key
for properly (Interpreting) (applying) the material.

b. Legends are typically used to

1) indicate (color) (assembly) code meanings.

2) indicate (normal) (special) circuitry.

3) Provide (notations) (hints) needed to interpret abbreviations and special
symbols.

9. Complete the following chart of common color code abbreviations by inserting the cor-
rect name in the appropriate blank.

B or BK Black G m b PU se d. W - f.____

BR - Brown GY - Gray R m Red Y - Yellow

BU m a. 0 or OR IV Orange T is e. TR m g._ _
LBU Light blue P or PK - c V so Violet,

2.1
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TEST

10. Identify basic electrical symbols by matching the correct term with the appropriate
symbol.

a.

__b.

c.

d.

e.

_h.

k.

I

%b:

2 4

1. Chassis ground

2. Fuse

3. Circuit breaker

4. Overload

5. Water level switch

6. Single-speed motor

7. Light emitting diode

8. Thermostat

9. Momentary switch

10. Resistor

11. Neon light
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TEST

11. Complete statements concerning solid state devices by inserting the word(s) that best
completes each statement.

a. Since more and more modern appliances an using solid state devices for
repair technicians need to know solid state symbols.

b. Solid state controls usually include , diodes, triacs, rectifiers, and
silicon controlled rectifiers.

c. Solid state controls may Include electronic devices such as resistors and

d. Solid state devices promise to grow in popularity because they are compact,
lightweight, and operate than other types of components.

12. Complete guidelines for using diagrams and schematics by inserting the word(s) that
best complete each statement.

a. Check for the side or ungrounded line of the power source so
you'll have a logical starting point.

b. Trace the current flow from the source through any devices to
the malfunctioning component so you can identify components that you will
physically have to check on the applic.

c. A hot wire passing through several inline components Indicates a
circuit.

d. Look for places where a hot wire goes Into a point, but two or more wires come
out; this indicates a branch or__ circuit, and each branch has to be
traced individually back to the source.

e. When there are two or more current sources, the scurces will be confined to their
own circuits, but they will never be

f. Remember two important rules for electrical troubleshooting:

1) Current never ; if current flows into a device, It must flow
out again and back to the power source for the r:Ircult.

2) If the current flow divides, It must come again at a point
before the power source or at the power source.

g. Read the to be certain you know what Incidental symbols mean,
and take all notations into consideration.

h. Make sure you interpret symbols correctly, and consult a reliable reference when
you're
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. Remember that schematics and diagrams show switches and control devices in
the condition they are in Just before appliance operation and that
a manual or automatic event must take place to change a switch position.

(NOTE: if the following activity has not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your instruc-
tor when it should be completed.)

13. Interpret a timer sequence chart and wiring diagram for an automatic dishwasher.
(Assignment Sheet #1)



DIAGRAMS AND SCHEMATICS
UNIT V

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 4

b. 8
c. 6
d. 3
e. 1

f. 5
g. 9
h. 2
i. 7

2. a, b, c, d

3. a. Wiring
b. Genera!
c. Symbols
d. Wire, wire
e. Legends

4. a. Because wiring diagrams are more complete than schematics
b. Because things have to fit within a limited space
c. Because all wiring is co:ur coded

5. a. 5
b. 6
c. 3
d. 1

e. 4
f. 2

6. a. Servicu
b. Behind
c. Appliance
d. Assembly
0. Part numbers
f. Assembled

7. a, b, c, d, e

248
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ANSWERS TO TEST

8. a. Interpretting
b. 1) Color

2) Special
3) Notations

9. a. Blue
b. Green
c. Pink
d. Purple
e. Tan
f. White
g. Tracer

10. a. 8
b. 3
c. 11

d. 9
e. 1

f. 6
g. 2
h. 10
i. 4

j. 7
k. 5

11. a. Controls
b. Transistors
c. Capacitors
d. Faster

12. a. Hot
b. Control
c. Series
d. Parallel
e. Joined
f. 1) Vanishes

2) Together
g. Legend
h. Not sure
I. Starts

13. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

2 4!



TOOLS, MATERIALS, AND
TEST INSTRUMENTS

UNIT VI

UNIT OBJECTIVE

MAR-255

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to identify hand tools and shop tools,
AWG conductor sizes, and types of splices used on appliance conductors. The student should
alto ')e able to use test instruments to check for proper voltages, to measure amperages, and
to make continuity checks. These competeiJes will be evidenced by correctly performing the
procedures outlined in the assignment and Job sheets and by scoring 85 percent on the unit
test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student will be able to:

1. Match terms related to tools, materials, and test Instruments with their correct def-
initions.

2. Identify selected basic hand tools.

3. Identify selected shop tools.

4. Complete a list of miscellaneous supplies.

5. Match required appliance repair literature with Its uses.

6. Solve problems concerning VOM's and their uses

7. Select true statements concerning clamp-on ammeters and their uses.

8. Complete statements concerning digital mitimeters and their uses.

9. Select true statements concerning temperature testers and their uses.

10. Complete statements concerning capacitor analyzers and their uses.

11. Select true statements concerning wattmeters and their uses.

12. Complete statements concerning shunts and their functions In ammeters.

13. Match electrical measurements with ways to make them.

14. Complete statements concerning appliance wiring.

250
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

15. Solve problems concerning soldering tools.

16. Complete statements concerning resin-core solder and its characteristics.

17. Arrange in order the procedure for using solid wire solder.

18. Arrange In order the steps In wire stripping.

19. Identify selected types of splices.

20. Complete statements concerning guidelines tot connections at screw terminals.

21. Complete statements concerning guidelines for good soldered splices.

22. Complete statements concerning guidelines for using soideriess connectors and
terminals.

23. Complete statements concerning proper care and use of hand tools.

24. Complete a list of guidelines for using other tools and equipment.

25. Select true statements concerning eye proteution.

26. Identify selected tools. (Assignment Sheet #1)

27. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Test electrical receptacles for proper voltages. (Job Sheet #1)

b. Use a ciamp.on ammeter to test for high and low amperages on a fan motor
and a light bulb. (Job Sheet #2)

c. Make a continuity check of a magnetic control assembly from an automatic
washer. (Job Sheet #3)

d. Splice electrical conductors to acceptable service standards. (Job Sheet #4)

e. Use a VOM for a quick capacitor check. (Job Sheet #5)

251
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TOOLS, MATERIALS, AND TEST INSTRUMENTS
UNIT VI

SUGGESTED ACTMTIES

A. Provide students with objective sheet.

B. Provide students with information sheet.

C. Mala transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Discuss and demonstrate the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

G. Demonstrate the use of a VOM, a clamp-on ammeter, a wattms:ter, a temperature ana-
lyzer, and a capacitor analyzer.

H. Invite the manager of a local or area appliance repair facility to talk to the students
about the need for safe and proper use of tools and test instruments, and the impor-
tance of gaining basic skills In the use of electrical test instruments.

I. Invite a local plumber to show students some of the basics of pipefltting and how to
use adjustable and pipe wrenches in tandem to make secure connections.

J. Select receptacles for students to check for proper voltage, and prepare some so they
will indicate Improper voltage or no voltage at all.

K. Examine Assignment Sheet #1 carefully and tag selected tools as required for students
to complete the assignment.

L. Give test.

CONTENTS OF THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1 Basic Hand Tools

2. TM 2 Basic Hand Tools (Continued)

3. TM 3 Measuring Voltage at a Receptacle

4. TM 4 Measuring Voltage in a Parallel Circuit

5. TM 5 Measuring Amperage in a Circuit

6. TM 6 Measuring Resistance in a Coil
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CONTENTS OF THIS UNIT

D. Assignment Sheet #1 Identify Selected Tools

E. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1 Test Electrical Receptacles for Proper Voltages

2. Job Sheet #2 Use a ClampOn Ammeter to Test for High and Low Amperages on
a Fan Motor and a Light Bulb

3. Job Sheet #3 Make a Continuity Check of a Magnetic Control Assembly From
an Automatic Washer

4. Job Sheet #4 Splice Electrical Conductors to Acceptable Service Standards

5. Job Sheet #5 Use a VOM for a Quick Capacitor Check

F. Test

G. Answers to test

REFERENCES USED IN DEVELOPING THIS UNIT

A. National Electric Code 1987. Quincy, MA 02269: National Flre Protection Association,
1986.

B. Armstrong Value Parts Catalog, Spring and Summer, 1985. Willoughby, OH 44094: W.D.
Armstrong Corp., 1985.

C. Anderson, Edwin R Home Appliance Servicing. Indianapolis, IN 46268: Howard W. Sams
& Co., Inc., 1979.
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TOOLS, MATERIALS, AND TEST INSTRUMENTS
UNIT AR

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. AWG (American Wire Gauge) A classification system for identifying wire
conductors by diameter and number

B. Chassis ground A ground tkad to the appliance cabinet or frame

C. Common A conductor (usually white) that serves as a return to complete
an electrical circuit

D. Hand tools Frequently used portable tools that can be readily carried in
a tool box

E. Shop tools Large tools, infrequently used tools, or expensive tools that
would be difficult to replace

F. NEC (National Electric Code) Guidelines dedicated to the protection of
life and property In the use of electrical materials and their functions In resi-
dential and commercial applications

G. Short A disruption in a higher resistance circuit that diverts current from
its intended path Into a side current of lower resistance and often blows a
fuse or trips a breaker

H. Open A circuit through which no current flows

IL Basic hand tools (Transparencies 1 and 2)

A. Set of standard screwdrivers with short to long shafts and insulated han-
dles

B. Set of Phillips screwdrivers, #1, #2, #3, and #4 with insulated handles

C. Nut driver set, 7 -piece

(NOTE: Nut driver set should include 3/10., 7/32ff, ye, W32 1, 5/16ff, 11/34 and
318" nut drivers.)

D. Adjustable slip-joint pliers large enough to remove washer hoses

E. Longnose (needlenose) pliers for working with cotter kayg, retainer clips,
and wire terminals

R Slip joint pliers to hold parts and double as wire cutters

G. Wire strippers/terminal pliers

H. Diagonal cutting pliers /lineman's pliers

A4111111aMessiisrawcv:,..
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INFORMATION SHEET

I. Locking pliers for general use

J. Internal and external snapring pliers

K. Sidecutting and straight-cutting aviation snips

L Set of open end wrenches, 5-piece

M. 3/8" and 1/4" ratchet/socket sets for working with cabinet screws

N. Hand-held drills/bit sets, 1/4" through 1/2"

0. Set of cold chisels, drift punches, and center punches

R Flies, fine to coarse

O. Hex key set

R. Ball peen hammer

S. Softface hammer for working with bronze and brass bushings and pins

(NOTE: A good pocket knife if always handy, a putty knife is useful too, and
as work demands, there may be other hand tools required, but the basic
hand tools are those listed.)

T. Adjustable wrenches, 6", 12"

U. Pipe wrenches, 12", 18"

Shop tools

A. Dollies for transporting appliances safely (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1 oportrommirimmom.--.

4.)



INFORMATION SHEET

B. Appliance flippers (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

I
C. Compressed air supply and good hose for cleaning (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

D. Bearing remover and Installer (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4

'4
IL-Ail:

F
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INFORMATION SHEET

E. Spanner wrench (Figure 5)

(NOTE: Certain appliances require special tools that will he mentioned as
they are required in job sheets in the units that follow.)

FIGURE 5

d'o

F. Wet/dry shop vacuum (Figure 6)

FIGURE 6

IV. Miscellaneous supplies

A. Electrical, masking, and friction tae

B. High temperature lubricant and adhesive

C. Rubber adhesive

, A
V1;(
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D. Multipurpose lubricant such as WD-40

E. Degreasers and detergent

Leak-testing liquid and brush

G. Lint-free shop towels

H. Emery cloth and sandpaper

I. Shrink tubing

J. Assortment of nuts, bolts, screws, and washers

K. Assortment of wire terminals, wire nuts, and connecting devices

V. Required appliance repair literature and Its uses

A. Service manuals Relate service and repair routines to specific models of
appliances

B. Schematics Provide visual guides to electrical circuits and to component
circuitry

C. Parts catalog Uses exploded views and numbered references for posi-
tive parts identification

D. Technical updates Keep service people informed of important pa:t
changes or changes in service requirements

VI. VOM's and their uses (Figure 7)

A. Volt-ohm-milliamp meters are the most frequently used meters in applianea
repair and knowing how to use one properly is a basic requirement for all
service people

B. VOM's have three major functions:

1. Checking voltage

(NOTE: This Is very important because most warranties are void if
the appliance Is hooked up to an improper voltage supply.)

2. Checking amperage (rata of flow)

(NOTE: Motors that are drawing too much amperage cause all sorts
of problems and amperage checks are the only way to find the prob-
lem; the same applies to surface elements on electric ranges.)
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3. Checking continuity (resistance)

(NOTE: This may be the most frequently used VOM test because it
can be used on everything from triacs to solenoids and will quickly
determine if the component is shorted or open.)

C. VOM's can quickly differentiate between a short and an open because a
short will always show some reading and an open will always show no
reading at all

D. Proper scales should be selected for the function being measured

E. When a VOM is used to measure resistance (ohms), the power to the appli-
ance should ALWAYS BE TURNED OFF or the meter might be destroyed

(CAUTION: Discharge capacitors before working around them.)

F. A VOM should always be zeroed before use, and this Is accomplished by
simply crossing the test leads and adjusting the zero ohms control knob

G. If a meter will not zero, the battery is probably bad

H. Care should be taken when reading a VOM to assure that there Is no paral-
lax error caused by the viewing angle

(NOTE: Some VOM's have mirrors behind the meter face so the reflection of
the pointer gives a precise reading and eliminates the parallax error.)

FIGURE 7
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VII. Clamp-on ammeters and their uses (Figure 8)

A. Clamp-on ammeters are used to measure amperage In an AC current carry-
ing conductor without having to cut into or probe the conductor itself

B. Clamp-on ammeters can also be used to perform VOM functions with volt-
age and resistance with special test leads that fit Into the bottoms of the
meters, and scales for each function

C. Reading resistance with a clamp -on ammeter requires inserting an In-line
fuse adapter into the hot lead

(NOTE: The in -line fuse adapter includes a peniite battery and a fuse, and
this permits the meter to be used as an ohmmeter.)

D. A special internal fuse system eliminates the prospect that a clamp-on
ammeter could accidentally be destroyed while measuring resistance

E. Small amperages can be measured with a clamp -on ammeter by looping
the conductor lead around one jaw of the clamp two, three, or four times
and then dividing the reading by the number of loops

F. Clamp-on ammeters are favored by service people because they are easy to
carry, versatile, and rugged

FIGURE 8

VIII. Digital multimeters and their uses (Figure 9)

A. Digital muitimeters do everything that VOM's can do, but have a numbered
readout instead of a scale

B. Digital muitimeters are more accurate than VOM's for measuring small volt-
ages or resistances

Example: When crossing leads to zero a VOM, it will Indicate zero while a
digital muitimeter will indicate three zeros

260
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C. Digital muitimeters have special selectors for checking transistors in wash-
ers, dryers, and appliances that have solid state con'rols

FIGURE 9

W 1u 4. .
40i;

IX. Temperature testers and their uses (Figure 10)

A. Temperature testers are used to measure:

1. Ambient temperature in ovens and refrigerators

2. Griddle and surface temperature

(NOTE: There is a special feature for this function.)

3. Exhaust vent temperature on gas and electric dryers

B. Because temperature testers measure in millivolts converted to a (ahren-
heit scale, they are more accurate than hang-in thermometers

C. A temperature tester is remote from the sensing element and is much more
convenient to use than a hang-in thermometer which requires opening the
oven door to read

41)
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D. Because of their accuracy, temperature testers are a "must" piece of equip-
ment for recallbrating oven controls

FIGURE 10

X. Capacitor analyzers and their uses (Figure 11)

A. Capacitor analyzers are used strictly for checking capacitors on capacitor
start motors on washers

B. A capacitor analyzer is a much better test instrument than a VOM for deter-
mining if a capacitor is sr' in working condition because it will show if the
capacitor is shorted or ovin, or read the capacitor in microfarads

C. A good capacitor analyzer should be able to determine power factor toler-
ance and general capacitance tolerance

D. A good capacitor analyzer should also be able to isolaw shorted capacitors
,,,nd capacitors with Intermittent problems

FIGURE 11
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Xl. Wattmeters and their uses (Figure 12)

A. Wattmeters are used to measure the amount of energy consumed by a
motor, an appliance, or a component

B. Measuring wattage will help letermine if an appliance or component Is
drawing too much current

C. Conversion factors for determining watt consumption are built into wattme-
ters, so they're much easier to use than VOM's or clamp-on ammeters
whose readings must be converted

D. Wattmeters can be used to measure wattages on electrical appliances In
the range of 130V to 260V

E. Wattmeters are used for checking other meters for proper calibration

FIGURE 12

XII. Shunts and their functions in ammeters (Figure 13)

A. A shunt is designed to allow only a small percentage of a total current to
pass through an ammeter so the meter can be used to measure a wide
range of currents

B. Shunts eliminate the need for heavier coils which would increase the cost
and weight of ammeters and decrease sensitivity
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C. Shunts are built Into many ammeters and are so Indicated on selector
scales that permit a technician to select the shunt most suitable to the
measurement

FIGURE 13

7
OM

Resistance in
meter coil

5011

1000

2000

2500
Selector
Switch _

XIII. Electrical measurements and ways to make them

A. Voltage Must be measured ACROSS the circuit or source being tested
(Transparencies 4 and 5)

B. Amperage Must be measured in series with the circuit belng tested
(Tnnsparencv 6)

C. Resistance Must be measured from one point to another in a component
or a circuit (Transparency 7)

XIV. Appliance wiring

A. Appliance wiring is selected according to an AWG number to identify its
diameter and an insulation type to identify its service qualities
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B. The AWG numbergrows smaller as the size of the wire increases (Figure 14)

FIGURE 14

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

C. The major insulation types required around major appliances are:

1. RHW Moisture and heat-resistant rubber for dry and wet locations
where operating temperatures do not exceed 167°F

2. THW Moisture and heat-resistant thermoplastic for dry and wet
locations where operating temperatures do not exceed 194°F

3. AA A special wire for electric ranges because 3 has a braided
asbestos covering and can operate at temperatures up to 392°F

D. When reading wire sizes, the first number is the AWG size and the second
number indicates how many conductors are in the wire

Example: 10/3 is a 10-gauge wire with 3 conductors

2r )
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E. The maximum amperage a wire can safely carry Is known as ampacity, and
low ampacity wires should never be used for high ampacity applications
(Figure 15)

FIGURE 15

AWG# Ampacity

14 15

12 20

10 30

8 45

6 65

4 85

2 115

1 130

0 150

00 175

MO 200

F. Never replace an AWG wire with a smaller wire because it could cause a
malfunction and creak a fire hazard

Example: A receptacle for an electric range has a #8 AWG wire for ground
and #6 AWG wires for both the hot leads; using #10 wire for the
connection would not meet the NEC code, but #10 AWG wire Is
acceptable on a dryer receptacle because of the lower amper-
age a dryer demands

2
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XV. Soldering tools

A. A 150 to 250 watt soldering gun is recommended for connector: and cir-
cuits rated 30 to 50 amps or greater (Figure 16)

FIGURE 16

B. Large soldering irons of 40 to 150 watts are suitable for connectors and cir-
cuits rated 10 to 30 amps (Figure 17)

FIGURE 17

C. A pencil iron rated 20 watts or less may be required for special applications
such as printed circuit boards or where space will not permit a larger iron
(Figure 18)

FIGURE 18

D. Soldering poses burn hazards, but the greater danger is potential eye dam-
Lje, so always wear safety glasses when soldering

410
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XVI. ResIn-care solder and Its characteristics

A. The type of solder used most often around electrical connections is 40/60
resin-core solder

B. The 40/60 means the solder is an alloy of 40% tin and 60% lead

C. The flux required to clean metal and promote fusion Is placed inside the
core of resin-cored solder

D. Resin-core solder comes in handy rolls that are convenient to store and
carry (Figure 19)

FIGURE 19

E. Resin-core solder is noncorrosive and suitable for almost all work around
major appliances

F. When using resin-core solder, clean surface(s) to be soldered, apply heat to
the surfaces, and then run the strand of solder over the heated surface(s)

XVII. Solid wire solder and Its characteristics

A. Solid wire solder is a popular 40/60 alloy for use in sweating or swaging
joints of tubing

B. Because solid wire solder has no flux core, a paste flux must be used with It

C. The procedure for using solid wire solder is:

1. Clean surfaces to be soldered

2. Apply soldering flux to both surfaces

3. Apply heat to the parts to be soldered, not to the solder Itself

4. Apply the solder to the heated parts and allow It to melt onto the
parts

2 S
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XVIII. Steps in wire stripping

A. Place the wire in the proper slot in the wire stripper and work the stripper
back and forth until a cut is made around the entire insulation (Figure 20)

FIGURE 20

B. Hold the wire tight with one hand and use the other hand to gently move the
Insulation back and forth until the cut breaks clean and unwanted insula-
tion can be pulled off (Figure 21)

FIGURE 21

C. Taper the insulation with a knife to increase the wire's flexibility because
straight cut insulation creates a force point that can cause a wire to break
(Figure 22)

FIGURE 22

Fight
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XIX. Types o splices

A. Simple splice (Figure 23)

FIGURE 23

1.

Single Wire
2.

3..

B. Simple tap (Figure 24)

FIGURE 24

4.

1111111111VwzgammovAINIM.

Stranded Wire

Single Wire

2 7 0
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Stranded Wire

C. Pigtail splice (Figure 25)

FIGURE 25

1.

*) teryteeaa

Single Wire

Single Wire to Stranded Wire

D. Hook splice (Figure 26)

FIGURE 26
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XX. Guidelines for connections at screw terminals

A. Wire should be attached at a screw terminal so that the loop Iles in the
direction the screw turns (Figure 27)

FIGURE 27

Right Wrong

B. Wire should loop the screw a little less than one full turn, but excessive
loops are not recommended (Figure 28)

XXI. Guidelines for good soldered aplIces

A. Wires to be spliced must be bright and clean at the point of connection

B. Connecting points must be tight so sok lr will solidify without wire move-
ment (Figure 28)

FIGURE 28

Flight Wrong

C. Wire shcted be coated with electric soldering paste, and then soldered so
that solder melts and flows Into every crevice of the splice (Figure 29)

FIGURE 29

D. Entire splice area should b.9 covered with water-proof plastic tape (Figure
30)

FIGURE 30
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XXII. Guidelines for using solderiess connectors and terminals

A. Solder less connectors should be used according to their color codes, and a
connector for a lighter gauge should never be used on a wire of a heavier
gauge

B. Screw-on connectors work well on pigtail splices, and they require no tap-
ing because they're made of insulating materials (Figure 31)

FIGURE 31

C. Crimp-on terminal lugs should not leave a gap between the insulation and
the lug, and if there is a gap, a plastic sleeve should be added to cover the
bare wire (Figure 32)

FIGURE 32

Right Wrong

XXIII. Proper care and use of hand tools

A. Screwdrivers (Figure 33)

1. Do not hammer or pry with screwdrivers

2. Worn Phillips screwdrivers should be discarded, but flat blade screw-
drivers can be useful as long as the tip can be reground square

FIGURE 33

Right Wrong

273
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B. Wrenches and pliers (Figure 34)

1. Do not hammer on wrenches or hammer with wrenches

2. Use adjustable wrenches so that the large jaw is opposite the k °Irec-
tion of force

3. When pulling on an adjustable wrench, be careful not to hit yoursi
in the chest or head, and when pushing on an adjustable wrench,
hold your hand palm-flat on the handle so you won't accidentally
scar your knuckles

4. Do not use pliers In place of a wrench, especially on brass fittings

5. Use pliers with insulated handles when working around electrical cir-
cuits and components

FIGURE 34

C. Hammers (Figure 35)

1. Never use a hammer with a loose handle

2. Use all hammers for their intended purpose

FIGURE 35

D. Punches, chisels, and files (;=igure 36)

1. Keep chisel cutting edges sharp

2. Keep chisel heads properly dressed, and never strike a chisel that
has a mushroomed head

274
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3. Files become dull if stacked in a drawer, so hang them up

4. Do nct hammer or pry with a file because they are brittle and break
easily

FIGURE 36

E. Socket sets and nut drivers (Figure 37)

1. Do not use a cheater bar to gain greater leverage on the handle of a
ratchet because it will strip the ratchet gears

2. Do not use a cheater bar on a thin wail socket because the socket
will break

3. Nut drivers should be used for handtight nuts, bolts, and screws, but
do not use pliers to Increase leverage

FIGURE 37

XXIV. Guidelines for using other tools and equipment

A. Cords for drop lights should not be run over by appliance dollies or placed
where objects with metal edges may be placed on them

B. Handle levels with care because once they're dropped they're usually lac-
curate

C. Do not apply too much pressure on a hex key wrench or it may break or
round out the socket in the set screw
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D. Never use oxyacetylene equipment without proper instruction or without
permission

E. Keep safety glasses in a case when they're not in use so they'll stay clean

(NOTE: If someone had to take time to clean a pair of safety glasses, they
might have a tendency Just to forget them.)

F. Never point a compressed air nozzle at another person, and never use com
pressed air when It might spray dirt or metal particles at someone nearby

XXV. Eye protection

A. Wear safety glasses at all times In the shop area

B. Blow compressed air away from you when using it for cleaning

C. Wear a face sh:eld when working with grinding tools

D. If you get cleaning solvent on your hands, wash them with s.,ap and water
to avoid the possibility of acc:Jentally rubbing your eyes

E. Know the location of the nearest eye flush station



Basic Hand Tools

Adjustable Pliers

Needlenose Pliers

1111Pelmisammoom

Lineman's (sidecuttfrig) Pliers

Slip-Joint Pliers

tar v00111
Allimminwswiaw.

Wire Strippers
(Electrician's 6-in-1 tool)

Locking Pliers
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Cffilktammilibilitt=
ors
12%50111=1

Standard Screwdriver Set

11114

IIM==21111$1=P

Phillips Screwdriver Set

Nut Driver

.11,1411':R

internal Snap-Ring Pliers

External Snap-Ring Pliers

TM 1



Basic Hand Tools
(Continued)

Aviation Snips

feitM
wiriass=5,

Socket Set and Ratchet

Open End Wrenches

Chisel
Punch

Ball Peen Hammer

T'rrztL

Drill Bits

278

Pipe Wrench

Adjustable Wrench

Flies

114
Hex Wrenches



Measuring Voltage at a Receptacle
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Measuring Voltage in a Parallel Circuit
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Measuring Amperage in a Circuit
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Measuring Resistance in a Coil
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TOOLS, MATERIALS, AND TEST INSTRUMENTS
UNIT VI

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 - IDENTIFY SELECTED TOOLS

Directions: Your instructor has prepared a display of tools that are each tagged with a number.
Examine the tools and write the name of each tool beside the appropriate number. Acid more
numbers as needed.

1. 16.

2. 17.

3. 18.

4. 19.

5. 20.

6. 21.

7. =1 22.

8. 23.

9. 24.

10. 25.

11. __...., 26.

12. _......_ 27.

13. 28.

14. 29.

15. 30.

Your Name

2R3

Date
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UNIT VI

JOB SHEET #1 - TEST ELECTRICAL RECEPTACLES
FOR PROPER VOLTAGES

A. Tools and materials

1. Vila II receptacle for 120V supply

2. Wall receptacle for 240V range supply

3. Wall receptacle for 240V dryer supply

4. VOM

5. Pencil and paper

6. Safety glasses

B. Routine #1 Checking a 120V receptacle

1. Put on safety glasses and set the VOM to measure voltage at 250V

2. Make sure the selector switch Is set for AC

3. Place one VOM test lead into each of the slotted openings in the receptacle (Fig-
ure 1)

FIGURE 1
Wires #12 AWG

4. Check your meter and record the reading

5. Place one VOM lead In the left slotted opening and the other VOM lead In the
round hole at the top c° the receptacle

B. Check your meter and record the reading

101
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7. Place one VOM lead in the right slotted opening and the other VOM lead In theround hole at the top of the receptacle

8. Check your meter and record the reading

9. Compare the reading In Step 8 with the reading from Step 6

Have your Instructor check your findings

10. Make all voltage checks again if your findings vary at all from the values shownin Figure 1

C. Routine #2 Checking a 240V range receptacle

1. Leave the VOM set to measure 250V and the range selector set at AC
2. Place one VOM test lead into each of the outside slotted openings in the recepta-cle (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2
#6 AWG

120

#8 AWG #6 AWG

1

3. Check your meter and record the reading

4. Place one VOM lead into the left slotted opening and the other VOM load in thecenter slotted opening

5. Check your meter and record the reading

6. Place one VOM lead into the right slotted opening and the other VOM lead in thecenter slotted opening

7. Check your meter and record the reading

8. Compare the reading in Step 7 with the reading from Step 5

Have your instructor check your findings

9. Make all voltage checks again If your findings vary at all from the values shownIn Figure 2

.......m101..

2 s ri
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D. Routine #3 Checking a 240V dryer receptacle

1. Leave the VOM set to measure 250V and the range selector set at AC

2. Place one VOM lead Into each of the outside slotted openings In the receptacle
(Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

120

All Wires #10 AWG

240

120

Dryer

3. Check your meter and record the reading

4. Place one VOM lead into the left slotted opening and the other VOM lead in the
center L-shaped slot

5. Check your meter and and record the reading

6. Place one VCM lead Into the right slotted opening and the other VOM lead Into
the center L-shaped slot

7. Check your meter and record the reading

8. Compare the reading in Step 7 with the reading from Step 5

Have your instructor check your findings

9. Make all voltage checks again if your findings vary at all from the values shown
in Figure 3

10. Discuss with your Instructor the differences in the wire gauges used for each of
the receptacles checked

11. Clean up area and return tools and materials to proper storage

2S 6
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UNIT VI

JOB SHEET #2 - USE A CLAMP-ON AMMETER TO TEST FOR
HIGH AND LOW AMPERAGES ON A FAN MOTOR AND A LIGHT BULB

A. Tools and materials

1. Fan motor (or equivalent)

2. 100-watt light bulb

3. Clamp-on probe

4. Pencil and paper

5. Safety glasses

B. Routine #1 Checking high amperage

1. Put on safety glasses and plug motor into power source

2. Determine current-carrying conductov

(NOTE: Check schematic If you have to.)

3. Clamp ammeter probes over current-carrying conductor

(NOTE: Don't clamp probes over two or three wires, make certain they're
clamped over only one conductor.)

4. Set the rotary scale for the highest amperage scale first, then move down as nec-
essary to make your reading

5. Determine amp reading from proper scale and record the reading

0 Have your Instructor check your work

C. Routine #2 Checking low amperage

1. Plug 1u4J-watt light bulb into power source

(NOTE: Conductor leac', to load should have enough play that it can be wrapped
around one of the meter clamps.)

2. Clamp ammeter probes over current- carrying conductor

3. Set the rotary scale for the highest amperage scale first, then move down as nec-
essary to make your reading

2R7
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4. Unciamp the probe and loop the conductor three times around one of the meter
clamps

5. Determine amp reading from the proper scale and record your reading

6. Divide reading by the number of loops (three) you made In the conductor

0 Have your instructor check your work

7. Clean up area and return tools and materials to proper storage

288
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TOOLS, MATERIALS, AND TEST INSTRUMENTS
UNIT VI

JOB SHEET #3 - MAKE A CONTINUITY CHECK OF A MAGNETIC
CONTROL ASSEMBLY FROM AN AUTOMATIC WASHER

A. Tools and materials

1. Magnetic control assembly from a Whiripool/Kenmore automatic washer

2. VOM

3. Pencil and paper

4. Safety glasses

B. Procedure

1. Put on safety glasses and place the magnetic control assembly on a work bench

2. Set the VOM to the R x 1 scale

3. Place the VOM probes on the terminals of the left or right solenoid

4. Note the meter deflection and write your observation on a piece of paper

(NOTE If the deflection is too small to read, write none.)

5. Set the VOM to the R x100 scale

6. Note the meter deflection and write your observation on a piece of paper

7. Check your finding to see how close it is to 525 ohms

8. Repeat the procedure for the other solenoid, but start with the R x100 scale

9. Record your finding

Have your instructor check your work

10. Clean up area and return tools and materials to proper storage

2R 9
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UNIT VI

JOB SHEET #4 - SPLICE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS TO ACCEPTABLE
SERVICE STANDARDS

A. Tools and materials

1. Soldering gun

2. 60140 rosin-core solder

3. Wire strippers

4. Utility knife

5. Needle nose pliers

6. Slip-Joint pliers

7. Diagonal cutters

8. Supply of single wire and stranded wire conductor

9. Sponge

10. Plastic tape

11. Safety glasses

B. Routine #1 Splicing and soldering simple splices

1. Select two pieces of single wire conductor

2. Put on safety glasses and strip 2" of insulation from the end of each conductor

3. Bevel the end of each insulation cut (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1
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4. Twist conductors around each other with enough turns to Insure a sturdy splice
(Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

5. Place the spliced wires on a work bench

6. Heat the soldering gun tip

7. Clean the tip of the soldering gun with a sponge

8. Apply a small amount of solder to the tip

9. Begin at or a end of the splice and apply solder from the top as you move the tip
of the soldering gun slowly along the underside of the splice (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

10. Move the soldering tip slowly enough that the solder melts evenly onto the splice
and runs down so that it fills all crevices where conductors meet

11. Permit soldered splice tc cool

Have your instructor che..:k your work

21
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12. Tape complete splice with plastic tape In a spiral wrap that slightly overlaps to
assure a complete covering (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4

13. Repeat the procedure as required to make a simple splice on stranded wire (Fig-
ure 5)

FIGURE 5

Have your Instructor check your work

C. Routine #2 Making pigtail splices

1. Select two more pieces of single wire conductor

2. Strip and bevel conductors as previously outlined

3. Place conductors side by side and start a twist on the end with your fingers or
pliers, If required

4. Place a screw-on cap of the proper size over the end of the two conductors and
screw It clockwise down until It completely covers the bare conductors (Figure 6)

FIGURE 6
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JOB SHEET #4

Have your Instructor check your work

5. Select two more pieces of single wire conductor and strip and
ously outlined

6. Prepare another pigtail splice, but this time, twist the wires out
around each other to form the pigtail (Figure 7)

FIGURE 7

bevel as previ-

from the bevel

7. Heat the soldering tip again, clean it, tin it and solder the pigtail with the same
procedure used to solder the simple splice

8. Permit the pigtail to cool

Have your instructor check your work

9. Tape the pigtail as previously outlined

10. Repeat the procedure for splicing and soldering a single wire conductor and a
stranded wire conductor into a pigtail

0 Have ycur instructor check your work

11. Tape the pigtail as previously outlined

D. Routine #3 Making tap splices

1. Select two more pieces of single wire conductor

2. Strip about 1 1/2" from the center of one conductor and bevel the insulation
edges on both sides

3. Strip one end of the other conductor and bevel as previously outlined

4. Place the free and of the last conductor prepared at about the center of the first
conductor and wrap the tap onto the bare space in the first conductor (Figure 8)

FIGURE 8
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JOB SHEET #4

5. Heat the soldering tip again, clean it, tin it, and solder thn tap with the same pro-
cedure previously used

6. Permit the splice to cool

0 Have your instructor check your work

7. Tape the tap splice as previously outlined

8. Repeat the procedures for splicing and soldering a stranded wire tap (Figure 9)

FIGURE 9

9. Permit the soldered splice to cool

0 Have your instructor check your work

10. Tape the tap splices as previously outlined

11. Clean up area and return tools and equipment to proper storage, or continue
practice with splicing and soldering as directed by your instructor
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TOOLS, MATERIALS, AND TEST INSTRUMENTS
UNIT VI

JOB SHEET #5 - USE A VOM FOR A QUICK CAPACITOR CHECK

A. Tools and materials

1. Capacitor(s) as selected by instructor

2. V .fliA

3. 2encil and paper

4. Safety glasses

B. Pre cedum

1. Put on safety glasses and make sure the capacitor has been discharged If it has
been recently energized

(NOTE: Check with your Instructor for a safe discharging procedure.)

2. Connect VOM leads In any order to the capacitor terminals (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1
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JOB SHEET #5

3. Check the Indicator needle for movement about halfway across the scale and
then a drop back to zero

4. Reverse the VOM leads on the capacitor terminals

a. If switching the meter leads back and forth continues to show a notice-
aNa deflection and then a fall back to zero, the capacitor is okay

b. If there is more than a half-scale deflection and the needle will not return
to zero, the capacitor Is shorted

c. If there is no reading at Ril, the capacitor is open

5. Record your findings for the first capacitor and repeat the procedure for other
capacitors that your instructor may supply

6. Record all findings

Have your Instructor check your work

7. Clean up area and return tools and materials to proper storage
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TOOLS, MATERIALS, AND TEST INSTRUMENTS
UNIT VI

NAME_
TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with their correct definitions.

a. A classification system for identifying wire
conductors by diameter and number

_b. A ground tied to the appliance cabinet or
frame

c. A conductor that serves as a return to com-
plete an electrical circuit

d. Frequently used portable tools that can be
readily carried in a tool box

.e. Large tools, infrequently used tools, or
expensive tools that would be difficult to
replace

_f. Guidelines dedicated to the protection of
life and property In the use of electrical
materials and their functions in residential
and commercial applications

g A disruption in a higher resistance circuit
that diverts current from Its Intended path
into a side current of lower resistance and
often blows a fuse or trips a breaker

1. Short

2. Hand tools

3. NEC

4. AWG

5. Open

6. Shop tools

7. Chassis ground

8. Common

MAR-313

_h. A circuit through which no current flows

2. Identify the following basic hand tools by placing the correct tools name with the appro-
priate illustration.

a. b.
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e.

TEST

1.

e.

d.

Irm.."1-^arwf-Art,

h.
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3. Identify selected shop tools by placing the correct tool name with the appropriate illus-
tration.

a.

4

4'
le4.. A .4

4, '41111mirn It.

b.

C.

2
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4. Complete the following list of miscellaneous supplies by circling the word(s) that best
completes each statement.

a. Electrical, masking and (frictinn, scotch) tape

b. (High, Low) temperature lubricant and adhesive

c. Rubber (adhesive, seals)

d. Multipurpose (cleaner, lubricant) such as WD-40

e. Degreasers and (detergent, etching agent)

f. Leak-testing liquid and (brush, match)

g. Lint-free shop (towels, rags)

h. Emery cloth and (sandpaper, file)

I. (Shrink, Insulated) tubing

I. Assortment of nuts, bolts, screws, and (wire, washers)

k. Assortment of wire terminals, wire nuts, and (splicing, connecting) devices

5. Match required repair literature with Its uses.

Relate service and repair routines to spe- 1. Parts catalog
cific models of appliances

2. Service manuals_b. Provide visual guides to electrical circuits
and to component circuitry 3. Technics! updates

Uses exploded views and numbered refer- 4. Schematics
ences for positive parts identification

__A. Keep service people informed of Important
part changes or changes In service require-
ments

6. Solve the following problems concerning VOM's and their uses.

a. How do you quickly differentiate between a short and an open by using a VOM?

Answer

b. How clo you zero a VOM?

Answer

c. When a VOM will not properly zero, what does It usually mean?

Answer
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TEST

7. Select true statements concerning clamp-on ammeters and their uses by placing an
"X" beside each statement that is true.

a. Clamp-on ammeters are used to measure amperage in a DC current carry-
ing conductor without having to cut into or probe the conductor itself.

_b Clamp -on ammeters can also be used to perform VOM functions with volt-
age and resistance with special test leads that fit into the bottoms of the
meters, and scales for each function.

c. Reading resistance with a clamp-on ammeter requires inserting an in-line
fuse adapter into the hot lead.

d A special internal fuse system eliminates the prospect that a clamp-on
ammeter could accidentally bo destroyed while measuring resistance.

e. Small amperages can be measured with a clamp-on ammeter by looping
the conductor lead around one jaw of the clamp two, three, or four times
and then dividing the reading by the number of loops.

f. Clamp-on ammeters are favored by service people because they are easy
to carry, versatile, and rugged.

8. Complete statements concerning digital multimeters and their uses by inserting the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Digital multimeters do everything that VOM's can do, but have a
readout instead of a scale.

b. Digital multimeters are accurate than VOM's for measuring small
voltages or resistances.

c. Digital multimeters have special selectors for checking transistors in washers,
dryers, and appliances that have controls.

9. Select true statements concerning temperature testers by placing an "X" beside each
statement that is true.

(NOTE: For a statement to be true, all parts of the statement must be true.)

_a. Temperature testers are used to measure:

1) Ambient temperature in ovens and refrigerators

2) Griddle and surface temperature

3) Exhaust vent temperature on gas and electric dryers

b. Because temperature testers measure In millivolts converted to a fahren-
heit scale, they are less accurate than hang-in thermometers.

aoi
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A temperature tester is remote from the sensing element and Is much
more convenient to use than a hang-In thermometer which requires open-
ing the oven door to read.

_d. Because of their accuracy, temperature testers are a "must" piece of
equipment for recalibrating oven controls.

10. Complete statements concerning capacitor analyzers and their uses by circling the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Capacitor analyzers are used (mostly, s'iltIctly) for checking capacitors on capaci-
tor start motors on washers.

b. A capacitor analyzer is a much better test instrument than a VOM for determin-
ing if a capacitor is still in working condition because it will show If the capacitor
is (burned out, shorted or open), or read the capacitor in microfarads.

c. A good capacitor analyzer should be able to determine power factor tolerance
and general capacitance (tolerance, characteristics).

d. A good capacitor analyzer should also be able to isolate shorted capacitors and
capacitors with (overheating, Intermittent) problems.

ii. Select true statements concerning wattmeters and their uses by placing an "X" beside
each statement that is true.

a. Wattmeters are used to measure the amount of energy consumed by a
motor an appliance, or a component.

b. Marsuring wattage will help determine if an appliance or component is
drawing too much current.

Conversion factors for determining watt consumption are built into watt-
meters, so they're much easier to use than VOM's or clamp-on ammeters
whose readings must be converted.

d. Wattmeters can be used to measure wattages on electrical appliances in
the range of 130V to 260V.

Wattmeters are used foe checking other meters for proper calibration.

12. Complete statements concerning shunts and their functions in ammeters by Inserting
the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. A shunt is designed to allow only a percentage of a total current
to pass through an ammeter so the meter can be used to measure a wide range
of currents.

b. Shunts eliminate the need for heavier which would Increase the
cost and weight of ammeters and decrease sensitivity.

c. Shunts are built into many ammeters and are so indicated on selector scales that
permit a technician to select the shunt most to the measure-
ment.
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13. Match electrical measurements with ways to make them.

a. Must be measured ACROSS the circuit or
source being tested

_.b. Must be measured In series with the circuit
being tested

Must be measured from one point to
another in a component or a circuit

1. Amperage

2. Resistance

3. Voltage

MAR-319

14. Complete statements concerning appliance wiring by circling the word(s) that best
completes each statement.

a. Appliance wiring is selected according to an AWG number to identify its diame-
ter and an insulation type to identify its (service qualities; relative cost).

b. The AWG number grows (larger, smaller) as the size of the wire increases.

c. The major (insulation, AWG) types required around major appliances are:

1) RHW Moisture and heat-resistant rubber for dry and wet locations where
operating temperatures do not exceed 167°F

2) THW Moisture and heat-resistant thermoplastic for dry and wet locations
where operating temperatures do not exceed 194 °F

3) AA A special wire for electric ranges because It has a braided asbestos
covering and can operate at temperatures up to 392°F

d. When reading wire sizes, the (first, second) number is the AWG size and the (first,
second) number Indicates how many conductors are In the wire.

e. The maximum amperage a wire can safely carry is known as ampacity, and low
ampacity wires should (be used carefully, never be used) for high ampacity appli-
cations.

f. Never replace an AWG wire with a (smaller, larger) wire because It could cause a
malfunction and create a fire hazard.

15. Solve the following problems concerning soldering tools.

a. A pencil soldering iron is recommended for use on printed circuit boards, but
where else is a pencil iron a useful tool?

Answer

b. Soldering poses burn hazards, but what is the greater danger that soldering
poses and what should be done to avoid the danger?

Answer
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16. Complete statements concerning resin-core solder and its characteristics by circling
the word(s) or figure(s) that best completes each statement.

a. The type of solder used most often around electrical connections is (40/60, 60/40)
resin core solder.

b. The 40/60 means the solder is an alloy of (60%, 40%) tin and (60%, 40%) lead.

c. The flux required to clean metal and promote fusion is placed (Inside, outside)
the core of resin-cored .:solder.

d. Resin-core solder comes in handy (cartons, roils) that are convenient to store and
carry.

e. Resin-core solder is (noncorrosive, nontoxic) and suitable for almost all work
around major appliances.

f. When using resin-core solder, clean surface(s) to be soldered, apply (heat, flux) to
the surfaces, and then run the strand of solder over the heated surface(s).

17. Arrange in order the procedure for using solid wire solder by placing the correct
sequence number in the appropriate blank.

a. Apply heat to the parts to be soldered, not to the solder Itself.

_b. Apply the solder to the heated parts and allow it to melt onto the parts.

Clean surfacee to be soldered.

_d. Apply soldering flux to both surfaces.

18. pkneng6 In order the steps in wire stripping by placing the correct sequence number in
the appropriate blank,

Place the wire in the proper slot in the wire stripper and work the stripper
back and forth until a cut is made around the entire insulation.

_b. Hold the wire tight with one hand and use the other hand to gently move
the insulation back and forth until the cut breaks clean and unwar,ted
insulation can be pulled off.

Taper the insulation with a knife to increase the wire's flexibility because
straight cut Insulation creates a force point tnat can cause a wire to break.
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19. Identify the following types of splices by placing the correct name of the splice below
the appropriate Illustration.

a.

b.

c.

3 0 5
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20. Complete statements concerning guidelines for connections at screw terminals by cir-
cling the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Wire should be attached at a screw terminal so that the loop Iles in the (direction,
opposite direction ) the screw turns.

b. Wire should loop the screw a little less than (one full turn, two full turns), but
excessive loops are not recommended.

21. Complete statements concerning guidelines for good soldered splices by inserting the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Wires to be spliced must be bright and at the point of connec-
tion.

b. Connecting points must be so solder will solidify without wire
movement.

c. Wire should be coated with electric soldering paste, and then soldered so that
solder melts and flows into every of the splice.

d. Entire splice area should be covered with water-proof

22. Complete statements concerning guidelines for using solderless connectors and termi-
nals by inserting the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Solderless connectors should be used according to their
, and a connector for a lighter gauge should never be used on a

wire of a heavier gauge.

b. Screw-on connectors work well on splices, and they require no
taping because they're made of insulating materials.

c. Crimp-on terminal lugs should not leave a between the insula-
tion and the lug, and if there is a , a plastic sleeve should be
added to cover the bare wire.

23. Complete statements concerning proper care and use of hand tools by Inserting the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Screwdrivers

1) Do not hammer or with screwdrivers.

2) Worn Phillips screwdrivers should be , but flat blade
Lcrewdrivers can be useful as long as the tip can be reground
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b. Wrenches and pliers

MAR-323

1) Do not on wrenches or with wrenches.

2) Use adjustable wrenches so that the large jaw la the
direction of force.

3) When pulling on an adjustable wrench, be careful not to hit yourself In
the chest or head, and when pushing on an adjustable wrench, hold your
hand on the handle so you won't acci-
dentally scar your knuckles.

4) Do not use pliers In place of a wrench, especially on fit-
tings.

5) Use pliers with handles when working around electrical
circuits and components.

c. Hammers

1) Never use a hammer with a handle.

2) Use all hammers for their purpose.

d. Punches, chisels, and files

1) Keep chisel cutting edges

2) Keep chisel heads properly dressed, and never strike a chisel that has a
head.

3) Flies become dull if stacked In a drawer, so them up.

4) Do not hammer or pry with a file because they are and
break easily.

e. Socket sets and nut drivers

1) Do not use a to gain greater leverage on
the handle of a ratchet because It will strip the ratchet gears.

2) Do not use a on a thin wall socket
because the socket will break.

3) Nut drivers should be used for nuts,
bolts, and screws, but do not use pliers to Increase leverage.
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24. Complete a list of guidelines for sing other tools and equipment by Inserting the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Cords for drop lights should not be run over by appliance or
placed where objects with metal edges may be placed on them.

b. Handle levels with care because once they're they're usually
inaccurate.

c. Do not apply too much pressure on a key wrench or It may break
or round out the socket in the set screw.

d. Never use equipment without proper Instruction or without per-
mission.

e. Keep
stay clean.

In a case when they're not in use so they'll

f. Never point a at another person,
and never use when it might spray dirt or metal
particles at someone nearby.

25. Select true statements concerning eye protection by placing an "X" beside each state-
ment that Is true.

a. Wear safety glasses at all times in the shop area.

_b. Blow compressed air away from you when using it for cleaning.

c. Wear safety glasses when working with grinding tools.

d. If you get cleaning solvent on your hands, wash them with soap and water
to avoid the possibility of accidentally rubbing your eyes.

e. Know the location of the nearest eye flush station.

(NOTE: If the following activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
in3tructor when they should be completed.)

26. Identify selected tools. (Assignment Sheet #1)

27. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Test electrical receptacles for proper voltages. (Job Sheet #1)

b. Use a clamp-on ammeter to test for high and low amperages on a fan motor and
a light bulb. (Job Sheet #2)

c. Make a continuity check of a magnetic control assembly from an automatic
washer. (Job Sheet #3)

d. Splice electrical conductors to acceptable service standards. (Job Sheet #4)

e. Use a VOM for a quick capacitor check. (Job Sheet #5)
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TOOLS, MATERIALS, AND TEST INSTRUMENTS
UNIT VI

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 4
b. 7

c. 8
d. 2
e. 6
f. 3

9. 1

h. 5

2. a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

9.
h.
i.

J.

3. a. Dolly
b. Appliance flipper
c. Compressed air supply

4. a. Friction
b. High
c. Adhesive
d. Lubricant
e. Detergent
f. Brush
g. Towels
h. Sandpaper
i. Shrink
J. Washers
k. Connecting

5. a. ?

b. 4
c. 1

d. 3

6. a. A short always shows some reading, and an open shows no reading at all
b. Cross the test leads and zero the ohms control knob
c. The battery is probably bad
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7. b, c, d, e, f

8. a. Numbered
b. More
c. Solid state

9. a, c, d

10. a. Strictly
b. Shorted or open
c. Tolerance
d. Intermittent

11. a,b,c,d,e

12. a. Small
b. Coils
c. Suitable

13. a. 3
b. 1

c. 2

14, a. Service qualities
b. Smaller
c. Insulation
d. First, second
e. Never be used
f. Smaller

15. a. When space will not permit use of a larger iron
h. Eye damage, so always wear safety glasses when soldering

16. a. 40/60
b. 40%, 60%
c. Inside
d. Rolls
e. Noncorrosive
f. Heat

17. a. 3
5. 4
c. 1

d. 2

18. a. 1

b. 2
c. 3 31 0
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19. a. Cdimple splice
b. Simple tap
c. Pigtail splice
d. Hook splice

20. a. Direction
b. One full turn

21. a. Clean
b. Tight
c. Crevice
d. Plastic tape

22. a. Color codes
b. Pigtail
c. Gap, gap

23. a. 1) Pry
2) Discarded, square

b. 1) Hammer, hammer
2) Opposite
3) Palm-flat
4) Brass
5) Insulated

c. 1) Loose
2) Intended

d. 1) Sharp
2) Mushroomed
3) Hang
4) Brittle

e. 1) Cheater bar
2) Cheater bar
3) Hand-tight

24. a. Dollies
b. Dropped
c. Hex
d. Oxyacetylene
e. Safety glasses
f. Compressed air nozzle, compressed air

25. a, b, d, e

26. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

27. Performance skills evaluated according to instructions written in the job sheets
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AUTOMATIC WASHERS
UNIT VII

UNIT OBJECTIVE

MAR-329

After completion of this url:t, the student should be able to discuss the major components of
an automatic washer in relation to their functions In a typical cycle. The student should also
be able to list probler common to automatic washers and discuss systematic troubleshoot-
ing routines. These competencies will be evidenced by correctly performing the procedures
outlined in the job sheets and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student will be able to:

1. Match terms related to automatic washers with their correct definitions.

2. Match major components with their functions in an automatic washer.

3. Arrange In order the steps in a typical automatic washer cycle.

4. Complete statements concerning fill functions in a normal cycle.

5. Complete statements concerning agitation funutIons in a normal cycle.

6. Complete statements concerning pumpout and spin functions in a normal cycle.

7. Select true statements concerning guidelines for evaluating automatic washer
malfunctions.

8. Arrange In order the steps for validating repairs.

9. Complete statements concerning troubleshooting a washer that will not fill with
water.

10. Select true statements concerning troubleshooting a washer for Improper water
level or water temperature.

11. Select true statements concerning troubleshooting a washer when water will not
shut off.

12. Complete statements concerning troubleshooting a washer that leaks water.

13. Complete statements concerning troubleshooting when water will not drain from
a washer.
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

14. Select true statements Doncerning troubleshooting c washer with a motor that will
not run.

15. Complete statements concerning troubleshooting a washer that w!ll not agitate.

16. Complete state ments concerning troubleshooting a washer that will not spin.

17, Select true statements concerning troubie3hooting a washer that will not advance
or shut off.

18. Select true statements concerning troubleshooting a washer that leaks oil.

19. Select Ur tements concerning troubleshooting a washer that tears clothing.

20. Match cam washer problems with ways to correct them.

21. Demonstrate the ability to:

a, Install an automatic washer. (Job Sheet #1)

b. Troubleshoot a Whirlpool/Kenmore automatic washer for typical malfunc-
tions. (Job Sheet #2)

c. Troubleshoot a GE/Hotpoint automatic washer for typical malfunctions.
(Job .:..eet #3)
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AUTOMATIC WASHERS
UNIT VII

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Provide students with objective sheet.

B. Provide students with information sheet.

C. Provide students with job sheets.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Discuss and demonstrate th( procedures outlined in the job sheets.

G. Discuss the special tools required for working with Whirlpool/Kenmore washers; and
demonstrate how to properly pull and replace a bearing.

H. Have available a brake/clutcn assembly from a GE washer so students can inspect the
assembly and its components.

I. Impress students with the importance of starting repairs by verifying the complaint,
and also discuss the importance of systematic troubleshooting for cost-effective
repairs.

J. Have students save their troubleshooting logs and use them again with the same rou-
tines at a later date to see if their speed has improve.,.

K. Give test.

CONTENTS OF THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1 Install an Automatic Washer

2. Job Sheet #2 Troubleshoot a Whirlpool/Kenmore Automatic Washer for Typical
Malfunctions

3. Job Sheet #3 Troubleshoot a GE/Hotpoint Automatic Washer for Typical Mal-
functions

D. Test
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CONTENTS OF THIS UNIT

E. Answers to test

REFERENCES USED IN DEVELOPING THIS UNIT

A. Tech-Talk "M" Clothes Washers. Dayton, OH 45449: Frigidaire Parts at id Service Com-
pany, 1983.

B. Repair Manual for Your Whirlpool Automatic Washer (Belt Driven). Benton Harbor, MI
49022: Whirlpool Corporation, 1984.

C. Repair Master for General Electric Autv matic Washers. Garden Grove, CA 92642: Mas-
ter Publications, a Gem Products, Inc. Company, 1985.

D. Anderson, Edwin R Home Appliance Servicing. Indianapolis, IN 46268: Howard W. Sams
& Co., Inc., 1979.
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AUTOMATIC WASHERS
UNIT VII

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Automatic washer An appliance designed to clean dirty clothes In a
wash, rinse, and spin-dry sequence controlled by a timer

B. Centrifugal The force that Impels something outward from a rotating
center

C. Cycle One complete performance of a series of events that completes a
procedure

D. Glazing The highly-polished look of hydrocarbon build-up resulting from
heat produced by friction between brake shoes and their metal housings

E. Reciprocating Moving back and forth in an alternating motion

II. Major components and their functions In an automatic washer

A. Timer An eiectrc mechanical device referred to as the "brain" of the auto-
matic washer because it controls all switch operations for all functions
except start-up

(NOTE: Automatic washers have to be started by the user.)

B. Motor Drives or turns 4'le transmission or power train to provide power
for agitation and spin motion

C. Transmission Converts motcr power Into directional control of agitate
and spin functions Including reciprocating back and forth motion for agita-
tion

(NOTE: Early model Frigidaire transmissions also provide pulsating or up
and down motion.)

D. Water pump Pumps water from the tub and may alno recirculate the
water In the tub by pulling it from the bottom of the tub and dumping it back
in at the top

(NOTE: Single -utage weer pumps only extract water from a tub, and two-
stage or multi-stage water pumps extract water and recirculate water in a
recirculating compartment that is separate from the pumpout compart-
ment.)

E. Water pressurNwater level switch Controls the water level In the tub

(NOTE: A water pressure swltc is activated by air pressure created In a
tube as water in the tub rises, and a water level switch is a.:tivated in the
agitator by a float-type device that rises as the water rises much like the
float in the water tank on a stool.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

III. Steps in a typical automatic washer cycle

A. First fill

B. Wash agitation

C. First pumpout and spin

D. Second fill

E. Rinse agitation

F. Final pumpout and spin

IV. Fill functions in a normal cycle

A. Machine usually fills twice during on cycle

B. The first fill is a wash fill with hot, warm, or cold water selected manually or
predetermined by timer setting

C. The second fill is a rinse fill with warm or cold water only (no hot water)
determined by timer setting

n Timer is usually sei to automatically direct cold water to the tub during the
rinse fill portion of the cycle

V. Agitation functions in a normal cycle

A. Machine usually agitates twice during one cycle

B. Agitation may be accomplished with reciprocating motion or by rotating a
drum

C. The first agitation is a wash agitation which may vary from 6 to 18 minutes
and Is usually accomplished with a high-speed motor setting

D. The second agitation is a rinse agitation which may vary from 2 to 6 min-
utes and Is usually accomplished with a high-speed motor setting

E. The wash agitation mixes detergent with water and creates action to dis-
lodge and separate soil from clothes

F. The rinse agitation separates detergent residue and dislodges separated
particles so that they will be removed with pumpout and not &Ale back
onto the clothes

VI. Pumpout and spin functions in a normal cycle

A. Machine usually pumps out and spins twice in one cycle

B. Pumpout is Initiated by the timer and regulated by either the water level or
water pressure switch

3 1 7
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. In most washers, the water pressure switch will not allow the timer to
advance until the water has been pumped out to assure that the first spin
will last 2 to 4 minutes

D. The spin action creates a centrifugal force which literally throws water from
the clothes

E. The final spin usually lasts at least 4 minutes or longer and is always a high-
speed motor function

F. On some machines, spray rinse is an added feature of the spin function so
that any residue that collects on the clothes during the spin function will be
rinsed off and pumped out

(NOTE: Spray action is usually intermittent, lasts only a few seconds, and
may be repeated up to half a dozen times.)

VII. Guidelines for evaluating automatic washer malfunctions

A. Identify the washer brand and model number

(NOTE: Automatic washers from each manufacturer have problems that are
peculiar to that brand, and recognizing the similarities or problems within a
brand line can save troubleshooting time.)

B. Ask the iustomer to explain what the machine is not doing or what the
machine is doing wrong

C. Take notes as required so you will remember what has been said if the cus-
tomer should have to leave

D. Verify the problem with a physical inspection or run the washer in an
attempt to duplicate the problem if running the washer is still practical

VIII. Steps for validating repairs

A. Run the washer through one full normal cycle

B. Do not manually advance the timer

C. Make sure the washer:

1. Fills properly

2. Agitates effectively

3. Pumps out and spins properly

4. Shuts Itself off

3 1 S
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D. Doublecheck for leaks

E. Cneck the machine for level

IX. 7roubleshooting a washer that will not fill with water

A. Check the obvious first

1. Washer may not be properly turned on

2. Hoses may be kinked

3. Screens in the fill hoses may be clogged

B. Make sure a proper water supply is available to the machine

C. Check for proper voltage at the mixing valve with a VOM

(NOTE: An alternate check is to put the washer on a "fill" setting, turn the
timer on, and feel the valve to see if it vibrates or listen for a humming
noise; if the valve vibrates or makes a humming noise, this Indicates proper
voltage at the mixing valve, but be sure to exercise caution when working
with live circuits.)

D. When a mixing valve is energized but still won't admit water, check for
obstructions in the valve and remove them

E. Run a continuity check on the fill switch and replace as required

F. Check the temperature selection switch

G. Make sure It Is not a timer problem

H. Check the lid switch to make sure it is making proper contact

X. Troubleshooting a washer for Improper water level or water temperature

A. Check for reversed hot and cold water hoses

B. Check for the quality of the hot water supply

C. Check for a faulty water level switch

D. Check for a faulty thermal element in the mixing valve If It is a thermal type
mixing valve

E. Check for a faulty temperature selection switch In the control panel or timer

F. Check for faulty timer
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G. If the washer has a spray rinse in the spin portion of the rinse cycle, and
this doesn't work:

1. Check for no cold water supply or a kinked cold water hose

2. Check for a clogged inlet screen

3. Check for a defective cold water solenoid in the mixing valve

4. Check for a .defective timer

(NOTE: The contacts for the spray rinse action are usually separate
from the other contacts in a timer, and although the spray rinse
doesn't work, the washer may work well except for that feature.)

XI. Troubleshooting a washer when water win not shut off

A. On timefill washers, the failure of water to shut off may indicate a timer
malfunction

(NOTE: A time-fill machine is on where water fill volume is controlled by
setting the timer for the washer to fill for a given period of time.)

B. Check the water level/water pressure switch and replace it if it is defective

C. Check for foreign particles in the mixing valve, and if that is suspected, take
Hy) valve apart and remove them

(NOTE: Cleaning a mixing valve can be accomplished in the field, but if it
doesn't correct the problem, the valve should be replaced.)

D. On pressure-filled models check for a break or pinhole in the air chamber or
connecting tubing, and replace either or both as required

(NOTE If water gets in the air chamber or pressure tube, it will have the
same effect as a pinhole, and this sometimes happens when a washer is
tilted for cleaning or for moving.)

XII. Woubleshooting a washer that leaks water

A. Check for loose or cracked supply hoses and tighten or replace as required

B. Check for a loose drain hose and tighten or replace the clamp as required

C. Run the washer through a normal cycle and replace any hose that is broken
or appears to be damaged

D. Check for worn or damaged supply hose washers
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E. Check for leaky gaskets:

1. Around the water pump

2. Where the transmission enters the outer tub

3. Seals between the Inner and outer tub

4. Outer tub gasket

F. Check for cracked housing:

1. Outer tub, especially tubs made of plastic

2. Water pump housing

3. Mixing valve housing

G. Replace any component with cracked housing

XIII. Troubleshooting when water will not drain from a washer

A. Check for a kinked or clogged drain hose and correct as required

B. Check for a water pump problem, and readjust the pump and tighten the
pump drive

(NOTE: On models with a drainbefore-spin feature, suds lock sometimes
occurs, but this can usually be corrected by dumping cold water Into the
tub to break up the iuds.)

C. Check for a loose belt at the water pump and adjust as required

D. Check for a faulty transfer or solenoid valve and replace as required

E. Check for a defective wEiter pump and replace as required

F. Check for a faulty timer and replace as required

XIV. Woubleshooting a washer with a motor that will not run

A. Make sure there Is power to the machine

B. Check for a faulty doorilid switch and replace as required

C. Check for an overload device or other protective device in the circuit and
replace as required

D. Check for a faulty timer and replace as required

E. Check for a faulty motor and replace as required
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XV. ll'oubleshooting a washer that will not agitate

A. Check for a motor malfunction and replace as required

B. Check timer for bad contacts and correct or replace as required

C. Check for a faulty transmission and repair or replace as required

D. Check for broken linkage or other agitation control mechanism

Examples: The agitate drive roller an a Frigidaire, the agitate solenoid on
the Kenmore, and the eccentric linkage connection of the
Speed Queen are potential trnuble spots

E. Check for a broken wire in circuitry and splice, tin, and Insulate as required

F. Check for stripped splines in the agitator

XVI. Woubleshooting a washer that will not spin

A. If the washer will agitate but not spin, the motor is probably okay

B. Check timer for defective contacts and replace as required

C. Check the door or lid switch and replace as required

D. Check for a faulty transmission and repair or replace as requ'red

E. Check for broken linkage or other spin control mechanisms

Examples: The spin roller on a Frigidaire, the spin control solenoid on a
Kenmore, and the fluid drive unit on a Speed Queen are spin
control mechanisms

F. Check for a faulty water level switch alld replace as required

G. Check for a broken wire In circuitry and splice, tin, and Insulate as required

XVII. Troubleshooting a washer that will not advance or shut off

A. If the timer will not advance, check the timer contacts

B. Check for a defective timer and replace the timer If required or replace the
timer motor If that Is the problem

C. Replace a timer motor only with the exact type of motor removed or the
timed cycles will all be wroIg

D. Check for a break in the circuitry wiring and splice, tin, and insulate as
required
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XVIII. Troubleshooting a washer that leaks oil

A. If oil leaks on the floor, check for a leak in the gearcase caused by a faulty
gasket, damage to the gearcase housing, or a bad transmission seal

B. If oil leaks onto clothes in the tub, check for a faulty gearcase or transmis-
sion seal and replace seal or transmission as required

(NOTE: en Norge and GE washers, It is recommended that the transmis-
sion be replaced, but on Kenmore/Whirlpool washers, both the tub and
transmission seals can be replaced.)

XIX. Troubleshooting a washer that tears clothing

A. Caution the user to use bleach wisely

1. Do not use too much bleach

2. Do not add bleach at the wrong time

3. Add bleach to water before loading clothes in the tub, or dilute
bleach with water before putting it in the tub

B. Check for a broken agitator and replace if required because chips and
cracks in the agitator uan tear clothes

C. Check for a defective inner tub or basket and replace as required

XX. Other washer problems and ways to correct them

A. Machine spins slowly Adjust belt to clutch or replace clutch if it is faulty

B. Water does not recirculate during agitation Clean out clogged water
pump

C. Defective pump drive TigLien as needed or replace the coupling

D. Defective distribution valve Clean out or replace valve, or replace sole-
noid as required

E. Timer will not advance to next cycle Replace timer motor, or replace
entire timer as required

F. Frozen timer shaft or knob Check for obstructions and free the shaft or
replace the timer as required

G. Faulty water level switch Replace the control
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H. Washer vibrates excessively Reinforce weak floor or move washer, check
for level, caution user not to overload or create unbalanced loads, or
replace rubber cups on leveling feet

(NOTE: Single large, heavy items such as beach towels or denim jeans will
create an unbalanced condition and cause more than normal vibration.)

!. Tub vibrates excessively Check for a damaged snubber and replace as
required, or adjust or replace suspension bolts

(NOTE: Vibration may indicate a faulty transmission or worn bearings.)
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UNIT VII

JOB SHEET #1 INSTALL AN AUTOMATIC WASHER

k Tools and materials

1. Washer as selected by instructor

2. Standard hand tools and tool box

3. 'OM

4. Level

5. Dolly

6. Safety glasses

B. Procedure

1. Put on safety glasses

2. Uncrate the washer carefully

3. Visually Inspect the washer to make sure it Is not damaged

4. Secure washer on a proper dolly if it must be moved any distance to the installa-
tion site

5. Inspect the location where the washer will be Installed for.

a. Level, sturdy floor

(NOTE: If the floor Is not level and study, point out to the customer that
the condition could Impair performAnce and eventually damage the
washer; If the customer insists the floor remain as it Is, have the customer
sign a release.)

b. Adequate supplies of hot and cold water

c. Adequate drainage

d. Adequate clearance and ventilation

6. Remove t'es, blocks, tape, and any other retalnIng devices Installed to protect
the washer during shipment

7. Check inside the washer for the owner'r manual, Installation kit, or any other
materials that should be removed and saved
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8. Set the washer in place

9. Connect hot and cold water hoses

10. Install grounding kit

(NOTE: Grounding kit installation varies Lon) washer to washer, but the Instruc-
tions should be with the washer and they should be carefully followed.)

11. Level the machine side to side and front to bank

12. Check the receptacle for proper voltage

13. Plug the washer power cord into a three-hole grounded receptacle only

(CAUTION: Never use an adapter or an extension cord that defeats the ground
connection on a washer power receptacle because it will void the warranty and
damage the washer.)

14. Operate the machine through one normal cycle

(NOTE: Do not manually advance the timer; permit the washer to complete a full
c'le on Its own.)

15. Explain operating procedures to the customer, and encourage the customer to
follow recommended procedures for washer care and preventive maintenance

16. Check the installation order and make sure you have recorded all serial numbers
and any other Information required to assure a correct warranty

17. Clean up the installation area and make sure all crating materials or Necks and
ties are removed from the customer's home

18. Remind the customer that your company should be called for any questions
about the washer or Its performance

19. Compliment the customer on making a wise decision in washer selection, and
leave the customer on a positive note

0 Have your instructor check your work

20. Return tools and materials to proper storage
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JOB SHEET #2 - TROUBLESHOOT A WHIRLPOOLIKENMORE
AUTOMATIC WASHER FOR TYPICAL MALFUNCTIONS

A. Tools and materials

1, Washer as selected by Instructor

2. Appropriate service information

3. Standard hand tools and tool box

4. Motor test cord

5. Drop cord/lospection light

6. Drop cloth

7. VOM

8. Pressure bulb

9. Special Whiripool/Kenmore tools

a. Spanner wrench #12393

b. Agitator drive block remover tool

10. Repair log

11. Safety glasses

B. Routine #1 Troubleshooting the cor Al panel

1. Sign on the repair log that acct -npanies this job sheet and save the log for use in
later job sheets, and be sure to put on safety glasses

2. Place drop cloth down, set the tool box on it, and generally prepare a safe,
uncluttered work area (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1
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3. Unplug ire washer

4. limn off water supply to hoses and disconnect fill hoses with channel-lock pliers
(Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

5. Remove the timer knob by holding the timer dial and turning the knob in a
counter clockwise direction

6. Remove the timer dial by first removing any retaining screws or lock nuts and lift
slightly to remove the timer dial (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

di-

Jzt

7. Remove the screws that retain the control panel (console)

8. Move the control panel forward far enough to ermi,s, J eieutncai connections
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9. Unplug the electrical connection to the control panel (It plugs Into the machine)
and remove the fill hose from the water pressure switch (Figure 4)

10. Place a drop cloth on top of the washer and set the control panel out on top of
the lid for easy access

11. DisconneJt the harness or individual leads to the timer and be sure to sketch or
make notes of the location of each individual connector so you will know how to
put them back

(NOTE: Failure to note the locations could cause you trouble later, and codes on
schematics are not always reliable; even your knowledge of a particular appli-
ance may not be counted on If you'ra dealing with a part some other technician
has previously replaced.)

12. Remove the inspection plate from the opentype timer and inspect the condition
of the switch contacts

13. Remove the timer motor and itwect the drive gear for frayed or worn spots that
indicate wear

14. Replace timer motor If wear is evident
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15. Test iun the timer motor using a motor test cord:

a. Scratch a mark at a point on the motor body and the gear to provide a ref-
erence point for checking timer motor rotation (Figure 5)

(CAUTION: Be sure to make the mark clear because the motor advances
so slowly that It cannot be seen by the naked eye.)

FIGURE 5

b. Connect motor test cord to timer motor (Robinaire Test
the black and white motor test leads.

c. Turn the test cord on to the RUN position and allow it to
minutes (Figure 6)

FIGURE 6

Cord #12476). Use

run for at least ten

d. If there is no noticeable timer motor advancement in a ten minute test per-
iod, the timer motor is defective and must be replaced
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16. Replace the old timer motor or install a new timer motor as test indicates

Have your Instructor check you timer removal

17. Reinstall entire existing timer if It appears to be in good shape or replace the
timer if It Is obviously defective

(NOTE: Timer problems usually are obvious, but ask your Instructor for help in
your evaluation of the timer's condition.)

Have your instructor check your timer installation

(NOTE: On a normal service call, the control panel would probably be reinstalled
at this point, but leave It off for now.)

18. Note on your repair log the length of time it took for you to accomplish Routine
#1, and edd five minutes to that figure to have a realistic assessment of the time
it would have taken to remove, troubleshoot, and replace the timer

C. Routine #2 Troubleshooting the water level switch

1. Remove the knob from the water level switch

2. Remove the retaining screw(s) that hoki the switch

3. Disconnect the Individual leads to the water level switch and be sure to sketch
the location of each individual lead so you can get each lead back in the proper
location

4. Inspect the switch visually for any physical damage such as breaks or cracks in
the housing or loose or corroded terminals

(NOTE: With water level switches in washers where the water level is selected by
the user, the switch should be worked back and forth between high and low, or
turned left and right, to make sure It is unobstructed.)

5. Perform a continuity test on the water level switch contacts with the following
procedure:

a. Sketch two pictorial diagrams of the three water level switch terminals
and label the terminals V, P, ur T to Indicate they are violet, pink, or tan

Example: 1. V P T

2. V P T
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b. Make the continuity test across the three switch terminals from V to 1,
from V to P, and from T to P

c. When the reading between any two terminals is zero Ohms, connect those
two terminals with a straight line (V_T) (V_P)

d. When the reading between any two terminals is infinite ohms, which gen-
erally indicates an open circuit, leave the space between the terminals
blank (T P)

6. Evaluate your first continuity test according to the following:

a. If there is no line between the tan and violet terminals and there is a line
between the violet and pink terminals, it indicates the switch is In the
empty position and is probably okay

b. If the lines and open space are reversed, it Indicates the switch Is stuck In
the full position and should be replaced

7. Perform another continuity test on the water level switch with the following pro-
cedure:

a. Attach a pressure bulb to the water level switch at the opening to the dia-
phragm (Figure 7)

FIGURE 7

b. Apply pressure to the bulb, listen for a clicking bound which Indicates the
diaphragm has moved to shift switch contacts, and at the same time take
a continuity reading between terminals V and T

c. With no pressure, continuity between V and T should be Infinite

d. When pressure is applied, continuity between V and T should be zero
ohms
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e. Use your second diagram to indicate your final continuity reading

f. If there Is an infinite reading between V and T with no pressure And a zero
Ohms reading between V and T when pressure is applied, the switch is
shifting from the empty to the full position properly and should be a good
switch

8. Evaluate your continuity test and replace water level switch if required or put the
old switch back in place

9. Replace the entire control panel

10. Note on your repair log the length of time it took to accomplish Routine #2

Have your instructor check your work

11. Clean up area and return tools and materials to proper storage or proceed to next
routine as directed by your Instructor

D. Routine #3 Troubleshooting the mixing valve

1. Sign on your troubleshooting log

2. Raise the lid and secure it, and then locate the mixing valve

(NOTE: Refer tr manufacturer's technical manual or ask your Instructor if you
have any questions about this procedure.)

3. Make a pictorial sketch of all conductors that lead to the mixing valve solenoids
and note their identifying markings (Figure 8)

(NOTE: This is to avoid the prospects that the cold water conductors won't be
hooked up to the hot water solenoid, or vice versa, when the mixing valve is rein-
stalled.)

FIGURE 8

YR
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4. Remove the mixing valve

5. Remove the solenoids from the mixing valve and make a continuity check with
the following procedure:

a. Check the cold water solenoid for continuity across the terminals and
record the reading

b. Check the hot water solenoid for continuity across the terminals and
record the reading

C. I; !t Ise; threesolenoid valve, check the warm water solenoid for continuity
across the terminals and record the reading

(NOTE: The continuity reading should indicate a resistance reading of
around 500-2000 ohms on the ohmmeter scale.)

6. Conduct an electrical test on toe solenoids with the following procedure:

a. You will need the Robinaire 1246 motor test cord and a paper clip

b. Connect the motor test cord to the cold water solenoid (use the black and
white leads on the teat cord)

c. Turn the test cord to RUN and 'Men for a humming sound In the solenoid

d. Place the paper clip near the solenoid opening and note whether or not the
solenoid pulls the paper clip inside the solenoid (Figure 9)

FIGURE 9

Fr

e. If the solenoid attracts the paper clip, it is probably good, and if there is no
magnetic attraction present, the solenoid is probably defective
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7. Repeat the electrical test for the hot water solenoid and for the warm water sole-
noid, If there is one

Have your Instructor check your work

8. Dismantle the mixing valve

9. Inspect the mixing valve diaphragm and other mixing valve parts and look for for-
eign particles and wear

a. If foreign particles are present, remove them

b. If valve parts evidence extensive wear, replace the mixing valve

10. Replace the mixing valve if the valve itself is worn or if any of the solenoids are
defective because it is more cost-effective to replace than to repair

11. Put the valve back together and reinstall it or Install a new mixing valve

Have your instructor check your work

12. Note on your repair log the length of time it took for you to accomplish Routine
#3

E. Routine #4 -- Troubleshooting the water pump

1. Sign on your troubleshooting log

2. Assemble special tools required for the routine:

a. An appliance flipper to get the washer over on its side or front as needed
(Figure 10)

FIGURE 10

,'APV
t .c.
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3. Insert the flipper under the front of the machine and turn the machine over on Its
front so that the underside of the washer is readily accessible

Place drop cloth down and arrange tool box to one side

5. Use hose-clamp pliers to remove the hoses from the water pump and note their
locations so you'll get them back in the right place

6. Loosen motor mounting bolts enough to provide enough slack in the drive belt
that the belt can be removed

7. Remove the two water pump retaining bolts

8. Slip the pump away from the bolt and out of the washer

9. Clean the pm!) as required and then inspect it for obstructions, and make sure it
turns freely

10. Dismantle the pump and clean the Impeller if ;t is a two-piece pump connected
with retaining clips or screws (Figure 11)

FIGURE 11

11. Put pump back together
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12. Shift the directional lever on the pump to make sure the direction control baffle
Inside the pump moves beta:: and forth (Figure 12)

FIGURE 12

Ih.

""qtronimi...

13. Reinstall the old pump if It's okay, or install a replacement pump if required

Have your instructor check your work

14. Note on your repair log the length of time it took for you to accomplish Routine
#4

F. Routine #5 Troubleshooting the motor

1. Sign on your troubleshooting log

2. Disconnect all electrical conductors to the motor and note where they go and
their identifying colors and markings

a. Singlespeed motors should have two conductors, one blue and one white

b. 11mo-speed motors should have three conductors, one blue, one orange,
and one white

c. Threespeed motors should have four conductors, one blue, one orange,
one gray/pink, and one white

3. Remove the two motor retaining bolts

4. Remove the motor and place it on the drop cloth
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5. Conduct a continuity test on the motor with the following procedure:

a: Sketch two pictorial diagrams of the motor switch terminals and their
identifying markings (7:cure 13)

FIGURE 13

b. Make a continuity check on the motor control terminals

c. Write meter readings on the first diagram, and this will probably Lie a read-
ing of less than two ohms

(NOTE: If the motor is equipped with a capacitor, discharge the capacitor
with a 2,000 ohm 2-watt resistor and short capacitor leads together.)

d. Record the resistance across the terminals

e. Using a pencil or some other wooden object, depress the centrifugal
mechanism

f. Record the resistance across the terminal with the -..lentrifugal mechanism
depressed (Figure 14)

FIGURE 14
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6. Evaluate your continuity check according to the following:

a. On a single speed (two terminal) motor, two things should happen:

1) The first resistance reading should be a relatively low reeding, approxi-
mately 2 ohms or less

2) The second reading with the centrifugal mechanism depressed should
increase slightly to about 2 ohms

b. If the first reading was a resistance of 2 ohms or more, the starting switch
is defective, and depending on the application, replace the switch or the
entire motor

(NOTE: On the throw-away motor, the starting switch can be replaced, and
on the conventional motor it is not cost-effective to attempt Internal motor
repair.)

c. If a resistance reading of zero ohms, infinite continuity, or a high resist-
ance greater than 3 ohms comes up in your continuity check, either the
starting switch or the rn-ttor Itself Is defective and should be repaired or
replaced as previously Indicated

(NOTE: For directions on continuity checks for two and three-speed
motors, check the manufacturer's service material.)

7. Conduct continuity check and evaluations or two-speed and three-speed motors
with the same general procedure outlined for single-speed moors

8. Test run the motor using a test cord with the following procedure:

a. Connect the test cord to the motor

(NOTE: This procedure Is for a single-speeti motor only; check service
manual for two- or three-speed motor procedures.)

b. Use the black and white leads from the test cord and connect the black
lead to the blue motor terminal and the white lead to the white motor ter-
minal
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c. Turn motor test switch to RUN (igure 15)

FIGURE 15

d. If the motor starts and runs, it's okay

e. if the motor does not start, or starts and runs erratically, the motor is
defective and should be replaced

(NOTE: A current or amperage check should be made on the motor, but it
can only be made with the motor under a real or simulated load.)

9. Reinstall the motor and adjust the drive belt, tut do not reconnect motor conduc-
tors yet

10. Turn the appliance flipper so that the washer is upright again

11. Connect the motor test cord to the motor as previously outlined

12. Connect a ciamparound ammeter to the white motor test lead

13. Set the ammeter on high scale and turn test cord to RUN

14. Check amperage reading and compare your reading with the amperage specified
on the motor Identification plate

(NOTE: The amount of current actually drawn by the motor under load should
never be equal to or more than the full load amperage listed on the motor identifi-
cation plate because the FLA reflects maximum capability and a washer motor
shot/kJ never function to Its maximum potential.)

Have your Instructor check your amperage reading

15. Replace the motor If amperage check indicates it is bad, but otherwise, make
conductor connections and replace the old motor if all checks indicate it is prob-
LJiy okay
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16. Note on your repair log the length of time it took for you to accomplish Routine
#5

G. Routine #6 Troubleshooting the transmission/spin tube assembly

1. Sign on your troubleshooting log

2. Raise the top according to directions in the service manual (Figure 16)

(NOTE: On some models this may mean removing the recirculating hose first, but
other models simply raise up; In all cases, It's a good Idea to tape the lid down
before moving the top.)

FIGURE 16

3. Remove the snubber by lifting up on the snubber retaining spring and lifting the
snubber out of Its spring support (Figure 17)

FIGURE 17
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4. Remove the snubber retaining spring by removing the retaining nut and pulling
the spring toward the front of the washer while pushing down on the back of the
spring

5. Remove the water Inlet from the tub ring (Figure 18)

(NOTE: On some models the inlet snaps in and out, and on other models it is held
by a retaining screw that has to be removed.)

FIGURE 18 .,.
t

,

6. Remove the tub ring and gasket with the following procedure (Figure 19)

a. Remove the clips or fasteners that hold the tub ring and be sure to note
colors and sizes of by location

b. Lift up on the tub ring to remove it

c. Remove the tub ring gasket

FIGURE 19
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7. Remove the agitator

MAR-361

(NOTE: Check the service manual for the procedure because agitatur removal
varies significantly from model to mcoJel.)

8. Remove the agitator drive block (if there Is one) with the following procedure:

a. Insert the forks of a tie rod separator tool between the agitator drive block
and the spin drive block

b. Drive the tool forward with a ball peen hammer and pry upward to remove
the agitator drive block

(NOTE: If there is a stud that still retains the agitator drive block, It has to
be removed before the block can be removed)

9. Remove the spanner lock nut with the following procedure:

a. Place the spanner wrench over the nut so that It catches the grooves In the
nut

b. Tap the spanner wrench with a ball peen hammer In a counterclockwise
direction to loosen it (Figure 20)

FIGURE 20
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c. Remove the spanner nut

10. Remove the Inner tub by lifting it up and out (Figure 21)

FIGURE 21

A

11. Remove the basket drive block (Figure 22)

(NOTE: The basket drive block may have come out with the basket, and if so, Just
take the wooden end af your ilo.mmer and push the drive block out.)

FIGURE 22

,.11tit,

'ffCl
46.

12. Insert the flipper under the front of the machine and flip !t over once again

13. Remove all hoses from the water pump and got them out of the way

14. Remove the water pump as previously outlined
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15. Remove all retaining or support braces (there may be as many as three) from the
transmission and spin tube assembly/basket drive assembly (Figure 23)

FIGURE 23

18. Disconnect all electrical conductors from the spin/agitate solenoids mounted on
the transmission and be sure to note the identifying colors and locations

17. Remove the three transmission mounting bolts (Figure 24)

(NOTE: The transmission bolt mounted on the underside has a spacer between
the transmission and the frame, so be sure to keep track of the spacer for proper
reinstallation.)

FIGURE 24

18. Remove the belt from motor drive pulley
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19. Remove transmission and spin tube assembly by pulling on the spin tube assem-
bly, not the transmission, so that the two will come out together (Figure 25)

(NOTE: Pulling on the spin tube helps prevent damage to the retainer and spring
at the top of the spin tube assembly, but do not lift the transmission from the agi-
tator shaft because it will dislodge the thrust washer under the shaft.)

FIGURE 25

$

20. Remove spin tube assembly from transmission with the following procedure:

a. Remove the spring and retaining clip that hold the top of the spin tube
assembly

b. Lift the spin tube assembly up and off and inspect It (Figure 26)

FIGURE 26

A 4
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c. Look for worn areas on the brake and on the clutch pad, and also broken
or missing springs

d. Check your service manual to see what components In the spin tube
assembly can be replaced in the field

(NOTE: Generally, if any components In the spin tube assembly are dam-
aged, it is more cost-effective to replace the entire spin tube assembly.)

21. Remove the thrust bearing (called a T-bearing) by slipping it off the agitator shaft

(CAUTION: Some models hava ball bearings, and they are easy to lose If you're
not careful.)

22. Inspect the Tbearing for frayed nr broken edges, and if it is a plastic bearing, It
may have swelled from micessIve wear

23. Replace the T-bearing as required

24. Check the agitate/spin solenoids with the following procedure:

a. Remove the solenoid mounting screw, and lift the solenoid out (Figure 27)

FIGURE 27

b. Conduct a continuity test on the agitate solenoid and record the resist-
ance reading

c. Conduct a continuity test on the spin solenoid and record the resistance
reading

(NOTE: Refer to the procedure outlined for checking the mixer valve sole-
noids If you have questions about this procedw e.)

d. The resistance reading should be 200-700 ohms in each solenoid to indi-
cate that the solenoid is working okay
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25. Conduct an electrical test on the agitate/spin solenoids with the same procedure
outlined for the electrical tests for the mixer valve outlined in Routine #3

26. Replace the agitate/spin solenoids if they are defective, or reinstall them if they
appear to be okay

27. Inspect the transmission with the following procedure:

a. Check the spin cam bar to make sure It it: not warped or that It has dam-
aged edges

b. Check the agitator cam bar to make sure it is not warped or that It has
damaged edges

c. Check the agitate and spin drive plungers to make sure the hardened pin
is in good shape and that the plunger itself has no rough edges

(NOTE: Work the plungers up and down so you can make a good evalua-
tion.)

d. Check the operation of the transmission by manually shifting it from agi-
tate to spin and rotating the drive pulley

e. If no damage or wear is noted, reassemble the transmission

(NOTE: Should there be evidence that the transmission requires internal
repair, check your service manual for procedure, and continue with trans-
mission repair or replace the transmission as directed by your Instructor.)

28. Replace the transmission and spin tube assembly by reversing the disassembly
procedure

(NOT E: Be sure to replace solenoid wiring through the hole in the control magnet
assembly.)

0 Have your instructor check your work

29. Reinstall all hoses

30. Make all nec ;miry electrical and water connections

31. Level the machine

32. Plug washer in and run it through a normal cycle to check it

a. it the washer will not pull a fairly heavy load, go on to Routine #7 and
adjust the clutch

b. If you can keep the agitator frc m mcwing back and forth by holding it rilth
your hand, that means the clutch needs adjustment and you should go on
to Routine #7
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33. Note on your repair log the length of time it took you to complete Routine
#6

Have your instructor check your work

H. Routine #7 -- Adjusting the clutch

1. Sign on your troubleshooting log

2. Make tests as outlined In Routine #6 to confirm that the clutch needs adjusting

3. Position yourself so you can reach the adjustment nut at the top of the basket
clutch shaft (Figure 28)

FIGURE 28

4. Put a 3/4' open-end wrench on the nut and move the adjustment nut according to
the following:

a. If the agitator has no torque, run the adjustment nut down about 1/8th of a
turn

b. If the agitator has too much torque, run the adjustment nut up about 1 /eth
of a turn

5, Place the machine level and run a test load to check for proper torque and good
agitation

6. Drain the washer, unplug it from its power source, and make further adjustments
as required

Have your instructor check your work
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7. Sign off your troubleshooting log and be sure to note any special problems
you've had with any of the routines in this job sheet

8. Clean up area and return tools and equipment to proper storage
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AUTOMATIC WASHERS
UNIT VII

REPAIR LOG
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Date
Time
On

Time
Off

Routine #1 Troubleshooting the Control Panel

Routine #2 Troubleshooting the Water Level
Switch

Routine #3 Troubleshooting the Mixing Valve

Routine #4 Troubleshooting the Water Pump

Routine #5 Troubleshooting the Motor

Routine #6 Troubleshooting the Transmission/
Spin Tube Assembly

Routine #7 Adjusting the Clutch

Your name, Date

Note below any special problems you encountered in any of your troubleshooting routines:
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AUTOMATIC WASHERS
UNIT VII

JOB SHEET #3 TROUBLESHOOT A GIEJHOTPOINT AUTOMATIC
WASHER FOR Typical. MALFUNCTIONS

A. Tools and materials

1. Washer as selected by Instructor

2. Appropriate service Information

3. Basic hand tools

4. Motor test cord

5. Drop cord /inspection light

6. Drop cloth

7. VOM

8. Repair log

9. Pencil and paper

10. Safety glasses

B. Routine #1 Troubleshooting a washer that will not pump out

1. Sign on your troubleshooting log and put on safety glasses

2. Verify the complaint by attempting to run the washer through a normal cycle

a. If the washer goes through a complete cycle but will not pull a load, or if
agitate action is sluggish, the timer is probably okay and the trouble In
probably in the brake and clutch assembly

b. If the timer will not advance, or If other functions won't work automatically,
the timer or part: of the timer are bad and will have to be repaired

(NOTE: A distil tive feature of the GEJHotpoint washer is that the timer
does not have to be replaced it: a unit; it can be repaired.)

c. If the complaint indicates problems with the clutch ani brake assembly,
continue with Routine #1, and If It is a timer problem, go on to Routine #2

3. Drain the washer and unplug It from Its power source
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4. Strap the washer to an appliance flipper and turn it over on its face or turn the
washer over onto a blanket or comforter

5. Disconnect the web coupling between the pump and the clutch drive assembly,
and be sure to save the clamp (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

8. Mark the leads to the motor terminals so you'll know how to put them back, and
then remove the leads to the motor

(NOTE: Some units will have plug that Is easy to u lsnap.)

7. Remove the motor and clutch/brake assembly as a unit, and place It on a work-
bench

8. Use a ball peen hammer and c punch to remove the dowel pin at the bottom of
the web coupling (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2
1 'A
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9. Put nails or pieces or wire through the small holes of the slip shoes where the
shoes extend through the outer drum assembly (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

10. Remove the outer drum assembly

11. Inspect the primary shoes and the inner lock-in and outer lock -In shoes for glaz-
ing or excessive wear, Find continue with disassembly as required to remove
worn brake shoes

12. Remove the U-bolt and plate clamp from the shaft extension assembly (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4 1111011111111111,..

13. Remove the washer, clutch leaf spring, and the primary shoe assembly, and be
sure to keep everything in order so you can reassemble everything properly
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14. Remove the shaft extension assembly from the motor shaft; this may require
using some spray lubricant and working the assembly back and forth, or even
using a small pry bar (Figure 5)

FIGURE 5

,

A

15. Remove the outer and inner lock-in shoes, and be sure to keep all washers and
springs in order (Figure 6)

FIGURE 6

1 t.,
Try

4'k
itkr,t

;
, A

16. Replace the outer and Inner lock-In shoes as required, and be sure to get all
springs and washers in their proper places

17. Replace the shaft extension assembly and secure the U-bolt and plate clamp In
place on the motor shaft

16. Replace the primary shoes as required, and be sure to get all washers and
springs back in their correct places

3 .5 5
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19. Inspect the inner surfaces of the slip shoes for excessive wear and glazing, and
replace as required

20. Replace the clutch leaf spring and washer over the primary shoe assembly

21. Replace the outer drum assembly

22. Replace the retaining rings and bearings in proper order

23. Replace the lower drive plate and drive tho dowel pin back into place with a
punch and a ball peen hammer

Have your instructor check your work

24. Fit the motor and clutch/brake assembly back into place, and secure the motor
loosely to its mountings

25. Attach the drive belt by moving the motor out until the belt has a deflection equal
to the width of the belt when a moderate amount of pressure is applied, and then
tighten the motor in place

26. Reattach the web coupling to the lower drive with the clamp that was previously
removed

27. Place washer upright and check all hoses

28. Plug washer into properly grounded power supply

29. Run the washer through a complete cycle and check for proper operation

Have your instructor check your work

C. Routine #2 Troubleshooting the timer

1. Sign on your troubleshooting iog

2. Unplug the washer from its power source
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3. Remove the screws on each end of the console and turn the console over onto
the lid so you can conveniently get to the timer and to the service 'nformation
stored inside the console (Figure 7)

FIGURE 7

)

4. Start your troubleshooting based on the complaint that the washer will not 'Ill,
and since this involves checking the timer cams that control the fill functions,
you will have to remove the timer

a. If there is a timer schematic attached to the back of the console panel,
look it over to make sure you understand how to replace all leads or plugs
before you remove them

b. If there is no schematic attached, sketch the wiring harness, and laoel the
color codes for every terminal (Figure 8)

FIGURE 8
11
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5. Remove the four Phillips screws that hold the top half of the timer in place, but
hold the timer in place with your other hand as you take the screws out

8. 3emove the top half of the timer, making sure that any springs or small gears that
are part of the assembly

7. Make sure the metal inserts in the cam follower stay in place, and if the dowel-
like inserts should come out of the cam follower, check the service Information
for proper replacement

8. Take the top half of the timer to a workbench, turn it over carefully, and set it
down In a clean work space

9. Inspect all contacts on the timer switches for evidence of discoloration which
indicates burned contacts, or for spots where contacts obviously burned (Figure
9)

FIGURE 9

10. Replace switch assemblies as required accordin6 to the following:

a. The switch assen iiy with 2 terminals is part #WH12X94

b. The switch assembly with 3 terminals is part #WH12X195, ur it may be the
3 terminal switch used with the long silver plunger, and that is part
#WH12X395

c. The switch assembly with 4 terminals is part #INH12X410

d. The owitch assembly with 5 terminals is part #WH12X97

(NOTE: If you have any doubts about which switch to use, the :k the serv-
ice information and the Inserts in the cam follower.)
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11. Use a1/4 nut driver to remove the old switches and to tighten the new switches In
place, but don't overtighten the studs or you will break the plastic housing

12. Double-check the inserts in the cam follower to make sure they are In the proper
places, and then reassemble the timer

13. Replace the timer in the con'. Jle, and put the four Phillips screws back In place

14. Put all the leads back in place on the proper timer switch terminrais

0 Have your Instructor check your work

15. Put the console back in place and secure it

16. Plug the washer into a properly grounded receptacle and run it through a com-
plete cycle

a. If the washer goes through the cycle properly, the new switch or switches
have corrected the problem

b. If the washer does not fill properly, go on to the next routine for checking
the water pressure switch

0 Have your instructor check your work

D. Routine #3 Checking the water pressure switch

1. Sign on your troubleshooting log

2. Unplug the washer from its power source

3. Remove the screws that hold the console in place, and turn the console over
onto the washer ild

4. Disconnect the three leads to the pressure switch (Figure 10)

FIGURE 10
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5. Set your VOM to measure ohms on the R x 1 scale

6. Remove the air hose from the pressure switch and visually inspect it to make
sure It isn't damaged

7. Find another piece of hose the same size as the pressure switch hose and install
It onto the pressure switch with one end clear so you can blow through it

8. Set your VOM to measure ohms on the R x 1 scale

9. Ram one VOM lead on the violet terminal and the other VOM lead on the purple
or red terminal

10. Verify that there is a full scale deflection on the VOM, which will indicate little or
no resistance

11. Leave the first lead on the violet terminal, remove the second lead from the pur-
ple or red terminal, and place it on the tan terminal

12. Verify that there is no reading on the VOM

13. Blow into the tube, listen for a clicking sound, and verify a full scale deflection on
the VOM to verify that the pressure switch is okay (Figure 11)

FIGURE 11

6

-101.1

Have your instructor check your work

14. Inspect ail wires and terminals associated with the preasure switch, and repair or
replace as needed

Have your instructor check your work
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15. Replace the leads to the pressure switch, the pressure switch hose, and then
replace the console

16. Plug the washer into a grounded receptacle and run it through a complete cycle

a. If the washer fills properly, you've solved the problem

b. If the washer still has fill problems, go on to the next routine

Have your instructor cneck your work

E. Routine #4 Checking the water fill valves

1. Sign on your troubleshooting log

2. Unplug the washer from its power source

3. Turn off the hot and cold water supplies and remove the hoses from the washer

4. Remove the mounting screws that hold the water valve mounting bracket on the
back of the washer (Figure 12)

FIGURE 12

5. Pull the water valve solenoids out so you can conveniently check them

6. Make a sketch of the leads to the solenoids so you'll get them back In the proper
places, and then remove the leads

7. Set your VOM to measure ohms on the R x 100 scale
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8. Place the VOM leads on the two terminals of one of the solenoids (Figure 13)

FIGURE 13 1111111M

MAR-381

9. Look for a reading of approximately 52c, ohms

a. If the reading is too high, It means the solenoid should be replaced

b. If there is no reading, it means the solenoid has an opening and should be
replaced

10. Repeat the procedure for the other solenoid

11. Replace solenoids as required

Have your instructor check your work

12. Secure the solenoid support bracket

13. Replace the hot and cold water hoses

14. Rim the hot and cold water supplies on

15. Plug the washer into grounded receptacle and run It through a complete cycle

Have your instructor check your work

F. Routine #5 Checking the water pump

1. Sign on your troubleshooting log

(NOTE: Failure t oump out water is a common washer complaint, and It almost
always means trouble with the water pump.)

2. Unplug the washer from its power source and turn off and disconnect the hot and
cold water supplies

3. Secure the washer to an appliance flipper and turn It over on its front side

311,
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4. Use snap-ring pliers to remove the clamps from the hoses on the pump, and then
remove the hoses

5. Inspect the two pump openings to make sure there are no small or delicate
pieces of clothing clogging the, openings

(NOTE: Since GE/Hotpoint washers have no holes in the tub except at the top of
the rim, the washers have to spin water out over the top of the tub, avid small or
delicate articles of clot) ping sometimes get past the clothes guard and are drawn
into the water pump.)

6. Remove the top half of the web coupling to free the water pump

7. Remove the three screws holding the pump to the tub bracket (Figure 14)

FIGURE 14
Ni

8. Remove the pump, take it to a workbench, and remove the slx screws that hold
the pump together (Figure 15)

FIGURE 15
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9. Scrape off detergent build-up Inside the pump, and be careful not to damage the
gasket (Figure 16)

FIGURE 16

10. Inspect the Impeller and pump valve for worn or broken vanes

11. Replace broken or worn pump parts as they are available

(NOTE: Pump kits are available, but broken or worn parts usually mean the entire
pump assembly has to be replaced.)

12. Reassemble the pump

13. Remount the pump on the tub bracket and replace the pump hoses

14. Reconnect the web coupling

Have your instructor check your work

15. Set the washer upright, reconnect the hot and cold water hoses, and plug the
washer into a grounded receptacle

16. Run the washer through a complete cycle to verify that the pump Is working prop-
erly

Have your instructor check your work

17. Sign off your troubleshooting log, and be sure to note any special problems you
had with any of the routines in this Job sheet

18. Clean up area and return tools and materials to proper storage
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AUTOMATIC WASHERS
UNIT VII

REPAIR LOG
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Date
Time
On

Time
Off

Routine #1 Troubleshooting a Washer That Will
Not Pump Out

Routine #2 Troubleshooting the Timer

Routine #3 Check the Water Pressure Switch

Routine #4 Checking the Water Fill Valves

Routine #5 Checking the Water Pump

Your name Date

Note below any special problems you encountered in any of your troubleshooting routines:
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UNIT VII

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with their correct definitions.

a. An appliance designed to clean dirty 1. Centrifugal
clothes In a wash, rinse, and spin-dry
sequence controlled by a timer 2. Cycle

b. The force that impels something outwarc 3. Reciprocating
from a rotating center

4. Automatic washer
c. One complete performance of a series of

events that completes a procedure 5. Glazing

The highly-polished look cf hydrocarbon
build-up resulting from heat produced by
friction between brake shoes and metal sur-
faces

e. Moving back and forth in an alternating
motion

2. Match major components with their functions in an automatic washer.

a. An electromechanical device referred to as 1. Water pump
the "brain" of the automatic washer
because it controls all switch operations for 2. Transmission
all functions except start-up

3. Motor
b. Drives or turns the transmission or power

train to provide power for agitation and spin 4. Water pressure/water
motion level switch

Converts motor power into directional con- Timer
trot of agitate and spin functions including
reciprocating back and forth motion for agi-
tation

d. Pumps water from the tub and may also
recirculate the water in the tub by pulling It
from the bottom of the tub and dumping it
back In at the top

Controls the water level in the tub
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3. Arrange in order the steps in a typical automatic washer cycle by placing the correct
sequence number in the appropriate blank.

a. Second fill

Rinse agitation

c. Final pumpout and spin

First fill

e. Wash agitation

First pumpout and spin

4. Complete statements concerning fill functions in a normal cycle by inserting the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Machine usually fills during one cycle

b. The first fill Is a fill with hot, warm, or cold water selected manu-
ally or predetermined by timer setting

c. The second fill Is a fill with warm or cold water only (no hot
water) determined by timer setting

d. Timer is usually set to automatically direct cold water to the tub during the
fill portion of the cycle

5. Complete statements concerning agitation functions in a normal cycle by Inserting the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Machine usually agitates during one cycle

b. Agitation may be accomplished with reciprocating motion or by
a drum

c. The first agitation is a agitation which may vary from 6 to 18 min-
utes and is usually accomplished with a high-speed motor setting

d. The second agitation Is a agitation which may vary from 2 to 8
minutes and is usually accomplished with a high-speed motor setting

e. The agitation mixes detergent wit' water and creates action to
dislodge and separate soil from clothes

f. The agitation separates detergent residue and dislodges sepa-
rated particles so that they will be removed with pumpout and not settle back
onto the clothes

cf3 E 7
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6. Complete statements concerning pumpout and spin functions in a normal cycle by
inserting the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Machine usually pumps out and spins in one cycle

P. Pumpoui !s Initiated by the
level or water pressure switch

and regulated by either the water

c. In most washers, the water pressure switch will not allow the to
advance until the water has buen pumped out to assure that the first spin will
last 2 to 4 minutes

d. The spin action creates a centrifugal force which literally water
from the clothes

e. The final spin usually lasts at least 4 minutes or longer and is always a high-
speed function

f. On some machines, rinse is an added feature of the spin func
tion so that any residue that collects on `,Tie clothes during the spin function wII,
be rinsed off and pumped out

7. Select true statements concerning guidelines for evaluating automatic washer mal-
functions by placing an "X" beside each statement chat is true.

a. Identify the washer model number only

_b. Ask the customer to expial. 2 the machine is not doing or what the
machine is doing wrong

c. TakA notes as requirad ao you wel remember what has been said if the cus-
tomer should have to leave

d. Verify the problem with a physical inspection or run the washer in an
attempt to duplicate the problem if running the washer is still practical

8. Arrange in order the steps for validating repairs by placing the correct sequence num-
ber In the appropriate blank.

a. Doublecheck for leaks

b. Check the machlho r.ai level

_c. Make sire The washer:

*1) Fills properly

2) Ajitates effectively

3) Pumps out and sp4,s properly

4) fAuts itseit oit
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Run the washer through one full normal cycle

Do not manually advance the timer

9. Complete statements concerning troubleshooting a washer that will nct flu with water
by inserting the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Check the obvious first:

1) Washer may not be properly

2) Hoses may be

3) Screens In the fill hoses may be

b. Make sure a proper supply is available to the machine

c. Check for proper at the mixing valve with a VOM

d. When a mixing valve is energized but still won't admit water, check for
In the valve and remove them

e.

f.

g.

h.

Run a continuity check on the :witch and replace as required

Check the selection switch

Make sure It is not a problem

Check the switch to make sure It is making proper contact

10. Select true statements concerning troubleshooting a washer for Improper water level or
water temperature by placing an "X" beside each statement that Is true.

(NOTE: For a statement to be true, all parts of the statement must be true.)

. a. Check for reversed hot and cold water hoses

Check for the quality of the hot water supply

c. Check for a faulty water level switch

_d. Check for a faulty thermal element in the mixing valve if it
mixing valve

_e. Check for a faulty temperature selection switch in the
timer

Check for faulty timer

A,t

Is i..1thermal type

control panel or
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g. If the washer has a spray rinse in the spin portion of the k nse cycle, and
this doesn't work:

1) Check for no cold water supply or a kinked cold water lose

2) Check for a clogged Inlet screen

3) Check for a defective cold water solenoid in the mixing valve

4) Check for a defective lid switch

11. Select true statements concerning troubleshooting a washer when water will not shut
off by placing an "X" beside each statement that is true.

On time -rill washers, the failure of water to shut off may indicate a lid
switch malfunction

Check the lid switch and replace it If it is defective

c. Check for foreign particles in the timer, and if present, take the timer apart
and repair it

__A. On pressure-filled models check for a bad transmission

12. Complete statements concerning trowleshooting a washer eat leaks water by insert-
ing the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Check for loose or cracked supply and tighten or replace as
required

b. Check for a loose hose and tighten or replace the clamp as
required

c. Run the washer through a normal cycle and replace any ___ that is
broken or appears to be damaged

d. Check for worn or damaged supply hose

e. Check for leaky gaskets:

1) Around the pump

2) Where the transmission enters the tub

3)

4) Outer tub

between the inner and outer tub

3 it
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f. Check for cracked housing:

1) Outer tub, especially tubs made of

2) Water pump

3) Mixing valve

Replace any component with9

TEST

housing

13. Complete statements concerning troubleshooting when water will not drain from the
washer by Inserting the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Check for a kinked or clogged hose and correct as required

b. Check for a water problem, and readjust the and
tighten the drive

c. Check for a loose at the water pump and adjust as required

d. Check for a faulty transfer or valve and replace as required

e. Check for a defective and replace as required

f. Check for a faulty and replace as required

14. Select true statements concerning troubleshooting a washer with a motor that will not
run by placing an "X" beside each statement that is true.

__a. Make sure there Is power to the machine

b Check for a faulty door/lid switch and replace as required

c. Check for an overgiad device or other protective device in the circuit and
replace as required

d. Check for a faulty timer and replace as required

e. Check for a faulty motor and replace as required

15. Complete statements concerning troubleshooting a washer that will not agitate by
inserting the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Check for a malfunction and replace as required

b. Check for bad contacts and correct or replace as required

c. Check for a faulty and repair or replace as required

3 71
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d. Check for broken or other agitation control mechanism

e. Check for a broken in circuitry and splice, tin, and insulate as
required

f. Check for stripped in the agitator

16. Complete statements concerning troubleshooting a washer that will not spin by insert-
ing the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. If the washer will agitate but not spin, the motor is probably

b. Check

c. Check the or

for defective contacts and replace as required

switch and replace as required

d. Check for a faulty and repair or replace as required

e. Check for broken or other spin control mechanisms

f. Check for a faulty level switch and replace as required

g. Check for a broken in circuitry and splice, tin, and insulate as
required

17. Select true statements concerning troubleshooting a washer that will not advance or
shut off by placing an "X" beside each statement that is true.

A. If the timer will not advance, check the Ild switch

__b. Check for a defective timer and replace the timer if required or replace the
timer motor if that is the problem

Replace the timer mctor with a motor similar to the one removed

d. Check for a break in the circuitry wiring and splice, tin, and insulate as
required

18. Select true statements concerning troubleshooting a washer that leaks oil by placing
an "X" beside each statement that is true.

a. If oil leaks on the floor, check fnr a leak in the gearcase caused by a faulty
gasket, damage to the gearcabe housing, or a bad transmission seal

b. If oil leaks onto clothes in the tub, check for a faulty gearcase or transmis-
sion seal and replace seal or transmission as required
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19. Select true statements concerning troubleshooting a washer that tears clothing by
placing an "X" beside each statement that is true.

(NOTE: For a stateniunt to be true, all parts of the statement must be true.)

a. Caution the user to use bleach wisely

1) Do not use too much bleach

2) Do not add bleach at the wrong time

3) Add bleach to water after loading clothes In the tub, or dilute bleach
with water after putting it in tha tub

__b. Cher* for a broken agitator and replace if required because chips and
cracks in the agitator can tear clothes

Check for a defective inner tub or basket end replace as required

20. Match other washer problems with ways to correct them.

_.a. Adjust belt to clutch or replace clutch if It
faulty

_b. Clean out cloggeti water pump

c. Tighten as needed or replace the coupling

d. Clean out or replace valve, or replace sole-
nold as required

Replace timer motor, or replace entire timer
as required

Check for obstructions and free the shaft or
replace the timer as required

g. Replace the control

_h. Reinforce weak floor or move washer, cl'eck
for level, caution user not to overload or cre-
ate unbalanced loads, or replace rubber
cups on leveling feet

_I. Check for a damaged snubber and replace
as required, or adjust or replace ;$openslon
bolts

3 7 3

1. Faulty water level
switch

2. Defective pump drive

3. Washer vibrates
excessively

4. Machine spins slowly

5. Timer will not
advance to next cycle

6. Water does not recir-
culate during agita-
tion

7. Tub vibrates exces-
sively

8. Frozen timer shaft or
knob

9. Defective distribution
valve
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TEST

(NOTE: If the following activities have not been completed prior to the test, ask your instructor
when they should be completed.)

21. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Install an automatic washer. (Job Sheet #1)

b. Troubleshoot a Whiripool/Kenmore automatic washer for typical malfunctions.
(Job Sheet #2)

c. Troubleshoot a GEMotpoint automatic washer for typical malfunotions. (Job
Sheet #3)



AUTOMAflC WASHERS
UNIT VII

1. a. 4
b. 1

c. 2
d. 5
e. 3

2. a. 5
b. 3
c. 2
d. 1

e. 4

3. a. 4 d. 1

b. 5 e. 2
c. 6 f. 3

4. a. Twice
b. Wash
c. Rinse
d. Rinse

5. a. Twice
b. Rotating
c. Wash
d. Rinse
e. Wash
f. Rinse

6. a. Twice
b. Timer
c. Timer
d. Throws
e. Motor
f. Spray

7. h, c, d

8. a. 4
b. 5
c. 3
d. 1

e. 2

9. a. 1) Turned on
2) Kinked
3) Clogged

ANSWERS TO TEST

375
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ANSWERS TO TEST

Water
Voltage

u. Obstructions
e. Fill
f. Temperature
g. Timer
h. Lid

10. a, b, c, d, e, f

11. None of the statements are true

12. a. Hoses
b. Drain
c. Hose
d. Washers
e. 1) Water

2) Outer
3) Seals
4) Gasket

f. 1) Plastic
2) Housing
3) Housing

g. Cracked

13. a. Drain
b. Pump, pump, pump
c. Belt
d. Solenoid
e. War pump
f. Tin r

14. a,b,c,d,e

15. a. Motor
b. Timer
c. Transmission
d. L .tkage
e. Wire
f. Splines

16. a. Okay
b. Timer
c. Door, lid
d. Transmission
e. Linkage
f. Water
g. Wire

Li



ANSWERS TO TEST

17. b, d

18. a, b

19. b, c

20. a. 4 f. 8
b. 6 g. 1

c. 2 h. 3
d. 9 i. 7
e. 5

21. Performance skills evaluated according to procedures written in the job sheets

377
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AUTOMATIC DRYERS
UNIT VIII

UNIT 0I3JEGTIVE

MAR-401

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to define the functions of major com-
ponents In an automatic gas or electric dryer and discuss operating principles and trouble-
shootlig techniques. The student should also be able to properly install an automatic dryer
and troubleshoot various brand name dryers for typical problems. These competencies will be
evidenced by correctly performing the procedures outlined in the job sheets and by scoring 85
percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student will be able to:

1. Match terms related to automatic dryers with their correct definitions.

2. Match major components with their functions in an automatic dryer.

3. Arrange in order the steps in automatic dryer operation.

4. Complete statements concerning thermostats and their functions in a dryer.

5. Complete statements concerning troubleshooting a dryer that will not run.

8. Select true statements concerning troubleshooting a dryer that will run but not
heat.

7. Complete statements concerning troubleshooting a dryer when the motor runs
but the drum will not rotate.

8. Complete statements concerning troubleshooting a dryer that runs but will not
shut off.

9. Select true statements concerning troubleshooting a dryer that runs and heats but
won't dry clothes.

10. Match other dryer problems with their solutions.

11. Complete statements concerning troubleshooting gas valves and igniters on gas
dryers.

12. Match special gas dryer problems with their solutions.

378
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

13. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Install an automatic dryer. (Job Sheet #1)

b. Troubleshoot a WhirlpoollKenmore automatic dryer for typical malfunc-
tions. (Job Sheet #2)

c. Troubleshoot a GEJHotpoInt automatic dryer for typical malfunctions. (Job
Sheet #3)

37 it
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AUTOMATIC DRYERS
UNIT VIII

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Provide students with objective sheet.

B. Provide students with information sheet.

C. Provide students with job sheets.

D. Discuss unit and s pecific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Discuss and demonstrate the procedures in the job sheets.

G. Have available operating and high-limit thermostats for students to examine and test.

H. Invite a service technician to talk to the class about troubleshooting and repairing gas
dryers and the importance of safety when working with a gas dryer.

I. Demonstrate to the class how to install a restring kit properly so that hot spots will be
eliminated.

J. Give test.

CONTENTS OF THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1 -- install an Automatic Dryer

2. Job Sheet #2 Troubleshoot a Whirlpool/Kenmore Automatic Dryer for Typical
Malfunctions

3. Job Sheet #3 Troubleshoot a GE/Hotpoint Automatic Dryer for Typical Malfunc-
tions

D. Test

E. Answers to test
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REFERENCES USED IN DEVELOPING THIS UNIT

A. Do-it-Yourself Repair Manual for Your Whirlpool Gas/Electric Dryer. Benton Harbor, MI
49022: Whirlpool Corporation, 1983.

B. Repair- Master of Norge Gas & Electric Dryers, Santa Monica, CA 90404: Master Publica-
tions, Inc., 1980.

C. Repair-Master for Hamilton Gas & Electric Dryers. Santa Monica, CA 90404: Master Pub-
lications, Inc., 1980.

D. Repair-Master for General Electric Gas & Electric Dryers. Santa Monica, CA 90404: Mas-
ter Publications, Inc., 1980.
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AUTOMATIC DRYERS
UNIT VIII

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Automatic Dryer An appliance designed to dry wet clothes in a heat, air
flow sequence in a drum that tumbles clothes as It rotates under control of
a timer

B. Centrifugal The force that impels something outward from a rotating
center

C. Cycle One complete series of events that completes a procedure

D. Pilot burner A continuous small flame used In gas appliances to Ignite
the gas burner (also called a pilot light)

E. Purging Any procedure that cleans or removes obstructions such as
removing air from a gas line

11. Major components and their functions in an automatic dryer

A. Timer The electromechanical brain of an automatic dryer that controls
the sequence of functions

B. Motor Turns the drum, controls the heat circuit, and drives the blower

C. Heat source An electric dryer uses an electric heating element and a gas
dryer uses a gas valve and burner assembly

D. Thermostats Devices that sense temperature and open or close to ener-
gize or de-energize the heat circuit

III. Steps In automatic dryer operation

A. When the dryer starts, timer contacts energize the drive motor circuits

B. Through a series of motors or belts, the drive motor rotates the drum and
causes clothes inside to tumble

C. As the drum rotates, air Is circulated into the drum to provide proper heat

(NOTE: Some dryers have a fan to provide proper air flow.)

D. In a normal cycle, after the motor circuits are energized, another set oi con-
tacts In the timer energize the dryer heat circuit

3 2
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E. The drying cycle runs for a selected length of time and is controlled by the
drive motor

(NOTE: Having the dryer heat circuit controlled by the drive motor starting
switch is a safety feature that insures that air flow and drum rotation
should start before the heat circuit is energized, and this prevents overheat-
ing on both gas and electric dryers.)

F During the last five minutes, the starting switch circuit opens, heat stops
and dissipates, and cooler air flows through the clothes as the tumbling
action continues until the cycle is complete

(NOTE: Most models refer to this final part of the cycle as "cool down.")

IV. Thermostats and their functions in a dryer

A. Cycling thermostats in a dryer help maintain a constant heat level inside
the drum when clothes are tumbling

B. The safety or limiting thermostat shuts the dryer heat circuit off when there
is evidence the dryer may overheat

C. Cycling thermostats are mounted in or on the air exhaust duct so they can
sense both the temperature and moisture level of the air in the drum

D. As the temperature in the drum reaches the limits of a cycling thermostat
setting, the thermostat de-energizes the heat circuit and will remain open
until the air cools sufficiently, and then close to energize the circuit again

(NOTE: This may also complete a circuit to the timer.)

E. The number of cycling thermostats in a dryer may vary, but many have low
heat, medium heat, and high heat thermostats to provide the user with tem-
peratures for a variety of fabrics

V. Troubleshooting a dryer that will not run

A. Make sure the dryer Is plugged into a proper power source, and then check
the branch circuit control

B. Check for loose wires at terminals and run a continuity check on the cir-
cuitry to make sure there are not broken wires

C. Check for a faulty door switch by first making sure the door is properly shut
and then running a continuity check on the door switch, and replace as
required

D. Check motor wiring and motor centrifugal switch, and replace motor or
switch as required

3N3
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E. Check the timer and timer circuitry and replace the timer motor or the timer
as required

VI. Troubleshooting a dryer that will run but not heat

A. Check for loose wires on terminals and run a continuity check to make sure
there are no broken wires

B. On an electric dryer, check for a proper 240V power supply

C. Check for defective thermostats and replace as required

D. Check for a wrong setting on the heat switch or check the heat switch itself
and replace as required

(NOTE: This check applies only to dryer models with temperature selector
switches.)

E. Check timer and timer wiring and replace timer motor or entire timer as
required

F. Check the centrifugal switch, if it is the type of motor that has one, and
replace as required

G. Check for an open heater element and replace heater element as required

H. On gas model, check the gas supply and make sure the gas supply valve is
open

I. If the gas model has pilot light that is out, purge the line as indicated on the
dryer plate directions and relight the pilot

J. Check for a defective solenoid coil in the jas valve by testing the coil for an
open circuit, and replace the solenoid, if required, or the entire gas valve

(NOTE: On some models solenoids can be replaced, and the voltage read-
ing at the valve should be indicated on the dryer plate, but this voltage is
usually 120V.)

K. Check for a defective flame switch

L. Check for a malfunctioning igniter

VII. Troubleshooting a drying when the motor runs but the drum will not rotate

A. Check for a slipping or broken belt and adjust or leplace as required

B. Check for a loose pulley and tighten the pulley on the motor shaft

9 r.
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. Check for foreign objects that may be obstructing drum movement and
remove them

D. Check for a frozen bearing and replace as required

E. Check for tension and adjust or replace

VIII. Troubleshooting a dryer that nuns but will not shut off

A. Check to see if one side of the branch circuit control is tripped open

(NOTE: When a circuit overload occurs and the motor side or LI side of the
line control fuse or breaker trips open, the motor will continue to run
through L2 or In series with the motor heating circuit.)

B. Check for a defective timer and replace timer motor or timer as required

IX. lioubleshooting a dryer that runs and heats but won't dry clothes

A. Check for a clogged lint screen and clean or replace as required

B. Check for a clogged exhaust vent

C. Check for incorrect heat or timer setting and reset as required

D. Check for a leaky door seal and if the door seal leaks air, replace It

E. Check for leaky drum seals and replace as required

F. Check for a fan or pulley loose on its shaft and tighten as required to
restore good air motion in the drum

G. Check for defective operating thermostats, and if any of the thermostats
are cycling too soon or too late, replace them

(NOTE: Checking thermostats requires using a temperature tester as out.
lined in Job Sheet #2.)

H. Find out if clothes were too wet when placed into the drum, and encourage
customer to make sure clothes are properly wrung out before placing them
in the dryer

(NOTE: Excessively wet clothes indicates the customer may also have a
problem with an automatic washer, and a sharp repair technician will sug-
gest that the washer may also need repair.)

X. Other dryer problems and their solutions

A. Dryer repeatedly blows fuses or trips breaker

1. Check wiring for bare spots that may be touching the frame

2. Check for a sagging drum that may be causing the heater element to
touch its housing
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3. Check heater element for foreign matter

B. Motor runs when door is open and timer fails to advance

1. Check for a defective door switch and replace as required

2. Check for a dial that binds because it is too far out from the control
panel, and relocate the dial on the timer shaft to eliminate binding

C. Drum inspection light is burned out Replace the bulb

(NOTE: If the drum inspection light is burned out, always replace it because
it Is something a customer can immediately see and respond to positively.)

D. Dryer heats with doer open or in OFF cycle

1. Check centrifugal switch

2. Check for a malfunctioning heating element

Xl. Troubleshooting gas valves and Igniters on gas dryers

A. Make sure gas is turned off

B. When a test shows that there Is voltage to a gas valve but there is no flame,
the problem is in the gas valve circuitry and the entire valve should be
replaced

(NOTE: Some models have replaceable solenoids.)

C. The Igniter is serviceable in the field, but a continuity test should indicate a
resistance between 50 to 400 ohms, and if continuity Is otherwise, the
igniter also should be replaced

(NOTE: Dryers with manually-lit pilot lights are no longer m lulactured.)

D. When installinp a gas dryer or when relighting one that has been repaired,
purge the gas line with the following procedure:

1. 'Tian the gas off

2. Loosen the connection between the shut-off valve and the burner

3. Turn gas on until you hear or smell gas at the loose connection, turn
the gas off, and tighten the connection

(NOTE: Purging clears air from the line and saves time relighting the
pilot burner.)

3r ,
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MI. Special gas dryer problems and their solutions

A. Pilot burner goes out (only models with manually-lit pilots)

1. Check for insufficient gas supply, low gas pressure, a clogged pilot
filter, or a closed or partially closed gas supply valve

2. Check for excessive carbon build-up on the thermocouple and clean
as required

3. Check for a vaulty thermocouple and replace as required

4. Readjust pilot flame until a faint yellow tip appears

5. Check for a faulty ignition or reset valve and replace as required

6. Check for excessive back drafts

B. Pilot burner does not light

1. Check for a closed or partially closed gas supply valve, a clogged
pilot filter, or an obstruction in the gas supply line

2. Check setting on pilot switch and reset as instructions direct

C. Pilot burner is okay but main burner does not light

1. Check for insufficient gas supply, a partially closed gas supply valve,
or an obstruction in the gas supply line

(NOTE: Gas pressure may be enough to keep the pilot burner Ilt, but
not enough to keep the main burner going.)

2. Chack for a defective safety thermostat and replace as required

(NOTE: The service manual should have instruction for testing the
thermostat.)

3. Check for incorrect air supply and readjust the air shutter on the gas
burner until a bright blue flame appears

4. Check gas valve solenoid and replace solenoid as required or replace
gas valve

D. Main burner cycles (comes on and goes off) too fast

1. Check for loose connections at wiring terminals and tighten as
required

3,
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2. Check for a faulty timer and replace timer motor or timer as required

3. Check for a faulty operating thermostat and replace as required

4. Check safety thermostat for erratic cycling because of restricted air
flow, and clean lint or obstructions from the dryer as required

5. Check safety thermostat for proper operation and replace as
required

E. Main burner goes out after lighting

1. Check for low gas pressure, partially closed gas supply valve, or an
obstruction in the gas supply line

2. Check the primary air adlustment and adjust the air shutter until a
bright blue flame appears at the main burner

3. Check for loose connections at terminals and tighten as required

3 ".-r
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AUTOMATIC DRYERS
UNIT VIII

JOB SHEET #1 - INSTALL AN AUTOMATIC DRYER

A. Tools and materials

1. Standard hand tools and tool box

2. VOM

3. Level

4. Safety glasses

5. Dolly

B. Procedure

1. Put on safety glasses

2. Uncrate the dryer carefully

3. Inspect the dryer visually to make sure It has not been damaged In shipment

4. Secure dryer on a proper dolly If It must be moved any distance to the installation
site

5. Inspect the location whore the dryer will be for

a. Level, sturdy floor

(NOTE: If the floor Is not level and sturdy, point out to the customer that
the condition could Impair performance and eventually damage the dryer;
If the customer Insists the floor remain as It Is, have the customer sign a
release.)

b. Check the electrical supply to make sure:

1) There Is a 240-volt three -wire single-phase outlet for an electric dryer

(NOTE: The power wiring from the fuse panel (circuit breaker) must
be a minimum of #10 AWG, three-wired cable fused with a 30amp or
larger slow-blow or time-delay fuse or breaker.)

2) That a three-hole grounded 120V receptacle is available for a gas
dryer

3) That outlet meets local code requirements
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4) That an adequate gas supply is available for the gas dryer and that it
is a minimum1/2" line if it is no more than 20 feet from the gas meter

(NOTE: On runs of pipe longer than 20 feet, 1/2" pipe is not large
enough so check with local codes, and in cases where LP pas
instead of natural gas Is used, We" copper tubing may be used.)

5) That the gas supply line has a shut-off valve near the dryer and read-
ily accessible

c. Adequate air supply must be present for both electric and gas dryers

6. Remove ties, blocks, tape, and any other retaining devices installed to protect
the dryer during shipment

7. Check insIde the dryer for the owner's manual and any other materials that
should be saved

8. Set the dryer in place

9. Vent the dryer according to the service manual recommendations

10. Level the dryer side to side and front to back

11. Use the following procedure for an electric dryer:

a. Plug the power cord into the 240V receptacle

b. Place enough clothes In the drum to test tumbling action

c. Operate the dryer through one timed cycle, and take care to note undue
heat build -up thrAt may Indicate ventilation or venting are improper

12. Use the following procedure for a gas dryer:

a. Plug the power cord into the 120V receptacle

b. Connect gas supply line, open the shut-off valve, and use a soap and water
solution to test for leaks

(CAUTION: Never use a match or other open flame to test for leaks; bubble
action from a soap and water solution is safe and dependable.)

c. Turn the gas off

d. Begin purging by loosenIng the connection between the shut-off valve and
burner assembly

e. Turn gas on and let It flow until you hear or smell gas escaping through the
loosened connection, and then turn gas off

390
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f. Tighten the loose connection and turn the gas back on

g. Start dryer until ignition occurs

(NOTE: You may have to start the pilotless dryer several times, and there
may also be an erratic clicking sound until ignition occurs.)

h. Place enough clothes in the drum U. test tumbling action

I. Operate the dryer through one normal cycle, and take care to note undue
heat build-up that would indicate ventilation or venting are improper

13. Explain operating procedures to the customer, and encourage the customer to
follow recommended procedures for dryer care and maintenance

14. Clean up installation area and make sure all crating materials or blocks and ties
are removed from the customer's home

15. Remind the customer that your company should be called for any questions
about the dryer or its performance

16. Check the work order to make sure you have recorded the serial number and
other needed warranty information including the date

17. Compliment the customer on making a wise decision in dryer selection, and
leave the customer on a positive note

Have your instructor check your work

18. Return tools and materials to proper storage

3 3 1
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AUTOMATIC DRYERS
UNIT VIII

JOR SHEET #2 - TROUBLESHOOT A WHIRLPOOUKENMORE
AUTOMATIC DRYER FOR TYPICAL MALFUNCTIONS

A. Tools and materials

1. Automatic dryer as selected by instructor

2. Service manual

3. Standard hand tools

4. Motor test cord

5. Drop cord/Inspection light

6. Temperature tester

7. VOM

8. Wattmeter

9. Drop cloth

10. Safety glasses

11. Pe:icil and paper

12. Troubleshooting log

B. Routine #1 Troubleshooting thd timer

1. E)Ign on your troubleshooting log

2. Place drop cloth down, set the tool box on it, and arrange the tools and test
equipment you will Ns using

3. Put your safety glasses on

(NOTE: Safety glasses should be worn during all activities in a repair shop, and
even on a residential service call, safety glasses are still recommended.)

4. Transfer all nameplate information on the dryer nameplate to your troubleshoots
ing log (Figure 1)
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5. Unplug the power supply cord to the dryer

(NOTE: In the case of a gas dryer, also shut off main gas supply and disconnect
gas line to the dryer.)

6. Disconnect the dryer vent duct and be careful not to damage it

7. Remove the timer knob by pulling it straight off and note the location of the flat
section on the knob and on the timer shaft so you can put the timer knob back on
properly (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

8. Remove the console rear panel retaining screws and remove the rear panel

9. Remove the console front panel retaining screws, but dc, 't remove the front
panel unless you cannot get the timer out through the open back panel
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10. Disconnect all conductor leads to the timer but be sure to note where they go by
sketching a pictorical diagram to help you remember

11. Remove the timer

12. Check the timer motor with the following procedure:

a) Remove the motor from the timer

b) Make a continuity test of the timer motor and record your reading

Have your instructor check your reading

c) Conduct an electrical test of the timer motor by making a reference mark
on the motor shaft and housing and then using a test cord to run the motor
for at least ten minutes

Have your instructor check your electrical twst

13. Replace the entire timer if the timer motor is bad

14. Remount the timer but do not reconnect the conductors

15. Replace the timer dial and knob

16. Test the timer switch contacts with the following procedure:

(NOTE: Before attempting any checks on the timer, refer to a timer sequence
chart, make sure you understand it, and that the wiring diagram is with it.)

a) Move the timer dial to any heat cycle, preferably the time dry cycle about
midway in the cycle, but not on the first five minutes

b) Zero your VOM, touch one probe in terminal Y and the other probe to termi-
nal R on the timer

c) The VOM should read zero ohms resistance, and If not, the timer is bad
and should be replaced

d) Check remaining timer contacts according to timer sequence chart

17. Replace the old timer or install a new timer as test Indicates

18. Put all conductors back in place and reinstall the control panel

Have your instructor check your work

17. Note on your troubleshooting log how long It took you to ac.lomplIsh Routine #1

3.94
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C. Routine #2 Troubleshooting the door switch

(NOTE: The door switch functions to stop the dryer when the door is opened, and,
depending on the model, it may also turn on the inspection light in the drum.)

1. Sign on your troubleshooting log

2. Check your service manual to see how the door switch is mounted on the dryer
model you're working on

3. Raise the top of the dryer and secure it

4. Check your service manual for the correct way to remove the top on the model
you're working on (Figure 3)

(NOTE: Generally, on dryers with the lint filter mounted in the top of the lid, there
are two mounting screws securing the top to the vent housing, and these mount-
ing screws are located underneath the lint screen cover; remove the screws.)

FIGURE 3

' 1;1

Yr

5. Use a putty knife and place the blade between the top and the front of the cabi-
net at a corner about two inches from the edge

6. Push in on the putty knife to release the retaining clip while lifting up on the cor-
ner of the top, and the repeat the procedure on the opposite corner (Figure 4)

3 5
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7. Make a pictorial sketch of the conductors to the do c; switch and label each one
according to the terminal markings on the door switch (Figure 5)

FIGURE 5

8. Remove all conductors

9. Remove the switch (check the service manual)

10. Make a continuity check of the switch

a) With door switch li me closed position, test for continuity across the
COM (common) terminal and the NO (normally open) terminal

b) VOM should read zero ohms

c) if reading is not zero ohms, the door switch Is bad and should be replaced
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d) If door switch is a three-terminal switch (COM, NO, AND NC) with no pres-
sure applied to the switch, this should be the NC of door switch

e) Test across terminals COM and NC for a resistance reading of zero ohms

f) If reading is not zero ohms, switch is faulty and should be replaced

11. Inspect switch mounting bracket and lever assembly for breaks or signs of wear,
and if there is evident wear, replace the bracket (Figure 6)

FIGURE 6

Have your instructor check your work

12. Reinstall the old switch or install a new switch as test indicates

13. Replace conductors properly

14. Note on our troubleshooting log how long it took you to accomplish Routine #2

Have your instructor check your work

D. Routine #3 Troubleshooting the motor

1. Sign on your troubleshooting log

2. Raise and secure the top of the dryer

3. Remove the lower front Inspection panel

(NOTE: Some models are Jifforent; check your service manual.)

4. Remove the drum with the following procedure:
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a) Remove the drive belt by using one sand to push the idler pulley toward
the motor shaft (Figure 7)

b) Use the other hand to remove the drive belt off the motor pulley (Figure 7)

FIGURE 7

c) Slip the drive belt under the idler pulley and remove it from the drum

d) Lilt and pull forward to remove the drum (Figure 8)

FIGURE 8

r.

(NOTE: This procedure Is only for models without a drum bearing; if you're
working on a model with a drum bearing, check your service manual.)
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5. Inspect the motor for lint and debris, and clean motor with compressed air if it
needs It (Figure 9)

FIGURE 9

6. Remove the conductors coming from the main wiring harn9ss to the motor and
sketch a pictorial diagram labeling each conductor according to its terminal
marking (color codelnumbers), and verify connections on a wiring diagram

7. Make a continuity test of the motor/start switch with the following procedure:

a) Disconnect internal motor conductor leads from start switch and identify
their locations

b) Using VOM, check continuity between the yellow and blue conductor
leads

c) The VOM should show 1 to 5 ohms on the ohm scale

d) If you get any other reading, the motor is faulty and should be replaced

e) Make a continuity test between the black and blue conductor leads

f) The VOM should show 1 to 5 ohms on the ohm scale

g) If you get any other reading, the motor is faulty and should be replaced

h) Remove start switch from front of motor with a standard screwdriver

(CAUTION: When replacing a start switch be sure to use the correct switch
for the motor because different motors require different start switches.)
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I) Using VOM, make the following continuity checks

I) Check continuity between terminals 1 and 2 on the start switon with the
start switch button in the "out" position or no pressure applied

k) The VOM should indicate zero ohms, and if not, the switch Is bad and
should be replaced

Check continuity between terminals 5 and 6 on the start switch with the
start switch button In the "out" position or no pressure applied

m) The VOM should Indicate zero ohms, and if not, the switch is bad and
should be replaced

n) Check continuity between terminals 5 and BK with the start switch button
in the "out" position and no pressure applied

o) The VOM should indicate Infinite resistance or PM open circuit, and If not,
the switch Is bad and six uld be replaced

p) Repeat steps j, I, and n with the start switch button in the "In" position or
pressure applied

q) Look for continuity readings as follows: between 1 and 2 should be infinite
ohm or an open circuit, between 5 and 6 should be Infinite ohms or an
open circuit, and between 5 and BK should show zero ohms

r) If a!I or any of one of the readings Is not correct, the switch is faulty and
should be replaced

0 Have your Instructor check your work

8. Reinstall motor switch and Internal motor leads If the tests indloate everything Is
okay

9. Test run the motor using 115V motor test cord

a) Connect the black test motor lead to #5 start switch terminal

b) Connect the white test motor lead to #4 start switch terminal (Figure 10)

c) Place a clamp around ammeter around the white motor test cord lead, and
set the ammeter scale (Figure 10)

d) limn motor test cord to the RUN position (Figure 10)
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FIGURE 10
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e) if the motor fails to start and run or draws too much current, shut off test
cord

f) Motor probably has mechanical problems and should be replaced

Have your Instructor check your work and recommend repair or replace-
ment

If motor starts and runs, check amperage for a reading less than the
amperage on the motor nameplate, and I. it fo otherwise, the motor is
faulty and should be rbplaced

Have your instructor check your work and recommend repair or replace-
ment

10. Reinstall old motor or Install new motor and start switch as directed

11. Note on your troubleshooting log how long it took you to complete Routine #3

E. Routine #4 'Troubleshooting the thermostats

1. Sign on your troubleshooting log

2. Remove the rear service panel so the thermostats will be accessible

3. Locate the operating or cycling thermostats in or on the blower housing (Figure
11)
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FIGURE 11

MAR-427

4. Locate the high limit or safety thermostat in or on the heater box itself (Figure 12)

FIGURE 12

J. Isolate tho thermostat you plan to check with the following procedure:

a) Sketch a pictorial diagram of each thermostat, Its location, and note the
color markings of each conductor and terminal on each thermostat

b) Remove the conductors, but leave the thermostats in place

6. Make continuity test with the following procedure:

a) Check continuity across the two terminals of the high-heat (regular heat)
cycling thermostat and record the reading
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b) VOM should indicate zero ohms, and if not, thermo3tat is faulty and
should be replaced

c) Repeat the procedure car the medium -heat and low-heat cycling thermo-
stats (if machine has two or more cycling thermostats)

d) If am reading is other than zero ohms, the thermostat Is faulty and should
be replaced

e)

f)

(NOTE: A continuity reading may indicate a good thelinostat, but the dryer
still may cycle erratically because of thermostat problems, and a tempera-
ture check will sometimes be required to completely Isolate the problem.)

Repeat the procedure for the high limit or safety thermostat

if the reading Is other than zero ohms, the thermostat is faulty told should
be replaced

(NOTE: Most thermostats have a fixed temperature setting, and In the
,ae of the safety thermostat, that limit should be between 220°F and

325°F, and the thermostat range should be stamped somewhere on the
body of the thermostat.)

Have your Instructor check your work

7. Reinstall old thermostats or new ones as required, and replace conductors

8. Reinstall the rear panel, plug the dryer into a power source, and cycle check the
dryer

Have your instructor check your work

9. Note on your troubleshooting log how long It took you to accomplish Routine #4

(NOTE: In the event thermostats checked out okay but the cycling test indicates
erratic cycling or improper dr/Ingo there is probably a faulty thermostat that can
only be identified with a temperature check.)

F. Routine #5 Troubleshooting the thermostat cycling temperatures

1. Sign on your troubleshooting log

2. Remove the rear panel

3. Clamp the ammeter around the conductor between the high-limit thermostat and
the heating element, and select the proper amperage scale
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(NOTE: The ammeter will indicate amperage as the heating element cycles on
and will indicate no amperage as the heating element cycles off, and these two
points are the points where temperature checks should be made.)

4. Insert temperature tester lead into the dryer exhaust duct, and place it as near
the cycling thermostat as possible (Figure 13)

FIGURE 13

5. Check the high-heat cycling thermostat with the following procedure:

a) Select time-dry cycle approximately 25-30 minutes of drying time

b) Make appropriate temperature selector switch setting for high-heat

c) Start dryer

d) Watch the ammeter scale to note when the heating element cycles off

e) Record the temperature indicated at that exact moment by the tempera-
ture tester

f) Wait until the ammeter indicates the heating element has cycled on again

g) Record the temperature indicated at that exact moment by the tempera-
ture tester

h) Repeat the procedure until you have at least three readings. Add your two
temperature readings and divide the total by two to obtain an average
cycling temperature

I) Add all temperature readings and divide by the number of temperature
readino made (in this case, six) to obtain an average cycling temperature
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j) Check your average cycling temperature with the temperature listed on
the highheat cycling thermostat

k) If the average temperature you obtained exceeds recommended toler-
ances, thermostat is faulty and should be replaced

6. Repeat the previous procedure for all other thermostats

Have your Instructor check your work

7. Replace the thermostats, if required, and reinstall the rear service panel, and
cycle test the machine

8. Note on your troubleshooting log how long it took you to accomplish Routine #5

(NOTE: The total time dedicated to thermostat troubleshooting should be the
times listed for both Routines #4 and #5.)

G. Routine #6 Troubleshooting the heating element

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Sign on your troubleshooting log

Unplug the dryer and remove the rear service panel

Sketch a pictorial diagram of the h'iating element terminals and conductors

Remove one or both conductors from the heating element terminals

Make a continuity check with the tollowing procedure:

a) Take a reading across the two heating element terminals

(NOTE: in case of a three terminal element, check with your Instructoror
check your service manual.)

b) VOM reading should indicate between 5 and 50 ohms of resistance

c) If reading Is otherwise, element is faulty and should be replaced

d) Place one VOM probe on either terminal of the heater element

e) Arc the .ther probe against the heater element housing and be sure you
make good metalto-metai mntact

f) The VOM should indicate iminite resistance or an open circuit, and If It
doesn't, the heating element is faulty anu mould be replaced

g) Check the other terra lal as outlined in steps d. e, and f and evaluate read
Ing as outlined
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Have your instructor check your work

6. Replace the heating element, If required, with the following procedure:

a) Raise and secure the top

b) Use a stubby screwdriver to remove the screw holding the clip that
secures the heater housing to the bulkhead

c) Remove the hex head screws that secure the high-limit thermostat to the
heater housing

d) Lift the heater housing upward from the bulkhead bracket to free it

e) Pull down and out the rear of the dryer to remove The heater housing

f) Remove the screw holding the heater element in the heater housing

g) Remove the heating element carefully from the heater housing

h) install the new heating element by sliding it into the heater housing

I) Secure the heating element to the heater housing with the screw that was
removed

j) Reinstall heater housing by reversing the previous procedure

(NOTE: It's recommended that anytime a heating element is replaced that
the high-limit thermostat also be replaced.)

k) Install new high-limit thermostat

I) Replace conductor wires, close the top, and reinstall the rear service panel

m) Reconnect the exhaust duct to the dryer

n) Check to make sure dryer is level

o) Plug dryx in and cycle test it

Have your Instructor check your work

7. Note on your troubleshooting log how long it took you to accomplish Routine #6

8. Clean up area, and return tools and equipment to proper storage
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AUTOMATIC DRYERS
UNIT VIII

JOB SHEET #3 - TROUBLESHOOT A GEIHOTPOINT AUTOMATIC
V,IYER FOR TYPICAL MALFUNCTIONS

A. Tools and materials

1. Dryer as selected by instructor

2. Appropriate service literature

3. Hand tools

4. VOM

5. Drop cloth

6. Appliance flipper

7. Pencil and paper

8. Troubleshooting log

9. Safety glasses

B. Routine #1 Troubleshooting a no heat complaint

1. Put on safety glasses

2. Sign on your troubleshooting log

3. Verify the complaint by attempting to run the dryer through a normal cycle

4. Check the circuit breakers first, if there is a no heat problem, and make sure they
are both properly set

5. Unplug the dryer and open the dryer door

6. Set your VOM on the R xl scale

7. Pull the lint filter out of the bottom of the door opening and remove one of the
leads to the thermostat at the bottom of the filter assembly (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1
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8. Place one VOM lead on each terminal of the thermostat and look for a reading of
little or no resistance

a. If there Is a full scale deflection followed by a measurement of little or no
resistance, the thermostat is okay

b. If there Is no full scale deflection and no reading at all, the thermostat
should be replaced

9. Check the number of terminals on the thermostat and the L number which indi-
cates the operating temperature limit and refer to the good parts catalog to get
the correct GElHotpoint replacement thermostat

10. Remove the old thermostat and replace it with the new one, and put the leads
onto the correct terminals

11. Use a putty knife to release the springs on each side and then turn the lid back,
or nevier models may have screws that have to be removed in order to raise the
lid (Figuea 2)

FIGURE 2

12. Look for the upper limit thermostat mounted on the top of the heater element
housing

13. Make a continuity check on the upper limit thermostat with tile same procedure
used for the operating thermostat (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3
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14. Replace the upper limit thermostat as required

Have your instructor check your work

lb% Replace the lid, close the door, plug the dryer In to a grounded receptacle and run
the dryer through a normal cycle

a. If the dryer performs properly, the new thermostat(s) "as solved the prob-
lem

b. If the dryer still does not heat, check the heating element as outlined in
the next routine

C. Routine #2 Trowleshooting the heating element

1. Sign on your troubleshooting log

2. Unplug the dryer from its power source

3. Release the lid and fold it back

4. Reach down behind the right hand side of the door and remove the leads from
the door switch, making sure you note the color coding so you can properly
replace the leads (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4

5. Remove the top Inside screws that secure the front panel to the cabinet

6. lift the front darnel up a bit to free it, and then set it aside

7. Go to the back of the dryer and use a nut driver to remove the cover plate that
protects the di am spindle
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8. Reach in with a small screwdriver and remove the snap ring that secures the
drum spindle (Figure 5)

FIGURE 5 _

Ala

9. Reach in at the bottom of the drum at the end of the motor shaft and depress the
tension spring, and then remove the belt while you have the spring depressed
(Figure 6)

FIGURE 6 vorwars.rsursagrat
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10. Pull out and lift up to remove the drum, and set It safely aside (Figure 7)

FIGURE 7

11. Inspect the heating elements, the two nichrome coils, for breaks where they may
have burned In two

12. Check the heating elements with the VOM set at R x1 if there are no evident
breaks in the elements

a. If the heating elements register a full scale deflection, It means they are
okay

b. If there is no meter movement, the heating element, are bad and should
be replaced

13. Replace bad elements with a restring kit

(NOTE: Restring kits are much less expensive than complete replacement ele-
ments, but restringing requires even spacing of the coils through the insulators,
and you should ask your instructor to demonstrate the procedure.)

14. Replace the drum, the snapring that secures the drum spindle at the back of the
dryer, and replace cover plate (Figure 8)

(NOTE: Make sure the brass leaf ground Is making contact with the end of the
drum spindle because this serves to not only ground that part of the dryer, It also
serves to eliminate static electricity which might cause Interference with radios.)
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15. Replace the front panel, replace the leads to the door switch, and put the lid back
In place

Have your Instructor check your work

16. Plug the dryer in to a grounded receptacle and start it through a normal cycle

17. Place a temperature probe Into the dryer exhaust and monitor the temperature
througlwut the normal cycle (Figure 9)

FIGURE 9 .

18. Run the dryer through whatever other cycles are available (wash and wear, deli-
cate) and check the temperature

19. Check with your Instructor for manufacturer's temperature requirements and
compare your temperature findings to verify correct temperature ranges

CJ Have your Instructor check your work
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D. Routine #3 Checking the timer

1. Sign on your troubleshooting log

2. Unplug the dryer from Its power source

(NOTE: This procedure should be used for complaints that the timer will not
advance or not turn on at all.)

3. Remove the screws on each end of the console and fold the console down over
the iid

4. Plug the dryer back In to a grounded receptacle

5. Make a check of the voltage going Into the timer, and the voltage coming out of
the timer (Figure 10)

FIGURE 10

a. If the voltage coming out of the timer is the same as the voltage going Into
the timer, the timer Is okay

b. If there is not voltage coming out of the timer, the contacts are burned and
the timer will have to be replaced with a new timer

(NOTE: Unlike the GE/Hotpoint washer timer which can be repaired, the
dryer timer Is an Integrated unit and has to be replaced as a unit.)

6. Unplug the dryer and replace the timer as required

7. Put the console back In place

8. Plug the dryer in and run it through a complete cycle

Have your Instructor check your work

9. Clean up the area and return tools and materials to proper storage
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AUTOMATIC DRYERS
UNIT VIII

NAME__

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with their correct definitions.

An appliance designed to dry wet clothes In 1. Cycle
a heat, air flow sequence In a drum that tum-
bles clothes as it rotates under nontrol of a 2. Purging
timer

3. Automatic dryer
The force that impels something outward
from a rotating center 4. Pilot burner

c. One complete series of events that corn- 5. Centrifugal
pietes a procedure

A continuous small flame used In gus appli-
ances to ignite the gas burner (also called a
pilot light)

Any procedure that cleans or removes
obstructions such as removing air from a
gas line

2. Match major components with their functions in an automatic dryer.

__a. The electromechanical brain of an auto- 1. Timer
matic dryer that controls the sequence of
functions 2. Thermostats

lbrns the drum, controls the heat circuit, 3. Heat source
and drives the blower

4. Motor
An electric dryer uses an electric heating
element and a gas dryer uses a gas valve
and burner assembly

Devices that sense temperature and open or
close to energize or de-energize the heat cir-
cuit

4 1 4
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3. Arrange in order the steps in automatic dryer operation by placing the correct sequence
number in the appropriate blank.

_a. The drying cycle runs for a selected length of time and Is controlled by thedrive motor

b. As the drum rotates, air is circulated into the drum to provide proper heat

c. During the last five minutes, the starting switch circuit opens, heat stops
and dissipates, and cooler air flows through the clothes as the tumbling
action continues until the cycle is complete

d. When the dryer starts, timer contacts energize the drive motor circuits

Through a series of motors or belts, the drive motor rotates the drum and
causes clothes ;swim to tumble

f. In a normal cycle, after the motor circuits are energized, another set of
contacts In the timer energize the dryer heat circuit

4. Complete statements concerning thermostats and their functions In a dryer by Insert-
ing the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Cycling thermostats In a dryer help maintain a
the drum when clothes are tumbling

heat level inside

b. The safety or thermostat shuts the dryer heat circuit off when
there is evidence the dryer may overheat

c. Cycling thermostats are mounted in or on the air
so they can sense both the temperature and moisture level of the al" In the drum

d. As the temperature in the drum reaches the limits of a cycling thermostat set-
ting, the thermostat de-energizes the heat circuit and will remain open until the
air cools sufficiently, and then close to the circuit again

e. The number of thermostats in a dryer may vary, but many have
low heat, medium heat, and high heat thermostats to provide the user with tern-
peratures for a variety of fabrics

5. Complete statements concerning troubleshooting a dryer that will not run by inserting
the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Make sure the dryer is plugged into a proper source, and then
check the branch circuit control

b. Check for wires at terminals and run a contipuity check on the
circuitry to make sure there are no broken wires
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c. Check for a faulty door switch by first making sure the door is properly shut and
then running a check on the door switch, and replace as required

d. Check motor wiring and motor switch, and replace motor or
switch as required

e. Check the timer and timer circuitry and replace the timer or the
timer as required

6. Select true statements concerning troubleshooting a dryer that will run but not heat by
placing an "X" beside each statement that is true.

a. Check for loose wires on terminals and run a continuity check to make
sure there are no broken wires

_b. On an electric dryer, check for a proper 120V power supply

c. Check for defective thermostats and replace as required

d. Check for a wrong setting on the heat switch or check the heat switch
Itself and replace as required

Check timer and timer wiring and replace timer motor or entire timer as
required

I. Check the centrifugal switch, if It is the type of motor that has one, and
replace as required

g. Check for an open heater element and replace heater element as required

h. On gas model, check the gas supply and make sure the gas supply valve is
open

I. If the gas model has pilot light that Is out, replace the gas valve

Check for a defective solenoid coil in the gas valve by testing the coil for
an open circuit, and replace the solenoid, if required, or the entire gas
valve

k. Check for a defective flame switch

I. Check for a malfunctioning Igniter

7. Complete statements concerning troubleshooting a dryer when the motor runs but the
drum will not rotate by inserting the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Check for a slipping or broken and adjust or replace as required

b. Check for a loose and tighten the on the motor
shaft

c. Check for objects that may be obstructing drum movement and
remove them



TEST

d. Check for a frozen and replace as required

e. Check for and adjust or replace

8. Complete statements concerning troubleshooting a dryer that runs but will not shut off
by Inserting the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Check to see If one side of the circuit control Is tripped open

b. Check for a defective timer and replace timer or timer as required

9. Select true statements concerning troubleshooting a dry9e that runs and heats but
won't dry clothes by placing an "X" beside each statement that is true.

a. Check for a clogged lint screen and clean or replace as required

b. Check for a bad door switch

_c. Check for Incorrect heat or timer setting and reset as required

Check for a leaky door seal and if the door seal leaks air, replace it

e. Chock for a bad centrifugal switch

,f. Check for a fan or pulley loose on its shaft and tighten as required to
restore good air motion in the drum

g. Check for defective operating thermostats, and if any of the thermostats
are cycling too soon or too late, replace them

h. Find out if clothes were too wet when placed into the drum, and encour-
age customer to make sure clothes are properly wrung out before placing
them in the dryer

4 1 7
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10. Match other dryer problems with their solutions.

MAR-445

a. 1) Check wiring for bare spots that may be 1. Motor runs when door
touching the frame is open and timer falls

to advance
2) Check for a sagging drum that may be

causing the heater element to touch Its 2. Dryer heats with door
housing open or in OFF cycle

3) Check heater element for foreign matter 3. Dryer repeatedly
blows fuses or trips_b. 1) Check for a defective door switch and breaker

replace as required

2) Check for a dial that binds because it is
too out far out from the control panel,
and relocate the dial on the timer shaft to
eliminate binrnng

4. Drum inspection light
is burned out

_a. Replace the bulb

d. 1) Check centrifugal switch

2) Check for malfunctioning heating ele-
ment

11. Complete statements concerning troubleshooting gas valves and igniters on gas dryers
by Inserting the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Make sure Is turned off

b. When a test shows that there is voltage to a gas valve but there is no flame, the
problem is in the gas valve circuitry and the valve should be
replaced

c. The Igniter is in the field, but a continuity test should indicate a
resistance between 50 to 400 ohms, and if continuity is otherwise, the igniter
also should be replaced

d. When installing a gas dryer or when relighting one that has been repaired, purge
the gas line with the following procedure:

1) Turn the off

2) the connection between the shut-off valve and the burner

3) Turn gas on until you or gas at the loose
connection, turn the gas off, and tighten the connection

4
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12. Match special gas dryer problems with their solutions.

a. 1) Check for insufficient gas supply, low 1. Pilot burner is okay
gas pressure, a clogged pilot filter, or a but main burner does
closed or partially closed gas supply not light
valve

2. Main burner goes out
2) Check for excessive carbon build-up on after lighting

the thermocouple and clean as required
3. Pilot burner goes out

3) Check for a faulty thermocouple and
replace as required 4. Main burner cycles

too fast
4) Readjust pilot flame until a faint yellow

tip appears 5. Pilot burner does not
light

5) Check for a faulty ignition or reset valve
and replace as required

6) Check for excessive back drafts

b. 1) Check for a closed or partially closed gas
supply valve, a clogged pilot filter, or an
obstruction in the gas supply line

2) Check setting on pilot switch and reset
as instructions direct

_c. 1) Check for insufficient gas supply, a parti-
ally closed gas supply valve, or an
obstruction in the gas supply line

d.

2) Check for a defective safety thermostat
and replace as required

3) Check for incorrect air supply and read-
just the air shutter on the gas burner until
a bright blue flame appears

4) Check gas valve solenoid and replace
solenoid as required or replace gas valve

1) Check for loose connections at wiring
terminals and tighten as required

2) Check for a faulty timer and replace timer
motor or timer as required
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3) Check for a faulty operating thermostat
and replace as required

4) Check safety thermostat for erratic
cycling because of restricted air flow,
and clean lint or obstructions from the
dryer as required

5) Check safety thermostat for proper oper-
ation and replace as required

1) Check for low gas pressure, partially
closed gas supply valve, or an obstruc-
tion In the gas supply line

2) Check the primary air adjustment and
adjust the air shutter until a bright blue
flame appears at the main burner

3) Check for loose connections at terminals
and tighten as required

(NOTE: If the following activit:,:s have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
Instructor when they should be completed.)

13. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Install an automatic dryer. (Job Sheet #1)

b. Troubleshoot a Whiripool/Kenmore automatic dryer for typical malfunctions.
(Job Sheet #2)

c. Troubleshoot a GE/Hotpoint automatic dryer for typical malfunctions. (Job Shoat
#3)
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AUTOMATIC DRYERS
UNIT VIII

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 3
b. 5
c. 1

d. 4
e. 2

2. a. 1

b. 4
c. 3
d. 2

3. a. 5 d. 1

b. #,., e. 2
c. ki f. 4

4. a. Constant
b. Limiting
c. Exhaust duct
d. Energize
e. Cycling

5. a. Power
b. Loose
c. Continuity
d. Centrifugal
e. Motor

6. a, c, d, ^ f, g, h, J, k, I

7. a. Belt
b. Pulley, pulley
c. Foreign
d. Bearing
e. Tension

8. a. Branch
b. Motor

9. a, c, d, f, g, h

10. a. 3
b. 1

c. 4

d. 2
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ANSWERS TO TEST

11. a.

b.

c.

Gas
Entire
Serviceable

d. 1) Gas
2) Loosen
3) Hear, smell

12. a. 3

b. 5

c. 1

d. 4
e. 2

13. Performance skills evaluated according to procedures written in the job sheets
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AUTOMATIC DISHWASHERS
UNIT IX

UNIT OBJECTIVE

MAR-451

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to identify major components of an
automatic dishwasher and discuss component functions in dishwasher operation. The stu-
dent should also be able to list common dishwasher misuses, installation and troubleshoot-
ing guidelines, and install, troubleshoot, and repair an automatic dishwasher. These
competencies will be evidenced by correctly performing the procedures outlined In the job
sheets and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student will be able to:

1. Match terms related to automatic dishwashers with their correct definitions.

2. Match major components of a dishwasher with their functions.

3. Arrange in order typical steps in an automatic dishwasher cycle.

4. Complete statements concerning special considerations for dishwasher installa-
tion.

5. Select true statements concerning water problems with dishwashers.

6. Complete statements concerning loP.Jing order in dishwasher operation.

7. Match common dishwasher misuses with their causes.

8. Select true statements concerning guidelines for better dishwasher service.

9. Complete statements concerning guidelines for troubleshooting automatic dish-
washers.

10. Complete a list of ways to prevent mineral build-up in an automatic dishwasher.

11. Complete statements concerning troubleshooting redeposit problems.

12. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Install an automatic dishwasher under a counter. (Job Sheet #1)

b. Troubleshoot malfunctions on an automatic dishwasher. (Job Sheet #2)

c. Inspect the seal on an automatic dishwasher. (Job Sheet #3)
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AUTOMATIC DISHWASHERS
UNIT IX

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Provide students with objective sheet.

B. Provide students with information and Job sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss and demonstrate the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

F. Invite an automatic dishwasher manufacturer's representative to talk to the class about
dishwasher design and operation.

G. Invite a local or area appliance repa. technician to talk to the class about typical auto-
matic dishwasher problems and how to troubleshoot them most effectively.

H. Invite an extension specialist to talk to the class about water quality in your area, and
arrange for a demonstration of how to use a hard water test kit.

I. Give test.

CONTENTS OF THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1 Automatic Dishwasher Components

2. TM 2 Automatic Dishwasher Timer Sequence Chart

D. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1 Install an Automatic Dishwasher Under a Counter

2. Job Sheet #2 Troubleshoot Malfunctions on an Automatic Dishwasher

3. Job Sheet #3 Inspect the Seal on an Automatic Dishwasher

E. Test

F. Answers to test
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AUTOMATIC DISHWASHERS
UNIT IX

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Hard water Water containing mineral salts in quantities enough to inter-
fere with lathering, sudsing, or cleaning properties of soaps and detergents

B. Soft water Water such as rainwater that contains none or few mineral
salts

C. Lime build-up A mineral deposit that remains after a substance contain-
ing calcium carbonate is subjected to heat

Example: Water heaters, automatic washers, and automatic dishwashers
all use hot water and are subject to lime build-up in areas with
hard water

D. Water softener Any chemical that removes mineral salts from water or a
filtering device that uses chemicals to remove minerals from water

E. Purge The process of running cold water out of a hot water supply line to
assure that only hot water of a desire° temperature will be available

F. Rinsing agent Chemicals added to water during a rinse wee to enhance
the ability of the water to remove other chemical or detergent residue from
dishes

II. Major components of a dishwasher and their functions (Transparency 1)

A. Timer The electromechanical "brain" of an automatic dishwasher
because it controls the operations of other components in a predetermined
sequence

B. Inlet valve Controls water flow through the Inlet hose Into the tub

C. Motor The source of power for driving the impeller that spins to complete
the washing cycle

D. Heating element The device that maintains water temperature and pro-
vides heat for the hot air used during the drying cycle

E. Pump Forces water through the spray arms during the wash and rinse
cycles and forces water and food particles out of the dishwasher during
pumpout

F. Spray arms Perforated extensions that reach out horizontally below and
above the dishracks to provide a route for the revolving pressurized hot
water that is sprayed onto the dishes

4 f;
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INFORMATION SHEET

G. Filter The device that separates food particles from the water so they
won't be sprayed baJk onto the dishes

H. Drain valve Directs dirty water and food particles away from the dish-
washer into a drain system

I. Door/ lid switch Keeps the tub from filling until the door is closed to elimi-
nate the prospects that water will spray out of an open door or lid Into the
kitchen

J. Dispensers Devices for releasing detergent and rinsing agent

K. Float switch Safety device to prevent overfilling

III. Typical steps in a automatic dishwasher cycle (Transparency 2)

A. Dirt, dishes should be properly arranged in the dishracks.

B. Detergent as recommended by the manufacturer, and in the proper quantity,
should be placed In the detergent dispenser.

C. Rinse conditioibu should be added as recommended or as local water con-
ditions demand.

D. Water enters the tub through the inlet hose and inlet valve until there is
approximately two gallons of water in the tub.

E. The heating element is energized to assure that the water will be at least
140 °F

F. The motor Is energized and pumps hot water through the lower spray arm in
a jet stream and over the dishes to the upper spray arm.

G. The upper spray arm deflects the water back down over the dishes and the
washing action between the lower and upper spray arms is repeated over
and over again.

H. As water runs off the dishes, it flows through a filtering system to keep food
particles from being sprayed back onto the dishes.

As each wash or rinse cycle ends, water is pumped out of the dishwasher
and small food particles are flushed away with it.

J. As the drying cycle starts, the heating element comes on su that hot air can
bs circulated over and around the dishes to help dry them.

IV. Special considerations for dishwasher Installation

A. There must be a proper 120V power supply, and it is recommended that the
circuit be equipped with a 15-amp time delay fuse.

B. Dishwasher must be properly grounded
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. Extension cords should not be used to extend the power supply because
they usually result In low Ilne voltage.

D. Low Ilne voltage does not permit the motor to operate at its rated capacity
and results in poor washing action and water circulation.

E. A dishwasher should be Installed only on a sturdy, level floor In a well venti-
lated area.

F. Dishwasher drain hookups must be near the equipment and free of obstruc-
tions that might impair proper drainage.

G. The water supply must have a minimum flow rate of three gallons per min-
ute and a minimum pressure of 15 psi.

(NOTE: Pressure too high needs to be moderated with a pressure regulator
In the water Ilne so that the inlet hose and fill valve won't be damaged, and
low water pressure usually demands an analysis of the w Ater supply sys-
tem.)

H. Water supply must also be In the range of 140°F to 160°F because some
detergents will not dissolve and work at lower temperatures, and the higher
temperature also helps In the drying cycle.

V. Water problems with dishwashers

A. Loading patterns vary with design, so follow operator's manual carefully

B. Stains on dishes result from minerals found In "hard" water or rust that
comes from the metal piping.

(NOTE: More than 75% of the water supplies In America are classified as
hard water.)

C. When piping is so old that rust cannot be controlled, It should be replaced.

D. Minerals in the water not only cause stains, they lead to Ilme build-up even
in cases where the detergent recommended Is designed to fight Ilme build-
up.

E. Cleaning the dishwasher with vinegar or citric acid will help control lime
build-up.

F. The best way to control stains, spots, and lime build-up is to install a water
softener /filter In the water supply line.

(NOTE: In cases where the water Is extremely hard, the filtering water sof-
tener is the only means of controlling the situation, and specific types of
hard water may require an Iron or manganese filter.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

VI. Loading order In dishwasher operation

A. Each model dishwasher has Its own spray or splash pattern for water
action and the order in which dishes are loaded must facilitate dishwasher
design.

B. Common sense is the best aid to proper placement, but generally, nothing
should be placed on one rack that would block the flow of water to another
rack.

C. Cups and glasses and any containers that will retain water should always
be placed upside down so water will drain from them and they will dry.

D. Keep flatware and other utensils in their proper baskets because they can
puncture seals and create problems if they're in the wrong place.

VII. Common dishwasher misuses and their causes

A. Improper dishrack loading Results from careless neglect of instructions
or when dishes are loaded by a child or other pe 'son unfamiliar with loading
order

B. Improper dish preparation Results when dishes or utensils with dried
food caked on them are not wetted and scraped before loading

C. Careless dish preparation Results when small bones or large seeds are
carelessly left on dishes

(NOTE: Bones and seeds Inevitably reach the pump and clog it or damage
It.)

D. Improper detergent use Results when soap flakes or soap powders are
used Instead of the recommended detergent

(NOTE: Soap flakes or powders form so much suds that they actually form
a barrier that keeps the water spray away from the dishes.)

VIII. Guidelines for better dishwasher service

A. When a dishwasher is hooked up with a garbage disposer, the disposer
should be completely empty so water will drain freely through the disposer.

B. Before starting the dishwasher, run hot water at the sink to purge cold
water out of the Ilne and assure that only hot water enters the dishwasher.

(NOTE: Remembering to run the cold water off can help solve problems
with spotting and general dishwasher performance.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. The same amount of water goes through a dishwasher each time it is used,
so even when washing half a load, enough detergent for a full load should
be placed in the dishwasher.

IX. Guidelines for troubleshooting automatic dishwashers

A. Before assuming anything about a malfunctioning dishwasher, remember
that almost 75% of dishwasher problems are not related to component fail-
ures.

B. Check for a proper 120V electrical power source.

C. Check for a hot water supply of 140°F to 160°F and for a minimum water
pressure of 15 psi.

D. Check for a faulty floor that may be causing the dishwasher to vibrate or a
poor installation that does not provide ventilation.

E. Make sure the dishwasher is not being operated with Improper detergent,
loaded improperly, or subjected to other forms of abuse.

F. Check the removable panel at the back or front of the machine for a sche-
matic wiring diagram and compare it with the operating sequence of the
timer to systematically track down other problems. (Transparencfes 1 and 2)

G. Refer to the manufacturer's service chart for spacific problems.

H. Look for leaks or broken parts, listen for parts that are binding, and gener-
ally use your senses and your common sense to diagnose the problem
properly.

(NOTE: if you can't find the problem, you can't repair It, and when you don't
proceed in an orderly manner, you stand a good risk of creating another
problem or a bigger problem.)

I. Check with customer to see If shower or laundry use is depleting the hot
water supply

X. Ways to prevent mineral build-up In an automatic washer

4. Check the washer at regular intervals for the presence of a white, brown, or
yellow build-up in the tub.

(NOTE: The color of the deposit is a good clue to the type of water filter that
would solve the problem; white indicates an excess of manganese in the
water, brown indicates an excess of iron, and yellow indicates an excess of
sulphur.)
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B. When build-up is enough that it can be readily detected, Whirlpool recom-
mends the following procedure:

1. Empty the dishwasher and set it for a one wash cycle.

2. Start dishwasher, and then open lie door so it will stop when It has
filled enough for the wash cycle.

3. Add half a cup of citric acid crystals to the tub.

4. Close the door latch and allow the dishwasher to complete the cycle.

5. Run another complete wash and rinse cycle to clean remaining resi-
due from the tub and the drain system.

C. An alternate method of controlling lime build-up is to add two cups of dis-
tilled white vinegar to the tub instead of citric acid crystals.

D. In areas where a brown stain is deposited on dishes, a quarter of a tea-
spoon of oxalic acid crystals used after dishes are washed should remove
the iron deposits from the dishes.

(NOTE: Do not use the crystals and the detergent together, and follow the
cycle using crystals with another cycle using detergent.)

E. Build-ups of tea stains on cups and saucers usually have to be removed by
hand with a wash cloth saturated with baking soda.

XI. Troubleshooting redeposit problems

A. Because redeposits leave white spots on dishes, everyone assumes the
spots are undissolved detergent, but they may be undissolved starch from
foods.

B. To isolate the problem, place a glass or dish under hot water:

1. If the spots dissolve quickly in hot water, it is a detergent problem.

2. If the spots stick to the glass or dish, they are food starches.

C. Detergent problems can be corrected by changing to a different detergent
or mixing detergent with water conditioner.

D. Food starch problems require better precleaning, especially with contain-
ers used for mashed potatoes, cooked cereals, cream soups, and any pud-
ding or dessert that has a cornstarch base.

E. Both problems may be related to improper water temperature and require
adjustment of the hot water supply control.

(NOTE: Water under 140°F will not dissolve detergent nor hold food soli in
suspension, and water over 180° will bake food particles onto dishes.)
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Automatic Dishwasher Timer Sequence Chart
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AUTOMATIC DISHWASHERS
UNIT IX

JOB SHEET #1 INSTALL AN AUTOMATIC DISHWASHER
UNDER A COUNTER

A. Tools and materials

1. Automatic dishwasher as selected by Instructor

2. Available cabinet enclosure rough-In

3. Basic hand tools

4. Level

5. Safety glasses

B. Routine #1 Checking plumbing and electric service

1. Make sure circuit breaker for electric servlue Is turned off, and put on your safety
glasses.

2. Check enclosure distances with a tape measure to make sure they meet manu-
facturer's specifications. (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

THIS WALL AREA
MUST BE FREE OF .....

ALL OBSTRUCTIONS

34-1 2" -- 35-1/4" I 24" MIN.
UNOERSIDc. OF
COUNTER TOP
TO FLOOR

NEE\
( "7-1
( PLUMBING AND ELECTRIC

SERVICE MUST

ENTER INSIDE THIS AREA

DIMENSION MUST BE MOM
FINISHED FLOOR FOR
SERVICE REMOVAL.

24" min to 24-1/2" mix.

24-1/4" IS REQUIRED IF PM/ *WITH.*

FRONT OF DISHWASHER DOOR IS TO BE FLUSH
WITH ADJOINING CABINETS

Courtesy Frigidaire

3. Check to make sure that the waste connection hookup Is no more than 10 feet
away from the dishwasher drain.

(NOTE: Although rough-in for electric and water may have been completed by
others, it's your responsibility to check each item because Improper installation
will void a warranty.)

4. Check to make sure that the hot water service line Is not less than 1/2" OD copper
tubing or 3/8" ID NPT pipe (Figure 2)

.:AUT1ON: Hose of any type Is not acceptable for this Installation.)
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JOB SHEET #1

5. Make sure the hot water line has a shut-off valve that can be conveniently shut
off for service or emergencies. (Figure 2)

6. Be certain the hot water supply line enters in the proper space at the back of the
enclosure arid that the line is 21/2" from the floor at the point where it hooks onto
the fill valve. (Figure 2)

(NOTE: Figure 2 shows a few options that can be used for the hot water supply.)

FIGURE 2

jrt
rd

IMO OMMVIIf IWO . MO

FROM FLOOR

NANO SHUT
OFF VALVE
FROM HOT
WATERLINE

Courtesy Frigidaire

7. Check to see that the electrical rough-In comes in on a proper 15 amp circuit pro-
tected by a breaker device.

(NOTE: If the same circuit will service a garbage disposer, It should be 20 amps,
and in all cases, the electrical service must conform to local codes.)
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JOB SHEET #1

8. Make sure the electrical service enters in the proper space at the back of the
enclosure. (Figure 3)

(NOTE: Figure 3 shows some options that can be usod for the electrical service.)

FIGURE 3

erg. ... .....

.../. C

Z i \
e I/ \

ENTER POWER LINE
IN THIS AREA

0111111111

FROM
CABINET

rum

FLEXIBLE
CONDUIT OR
CABLE

Courtesy Fridigaire

WHITE (Neuirel)
"NZBLACK (Hot Line)

GROUND (Bare or Green)

9, Check the rough-in drain line to the garbage disposer or to the waste tee to make
sure. (Figure 4)

a. Drain line is 5/8" OD copper tubing or 5/8" ID braided rubber hose

b. Hopper plug has been removed from the garbage disposer for proper
installation (if disposer is present)

c. Drain line connection Into waste tee is at least 8" off the floor (if waste tee
is used)
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10. Make sure a high loop or an air gap is properly installed at couWertop level
between the dishwasher drain and the disposer or the waste tee. (Rime 4)

FIGURE 4
Hip Loop

Rubber Drain Hole

9411amar.

30" Mm
Above Flow

NOTE: Does not constitute
an atmospheric loop
or syphon breaker.

High ,,op
180° Copper Tube Counter Top Air Gap Wall Air Gap

71'..."--
Couiiter Height

From DiShwash

REMOVE HOPPER
PLUG BEFORE
MAKING CONNECTION

Sir 0 O. GONER

ligiltaglaBEIRDHOSE

- -

S
CONNECTION TO DISPOSER

Hr
WASTE TEE HIGHER
THAN OUTLET OF TRAP CONNECTION TO WASTE TEE

Courtesy Frigidaire

(NOTE: Air gaps are available locally and are easy to install through the sink
spray hole or through a 11/4" hole In an adjacent counter top. The air gaps tighten
down with a locknut and can be used with compression fittings or solder Joints
depending on local codes. An air gap made by the Frost Co. of Kenosha, Wiscon-
sin Is shown In Figure 4.)

C. Routine $12 Installing a dishwasher

1. Use the dolly to place the dishwasher near the enclosure, and remove padding.

2. Remove the toe/service panel by removing the two screws at the bottom and lift-
ing up. (Figure 5)

3. Adjust leveling screws so that Ine dishwasher Is level with the counter top.

4. Slide dishwasher Into enclosure being careful not to hit the switch at the top of
the tub.

(CAUTION: If the screw heads on the front trim will scar the cabinets, leave the
dishwasher about ale out from the rest of the cabinets and make appropriate
idiuMments for the hot water line.)

4 .3 .
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5. Fasten the brackets at the front of the dishwasher to the underside of the
counter top with two #8 x 3/4" fiathead wood screws from the envelope that
came with the dishwasher. (Figure 5)

(NOTE: The brackets may extend out a bit and require trimming.)

FIGURE 5

COUNTER TOP MUST BE SUITABLE FOR WOOD SCREWS

SERVICE 8 TOE PANEL

BRACKETS (2)

WOOD SCREWS(2)

REMOVE SCREWS(2)

Courtesy Frigidaire

6. Assemble the 6 /s" OD copper tubing drain line to the pump by clamping it to the
short rubber hose with clamp provided. (Figure 6)

(NOTE: A long or short 5/8" ID rubber hose may be used if required.)

FIGURE 6
CLAMP FOR DRAIN CONNECTION

5/8" O.D. COPPER
TUBING DRAIN LINE

SCREW CLAMP

PUMP
- DRA I N

OUTLET

5/8 I.D.
RUBBER HOSE

LONG OR SHORT

Courtesy Frigidaire

7. Remove the brass adapter assembly from the dishwasher fill valve.
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8. Assemble a tie OD sweat fitting or compression fitting to the incoming hot
water supply line. (Figure 7)

(NOTE: Soft copper may be used with compression fitting, but the chances of
leaks are less if you sweat the fitting with solder, and complete any soldering
before installing the adapter aspembly in the next step.)

FIGURE 7

FILL VALVE

OR SWEAT
FITTING

COMPRESSION

3/8" NATIONAL
PIPE THREAD X
1/2" OUTSIDE DIAM.

ADAPTER ASSEMBLY

HOTVVATER INLET
/LINE 1/2" OUTSIDE
DIAMETER COPPER
TUBE. FITTING &
WATER LINE PARTS
ARE NOT
FURNISHED.

Courtesy Frigidaire

9. Apply pipe dope or Teflon tape to the sweat fitting threads and tighten the fitting
onto the adapter assembly.

10. Tighten the adapter assembly to the fill valve as tight as you can get it by hand,
then give it another quarter turn with a pair of pliers.

11. Turn on shut-off valve and check for water leaks at the adapter asegimbly and fill
valve.

12. Tighten as needed and shut off water.

13. Doubiecheck to make sure power Is shut off to the electrical supply.

14. Connect the incoming black wire to black wire on dishwasher. (Figure 8)

15. Connect the incoming white wire 'to tho white wire on dishwasher. (Figure 8)
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Connect the incoming ground wire to the green ground screw. (Figure 8)

FIGURE 8

WHITE-NEUTRAL

BLACK LINE - HOT

GREEN ..'"4

GROUND
SCREW IGHT

FRONT
LEG

FROM DISHWASHER

OUTLET
BOX

GROUND

WIRE NUTS AND
CONNECTOR NOT
FURNISHED FOR
INCOMING POWER
LINE

MAR-471

Courtesy Frigidaire

(CAUTION: Use UL approved wiring connectors to connect wiring, and if the con-
nection calls for Joining aluminum wiring to capper wiring, It should only be done
with special materials and the work should be done by a licensed electrician.)

D, Routine #3 Making final checks

1. Check to make sure that the dishwasher Is properly lined up with adjacent cabi-
nets and that the door opens and closes freely.

(NOTE: Sometimes the counter balance springs rub against Rdjacent cabinets
and the dishwasher still requires a clearance adjustment.)

2. Reassemble toe/service panel by hooking the panel over the top hooks and then
securing It with the two screws that were removed earlier. (Figure 9)

(NOTE: The toe panel provides the front cover for the electrical box, so make sure
it Is securely screwed on)

FIGURE 9

FILL VALVE
CONNECTION

SERVICE PANEL
HOOKS

SCIEW
SERVICE PANEL

TOE PANEL
SCREW ---

OUTLET BOX

Courtesy Frigidaire
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3. Remove all packing materials In the tub.

4. Remove literature package and place It safely aside.

5. Check plastic screen behind center post to make sure It Is firmly In place. (Figure
10)

6. Place wash arm over pin In center post and turn It to make sure It has free spin-
ning action. (Figure 10)

7. Check float to make sure It is free to operate. (Figure 10)

FIGURE 10

FLOAT

SCREEN

CENTER POST

Courtesy Frigidaire

8. Check the water heater to make sure it is set no lower than 140°F and no higher
than 160°F, and that it delivers minimum 140°F water to the dishwasher.

9. Check the dishwasher for level.

10. 'Run hot water supply on.

11. Request some glasses and dishes from the customer and load them properly
Into the dishwasher.

12. Run the dishwasher through a complete cycle and watch for leaks and listen for
unusual noises that might Indicate a problem.

13. Use the time the dishwasher Is completing Its first complete cycle to offer the
customer tips about using the dishwasher for maximum convenience and minl-
mum trouble.

14. Check work order to make sure you have recorded the serial number, delivery
date, and all needed warranty information

15. Check dishes after first complete cycle.

(NOTE: It's normal for a little water to be left In the tub at the end of a cycle.)

16. rIIver the owner's manual to the customer and congratulate the customer on
Aing an excellent dishwasher selection.

17. Clean up area as required and be on your way.
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AUTOMATIC DISHWASHERS
UNIT IX

JOB SHEET #2 - TROUBLESHOOT MALFUNCTIONS ON AN
AUTOMATIC DISHWASHER

A. Tools and materials

1. Automatic dishwasher as selected by instructor

2. Service manual for dishwasher

3. Wiring diagram and timer sequence chart for dishwasher

4. VOM

5. Basic hand tools

6. Lint-free shop towels

7. Safety glasses

B. Routine #1 Checking continuity on a door switch

1. Put on safety glasses and sign on your troubleshooting log.

2. Disconnect the dishwasher from power source or trip the breaker switch.

3. Remove the top panel on the door.

4. Remove the latch handle so it can slide through the front panel opening and be
removed.

5. Open the door and remove the screws on either side so pu can gain access to
the door switch.
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6. Check behind the panel for the wiring diagram and the timer sequence chart, and
place them aside for troubleshooting reference and later replacement. (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

7. Remove the conductor lead from either door switch terminal.

(NOTE: The door switch is wired in series with the 120V power supply so that
when the door is opened all power to the unit is shut off.)

8. Place the VOM leads in any order on the terminals of the door switch. (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

a. If there Is a reading of zero when the switch Is depressed to duplicate the
door being locked and latched, and If there is a reading of infinity when the
switch Is released, the switch Is okay

b. Any other reading indicates the switch Is bad and should be replaced
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9. Rec'rd your findings and make replacement as required.

El Have your instructor check your work.

Routine #2 Checking continuity on a float switch

1. Remove the bottom panel from the dishwasher.

(CAUTION: Make sure power Is off.)

2. Set the VOM to R x1.

3. Remove at least one conductor lead to th+J first switch.

(NOTE: This is a simple off/on switch that is a water overflow protection device.)

4. Place the VOM leads in any order on the terminals of the flat switch.

5. Check and record your meter reading.

a. With dishwasher upright and flat in position, the reading should be zero to
indicate the float switch is okay

b. If the reading is not zero, the floe switch is bad and should be replaced

6. Open the door, raise the float, and check your meter reading. (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

is

1`5," 43:
4,

a. If the meter reading goes to Infinity, the float switch is okay

b. If the moter reading does not go to infinity, it means that the switch is
stuck and the machine will overfill
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c. If the meter reading does not go to infinity, clean the float and area around
it that the float fits Into

7. Open the door, raise the float, and check your meter reading again.

a. If the reading Is now infinity, the float switch is okay

b. If the reading is other than infinity after cleaning the float, the float switch
should be replaced.

8. Record your findings.

Have your instructor check your work.

O. Routine #3 Checking continuity on a water fill valve solenoid

1. Remove the bottom panel on the dishwasher.

(CAUTION: Make sure the power Is off.)

2. Set the VOM to R x 1.

3. Remove at least one conductor lead to the water fill valve solenoid.

(NOTE: This Is to eliminate the prospects that you will read back through the cir-
cuit and get an improper reading.)

4 Place VOM leads in any order on the solenoid terminals. (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4 -....
AWN

a. If the reading is about 500 to 600 ohms, the water fill valve solenoid is okay

b. if the reading Is zero, the water fill valve should be replaced
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c. If the reading Is too high, there are bad connections within the solenoid
and the water fill valve solenoid should be replaced

(NOTE: If another solenoid of the e.sact type is available, the solenoid can
be replaced Instead of having to replace the entire water fill valve.)

d. If electrical checks appear to be okay bit the water fill valve still doesn't
work, go on to the next routine for cleaning the filter screen on the water
fill valve.

5. Record your findings.

0 Have your instructor check your work.

E. Routine #4 Cleaning the water fill valve filter screen

1. Shut the water off to the dishwasher.

2. Disconnect the hose that feeds the water from the valve Into the dishwasher.

3. Remove the water fill valve from its mounting and save the mounting screws.

(NOTE: On brass body valves with tube-screen filters, the valve does not have to
be removed.)

4. Place the valve on a clean working surface.

5. Disconnect the 3/8" Inlet water line to the valve.

6. Remove the flange that holds the filter screen to the plastic body.

(NOTE: Plastic body fill valves all have filter screens Ilke the screens In washing
machine water supply lines, but sized to fit the fill valve.)

7. Remove the screen and clean It if It can be cleaned, or replace it if It's rusted or
otherwise unserviceable. (Figure 5)

(NOTE: The same applies to tubescreen filters on brass body fill valves.)

FIGURE 5
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8, Secure the new filter, reassemble fill valve, and remount, if required.

0 Have your Instructor check your work.

F. Routine #5 Checking continuity on a start relay

1. Remove the bottom panel on the dishwasher.

(CAUTION: Make sure power Is off.)

2. Remove the start relay from its mounting and be sure to save the mounting
screws.

3. Look for the arrow on the bottom edge of the start relay and hold the relay so that
the arrow points up. (Figure 6)

FIGURE 6

4. Place one VOM lead on the M terminal and the other VOM lead on the L terminal
of the start relay.

5. Check for a continuity of zero ohms.

(NOTE: If you're using a digital VOM, you may get a reading of 1/2 to 1 ohm, but
this should indicate the relay is okay.)

6. Place the VOM leads on terminals S and L of the relay.

7. Check to make sure there is no reading, and if there is a reading it means the
plunger in the relay is stuck and the relay should be replaced.

8. Keep the VOM leads held securely to terminals S and L and physically turn the
start relay upside down so that thc arrow points downward.

4 4 9
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9. Note the meter reading; It should be zero ohms.

(CAUTION: What you have Just accomplished in Steps 8 and 9 !s to show how the
start relay Is activated; If the dishwasher is started while it Is on its back or side,
the start relay cannot engage, improper voltage reaches the motor, and THE
MOTOR BURNS UP; in other words, never start an automatic dishwasher In any
position other than UPRIGHTI)

10. Record your findings.

Have your instructor check your work.

G. Routine #6 Checking continuity on d ileating element

1. Set the VOM for R x 1.

2. Make sure power is off.

3. Remove the bottom panel from the dishwasher.

4. Remove either lead (red or white) from the heater unit.

5. Place one VOM lead on each of the terminals to the heater element. (Figure 7)

FIGURE 7

I

6. Record the veading.

(NOTE: Reading should be in the range of 10 to 20 ohms; check with your instruc-
tor if it is different.)

45()
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7. Remove one VOM lead from either heater element terminate and place the VOM
lead on any green ground wire.

(NOTE: This will let you know If the heating element is shorted to the cabinet.)

8. Check for a reading of infinity on the VOM, and if the reading is other than infinity,
the heating element is bad and should be replaced.

9. Switch VOMIterminal leads and make the ground check on the opposite termi-
nal.

10. Check for a reading of zero on the VOM, and if the reading is other than zero, the
heating element is bad and should be replaced.

11. Record your findintis.

Have your Instructor check your work.

H. Routine #7 Checking continuity on detergent dispenser

1. Remove the bottom front panel on the dishwasher.

(CAUTION: Make sure power Is off.)

2. Remove at least one lead from the dispenser solenoid.

(NOTE: Some detergent dispensers are spring-loaded, solenoid-actuated compo-
nents which in turn are actuated by a signal from the timer, so essentially, the
problem is either with the solenoid or the spring.,

3. Place the VOM leads in any order on the terminals of the solenoid. (Figure 8)

FIGURE 8

L.
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a. If these is a reading of 500 to 600 ohms, the solenoid is okay and the
spring-loaded mechanism needs to be checked and cleaned.

b. Calcium deposits build up so heavily on the spring mechanism that a knife
or screwdriver blade may have to be used to clean them off.

c. If the solenoid reading is too high or too low, replace the solenoid

4. Record your findings.

0 Have your instructor check your work.

I. Routine #8 Checking a dishwasher timer

(NOTE: Timers on automatic dishwashers are mostly sealed units that simply have to
be replaced if they're not advancing properly, but the following routine will be helpful If
a timer is misaligned or a Mgr motor is burned out; a disconnect timer would be an
exception to this routine.)

1. Make sure power Is off, and remove the timer from the control panel.

2. Make a diagram of all conductor/terminal connections before removing any
wires.

3. Remove conductors from timer with care because the terminals break easily.

4. Make a visual inspection of the timer terminal board to see if any terminals Indi-
cate charring that would indicate a short has destroyed internal connections.
(Figure 9)

FIGURE 9

3

a. If the terminal board is burned, the timer will have to be replaced.

4 2
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b. If the terminal board Is okay, then the timer sequences chart should be
checked and all timer functions should be traced and checked with a
VOM.

5. Comp lets circuit checks and identify sequence malfunction.

a. If there appears to be a major problem vith any sequence function, the
timer should be replaced.

b. If the sequence appears to be either too slow or too fast, check the timer
motor.

6. Remove the motor assembly and disconnect the two leads from the terminal
block that lead to the motor.

7. Remove the motor, place it on a flat surface, and hook up a test cord for power.

8. Mark a point on the motor gear and a point on the motor housing to use as a ref-
erence. (Figure 10)

(NOTE: A timer runs so slowly that it can't be timed by looking at it.)

FIGURE 10

9. Permit the motor to run ten or fifteen minutes.

10. Determine whether or not the motor has moved a significant distance.

a. If the motor has not moved, replace it.

b. If the motor has moved, the motor Is probably okay and the problem is In
the timer Itself, and the timer should be replaced.

F.,
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11. Inspect the gears for evidence that a ring has worn wound the drive gear on the
motor shaft, and if so, replace the motor.

12. Rec )rd your findings.

Have your instructor check your work.

13. Sign off your troubleshooting log and make a note of any problems you had with
the routines in this Job sheet.

14. C;ean up area and return tools and materials to proper storage, or prepare for
next Job sheet as directed by your Instructor.
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AUTOMATIC DISHWASHERS
UNIT IX

TROUBLESHOOTING LOG
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Date
Time
On

Time
Off

Routina #1 Checking Continuity on a Door
Switch

Routine #2 Checking Continuity on a Float
Switch

Routine #3 Checking Continuity on a Water F!iI
Va ve Solenoid

Routine #4 Waning the Water Fill Valve Fitter
Screen

Routine #5 Checking Continuity on a Start
Relay

Routine #6 Checking Continuity on a Heating
Element

Routine #7 Checking Continuity on a Detergent
Dispenser

Routine #8 Checking a Dishwasher Timer

Your name Date INIMIN1111011M

Note below any special problems you encountered in any of your troubleshooting routines:



AUTOMATIC DISHWASHERS
UNIT IX

JOB SHEET #3 INSPECT THE SEAL
ON AN AUTOMATIC DISHWASHER

A. Tools and materials

1. Automatic dishwasher manufactured by CAM

2. Appropriate service literature

3. Basic hand took,

4. Replacement seal kit as required

5. Troubleshooting log

6. Clean shop towels

7. Pencil

8. Safety glasses

B. Procedure

1. Put on your safety glasses

2. Sign on your troubleshooting log

3. Make sure the dishwasher is unplugged from Its power source

4. Wipe the seal area dry with a clan shop towel

5. Remove the nut that secures the spray arm to the diffuser housing (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

g

' r
4
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6. Remove the nut and washer that hold the housing over the diffuser; then remove
the housing and inspect the diffuser for chipped or broken vanes (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2
/,
4 ,

No;

7. Remove the upper Impeller and inspect the 0-ring that seals the impeller to its
shaft, and replace the 0ring if It's bad (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

,

244.

8. Remr (e the two remaining screws holding the pump plate in place, and then
remove the pump plate and Made (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4
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9. Remove the lower impeller and Inspect It for chipped or broken vanes (Figure 5)

FIGURE 5

10. Remove the lower seal and shim from off the motor shaft, and this may require
working It out with the blade of a screwdilv3r (Figure 6)

FIGURE 6
.00:4
g04
pc

1 ,

....601111mr.

A

11. Inspect the shim on top c r the seal and replace if It is worn or cracked (Figure 7)

FIGURE 7
" 4

I ;

4 5 3
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12. Inspect the lower seal that fits around the motor shaft, and replace It If It shows
any signs of wear at all because this is the seal that keep water from flowing
down onto the motor (Figure 8)

FIGURE 8

Have your instructor check your work

13. Reassemble the seal by reversing the disassembly procedure, and replace the
spray arm (Figure 9)

FIGURE 9

14. Attach water hoses as required, plug the dishwasher In, and run It thruugh a corn -
plate cycle as you check fnr leaks

Have your Instructor c ,ecic your work

15. Sign off your troubleshooting log

16. Clean up area and return tools and equipment to proper storage

4 5 9
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UNIT IX

JOB SHEET #3 TROUBLESHOOTING LOG

Date Time On Timo Off

Condition of upper diffuser

Condition of Impeller 0-ring

Condition of lower impeller

Condition of shim

Your Name

MAR-491

Note below any problems you had with this procedure:

Date

1

4 60
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NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with their correct definitions.

Water containing mineral salts in quantities
enough to interfere with lathering, sudsing,
or cleaning properties of soaps and deter-
gents

_b. Water such as rainwater that contains none
or few mineral salts

c. A mineral deposit that remains after a sub-
stance containing calcium carbonate Is sub-
jected to heat

Any chemical that removes mineral salts
from water or a filtering device that uses
chemicals to remove minerals from water

e. The process of running cold water out of a
hot water supply line to assure that only hot
water of a desired temperature will be avail-
able

f. Chemicals added to water during a rinse
cycle to enhance the ability of the water to
remove other chemical or detergent residue
from dishes

461

1. Water softener

2. Soft water

3. Rinsing agent

4. Hard water

5. Lime build-up

6. Purge
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TEST

2. Match major components of a dishwasher with their functions.

a. The electromechanical "brain" of an auto-
matic dishwasher because it controls the
operations of other components in a prede-
termined sequence

b Controls water flow through the inlet hose
into the tub

c. The source of power for driving the impeller
that spins to complete the washing cycle

d. The device that maintains water tempera.
ture and provides heat for the hot air used
during the drying cycle

e. Forces water through the spray arms during
the wa; h and rinse cycles and forces water
and food particles Alt of the dishwasher
during pumpout

g.

h.

Perforated extensions that reach out hori-
zontally below and above the dishracks to
provide a route for the revolving pressurized
hot water that is sprayed onto the dishes

The de4ice that separates food particles
from the water so they won't be sprayed
back onto the dishes

Directs dirty water and food particles away
from the dishwasher into a drain system

i. Keeps the tub from filling until the door is
closed to eliminate the prospects that water
will spray out of an open door or lid into the
kitchen

1. Drain valve

2. Inlet valve

3. Door /lid switch

4. Timer

5. Dispensers

6. Motor

7. Float switch

8. Heating element

9. Filter

10. Spray arms

11. Pump

Devices for releasing detergent and rinsing
agent

_lc. Safety device to prevent overfilling

3. Arrange in order tile typical steps in an automatic dishwasher cycle by placing the cor-
rect sequence number in the appropriate blank.

_a. The upper spray arm deflects the water back down over the dishes and the
washing action between the lower and upper spray :rms Is repeated over
and over again

4E 2
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b. As water runs off the dishes, it flows through a filtering system to keep
food particles from being sprayed back onto the dishes

Rinse conditioner should be added as recommended or as local water con-
ditions demand

d Water enters the tub through the inlet hose and inlet valve until there Is
approximately two gallons of water in the tub

e. Dirty dishes should be properly arranged in the dishracks

f. Detergent as recommended by the manufacturer, and in the proper quan-
tity, should be placed in the detergent dispenser

g. As each wash or rinse cycle ends, water is pumped out of the dishwasher
and small food particles are flushed away with it

h. As the drying cycle starts, the heating element comes on so that hot air
can be circulated over and around the dishes to help dry them

The heating element is energized to assure that the water will be at least
140°F

The motor Is energized and pumps hot water through the lower spray arm
in a jet stream and over the dishes to the upper spray arm

4. Complete statements concerning special considerations for dishwasher installation by
inserting the word(s) or figure(s) that best completes each statement.

a. There must be a proper power supply, and it is recommended
that the circuit be equipped with a 15-amp time delay fuse

b. Dishwasher must be properly

c.

d.

cords should not be used to extend the power supply because
they usually result in low Tine voltage

line voltage does not permit the motor to operate at its rated
capacity and results in poor washing action and water circulation

e. A dishwasher should be installed only on a sturdy, level floor in a well
area

f. Dishwasher drain hookups must be the equipment and free of
otstruc tions that might impair proper drainage

g. The water supply must have a ,ninimum flow rate of th,ee gallons per minute and
a minimum pressure of p31

h. Water supply must also be in thn range of °F to °F because some
detergents will not dissolve and work at lower temperatures, and the higher tem-
perature also helps In the drying cycle



TEST

5. Select true statements concerning water problems with dishwashers by placing an "X"
beside each statement that is true.

a. Loading patterns vary with design, so follow operator's manual carefully

b Stains on dishes result from poor detergent

c When piping is so old that rust cannot be controlled, it should be replaced

d. Minerals in the water not only cause stains, they lead to lime build-up even
in cases where the detergent recommended is designed to fight lime
build-up

Cleaning the dishwasher with a good detergent will help control lime
build-up

f The best way to control stains, spots, and lime build-up is to install a new
water line

6. Complete statements concerning loading order in dish dasher operation by inserting
the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Each model dishwasher has Its own spray or splash pattern for water action and
the order in which dishes are loaded mus( facilitate dishwasher

b. Is the best aid to proper placemenk, but gener-
ally, nothing should be placed on one rack block the flow of water to
another rack

c. Cups and glasses and any containers that ...' retain water should alwayr, be
placed so water will drain from them and they
will dry

d. Keep flatware and other utensils sr their proper baskets because they can
seals and create problems if they're in the wrong place

7. Match common dishwasher misuses with their causes.

a Results from careless neglect of instruct
Lions or when dishes are load:A by a child or
other person unfamiliar with loading order

b. Results when dishes or utensils with dried
food caked on them are not wetted and
scraped before loading

c. Results when small bones or large seeds
are carelessly left on dishes

d. Results when soap flak' or soap powders
are used instead of the 1 tc..corrimend deter-
gent

1. Careless di:)h prepa-
ration

2. Improper dishrack
loading

3. Improper detergent
use

4. Improper dkh pre:oL
ration
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8. Select true statements concerning guideli les for better dishwasher service by placing
an "X" beside each statement that is true.

a When a dishwasher is hooked up with a garbage disposer, the disposer
should be completely empty so water will drain freely through the disposer

b Before starting the dishwasher, run hot water at the sink to purge cold
water out of the line and assure that only hot water enters the dishwasher

The same amount of water goes through a dishwasher each time it is
used, so even when washing half a load, enough detergent for a full load
should be placed in the dishwasher

9. Complete statements concerning guidelines for troubleshooting automatic dish-
washers by inserting the word(s) or figure(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Before assuming anything about a malfunctioning dishwasher, remember that
almost % of dishwasher problems are not related to component failures

b. Check for a proper __V electrical power source

c. Check for a hot water supply of to °F and for a minimum water
pressure of 15 psi

d. Check for a faulty floor that may be causing the dishwasher to or
a poor installation that does not provide ventilation

e. Make sure the dishwasher is not being operated with improper
loaded improperly, or subjected to other forms of abuse

f. Check the removable panel at the back or front of the machine for a schematic
and compare it with the operating sequence of

the timer to systematically track down other problems

g. Refer to the manufacturer's chart for specific problems

h. Look for leaks or broken parts, listen for parts that are binding, and generally use
your senses and your to diagnose the problem
properly

i. Check with customer to see if or
the hot water supply

use is deplet!ng

10. Complete a list of ways to prevent mineral builo-up in an automatic dishwasher by
inserting the word(s) that best complete each statement.

a. Check the washer at regular intervals for the presence of a white, brown, or yel-
low build-up in

4 1:5
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b. When build-up is enough that it can be readily detected, Whirlpool recorcmends
the following procedure:

1) Empty the dishwasher and set it for a wash cycle

2) Start dishwasher, and then the door so it wo
when it has filled enough for the wash cycle

3) Add half a cup of acid crystals to the tub

4) Close the door latch and allow the dishwasher to the
cycle

5) Run another complete and cycle to
clean reminirig residue from the tub and the drain system

c. An alternate method of controlling lime build-up is to add two cups of distilled
to the tub instead of citric acid crystals

d. In areas where a stain is deposited on dishes, a quarter of a tea-
spoon of oxalic acid crystals used after dishes are washed should remove the
iron deposits from the dishes

e. Build-ups of tea stains on cups and sau, Irs usually have to be removed by hand
with a wash cloth saturated with

11. Complete statements concerning troubleshooting redeposit problems by inserting the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Because redeposits leave white spots on dishes, everyone assumes the spots
are undissolved detergent, but they may be undissolved from
foods

b. To isolate the problem, place a glass or dish under hot water:

1) If the spots dissolve quickly in hot water, it is a problem

2) If the spots stick to the glass or dish, they are food

c. Detergent problems can be corrected by changing to a different detergent or mix-
ing detergent Mtn

d. Food starch problems require better precieaning, especially with containers
used for mashed potatoes, cooked cereals, cream soups, and any pudding or
dessert that has a base

e. Both problems may be related to improper and
require adjustment of the water supply control

413
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(NOTE: If the following activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)

12. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Install an automatic dishwasher under a counter. (Job Sheet #1)

b. Troubleshoot malfunctions on an automatic dishwasher. (Job Sheet #2)

c. Inspect the seal on an automatic dishwasher. (Job Sheet #3)



AUTOMATIC DISHWASHERS
UNIT IX

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a, 4 d. 1

b. 2 e. 6
c. 5 f. 3

2. a. 4 g. 9
b. 2 h. 1

c. 6 i. 3
d. 8 j. 5
e.

f.
11

10
k.

3. a. 7 f. 2
b. 8 g. 9
c. 3 h. 19
d. 4 i. 5
e. 1 j. 6

4. a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

120V
Grounded
Extension
Low
Ventilated
Near
15
140, 160

5. a, c, d, f

6. a. Design
b. Common sense
c. Upside down
d. Puncture

7. a. 2

b. 4
c. 1

d. 3

8. a, b, c

9. a. 75
b. 120
c. 140,160
d. Vibrate
e. Detergent

418
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ANSWERS TO TEST

f. Wiring diagram
g. Service
h. Common sense
i. Shower, laundry

10. a. The tub
b. 1) One

2) Open, stop
3) Citric
4) Complete
5) Wash, rinse

c. White vinegar
d. Brown
e. Baking soda

11. a. Starch
b. 1) Detergent

2) Starches
c. Water conditioner
d. Cornstarch
e. Water temperature, hot

12. Performance skills evaluated according to procedures written in the job sheets



GARBAGE DISPOSERS
UNIT X

UNIT OBJECTIVE
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After completion of this unit, the student should be able to discuss the major components of a
garbage disposer and their functions in disposer operation. The student should also be able to
outline guidelines for safe disposer operation, Install a garbage disposer, and trouoleshnot
and repair a malfunctioning garbage disposer. These competencies will be evidenced by cor-
rectly performing the procedures outlined in the job sheets and by scoring 85 percent on the
unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student will be able to:

1. Match terms related to garbage disposers with their correct definitions.

2. Complete statements concerning first considerations for garbage disposers.

3. Complete a list of safety rules for disposer operation.

4. Match major components of a garbage disposer with their functions.

5. Arrange in order the steps In garbage disposer operation.

6. Complete statements concerning the importance of cold water flow in a disposer.

7. Complete a list of common misuses that cause disposer problems.

8. Select true statements concerning items that can be placed into a garbage dis-
poser.

9. Complete statemehts concerning guidelines for handling a jammed garbage die-
poser.

10. Select true statements about guidelines for installing a garbage disposer.

11. Complete statements concerning guidelines for troubleshooting disc oser mal-
functions.

12. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Install a garbage disposer.

b. Free a jammed garbage disposer,

4 70
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GARBAGE DISPOSERS
UNIT X

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Provide students with objective sheet.

B. Provide students with Information and assignment sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss Information sheet.

F. Discuss and demonstrate the procedures in the job sheets.

G. Invite a garbage disposer manufacturer's representative to talk to the class about gar-
bage disposer design and operation.

H. Invite a local or area appliance repair technician to talk to the class about typical dis-
poser problems and how to best troubleshoot them.

I. Give test.

CONTENTS OF THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1 Install a Garbage Disposer

2. Job Sheet #2 Free a Jammed Garbage Disposer

D. Test

E. Answers to test

47,
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REFERENCES USED !NI DEVELOPING THIS UNIT

A. Meyerink, George. Apply o Service Handbrok. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., '73.

B. Anderson, Edwin P Home Applianc-) Servicing. Indianapolis, IN 46268: Howard W. Sams
& Co., Inc., 1974.
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GARBAGE DISPOSERS
UNIT X

INFORMATION SHEET

L Terms and definitions

A. Batch feed A disposer ty.le that uses a lid that locks In place to start the
motor or unlocks to stop the motor so that waste cannot to fed Into the dis-
poser while It Is running

B. Continuous feed A disposer type that uses an ON/OFF switch and
appropriate safeguards so that waste can be fed into the disposer while it
Is running

C. Biodegradable That which can be readily decomposed through natural
biological processes

Example: Biodegrsdable detergents are safe for aeptic systems btnause
they can be broken down through bacterial action In the system

D. Local codes Legal guidc Ines for electrical and plumbing Installations In
a specific town, city, or geographic area where local geography may Impose
special needs on such installations

Example: In high flak earthquake zones, all .nds of transport Ilnes must
be buried In sand, and In cold climates, water lineK must be bur-
led below the frost line

E. Septic tank A holding facIllty for waste matter that Is directed Into lateral
pipes placed In a sand/gravel bed to accomplish waste disposal in areas
where waste cannot be fed into a sewer line

F. 'Rap That part of a drain pipe so shaped that water will stand In It to help
seal off offensive odors that could otherwise return from a sewer or septic
system

Example: U-traps, S-traps, and P-traps are all plumbing devices that hold
standing water and get their names from their shapes

IL Prat considerations for gee/tags di6posers

A. Automatic garbage disposers and automatic dishwashers are the two
appliances most subject to failure because of Improper use or outright
abuse by their operators.

B. Customers having a new disposer Installed should be carefully Instructed
In Its proper use and the dangers Improper use can pose to both the equip-
ment and the customer.
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INFORMATION SHEET

III. Safety rtdes for disposer operation

A. NEVER place your bare hand into a garbage disposal even when the dis-
poser Is disconnected.

B. ALWAYS run cold water when the disposer is operating.

(NOTE: Cold water is vital for clearing the impeller and cutters of food parti-
cles that may clog the disposer itself or the drain line.)

C. NEVER use any kind of silverware to attempt to unjam a clogged garbagedisposer

IV. Major components of a garbage disposer and their functions

A. Lower housing Contains the drive motor, the stationary shredding ring,
and the flywheel

B. Upper housing Contains the starting controls, the impeller, and serves as
the hopper into which wastes are placed

C. Drive motor The principle part of the disposer that provides the hinh
torque required to drive the impeller

D. Flywheel A circular device driven by the motor shaft to provide inertia
and to compensate for fluctuations in operating speeds

E. Shredding ring A stationary device circling the interior of the housing
and so positioned that the impeller forces waste matter against its cutting
edges

(NOTE: Cutters on a shredding ring are sometimes cane_ vanes because of
their shape or spurs because of the gouging action they cause.)

F. Impeller A rotating disk with projections that force waste against the
shredding ring

G. Mounting flange The top lip of a disposer that is secured over a gasket
and tightened to a support ring so that the disposer can be easily installed
in a kitchen sink

(NOTE: The mounting flange is an easy installation feature that makes gar-
bage disposers attractive appliances because modification to an existing
sink is seldom required.)

H. Tailpiece The drain outlet of the disposer that permits easy hookup to
existing plumbing with a slip-joint plumbing connection

(NOTE: Another attractive aspect of garbage disposers is i -tat they seldom
require modification of existing plumbing.)
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I. Insulation Surrounds lever housing and helps to keep down the noise of
the motor and grinding sounds

V. Steps in garbage disposer operation

A. Garbage is placed into the disposer

B. The water is turned on

C. The disposer cover is put in place and turned clockwise to activate the
starting control switch, if it is a batch feed model

D. The drive motor starts rotating

E. Centrifugal force Impels garbage outward from the rotating flywheel

F. Garbage is shredded Into small pieces as It is forced Into the cutting edge 3
of the shredding ving by the action of the impeller

G. The shredded garbage is washed down through holes in the flywheel
strainer plate and on out into the plumbing drain

(NOTE: A few models have a cold-water Interlock that prevents the motor
from starting unless there is a sufficient supply of cold water flowing Imo
the disposer; this is usually an electrical connection on the cold water line
Just before the cold water faucet.)

VI. Importance of cold water flow in a disposer

A. Cold water Is required as a transporting agent to carry ground-up waste
away.

B. Cold water Is required to solidify grease that may be placed Into the dis-
poser so that grease can be shredded and washed away like other waste.

(NOTE: When hot grease is washed down a drain, it almost always solidi-
fies quickly in cold water and will eventually clog a drain.)

C. Cold water t 'so cools the motor shaft that turns the Impeller so It won't
overheat.

D. Cold water should be allowed to contlr Lie to flow about 30 seconds after all
wastes have been completely shredded so that the drain Ilne will be com-
pletely flushed of wastes.

Comrron misuses that cause disposer problems

A. Overloading with waste is probably the biggest cause of disposer prob-
lems.
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B. Failure to run sufficient water during disposer operation is probably the
second biggest cause of disposer problems.

(NOTE: These two items should be emphasized when instructing a Cus-
tomer about proper disposer use.)

G. Injecting Inorganic materials such as glass or metallic items such as silver-
ware cause a disposer to jam and lead to other major problems.

D. Cloth, paper, and even string can cause a disposer to jam and lead to other
major problems.

E. Chemicals used to clean clogged drains should never be placed in a dis-
poser because they will damage rubber and fiber seals and corrode metal
parts.

VIII. Items that can be placed Into a garbage disposer

A. Waste vegetables and meat scraps

B. Waste scraps of bread, potato and fruit peelings, and fruit seeds

C. Bones that are not too large

(NOTE Sticking part of a large bone into a disposer in hopes that it will
shred it up little at a time is dangerous to the equipment and the user.)

D. Waste grease and fats

(NOTE: Hot grease or fat should never be placed in a disposer because it
may later clog up the plumbing line when it resolidifies; the cold water run-
ning into a disposer actually solidifies grease so it can be cut just like other
waste and that is one reason a disposer requires cold instead of hot water.)

E. All other soluble food wastes

IX. Guidelines for handling a jammed garbage disposer

A. The most common problem with garbage disposers is that they get jammed
n(clogged) with food waste and have to be unjammed.

B. When a disposer jams, always turn the disposer off, allow the motor to cool,
and then press the reset button.

(NOTE: ON models with automatic reset, letting the motor cool will permit
the automatic reset to work.)

C. Turn on the motor-reversing switch, if the disposer has that feature, and per-
mit the Impeller to run in reverse until it is unjammed.

4 t;
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D. On models without a motor-reversing switch, turn the machine off, Insert an
unjamming tool, and manually turn the impeller backwards.

(NOTE: Check the owner's manual for proper use of the "unjamming tool,"
and if there is no tool, use a broom handle, a long-bladed screwdriver, or a T-
handle wrench.)

E. Attempt to run the motor forward to complete shredding of the obstacle
that caused the jamming.

F. If the obstacle Jams the disposer again, turn the disposer off, repeat the
procedure for freeing the Impeller, but this time, reach in with a pair of tongs
and remove the obstruction.

X Guidelines for Installing a garbage disposer

A. Check the power supply to make sure it agrees with the voltage and fre-
quency listed on the motor nameplate.

(NOTE: Some models may have a motor-reversing switch, but this Is wired
at the factory and requires no special attention at installation.)

B. Make sure the disposer is properly grounded

C. Existing plumbing should be carefully examined to make sure It Is suitable
for the Installation, and make sure local codes do not prohibit a disposer
Installation.

(NOTE: In areas where there are drainage problems, disposers may be pro-
hibited.)

D. The disposer should be hooked up to its own trap and not to a trap that
serves another piece of equipment such as a washing machine.

E. Unless codes require them, remove old grease traps, and If they are
required, advise the customer to clean the trap every 90 days.

F. Septic systems must have a minimum capacity of 500 gallons before a gar
bage disposer can function properly.

(NOTE: An old rule of thumb is that 500 gallons will serve a two-bedroom
home and that 250 gallons should be added for each additional bedroom,
but ln all cases, local codes dictate whether or not a garbage disposer can
be used with a septic system.)

G. Encourage customers with septic systems to avoid placing anything Into
the disposer that is not b'odegradable.

(NOTE: This Includes items such as oyster and clam shells, cigar and ciga-
rette butts, and many other Inorganic items that clog a septic system.)
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XI. Guidelines for troubleshooting disposer malfunctions

A. Always disc,:trInect the power before Inserting any kind of tool into the dis-
poser.

B. Check first to see that the impeller is free to turn and unjam it if It is
obstructed.

(NOTE: If the impeller will not turn, the motor will not start.)

C. Permit the motor to cool off if it has been running and then push the reset
button.

(NOTE: On models with automatic resets, the reset will activate only after
the motor cools off.)

D. Make sure a proper 120V power supply is reaching the motor because low
line voltage will cause a motor to overheat and stop.

E. Check for a blown fuse.

F. Check for loose wires at terminals.

G. If all else seems to be in order, check all switches by disconnecting the
power supply and making continuity checks.

H. If switches appear to be okay, the motor itself will have to be checked.

J. Continue with troubleshooting as the problem demands.

I. Make sure the power supply and disposer are safely grounded.

4 3 O
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JOS SHEET #1 INSTALL A DISPOSER TO
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS

A. Tools and materials

1. Garbage disposer as selected by instructor

2. Installation and user's guide

3. Sink and installation area and electrical supply

4. Basic hand tools

5. 011-base putty

6. Putty knife

7. Plumbing router for cleaning lines

8. Clean shop towels

9. Trash bag

10. Safety glasses

B. Routint. 411 Preparing sink and drain lines

(NOTE: The following procedure and Illustrations are adapted from materials published
by Frigidaire and are reprinted with permission; any other use is prohibited.)

1. Put on safety glasses.

2. Remove sink fittings, trap, and drain line from old sink are required.

3. Clean off old putty, caulking, or gasket material from the bottom and top of the
sink drain hole.

4. Place trash into a garbage bag and keep the area as clean as possible as you
work.

5. Clean the old kitchen drains thoroughly with a flexible plumber's cleaning router.

(NOTE: in a new home, this step is not required, but older drain lines are usually
coated with hardened grease that will retard the flow of food waste; once the old
lines have been cleaned, granulated food waste from the disposer will keep them
clean In the future.)

6. Remove all written materials attached to the disposer and any special tools that
come with the disposer.

drq
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C. Routine #2 Installing the sink mounting assembly

1. Remove the sink mounting assembly from the disposei by turning the mounting
lugs to the left. (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

Unscrew the mounting screws on the mounting ring surface. (Figure 1)

3. Take a good look at the entire sink mounting assembly so you'll know how IZ
should look when It's back together, and then pry out the snap ring holding the
sink sleeve. (Figure 2)

4. Separate all the parts and lay them aside. (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

111111L_
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5. Us..' the putty knife to apply a liberal amount of oil-base putty around the top of
the sink drain opening. (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

.r

Putty

6. Place the sink sleeve Into the sink drain opening. (Figure 3)

7. Get underneath the sink and place the fiber sleeve gasket over the sink sleeve.
(Figure 4)

8. Install the back-up ring flat side up. (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4

diarma.

Up

r
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9. Take the mounting ring that contains the three screws and slip it onto the sink
sleeve, and slide all the parts above the groove in the sleeve. (Figure 6)

10. Insert the snap ring Into the groove In the sleeve. (Figure 5)

FIGURE 5

AIL

11. Tighten the three mounting screws evenly, and make sure they all fit Into the
back-up ring. (Figure 6)

12. Tighter, the three mounting screws until the fiber sleeve gasket and back-up ring
draw up tightly against the sink. (Figure 6)

FIGURE 6

Mounting Screws

Check your work (or have your Instructor check your work) to make sure the sink
mounting assembly is properly installed.

4 s2
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O. Routine #3 Attaching the disposer to the sink

1. Raise the diposer up to the sink mounting assembly w that the mounting lugs
on the flange of the disposer are positioned to the right of the mounting screws
on the mounting ring. (Figure 7)

2. Hold unit tightly In place and turn the body flange to the right until the Zhree tabs
on the body are engaged In the mounting assembly and the unit becomes self-
supported. (Figure 7)

FIGURE 7

Body
Flange

3. Tighten the body onto the mounting assembly, but do not tighten securely at this
time. (Figure 7)

Check your work (or have your instructor check your work) to make sure the body
of the disposer is properly installed on the mounting flange.

E. Routine #4 Making the plumbing connections

1. Install the discharge tube gasket into the disposer waste outlet opening. (Figure
8)
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2. Place the discharge tube fiange over the discharge tube and secure the tube in
place over the tube gasket with two flange screws. (Figure 8)

FIGURE 8

Discharge
Me
Flange

3. Rotate the disposer as required to align the discharge tube with the trap. (Figure
9)

4. Tighten the slip nut Ori the trap for connection to the discharge tube and secure
the tube to the trap. (Figure 9)

FIGURE 9

01-1-
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5. Insert the special wrench or screwdriver from the LEFT side Into a mounting lug.
(Figure 10)

6. Turn the body flanga right until all three locking tabs pass over the three lock
ridges into position. (Figure 10)

FIGURE 10

y
e

"N.

7. Place the stopper in the "seal" position and fill the sink with water.

8. Remove the stopper and permit water to flow as you check for leaks.

Check your work (or have your instructor check your work) and correct leaks as
required.

F. Routine #5 Making a disposer/dishwasher connection

1. Remove the knockout plug in the dishwasher Inlet by Inserting a cold chisel into
the dishwasher inlet at an angle, but do not center the chisel.

2. Tap the chisel sharply with a hammer to remove the knock-out plug.

3. Reach inside with tongs and remove the knock-out plug from the disposer.

4. Make all connections to comply with local plumbing codes.

(NOTE: Generally, flexible connections from the dishwasher Into a counter-level
air gap and then down to the disposer dishwasher inlet are acceptable, but In all
cases, the installation must meet local codes which may require compression fit-
tings or soldered joints.)
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5. Use a dishwasher connector kit if one is available, and keep all top connections
to manufacturer's specifications. (Figure 11)

(NOTE: Connector kits for the Frigidaire food waste disposer are available from a
Frigidaire dealer or an authorized Frigidaire service center.)

FIGURE 11

Dishwasher drain
connection

0

F

Dimension

Check your work (or have your instructor check your work) to see that all fittings
are tight.

G. Routine #8 Making disposer electrical connections

1. Turn the OFF-ON switch to the OFF position, and disconnect electric power at
the breaker box or remove the fuse before starting this routine.

(NOTE: This routine assumes that electrical connections are already present,
and if the connections are not present, check with your instructor.)

4 R6
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2. Remove thu electrical cover from the bottom of the disposer and pull out the two
electrical wires there. (Figure 12)

3.

4.

5.

FIGURE 12

Electrical
Wire Nuts

Reset
Button

.Ground
Screw

Ground
Wire

Place locknut backward on connector beton
threading connector into end bell. Then securc
locknut against end bell.

Install an appropriate electrical connector in the opening on the bottom of the
unit, and secure the connector with a lock nut.

(NOTE: The Installation can use BX, Greenfield, or a Romex connector.)

Insert the three-wire lead into the connector and tighten the clamp.

Connect the ground wire to the grounding screw on the disposer.

(CAUTION: Grounding properly is extremely Important for a disposer, so make
sure the disposer is properly connected to a grounded, metal, perianent wiring
system; if needed, an equipment-grounding conductor must be run with the cir-
cult conductor and connected to the grounding terminal lead on the disposer.)

6. Connect the white wire from the disposer to the neutral wire of the power supply.

7. Connect the black wire prom the disposer to the black wire of the power supply.

8. Plug cord-connected disposer, if it is one, into a properly grounded receptacle
designed for a three-prong plug.

Replace the electrical cover on the bottom of the disposer.

Check all connections (or have your instructor check them).

9.

4R7
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H. Routine #7 Making an initial test run

1. Remove the drain cover from the disposer and turn on a medium flow of cold
water and leave the water on during the entire disposer operation.

2. Check for leaks once again.

3. Turn the breaker on or replace fuse as required to start the disposer, than turn the
wall switch ON.

4. Feed food waste into the disposer while it is operating.

5. Permit disposer to operate until waste has been properly ground up (you can tell
by the sound), and then let the disposer continue to run with cold water running
for about another 30 seconds so all waste will be completely flushed down the
drain.

6. Turn the wall switch OFF and turn the cold water off.

1. Deliver warranty and ..verating Instructions to customer.

8. Explain warranty and advise customer on proper use.

9. Congratu'ate the customer on a wise disposer selection.

10. Clean area as required, thank the customer, and leave oa a positive note.

Have your instructor evaluate your installation.

4R8
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GARBAGE DISPOSERS
UNIT X

JOB SHEET #2 - FREE A JAMMED GARBAGE DISPOSER

A. Tools and materials

1. Garbage disposer as selected by Instructor

2. Special unjamming wrench, If available

3. Pair of tongs

4. Broom handle, if unjamming tool not available

5. Trash bag or box

6. Safety glasses

B. Procedure

(NOTE: The following procedure and Illustration are adapted from materials copy-
righted by Frigidaire and are reprinted with permission; any other use Is prohibited.)

1. Put on safety glasses

2. Make sure the electrical power to the disposer is turned OFF at the breaker, or
remove the fuse.

3. Use a pair of tongs to remove as much food waste from the disposer as possible
and place the waste In a trash bag or box for later disposal.

4. Insert the special wrench that came with the disposer Into the center hob at the
bottom of the disposer. (Figure 1)

(NOTE: This is a special Frigidaire wrench, and other manufacturer's may supply
a different type of wrench.)

FIGURE 1

It
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5. Work the wrench back and forth until you can turn the flywheel freely for at least
one complete revolution.

(NOTE: In case you do not have a special unjamming tool, your instructor may
direct you to insert a broom handle into the top of the disposer and attempt to
turn the flywheel to unjam the unit.)

6. Use a pair of tongs to remove the foreign object that caused the disposer to jam.

7. Wait 5 minutes to allow the motor to cool.

8. Push the red restart button at the bottom of the disposer.

9. Turn on the cold water and restore power to the disposer.

10. Allow the disposer to run until it has been thoroughly flushed.

11. Place food waste removed in Step 2 Into the disposer and allow the disposer to
run until all waste has been disposed of and the disposer is thoroughly flushed.

12. Turn off disposer and cold water (in that order).

Have your instructor check your work.

13. Clean up area and return tools and maierials to proper storage.
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NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with their correct definitions.

a. A disposer type that uses a lid that locks in
place to start tt.a motor or unlocks to stop
the motor so that waste cannot be fed Into
the disposer while It is running

b A disposer type that uses an ON/OFF switch
and appropriate safeguards so that waste
can tv fed Into the disposer while :t is run-
ning

c. That which can be readily decomposed
through natural biological processes

d. Legal guidelines for electrical and plumbing
installations in a specific town, city, or geo-
graphic area where local geography may
impose special needs on such instalations

e. A holding facility for waste matter that is
directed into lateral pipes placed In a sand/
gravel bed to accomplish waste disposal in
areas where waste cannot be fed into a
sewer line

f. That part of a drain pipe so shaped that
water will stand in It to help seai off offen-
sive odors that could otherwise return from
a sewer or septic system

1. Septic tank

2. Continuous feed

3. Local codes

4. Trap

5. Bstch feed

6. Biodegradeable

MAR-525

2. Complete statements concerning first considerations for garbage disposers by insert-
ing the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Automatic garbage disposers and automatic dishwashers are the two appli-
ances most subject to failure because of use or outright

by their operators.

b. Customers having a new disposer Installed should be carefully Instructed In Ito
proper use and the Improper use can pose to both the equipment
ant the customer.
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3. Complete the list of safety rules for disposer operation by inserting the word(s) that
best completes each statement.

a. NEVER place your bare hand into a garbage disposal even when the disposer is

b. ALWAYS run water when the disposer is operating.

c. NEVER use any kind of to attempt to unjam a clogged garbage
disposer.

4. Match major components of a garbage disposer with their functions.

a. Contains the °rive mutor, the stationary 1. Mounting flange
shredding ring, and the flywheel

2. Insulation
b. Contains the starting controls, the Impeller,

and serves as the hopper into which wastes 3. impeller
are placed

4. Lower housing
_______c. The principle part of the disposer that pro-

v:des the high torque required to drive the 5. Tailpiece
impeller

6. Drive motor
d. A circular device Oven by the motor shaft

to provide inertia and to compensate for 7. Upper housing
fluctuations in operating speeds

8. Flywheel
_ e. A stationary device circling the interior of

9. Shredding ringthe housirg and so positioned that the
impeller forces waste matter against its cut-
ting edges

f. A rotating disk with projections that force
waste against the shredding ring

g The top lip of a disposer that is secured over
a gasket and tightened to a support ring so
that the disposer can be easily installed In a
kitchen sink

_h. The drain outlet of the disposer that permits
easy hookup to existing plumbing with a
slip-joint plumbing connection

I. Surrounds lower housing and helps to keep
down the noise of the motor and grinding
sounds

4 2
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5. Arrange in order the steps in garbage disposer operation by placing the correct
sequence number in the appropriate blank.

a. The drive motor starts rotating

.b. Centrifugal force impels garbage outward from the rotating flywheel

c. Garbage is placed into the disposer

Garbage is shredded into small pieces as it is forced into the cutting
edges of the shredding ring by the action of the impeller

_____e. The shredded garbage is washed down through holes in the flywheel
strainer plate and on out into the plumbing drain

__J. The cold water' , turned on

The disposer cover is put In place and turned clockwise to activate the
starting control switch, if it is a batch feed model

6. Complete statements concerning the importance of cold water flow in a disposer by
inserting the word(s) or figure(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Cold water is required as a agent to carry ground-up waste away.

b. Cold water is required to grease that may be placed Into t:le dis-
poser so that grease can be shredded and washed away like other waste.

c. Cold water also the motor shaft that turns the impeller so it
won't overheat.

d. Cold water should be allowed to continue to flow about
after all wastes have been completely shredded so that the drain

line will be completely flushed of wastes.

7. Complete a list of common misuses that cause disposer problems by inserting the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. with waste is probably the biggest cause of disposer problems.

b. Failure to run sufficient during dispoiar operation is probably
the second biggest cause of disposer problems.

c. Injecting inorganic mai Irials such as glass or Items such as sil-
verware cause a disposer to Jam and lead to other major problems.

d. Cloth, paper, and even can cause a disposer to jam end lead to
other major problems.

./0
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e. Chern:cals used to clean clogged drains should never be placed in a disposer
because they will damage and seals and cor-
rode metal parts.

8. Select true statements concerning items that can be placed Into a garbage disposer by
placing an "X" beside each statement that is true.

_a. Waste vegetables and meat scraps

b Waste scraps of bread, potato and fruit peelings, and fruit seeds

c. Bones of all sizes

d. Waste grease and fats

All other soluble food wastes

9. Complete statements concerning guloelines for handling a jammed garbage disposer
by inserting the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. The most problem with garbage disposers is that they get
Jammed with food waste and have to be unjammed.

b. When a dispose) jams, always turn the disposer off, allow the motor to cool, and
then press the

c. Turn on the motorreversing switch, if the disposer has that feature, and permit
the impeller to run in until It is unjammed.

d. On models without a motorreversing switch, turn the machine off, insert an
unjamming tool, and ,... turn the impeller backwards.

e. Attempt to run the motor
that caused the jamming.

to complete shredding of the obstacle

f. If the obstacle jams the dispose, again, turn the disposer off, repeat the proce-
dure for freeing the impeller, but this time, reach in with a

and remove the obstruction.

10. Select true statements concerning guidelines for installing a garbage disposer by plac-
ing an "X" beside each statement that l true.

a. Check the power supply to make sure it agrees with the voltage and fre-
quency listed on the motor namep;ate.

_b. Make sure the disposer is properly grounded

c. Existing plumbing should be carefully examined to make sure it is suitable
for the installation, and make sure local codes do not prohibit a disposer
installation.

4" 1
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d. The disposer should be hooked up to a trap that serves another piece of
equipment such as a washing machine.

e. Unless codes require them, remove old grease traps, and if they aro
required, advise the customer to clean the trap every 90 days.

f. Septic systems must have a minimum capacity of 100 gallons before a gar
bage disposer can function properly.

Encourage customers with septic systems to avoid placing anything into
the disposer that Is not biodegradable.

11. Complete statements concerning guidelines for troubleshooting disposer malfunctions
by Inserting he word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Always
poser.

the power before inserting any kind of tool Into the dis-

b. Check first to see that the is free to Vim and unjam it If It Is
obstructed.

c. Permit the motor to
then push the reset button.

If it has been running and

d. Make sure a proper 120V power supply is reaching the motor because
line voltage will cause a motor to overheat and stop.

e. Check for a blown

f. Check for loose wires at

g. If all else seems to be in order, check all by disconnecting the
power supply and making continuity checks.

h. If appear to be okay, the Itself will have to be
checked.

I. Continue with as the problem demands.

j. Make sure the power supply and disposer are safely

(NOTE: if the following activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)

12. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Install a garbage disposer. (Job Sheet #1)

b. Free a jammed garbage disposer. (Job Sheet #2)

A (1



GARBAGE DISPOSERS
UNIT X

1. a. 5 d. 3
b. 2 e. 1

c. 6 f. 4

2. a. Improper, abuse
b. Dangers

3. a. Disconnected
b. Cold
c. Silverware

4. a. 4 f. 3
b. 7 g. 1

c. 6 h. 5
d. 8 I. 2
e. 9

5. a. 4 e. 7
b. 5 f. 2
c. 1 g. 3
d. 6

6. a. Transporting
b. Solidify
c. Cools
d. 30 seconds

7. a. Overloading
b. Water
c. Metallic
d. String
e. Rubber, fiber

8. a, b, d, e

9. a. Common
b. Reset button
c. Reverse
d. Manually
e. Forward
f. Pair of tongs

10. a, b, d, e, g

ANSWERS TO TEST

49(;
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ANSWERS TO TEST

11. a. Disconnect
b. Impeller
c. Cool off
d. Low
e. Fuse
f. Terminals
g. Switches
h. Switches, motor
i. Troubleshooting
j. Grounded

12. Performance skills evaluated according to procedures written in the job sheets
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TRASH COMPACTORS
UNIT XI

UNIT OBJECTIVE

MAR-533

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to discuss trash compactor dAsign
and operational characteristics including all electrical controls and safety devices. The stu-
dent should also be able to list common causes for failure to compact, major wear problems,
and be able to Install an undercounter trash compactor and troubleshoot compactor electrical
and mechanical problem. These competencies will be evidenced by correctly performing the
procedures outlined In the assignment and job sheets and by scoring 85 percent on the unit
test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student will be able to:

1. Math terms related to trash compactors with their correct definitions.

2. Complete statements concerning trash compactor characteristics.

3. Arrange in order steps in a typical compactor cycle.

4. Match compactor electrical components with their characteristics.

5. Select true statements concerning trash compactor operating safety.

6. Complete statements concerning trash compactor service safety.

7. List guidelines for properly loading a compactor.

8. Complete statements concerning common causes for failure to compact.

9. Select true statements concerning major wear problems with compactors.

10. Complete statements concerning lubrication requirements for compactors.

11. Complete statements concerning chain and belt adjustments.

12. Match troubleshooting guidelines with trash compactor problems.

13. Complete statements concerning guidelines for troubleshooting a noisy com-
pactor.
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14. Complete statements concerning guidelines for troubleshooting other compactor
problems.

15. Select true statements concerning items that should not be placed in a trash com-
pactor.

16. Use schematics to determine operating conditions 00 rA trash compactor. (Assign-
ment Sheet #1)

17. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Install an unde.Jounter trash compactor to specifications. (Job Sheet #1)

b. Test the drive motor on a trash compactor to determine its operational con-
dition. (Job Sheet #2)

c. Troubleshoot common trash compactor problems. (Job Sheet #3)
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TRASH COMPACTORS
UNIT XI

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Provide students with objective sheet.

B. Provide students with information sheet.

C. Make transparency.

D. Provide students with job sheets.

E. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

F. Discuss information sheet.

G. Demonstrate and discuss the procedure outlined in the job sheets.

H. Invite a technician who has worked on trash compactors to talk to the class about com-
pactor repairs and problems that are peculiar to trash compactors.

I. Impress upon students the importance of blocking up the ram when working on a trash
compactor, and other dangers such as bits of glass that may still be in the trash drawer.

J. Show a sample of multi-purpose molylithium grease and explain how its high pressure
service characteristics make it a vital lubricant for proper trash compactor mainte-
nance.

K. Show the class samples of worn power screws and demonstrate how they can be
replaced.

L. Give test

CONTENTS OF THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency Master #1 Compactor Wiring Schematic

D. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1 Install an Undercounter Trash Compactor to Specifications

2. Job Sheet #2 Test the Drive Motor on a Trash Compactor to Determine its Opera-
tional Condition

3. Job Sheet #3 Troubleshoot a Trash Compactor for Typical Malfunctions

E. Test

F. Answers to test
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UNIT XI

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Bumpers Stops so placed that the ram will strike them as it nears the
bottom of the trash drawer and complete a full cycle even when there is
less than a minimum load of trash

B. Power screws Sprocketed rotating shafts that are chain or belt driven to
build up the high torque required to power the ram

C. Ram A round or box-shaped welded steel component that is driven into
the trash drawer to compact trash

D. Ram wiper A gasket-like attachment extending from all sides of the ram
so that the walls of the trash drawer will be wiped clean during compaction

E. Trash drawer A welded steel drawer at the bottom of the compactor
where trash bags are placed and from which full trash bags are removed

II. Trash compactor characteristics

A. Trash compactors are designed to reduce trash to approximately one-fourth
Its original size and contain it in a leak resistant bag.

B. Trash compactors also have built -In components to hold and disperse deo-
dorant to eliminate unpleasant odors.

C. As a safety factor, almost all trash compactors must be turned on with a
key.

D. Compactors also have built-in safety devices to protect the trash drawer
from being damaged by the ram.

E. Most trash compactors use special w aft/polyethylene bags and substitute
bags will not work properly

F. Compactors are built with straight rams or scissor-type rams, but both
types operate with power screws and have similar service characteristics.

III. Steps In a typical compactor cycle

A. The trash drawer must be closed and the ram in home position.

B. The key lock switch must be turned ON.

C. The start switch must be depressed and held down until the ram travels
3/4 ".

D. The motor runs clockwise (CW) to engage the drive sprocket and chain to
the power screws which In turn start the ram traveling downward.
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E. The ram will travel downward until the motor isstalled by the action of com-
pacting trash or by striking the four bumpers located on the frame channel.

F. The motor stall stops the clockwise motor starting switch and energizes
the counterclockwise (CCU ) motor starting switch.

G. As the motor reverses, the ram travels upward until it returns to the normal
OFF or home position.

IV. Compactor electrical components and their functions (Trans, Ancy 1)

A. Start switch Key operated so that when turned to ON it energizes the
motor and starts downward ram travel

(NOTE: The start switch must be held in position until the ram has traveled
at least 3/4" downward; if it is released prior to required ram movement, the
ram will stop.)

B. Top limit and ram directional switch Mounted on the front frame so that
it is activated by ram movement to control motor direction which In turn
controls the down/up ram movement

(NOTE: When the unit is OFF, the top limit switch is open, but when the unit
is turned ON, the switch closes and causes the motor to turn in a clockwise
direction to move the ram downward; when ram stops for any reason, the
switch causes the motor to move counterclockwise and move the ram
upward.)

C. Drawer safety switch Is energized anytime the drawer is improperly
loaded or improperly closed to indicate a problem

D. Drawer tilt switch Is energized anytime the load shifts forward in the
drawer to stop the ram and prevent damage to both the drawer and the ram

(NOTE: On some compactors, the drawer tilt switch is tied in with a restart
light that will alert the customer to the problem.)

E. Drive motor Usually a 1/3 HP that operates on 120V AC at 60 Hz

(NOTE: Technically, drive motors are split phase, four pole, reversible, open
type motors with two start windings, a replaceable starting switch, and a
nonreplaceable motor protector.)

V. Trash compactor operating safety

A. All trash compactors should be properly grounded at the time of installa-
tion and checked for proper grounding after any repairs.

B. Children should never be allowed to operate a trash compactor or load or
unload a bag in the trash drawer.

C. Always wear gloves when unloadIng a trash bag because fragments of
glass may be sticking through the bag.
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D. Clean the trash drawer at regular intervals to keep down odors and main-
tain a sanitary appliance.

E. Provide as much ventilation space as possible around the compactor
because compactor motors get demanding service and overheat easily.

F. Do not overload the trash drawer because the unit will not compact and it
will causc excessive motor and power screw wear.

G. NEVER place aerosol cans in a trash compactor.

VI. Trash compactor service safety

A. Always unplug the compactor from its power source before making electri-
cal tests.

B. Block the ram up to assure that it won't accidentally fall on your hand.

Tape the switch arms of the top limit and directional switches when remov-
ing or reinstalling the ram because the switch arms can be damaged. (Fig-
ure 1)

TAPE AS
SHOWN

Courtesy Frigidaire

D. Never bypass or otherwise disable a safety device for ar,y reason.

E. Always disconnect at least one terminal lead when checking continuity on
electrical switches.

(NOTE: Leaving both terminals connected could cause you to read back
through the circuit and get an improper reading.)
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VII. Guidelines for properly logdIng a compactor

A. Make sure the ram is in the hon-a position.

(CAUTION: On some models, trash can can be loaded with fir) ram in the
down position, and doing so would cause extensive damage to the switch-
ing mechanism.)

B. Place fcided newspapers in the bottom of the trash drawer to help minimize
tears in the bag caused by glass or metal fragments.

C. Place paper over bottles or light bulbs to keep broken glass within the trash
bag.

D. Lay bottles lengthwise in the center and slightly to the rear of the
trash drawer.

VIII. Common causes for failure to compact

A. The compact force developed by the ram is directly related to the voltage
supplied to a unit while compacting action is in progress.

B. Since force/voltage are directly related, low voltage while compacting is
taking place will impair performance. (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

VOUS

POUNDS FORCE DEVELOPED SY PAM

Courtesy Frigidaire

C. Customer may be trying to compact too small a load because maximum
ram travel is 5" less than the depth of the trash drawer and compaction can-
not take place until drawer is at least 1/3 full.

D. Customer inay have betties mixed in with a spongy load that prevents the
bottles from breaking,

(NOTE: Most, but not all, bottles in a load will be broken.)
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E. Customer may be overloading the compactor to the point that the crushing
resistance of the load is greater than the crushing force of the ram. (Figure
3)

FIGURE 3

RAM FORCE
2200 LOS AT 120 V

500 LIS CRUSHING
RESISTANCE

RAM FORCE
1200 LBS AT 120 V

RAM FORCE
2200 LES AT 110 V

1500 LIS CRUSHING
RESISTANCE

2500 LIES CRUSHING
RESISTANCE

Works Best Works Okay Won't Work at All

Courtesy Frigidaire

IX. Major wear problems with compactors

A. Motor burnJut may be a problem with trash compactors, and it can be
caused by overloading or by overheating in poorly ventilated locations.

B. Power screws are subject to high torque stress and threads may strip.

C. Chains and belts break or go out of adjustment because they are subject to
high torque stress.

D. Motors should be checked carefully before replacement.

(NOTE: See Job Sheet #2.)

E. Power screws and their associated bearings, washers, sprockets, and nuts
can be ordered from supply houses and replaced. (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4

THRUST WASHER
BEARING

THRUST WASHER

BEARING PLATE

HUB BEARING

VW- -0-(7 MD=

Courtesy Frigidaire
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F. Chains and belts are both replaceable or can be adjusted by loosening the
motor mounting and moving the motor one way or the other.

(NOTE: Chains go together with a master 'Ink.)

X. Lubrication requirements for compactors

A. Power screws should be lubricated with a multi-purpose molylithium
grease designed especially' for high pressure applications.

B. Slide rollers on the trash drawer should be lubricated with SAE 30W oil.

Xl. Chain and belt adjustments

A. Tightening loose belts or chains is best done by loosening the motor mount
screws and moving the motor as required.

B. Chains and belts should normally have a deflection of 318" to lk" at mid-
point between sprockets, but in all cases, check specifications.

XII. Troublashooting guidelines for trash compactor problems

A. When the compactor will not start, troubleshoot for

1. No power to the unit (breaker of fuse, or not plugged in)

2. Start switch not held to START, or not held In position long enough

(NOTE: Switch must be depressed until motor is energized and ram
travels at least 3/4 ".)

3. Defective start switch

4. Drawer not properly closed

5. Defective drawer safety switch

6. Motor protector open

7. Motor windings open

8. Top limit and ram directional switch defective

9. A loose connection or a broken wire

B. When the compactor will not stop, troubleshoot for

1. A drive nut that has run off the top of the power drive screws

2. Top limit and ram directional switch not properly adjusted or defec-
tive
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3. Start switch defective or momentary contact stuck closed

4. Stripped threads on the power drive nuts, or stripped threads on the
power drive screws

C. When the compactor stops before the end of a cycle, troubleshoot for

1. Top limit and ram directional switch not properly adjusted or defec-
tive

2. Drawer tilt switch open, usually indicated when the restart light
comes on

3. Drawer tilt switch open because the drawer has tilted because of an
unbalanced load

4. Motor protector open

5. A loose connection or broken wire

6. If the i..mblem occurs at the reversing point, troubleshoot for a defec-
tive ram directional switch, a motor start switch stuck open, or a
start winding open

D. When the compactor reverses too soon, troubleshoot for

1. Motor spew; being dragged down by insufficient lubrication on
power drive screws, nuts, and bearings

2. Ram binding because of worn or missing glides

3. Unusually dense load of too many cans or oddshaped bottles

4. Low voltage causing Insufficient torque

E. When the drive screw runs the wrong way, troubleshoot for

1. if It begins at the start of the cycle, the top limit ram directional
switch is probably bad.

2. If It happens during any part of the cycle, the top limit and directional
switch may be wired improperly or the start windings may be
reversed on the motor.

XIII. Guidelines for troubleshooting a noisy compactor

A. If the prcblem is at the start of the cycle and Is accompnnied by a thumping
sound, the power drive screw nuts are probably off the top of the threads.
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B. If the noise occurs diving ram travel, troubleshoot for.

1. Chain too tight or too loose

2. Insufficient lubrication

3. Worn power screw drive bearings

4. Worn drive gear assembly

5. Worn motor drive gear

6. Worn thrust bearings

7. Loose or worn power drive screw nuts

C. If the noise occurs during the bottom of the cycle, troubleshoot for:

1. Worn bumpers

2. Loading down

XIV. Guidelines for troubleshooting other compactor problems

A. When the complaint Is unpleasant odor in or around the compactor, trouble-
shoot for,

1. Garbage outside the container

2. Inside of drawer needs cleaning

3. Inside of cabinet needs cleaning

4. Deodorizer needs to be replaced

5. Garbage has been left standing too long

B. When trash bags get tangled in the ram, troubleshoot for:

1. Improperly installed trash bag

2. Wrong type or trash bag used

(NOTE: Customer should always buy and use the bags recom-
mended In the owner's or operator's guide)
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XU. Items that should not be placed In a trash compactor

A. Soft food wastes should be disposed of In a garbage disposer because In a
compactor they dirty the ram head.

(NOTE Covering soft food wastes with newspapers or towels will help, but
it Is still better not to put such items in the compactor.)

B. Fish and meat trimmings and citrus rinds quickly build up strong odors In a
compactor and are best handled In a garbage disposer.

C. Aerosol cans should not be compacted, and especially aerosol cans that
contained Insecticides or any material considered toxic or hazardous.
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Compactor Wiring Schematic
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 USE SCHEMATICS TO DETERMINE
OPERATING CONDITIONS ON A TRASH COMPACTOR

A. The following schematic shows a compactor just after the motor has started and the
ram has traveled downward at least 3/4 ". Examine the schematic in Figure 1 and answer
the questions that follow.

FIGURE 1
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C011111/LIGAI
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OV OV

OAIVI MO/Di

CWmr
CCW HAI/

1U es MI

W
MOTOI
i011C1011

RUN W W

1. Which start windings have boen energized, CW or CCW?

2. The start switch was released after the ram traveled 3/4 "; is the start switch now open or
closed?

3. Is the run switch open or closed at this point In the cycle?

4. What is the condition of the drawer tilt switch?

5. Is the Indicator light ON at this point In the cycle?
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B. The following schematic shows a compactor at a specific point in a compacting cycle.
Examine the schematic in Figure 2 and answer the questions that follow.

FIGURE 2
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1. Since the schematic indicates that the CCW start windings have been energized, what
is happening at this point In the cycle?

2. If the schematic indicated that the drawer tilt switch were open, would the cycle con-
tinue or stop?

3. 13 the indicator light ON at this point?

4. Is there anything in the schematic to indicate there is anything wrong with the com-
pactor at this point?
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C. The following schematic snows a compactor with safety devices at work. Examine the
schematic In Figure 3 and answer the questions that follow.

FIGURE 3
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1. What safety device is working and what is Its condition?

W

2. What has happened to the Indicator light?

3. What is the current condition of the compactor?
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ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

A. 1. CW

2. Closed

3. Closed

4. Closed

5. No

MAR- 553

B. 1. The ram has compacted trash or hit the bumpers and the motor start switch has
reversed

2. Stop

3. No

4. No

C. 1. The drawer tilt switch is open

2. It is ON

3. Bottles or other hard objects were loaded off center and forced the drawer for-
ward enough that it could be damaged by the ram, and the cycle has stopped to
protect the appliance
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JOB SHEET #1 - INSTALL AN UNDERCOUNTER
TRASH COMPACTOR TO SPECIFICATIONS

A. Tools and materials

1. Trash compactor as selected by Instructor

2. Service manual for trash compactor

3. Manufacturer's installation directions

4. Basic hand tools

5. VOM

6. Lintfree shop towels

7. Household cleaner

8. Level

9. Safety glasses

B. Routine 01 Checking out electrical requirements

(NOTE: The following procedures and Illustrations are adapted from materials copy
righted by Frigidaire and are reprinted with permission; any other use is prohibited.)

1. Put on safety glasses.

2. Check the electrical service available for the trash pactor for

a. 120V 60 Hz, AC power only

b. 15 amp fused electrical supply is required with a tlme-delay fuse or a clr-
cult breaker

c. Separate circuit serving only the trash compactor Is recommended

3. Check kor proper electrical grounding because a trash compactor must be prop-
erly grounded:

a. The 3-prong power supply cord oh unit must be plugged into a matini,
3-prong, grounded wan receptacle.
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b. Grounded wall receptacle should be about 18" off the floor and about cen-
ter of the recess where the compactor will be Installed (Figure 1).

FIGURE 1

CORD CUP NKOMO ASIA HTWUN CASINOS

1ft

c Never cut the grounding prong off a plug to defeat the ground, and never
use an extension cord as a power supply to the compactor.

(NOTE: if a proper, grounded receptacle Is not available, the customer
should be Informed that one should be Installed by a licensed electrician.)

C. Routine t2 - Installing the compactor

1. Remove the shipping carton and protective packaging materials such as tape
and shipping pads.

(NOTE: Keep these materials out of the way and be sure to remove them when
you leave.)

2. Remove the package taped to the top cover, It contains the stabilizer catch and
mounting catch that will be Installed later.

3. Check compactor for any waxy residue left by protective shipping material, and if
required, use household cleaner and water to clean the cabinet.

4. Open the drawer and remove and save the materials and literature shipped with
the compactor.

5. Remove the drawer as follows (Figure 2):

a. Grip the handle and raise the front of the drawer until It clears the stops.
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b. Grasp the ridges of the door front and Oft the drawer out.

(NOTE: Remember the procedure for you will have to reverse it when you
replace the drawer.)

FIGURE 2

6. Lay two corner posts from the shipping carton onto the floor so positioned that
the unit can rest on them without marring the cabinet finish.

7. Lay the unit ovor on one side on the corner posts. (Fiore 3)

FIGURE 3

A 0560

8. Remove the cardboard shippinc pad from the bottom of the unit.

9. TUrn all four leveling feet out the same distance so they will be preadjusted.

10. Stand the compactor upright with care and move it to the area In front of the
recess.

11. Move the compactor into location, ar:-.1 be careful not to pinch your fingers
between the adjacent cabinets.
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12. Check the compactor for level, and make sure it is high enough that the stabilizer
bracket contacts the underside of the countertop.

13. Remove the compactor from the recess and raise the four leveling feet as
required to get the compactor high enough while still keeping it !avel. (Figure 4)

(CAUTION: Use the level on the bottom panel, but be careful that the compactor
dons not drop on your hand.)

FIGURE 4

14. Work compactor into recess, make a final check for level, then pull the com-
pactor out far enough to plug the power cord into the grounded receptacle at the
back of the recess.

15. Work the compactor back into place and flex the stabilizer bracket downward so
that the stabilizer catch will slide over it and the parts will latch together. (Figure
5)

FIGURE 5
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100

S1116411111
CATCH

16. Make sure there Is at least Vs" between the front edge of the countertop and the
front edge of the stabilizer bracket, and, if necessary, move the compactor back
until the Vs" clearance Is attained. (See Figure 5)
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17. Screw the stabilizer catch securely to the underside of the countertop with the
scraws that came with it.

18. Use your fingers to release the stabilizer bracket from the stabilizer catch and
pull the compactor far enough out of the recess to replace the drawer. (Figure 6)

FIGURE 6

STAMM
MOM STAMIZU

COUNT'S CA/01
TOP

19. Replace the drawer by grasping the side ridges and placing it onto the tracks
while being careful to lift so the front will clear the stops.

20. Close the door, and note that the flexible vinyl toe panel returns to its original
shape as the drawer is replaced.

21. Work compactor into recess, and If the toe plate should rub the floor at the front
of the compactor, trim it in the following manner:

a. Measure the amount that will need to be trimmed from the toe plate.

b. Slide the drawer from the unit, and lay the drawer so that the front panel
faces upward.

c. Use the level as a straightedge and mark a straight Ilne across the toe
plate.

d. Cut excess toe plate off with scissors, and replace the panel and the
drawer.

22. Deliver operator's manual, extra bag, and warranty to customer.

(CAUTION: It's carefully outlined in the operators manual, but remind the cus
tomer that children should never be allowed to operate the compactor and that
the keys should be kept In a place where children cannot reach them.)
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23. Review safe compactor loading, operation, t id maintenance with the cus-tomer.

(NOTE: In the e'rent the compactor has alternate color options for the front panel,
and the customer wants a different color panel, go on to the next routine.)

24. Conk ratulate the customer on a wise choice of compactor, pick up left over pack-ing materials, and be on your way.

D. Routine #3 Changing front panel colors

1. Remove the drawer from the unit as previously outlined.

2. Remove the handle by removing the screws at the top Inside the drawer.

3. Remove the corrugated filler strip from behind the front panels.

4. Remove only the Inner front panel by carefully pulling It up between the drawer
trim. (Figure 7)

(CAUTION: The panels have cut metal edges so handle them with care to avoid
Injury or damage to the panels.)

FIGURE 7
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5. Remove the spacer which fits between the panels.

6. Remove the outside panel by carefully pulling It up.

7. Remove the panel color selected by the customer and carefully place it In thefront of the door trim.

(NOTE: Typical color selections are wheat, white, almond, or avocado.)

8. Replace the spacer.
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9. Replace the other panel carefully and put the corrugated filler back In place.

(NOTE The flat section of the handle miy be used to push the panel In the last
couple of Inches, but work with care.)

10. Replace the handle wito the screws removed previously.

(CAUTION: Never attempt to operate a compactor with the handle removed
because It would be possible to accidentally enter the ram.)

11. Slide the drawer back Into the unit.

12. Clean up area as required and Invite the customer to Inspect the new color panel.
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JOB SHEET #2 - TEST THE DRIVE MOTOR ON A
TRASH COMPACTOR TO DETERMINE ITS OPERATIONAL CONDITION

A. Tools and materials

1. Compactor as selected by Instructor

2. Repair guide or service manual for selected compactor

3. VOM

4. Pencil and paper

5. Basic hand tools

6. Test cord

7. Safety glasses

B. Routine #1 Testing the motor run winding

(NOTE: The following routines and illustrations are adapted from materials copyrighted
by Frigidaire and arc reprinted with permission; any other use is prohibited.)

1. Put on safety glasses.

2. Make sure unit is unplugged from its power supply.

3. Remove the Y wire from the start switch.

4. Remove the Y wire from the directional switch.

5. Set the VOMI for Rx1 end zero the meter.

6. Connect one test lead to the neutral side of the compactor's power cord and the
other lead alternately to each Y wire. (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

NEUTRAL
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7. Check meter reading and record your finding.

a. If each reading is 3 to 5 ohms, the motor run winding Is okay.

b. If the readings are other than 3 to 5 ohms, continue with other tests.

Have your Instructor check your finding.

C. Routine #2 Testing the motor start windings

1. Make sure motor Is unplugged from Its power supply.

2. Remove the GY and R wires from the directional switch.

3. Set the VOM for R x1 and zero the meter.

4. Connect one test lead to the GY wire and the other test lead to the R wire.

5. Check meter reading and record your finding.

a. If the VOM shows an open circuit, check to make sure the CY or R wires
are not broken or disconnected at the motor.

b. If wires are okay and meter still Indicates an open circuit, the start wind-
ings are open and the motor will have to be replaced.

c. If the mr 'eadings is 4 to 10 ohms, the start windings are okay.

Have your Instructor check your finding.

D. Routine #3 Testing the motor centrifugal switch

1. Make sure motor Is unplugged from Its power source.

2. Disconnect the BU and 0 or BU and BR wires from the motor switch (wire color
will vary with motor).

3. Set the VOM for R x1 and zero the meter.

4. Connect one test lead to the BU or 0 wire and the other lead to the BU or BR wire.

5. Check meter reading and record your finding.

a. If the reading indicates an open, the motor centrifugal switch is stuck or
burned and should be replaced.

b. If the meter reading Is zero ohms, the switch is okay.

Have your instructor check your finding.
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E. Routine #4 Testing motor functions

1. Make sure unit is unplugged from Its power source.

2. Disconnect all motor leads from the centrifugal switch.

(NOTE: The blue and orange or blue and brown leads do not have to be discon-
nected.)

3. Connect the test cord as indicated in Figure 2.

FIGURE 2

MOTOR FUNCTION TESTING

A.0577

4. Make sure that no leads are touching each other or any part of the cabinet or
frame.

5. Plug in test cord, turn the tester switch to the start position for 2 or 3 seconds,
and then release the switch.

(NOTE: The switch will return to the run position.)

6. Check to make sure that the motor runs in the COUNTERCLOCKWISE direction.

7. Turn the tester off and unplug It from the power supply.

8. Remove the red tester lead frorr: the gray motor lead and connect the red motor
lead to the red tester lead.

9. Plug in test cord, turn the tester switch to the start position for 2 or 3 seconds,
and then release the switch.

10. Check to make sure the motor runs in the CLOCKWISE direction.

a. It the motor now runs clockwise and previously ran counterclockwise, It is
okay.
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JOB SHEET #2

b. If the motor does not run in both directions or In only one direction, it
should be replaced.

11. Record your findings.

Have your Instructor check your work.

12. Clean up area and return tools and materials to proper storage.
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TRASH COMPACTORS
UNT XI

JOB SHEET #3 .- TROUBLESHOOT A TRASH COMPACTOR FOR
TYPICAL MALFUNCTIONS

A. Tools and materials

1. Trash compactor as selected by Instructor

2. Appropriate service manual

3. VOM

4. Basic hand tools

5. Clean shop towels

6. Multlimpose molylithium grease and SAE 30W oIl

7. Pencil and paper

8. Safety glasses

B. Routine #1 Tioubleshooting a compactor that will not run

1. Put on safety glasses

2. Remove the service panel that provides access to the motor (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1
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JOB SHEET #3

3. Inspect the motor visually for any signs that it has burned out or the smell of
burned components

4. Check the motor for shorts or opens

a. If the motor has an open, the motor must be replaced

b. If the motor windings are shorted, the motor must be replaced

c. If the motor is okay, continue with troubleshooting

5. Remove service panels as required to reach the ON/OFF switch and the key-actu-
ated safety switch

6. Check the ON/OFF switch for continuity and replace as required

7. Check the key-actuated safety switch for continuity and replace as required

Have your Instructor check your work

C. Routine #2 Troubleshooting a ram that will not return to home position

1. Leave your safety glasses on

2. Unplug the compactor and remove the back or front panel as needed to gain
access to the wiring schematic (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

4

;44 in.r i.fuly

3. Inspect the power screws for obstructions that might be keeping the ram from
returning home
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JOB SHEET #3

4. Determine the location of the bottom and top limit switchtss that contiol ram tra-
vel (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

5, Remove one of the leads to the upper limit switch and make a continuity check
on the upper limit switch

6, Set the VOM on Rxl, zero the meter, and then place the two VOM leads onto the
terminals of the upper limit switch

7. Press the actuator switch on the upper limit switch and look for a full scale
deflection

a. If there is no full scale deflection, the upper limit switch is bad and should
be replaced

b. If there is a full scale deflection, the upper limit switch is okay, but may
require adjustment
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JOB SHEET #3

c. if adjustment is required, it usually involves no more than loosening the
screw that secures the switch, moving the switch up or down as required,
and then retightening the screw, but be sure to check the service manual
for the compactor you're working with (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4

8. Repeat the continuity check for the lower limit switch and adjust or replace as
required

9. Plug the compactor in and test for proper ram movement into the home position

Have your instructor check your work

D. Routine #3 Complete preventive maintenance on a trash compactor

1. Leave your safety glasses on

2. Lubricate the power screws with a multi-purpose high-pressure grease

3. Lubricate the side rollers with SAE 30W oil

4. Check tension on the drive belt and adjust to specifications in the service man-
ual

5. Test run the compactor to make sure all operations are proper

0 Have your instructor check your work

8. Replace all panels that were removed

7. Clean up area and return tools and materials to proper storage
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TRASH COMPACTORS
UNIT XI

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on 0* right with their correct definitions.

a. Stops so placed that the ram will strike them 1. Ram
as It nears the bottom of the trash drawer
and complete a full cycle even when there is 2. Bumpers
less than a minimum load of trash

3. Trash drawer
b. Sprocketed rotating shafts that are chain or

belt driven to build up the high torque 4. Power screws
required to power the ram

5. Ram wiper
c. Aiound or box-shaped welded steel compo-

nent that is driven into the trash drawer to
compactor trash

d. A gasket-like attachment extending from all
sides of the ram so that the walls of the
trash drawer will be wiped clean during com-
paction

e. A welded steel drawer at the bottom of the
compactor where trash bags are placed and
from which full trash bags are removed

MAR- 571

2. Complete statements concerning trash compactor characteristics by inserting the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Trash compactors are designed to reduce trash to approximately
Its original size and contain it in a Qeak resistant bag.

b. Trash compactors also have built-in components to hold and disperse
to eliminate unpleasant odors.

c. As a safety factor, almost all trash compactors must be turned on w:th a

d. Compactors also have built -in safety devices to protect the
from being damaged by the ram.

e. Most trash compactors use special Kraft/polyethylene bags and
bags will not work properly.
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TEST

f. Compactors are built with straight rams or scissor-type rams, but both types
operate with o, and have similar service character-
istics.

3. Arrange in order steps in a typical compactor cycle by placing the correct sequence
number in the appropriate blank.

_a. As the motor reverses, the ram travels upward until !t returns to the normal
OFF or home position.

__b. The start switch must be depressed and held down until the ram travels
3/4"

c. The ram will travel downward until the motor Is stalled by the action of
compacting trash or by striking the four bumpers located in the frame
channel.

d. The trash drawer must be closed and the ram in home position.

The key lock switch must be turned ON.

f. The motor stall stops the clockwise motor starting switch and energizes
the counterclockwise motor starting switch.

The motor runs clockwise to engage the drive sprocket and chain to the
power screws which in turn start the ram traveling downward.

4. Match compactor electrical components with their characteristics.

9.

a. Key operated so that when turned to ON It
energizes the motor and starts downward
ram travel

b. Mounted on the front frame so that It is acti-
vated by ram movement to control motor
direction which in turn controls the down/up
ram movement

c. Is energized anytime the drawer Is improp-
erly loaded of Improperly closed to indicate
a problem

__A. Is energized anytime the load shifts forward
In the drawer to stop the ram and prevent
damage to both the drawer and the ram

e. Usually a 1/3 HP that operates on 120V AC at
60 Hz

"N
IJA14;

1. Drawer safety switch

2. Drive motor

3. Start switch

4. Drawer tilt switch

5. Top limit and ram
directional switch
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TEST

5. Select true statements concerning trash compactor operating safety by placing an "X"
beside each statement that is true.

All trash compactors should be properly grounded at the time of installa-
tion and checked for proper grounc,ing after any repairs.

_b. Children should be allowed to operate a trash compactor only after careful
instruction.

Always wear gloves when unloading a trash bag because fragments of
glass may be sticking through the bag.

d. Clean the trash drawer at regular Intervals to keep down odors and main-
tain a sanitary appliance.

e. Provide as much ventilation space as possible around the compactor
because compactor motors get demanding service and overheat easily.

1. Do not overload the trash drawer because the unit will not compact and It
will cause excessive motor and power screw wear.

NEVER place aerosol cans In a trash compactor unless you know they are
completely empty.

9.

6. Complete statements concerning trash compactor service safety by Inserting the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Always the compactor from Its
before making electrical tests.

b. Block the
on your hand.

c. Tape the of the top limit and directional switches
when removing or reinstalling the ram because the

can be damaged.

d. Never bypass or otherwise disable a device for any reason.

e. Always disconnect at least
when checking continuity on electrical switches.

7. List guidelines for properly loading a compactor by inserting the word(s) that best com-
pletes each statement.

a. Make sure the ram Is in the position.

b. Place folded in the bottom of the trash drawer to help minimize
tears In the bag caused by glass or metal fragments.

c. Place over bottles or light bulbs to keep broken glass within the
trash bag.

d. Lay large bottles In the center and slightly to the rear of the trash
drawer.

to assure that It won't accidentally fall
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8. Complete statements concerning common causes for failure to compact by Inserting
the word(s) that oest completes each statement.

a. The compact force developed by the ram directly related to the
supplied to a unit while compacting action is in progress.

b. Since force/voltage are directly related, voltage while compact-
ing is taking place will impair performance.

c. Customer may be trying to compact too small a load because maximum ram tra-
vel is 5" less than the depth of the trash drawer and compaction cannot take
place until drawer is at least full.

d. Customer may have bottles mixed In with a load that prevents
the bottles from breaking.

e. Customer may be overloading the compactor to the point that the crushing
resistance of the load is than the crushing force of the ram.

9. Select true statements concerning majorwear problems with compactors by placing an
"X" beside each statement that is true.

.. a. Motor burnout may be a problem with trash compactors, and It can be
caused by overloading or t overheating in poorly ventilated locations.

b. Power screws are subject to high torque stress and threads may strip.

c. Chains and belts break or go out of adjustment because they are subject
to high torque stress.

d. Motors should be checked carefully before replacement.

______e. Power screws anc their associated bearings, washers, sprockets, and
nuts can be ordered from supply houses and replaced.

f. Chains and belts cannot be adjusted so they should always be replaced.

10. Complete statements concerning lubrication requirements for compactors by inserting
the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. should be lubricated with a multi-purpose moly-
lithium grease designed especially for high pressure applications.

b. on the trash drawer should be lubricated with
SAE 30W oil.

11J. 4±
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TEST

11. Complete statements concerning chain and belt adjustments by Ir.:,Arting the word(s)
the best completes each statement.

a. Tightening loose belts or chains Ps best done by loosening the motor mount
screws and the mote as required.

b. Chains and belts should normally have a deflection of 3/s" to 1/2" at
. between sprockets, but In all cases, check upecifications.

12. Match compactor problems with troubleshooting guidelines.

_a. 1) No power to the unit

2) Start switch not held to START, or not
held In position long enough

3) Defective start switch

4) Drawer not properly closed

5) Defective drawer safety switch

6) Motor protector open

7) Motor windings open

8) Top limit and ram directional switch
defective

9) A loose connection or a broken wire

1) A drive nut that has run off the top of the
power drive screws

2) Top limit and ram directional switch not
properly adjusted or defective

3) Start switch defective or momentary con-
tact stuck closed

4) Stripped threads on the power drive nuts,
or stripped threads on the power drive
screws

c. 1) Top limit and ram directional switch not
properly adjusted or defective

2) Drawer tilt switch open, usually Indicated
when the restart light comes on

3) Drawer tilt switch open because the
drawer has tilted because of an unbal-
anced load

4

1. When the compactor
stops before the end
of a cycle, trouble-
shoot for.

2. When the drive screw
runs the wrong way,
troubleshoot for

3. When the compactor
will not stop, trouble-
shoot for

4. When the compactor
reverses too soon,
troubleshoot for

5. When the compactor
will not start, trouble-
shoot for:
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TEST

4) Motor protector open

5) A loosen connection or broken wire

6) If the problem occurs at the reversing
point, troubleshoot for a defective ram
directional switch, a motor start switch
stuck open, or a start winding open

__A. 1) Motor speed being dragged down by
Insufficient lubrication on power drive
screws, nuts, and bearings

2) Ram binding because of worn or missing
glides

3) Unusually dense load of too many cans
or odd-shaped bottles

4) Low voltage causing Insufficient torque

e. 1) If It begins at the start of the cycle, the
top limit ram directional switch is proba-
bly bad.

2) If it happens during any part of the cycle,
the top limit and directional switch may
be wired improperly or the start windings
may be reversed on the motor

13. Complete statements concerning guidelines for troubleshooting a noisy compactor by
inserting the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a.

b.

if the problem is at the start of the cycle and is accompanied by a thumping
sound, the power drive screw nuts are probably

of the threads.

If the nols3 occurs during ram travel, troubleshoot for:

1) too tight or too loose

2) inwifficietit

3) Worn power screw drive

4) Worn gear essembly

5) Worn motor drive

6) Worn thrust

7) Loose or worn power drive
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c. If the noise occurs during the bottom of the cycle, troubleshoot for:

1) Worn

2) Loading

14. Complete statements concerning guidelines for troubleshooting other compactor prob-
lems by inserting the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. When the complaint Is unpleasant odor in or around the compactor, troubleshoot
for

1) Garbage the container

2) Inside of needs cleaning

3) of cabinet needs cleaning

4)

MAR- 577

needs to be replaced

5) Garbage has beer. left standing

b. When trash bags get tangled in the ram, troubleshoot for:

1) Improperly

2)

trash bag

type of trash bag used

15. Select true statements concerning items that should not be placed In a trash com-
pactor by placing an "X" beside each statement that la true.

_a. Soft foal wastes should be disposed of in a garbage disposer because In
a compactor they dirty the ram head.

Fish and meat trimmings and citrus rinds quickly build up strong odors in
a compactor and are best handled in a garbage disposer.

c. Aerosol cans should be compacted only if they are 3ompletely empty.

(NOTE: IS the following activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)

16. Use schematics to determine operating conditions on a trash compactor. (Assignment
Sheet #1)

17. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Install an undercounter trash compactor to specifications. (Job Sheet 01)

b. Test the drive motor on a trash compactor to determine Its nperatlonal condition.
(Job Sheet #2)

c. Troubleshoot common trash compactor problems (Job Sheet #3)
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TRASH COMPACTORS
UNIT XI

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 2
b. 4
c. 1

d. 5
e. 3

2. a. One-fourth
b. Deodorant
c. Key
d. Trash drawer
e. Substitute
f. Power screws

3. a. 7
b. 3
c. 5
d. 1

e. 2
f. 6
g. 4

4. a. 3
b. 5
C. 1

d. 4
e. 2

5. a, c, d, e, f

6. a. Unplug, power source
b. Ram up
c. Switch arms, switch arms
d. Safety
e. One terminal lead

7. a. Home
b. Newspapers
c. Paper
d. Lengthwise

8. a. Voltage
b. Low
C. 1/3

d. Spongy
e. Greater

538
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ANSWERS TO TEST

9. a, b, c, d, e

10. a. Power screws
b. Slide rollers

11. a. Moving
b. Midpoint

12. a. 5

b. 3
c. 1

d. 4

e. 2

13. a. Off the top
b. 1) Chain

2) Lubrication
3) Ber rings
4) Drive
5) Gear
6) Bearings
7) Screw nuts

c. 1) Bumpers
2) Down

14. a. 1) Outside
2) Drawer
3) Inside
4) Deodorizer
5) Too long

b. 1) Installed
2) Wrong

15. a, b

16. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

17. Performance skills evaluated according to procedures written in the job sheets.
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GAS RANGES AND OVENS
UNIT XII

UNIT OBJECTIVE

MAR- 581

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to discuss the functions of compo-
nents on a gas range and the procedures for troubleshooting common complaints for surfece
and oven burners. The student should also be able to install a gas range, run an oven tempera.
ture test, recalibrate an oven thermostat, and check gas regulator pressure with a manometer.
These competencies will lie evidenced by correctly performing the procedures outlined in the
assignment and Job sheets and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student will be able to:

1. Match terms related to gas ranges and ovens with their correct definitions.

2. Complete statements concerning basics of gas heating.

3. Select true statements concerning natural and bottled gases.

4. Complete statements concerning how a gas range top burner works.

5. Select true statements concerning orifice settings.

6. Select true statements concerning primary and secondary air.

7. Complete statements concerning byproducts of combustion.

8. Recommend solutions for burner combustion problems.

9. Complete a chart of gas burner types and their applications.

10. Match types of oven Ignition systems with their characteristics.

11. Complete statements concerning how a gas oven works.

12. Match types of oven thermostats with their characteristics.

5 4 0
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

13. Complete statements concerning safety valves.

14. Complete statements concerning common misuses of gas ovens.

15. Select true statements concerning special considerations for ovens with upper
and lower burners.

16. Complete statements concerning how self-cleaning ovens work.

17. Select true statements concerning special safety features of self-cleaning ovens.

18. Complete a list of safety requirements for gases.

19. Complete statements concerning flexible connectors.

20. Select true statements concerning requirements for gas supply lines.

21. Complete statements concerning functions of electrical circuits on gas ovens.

22. Solve problems concerning typical circuit functions in a gas oven.

23. Match gas range complaints with recommended troubleshooting.

24. Select true statements concerning gas pressure drops.

25. Solve problems concerning manometer selection and use.

26. Complete statements concerning guidelines for roasting.

27. Complete statements concerning guidelines for broiling.

28. Complete statements concerning guidelines for baking.

29. Match baking problems with their solutions.

30. Select true statements concerning guidelines for service calls.

31. Use a wiring schematic to determine voltage a d resistance readings on a self-
cleaning gas oven set for a bake operation. (Assignment Sheet #1)

32. Use a wiring schematic to determine voltaite and resistance readings on a self-
cleaning gas oven set for a timed bake operation. (Assignmem Sheet #2)

33. Use a wiring schematic to determine voltage and resistance readings on a self-
cleaning gas oven set for a cleaning operation. (Assignment Sheet #3)

34. Use a wiring schematic to determine voltage and resistance readings on a self-
cleaning gas oven during lock and ifilork. (Assignment Sheet #4)
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

35. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Install a gas range level and leak free with all burners properly adjusted.
(Job Sheet #1)

b. Use a temperature tester to check gas oven temperature for proper oven
thermostat settings. (Job Sheet #2)

c. Recalibrate a gas oven thermostat to correct settings. (Job Sheet #3)

d. Remove, disassemble, clean, lubricate, and reassemble a standard gas
burner valve. (Job Sheet #4)
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GAS RANGES AND OVENS
UNIT XII

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Provide students with objective sheet.

B. Provide students with information and assignment sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Discuss the wiring schematics presented in the assignment sheets and prepare an
appropriate demonstration on either a gas or electric range to show how a VOM can be
tract in circuit analysis, and provide the students with typical readings taken from an
actual circuit.

G. Discuss and demonstrate the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

H. Invite a representative from the local gas company to talk about local gas supplies and
safety around gas appliances.

I. Invite a local gas company service person to demonstrate how a manometer is used to
check pressure on a gas regulator valve.

J. Have individual components from as ranges and ovens available for demonstration as
they are discussed in the information sheet.

K. Give test.

CONTENTS OF THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1 Types and Characteristics of Gases

2. TM 2 Nameplate Information

3. TM 3 Top Burner Operation

4. TM 4 Boner Types

5, TM 5 Automatic Oven Ignition System
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CONTENTS OF THIS UNIT

6. TM 6 Semi-Automatic Oven Ignition System

7. TM 7 Manual Oven Ignition System

8. TM 8 Hydraulic Thermostat

9. TM 9 Electric-Hydraulic Thermostat

10. TM 10 Pneumatic Thermostat

11. TM 11 Circuit Operations During a Bake Operation (Self-Cleaning Gas Oven)

12. TM 12 Circuit Operations During a Timed Bake Operation (Self-Cleaning Gas
Oven)

13. TM 13 Circuit Operations During a Clean Operation (Self-Cleaning Gas Oven)

14. TM 14 Circuit Operations During Lock and Unlock Operations (Self-Cleaning
Gas Oven)

15. TM 15 Manometer Pressure Equivalent Table

D. Assignment sheets

1. Assignment Sheet #1 Use a Wiring Schematic to Determine Voltage and Resist-
ance Readings on a Self-Cleaning Gas Oven Set for a Bake Operation

2. Assignment Sheet #2 Use a Wiring Schematic to Determine Voltage and Resist-
ance Readings on a Self-Cleaning Gas Oven Set for a Timed Bake Operation

3. Assignment Sheet #3 Use a Wiring Schematic to Determine Voltage and Resist-
ance Readings on a Self-Cleaning Gas Oven Set for a Cleaning Operation

4. Assignment Sheet #4 Use a Wiring Schematic to Determine Voltage and Resist-
ance Readings on a Self-Cleaning Gas Oven Our Lock and Unlock

E. Answers to assignment sheets

F Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1 Install a GaF Range Level and Leak Free With All Burners Properly
Adjusted

2. Job Sheet #2 Use a Temperature Tester to Check Gas Oven Temperature for
Proper Oven Thermostat Settings

3. Job Sheet #3 Recalibrate a Gas Oven Thermostat to Correct Settings

4. Job Sheet #4 Remove, Disassemble, Clean, Lubricate, and Reassemble a
Standard Gas Burner Valve

or
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CONTENTS OF THIS UNIT

Test

H. Answers to test

REFERENCES USED IN DEVELOPING THIS UNIT

A. Cooking Equipment Course. Chicago, IL: Sears Training Center, undated.

B. Bacon, Bill and Mark Sutton. Major Appliance Repairer. Austin, TX 78712: The University
of Texas at Austin, 1983.

C. Anderson, Edwin R Home Appliance Servicing. Indianapolis, IN 462G8: Howard W. Sams
& Co., Inc., 1974.
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GAS RANGES AND OVENS
UNIT XII

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. AGA (American Gas Association) A national organization that sets
design and performance standards for gas appliances, and conducts labo-
ratory and onsite checks for compliance

B. Baffle A metal sheet %riot or slightly V-shaped) placed ovor an oven
burner to divert heat to both skies of a gas oven and to keep direct flame off
the oven bottom to prevent burnout

C. Burner valves Valves that screw into a gas manifold to control gas flow
to the top burners

D. Charge port A snail fitting mounted on the side of a burner where It
directs gas through a flash tube to a pilot light to cause the burner to ignite

E. Gas regulator Controls gas pressure and gas flow into the manifold and
to other gas range components

F. LP (liquid propane) gas A general reference to both propane and butane
gases used for heating and cooking purposes when natural gas is unavail-
able

G. Manifold A pipe which receives gas from the gas supply and distributes
that gas to the burner valves and the oven thermostat on a gas range

H. Manometer An instrument, usually a U-shaped glass tube, for measuring
the pressure of gases or yap )rs

I. Thermostat A device mounted onto a manifold to control gas flow to an
oven much like burner valves control gas flow to top burners on a gas range

J. Venturi A tube-like connection where air and gas are mixed and trans-
ported to a top burner on a gas range

II. Basics of gas heating

A. Gas heating and cook!' -1 devices are rated according to a unit of heat
known as a BTU (British hermal Unit).

B. A BTU Is equal to the amount of heat required to raise one pound of water
one degree fahrenheit.

(NOTE: A common wood match will release about 1 BTU as it completely
burns up.)

5 4
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. Gases are rated In c7U's. (Transparency 1)

1. Natural gas may range from 300 to 3,000 BTU per cubic foot.

2. The standard for natural gas in American Is almost always 1,000 BTU
per cubic foot, and most heating and cooking appliances are
designed with that standard in mind.

3. A gas range should Ilst the BIU rating of every burner and the oven
on the name plate. (Transparency 2)

D. Gas burners are designed according to their intended use.

1. A standard size surface burner for household use is usually rated
about 9,000 BTU/hr.

2. A jumbo size burner for commercial use is usually rated about 12,000
BTU/hr.

3. Oven burners for household use are usually rated about 23,000 BTU/
hr.

E. Burner ratings should never be surpassed.

Natural and bottled gases

A. Natural gas comes from wells and Is usually piped from a central supply
point to homes and businesses In an area.

B. Propane and butane are extracts from crude petroleum and are stored In
bottles and tanks as a liquid, and then changed to gas when they are used.

C. Because of its convenience, natural gas Is the most common gas used for
gas appliances, but In areas remote from a central natural gas supply, pro-
pane and butane are used.

D. Natural gas is lighter than air and will rise in the atmosphere, but propane
and butane are heavier than air and will collect In low spots.

(NOTE: These characteristics can cause problems with wrongly positioned
pilot lights)

E. Natural gas, propane, and butane are all odorless and colorless and have
mercaptan added to them to provide color and a pungent odor so leaking
gas can be quickly detected.

(NOTE: Mercaptan has a high sulphur content and smells like rotten eggs.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

IV. How a gas range top burner works (Transparency 3)

A. The main gas supply goes through a gas regulator valve which assures gas
will be delivered to the range at a constant, proper pressure.

B. The gas regulator valve feeds gas into a manifold which serves as a gas
transmission line to the top burners, oven pilot, and oven burner.

C. For a top burner, a gas control valve is screwed into the manifold so that it
can be manually operated to turn gas on or off.

D. From the gas control valve, gas goes through a spud which is screwed into
the valve, and from the spud through an orifice with a hood that holds it in
place.

E. Gas from the orifice la fed into a venturi where an air shutter alto NS air in to
mix with the gas.

F. As gas is mixing In the venturi and being carried to the burner, another con-
stant gas flow is going down a separate tube to the pilot.

G. As gas from the venturi reaches the burner, part of it passes out a flash port
on the side of the burner, and is directed down a flash tube to the pilot
flame.

H. As the pilot flame ignites gas from the flash port, gas at the burner itself Is
ignited, combustion Is complete, and burning begins.

V. Orifice settings

A. Depending on geographical location, a range will come from the manufac-
turer with the orifice preset for either natural gas or LP gas.

B. An orifice for LP gas cannot be used with natural gas because the opening
Is too small, and an orifice for natural gas cannot be used with LP gas
because the opening Is too large and would create a fire hazard.

C. If the orifice in the range is Improper for the local gas supply It must be
replaced with the proper orifice.
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INFORMATION SHEET

D. If the orifice Is a universal orifice, it can be adjusted for LP gas by tghtenIng
the hood until it Is against the needle. (Figure 1)

(NOTE: The hollow needle will permit sufficient gas flow for LP gas burn-
ing.)

FIGURE 1

L.P. Setting

E. The universal orifice can also be adjusted for natural gas by screwing the
orifice hood out to achisve proper flame size. (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

11.1
WANOMMIMMO...

VOAM.10/
Natural Setting

F. If the needle is solid, no hole in the center, the orifice opening can only be
adjusted by changing to another hood with an opening sized either for LP
gas or natural gas.

G. When connecting the hood to a venturi, it may be necessary to Usti an
extension called a spud to reach Into the venturi the proper distance. (Fig-
ure 3)

FIGURE 3

Spud

Needle

VI. Primary and secondary air Hood

A. Primary air enters the gas supply through an air shutter located at the front
of the venturi.

B. Primary air Is mixed with gas In the throat of the venturi and enters the
burner combustion area as an air/gas mixture which is ignited.

54 9
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C. Secondary air comes from the entire area around the burner and mixes with
the flame as It comes from the burner.

C. Secondary air stabilizes the flame, completes combustion, and carries off
the byproducts of combustion.

VII. Byproducts of combustion

A. When gas burns it gives off water vapor which is usually absorbed by the
atmosphere around the range area.

B. When a home or kitchen area is improperly ventilated, water vapor may con-
dense on walls or other surfaces.

(NOTE: This is more of a problem in winter weather when outside walls are
cold.)

C. Improper combustion that leaves part of the gas unburned will produce CO
(carbon monoxide) wniuh is extremely dangerous to humans.

D. Although CO is odorless and colorless, it can usually be quickly detected
becnce It Is accompanied by other gases called aldehydes which do have
a pungent odor and irritate the nose and eyes.

E. When there Is an indication that CO is present, the appliame should be
shut down aid not r 3ed until it has been properly adjusted.

(NOTE: Properly adjusted gas appliances pose no CO danger.)

Burner combustion problem, and teir solutions

If a flame Is literally it aping off a burner, there Is too much primary air and
the air shL tter should be closed down as required. (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4
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B. If a flame burns yellow and produces soot, there Is not enough primary air
and the air shutter should be opened up as required. (Figure 5)

FIGURE 5

C. If the flame looks lazy and seems to float away from the burner, the second-
ary air supply is insufficient, and this may require cleaning out a blocked
flue or dirty air vents. (Figure 6)

FIGURE 6

D. In addition to flue or vent blockage, secondary air problems may be caused
by:

1. Overrating the burner and sending more gas than a limited air supply
can handle

2. Bad location of the range so that there is Insufficient draft for sec-
ondary air, and not enough air to carry off the byproducts of combus-
tion

E. When there Is a problem with primary air, alway.1 start the adjustment with
the shutter completely open and close It slowly until the flame is correct.
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F. When properly adjusted with the gas valve wide open, natural gas should
give a bluish flame with a well defined cuter cone with a flame about 3/4"
high. (Figure 7)

FIGURE 7

G. A proper LP gas flame should be colored like a natural gas flame, but
should be about 1/2" high with the gas valve wide open.

IX. Gas humor types and applications (Thnsparency 4)

Type of Burner Shape Application Performance

Drilled-Ring Circular Top surface
burners

Is most efficient burner
because it provides a bet-
ter supply of secondary
air to all parts of the
flame

Drilled-Pipe Star Top surface
burners

Permits more drilled
holes to provide better
heat distribution and
greater capacity for large
pots and pans used com-
mercially

Drilled-Pipe Oval,
Straight
line, or
special
conflgur-
atlon

Ovens, trays,
tanks, and
special
application

Permits even distribution
of heat over surfaces of
large oven, tray, or tank
areas In cases where cir-
cular or star burners
could heat only a part of
the surface
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X. Types of oven ignition systems and their characteristics

A. Automatic ignition (Transparency 5)

1. Most popular type

2. Has no standing pilot

3. Goes through ignition process each time the oven calls for heat

4. May use sparking points, a glow coil, or a silicon carbide cr ini-
tions

B. Semi-automatic Ignition (Transparency 6)

1. Gas supply controlled by a thermostat In the manifold

2. Uses same gas regulator and manifold as top burners

3. As gas reaches the oven burner, it is ignited by a standing pilot

4. A thermostat senses ambient temperature in the oven and shuts off
gat: --tupply when oven heats to a specified temperature

5. Thermostat also turns gas supply back on when oven cools below
specified temperature

C. Manual ignition (Transparency 7)

1. Gas enters oven burner when thermostat is turned on

2. Burner must be lit with a match placed at the entrance to a flash tube

3. Precautionary pilot comes on only after oven burner has ignited

4. Thermostat bypasses enough gas to maintain a minimum flame

5. Precautionary pilot goes out when thermostat Is turned off

6. Oven must be manually lit each time It is used

7. These type ovens are no longer manufactured, but some are still
around
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Xi. How a gas oven works (Figure 8)

A. After the oven burner is Ignit d, heat from the burner enters the oven "avity
through' a row of holes along each side of the oven bottom. (Figure 1:1)

B. Hot air circulates through the oven and around food placed Into the oven.

(;:%. There are byproducts of combustior. that are carried along with the not cir-
culating air out of the oven and Into the oven flue.

D. Hot air also circulates around the thermostat capillary tube so oven tern
perature can be controlled.

E. Oven may be shut off manually or shut off by a timer control or a tempera-
ture-probe control.

FIGURE 8

OVEN BURNER OVEN BURNER -1

XII. Types of Jven thermostats and their characteristics

A. Hydraulic thermostat (Transparency 8)

Usually Red with oil

2. As oil is heated or cooled It activates or deactivates a bellows

3. The bellows move or close a disc valve to start or stop gas flow

B. Electric hydraulic thermostat (Transparency 9)

1. Used only in electrically controlled gas ranges or In electric ranges

2. Uses a liquid filled sensing bulb to activate or deactivate a bellows

3. Instead of moving a disc valve, the bellows opens or closes a set of
contact switches to start or stop gas flow

5 5 4
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Pneumatic thermostat (Transparency 10)

1. Used in self-cleaning gas ovens because a thermostat with liquid In
the design would not operate at the 850° to 900° temperatures
needed to clean an oven

2. Works with a C-shaped Bourdon tube, a thermostat tube, and a sens-
ing bulb all filled with helium

3. Heat creates vapor pressure which causes the Bourdon tube to
straighten out

4. Cooling causes the Bourdon tube to return to Its original position

5. The action of 'he Bourdon tube controls the temperature control con-
tacts to ke( the burner cycling on and off as needed

6. The action of the Bourdon tube also controls the door lock contacts
so the oven door is locked shut during the self-clean cycle

XIII. Safety valves

A.

B.

Safety valves on gas ranges serve two valuable safety purposes:

1. Gas from the main gas supply will not flow if the pilot light is out
when the gas Is turned on.

2. Gas from the main gas supply will be shut off If the pilot goes out
while the oven is in operation.

One common se fety valve works with a mercury sensing bulb that has to be
heated by the oven pilot before It will open, and will close Immediately if the
pilot goes out. (Figure 9)

FIGURE 9
ORIFICE

CAP

:.,...,,.

. ., ..i.___. e .; ,.
31, i':.
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C. Another type safety valve uses a bi-metal actuating device with a wrap-
around heater, and this valve works in conjunction with a flame switch
which senses whether the pilot is lit or not ilt. (Figure 10)

FIGURE 10

HEATER ACTUATING
BI-METAL

XIV. Common misuses of gas ovens (Figure 11)

A. Covering the holes at the bottom of the oven will cause baking problems
and damage the oven.

B. Using large pieces of foil to catch spills will literally divide the oven into
improperly heated parts and cause baking problems.

C. Placing utensils too close to the oven wall will also Impair circulation and
jamming too many pans on one shelf will impair circulation.

FIGURE 11

Aluminum Foil
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XV. Special considerations for ovens with upper and lower burners (Figure 12)

A. In a two-burner oven, the upper burner pilot requires a separate fresh air
supply because the upper pilot cannot burn in the byproducts of combus-
tion from the lower burner.

B. To assure the upper burner pilot will have a proper fresh air supply requires
a separate tube to bring fresh air to the upper pilot.

C. Fresh air supply to an upper burner is usually accomplished with a snorkle-
like tube that brings fresh air from outside the oven and also senses pres-
sure changes inside toe oven.

FIGURE 12

UPPER BURNER

1Lj(----(

OVEN BOTTOM

7

PILOT GA;41
SUPPO\

LOWER
BURNER

UPPER PILOT

AERATION TUBE
or

SNORKLE TUBE

PILOT AIR ".4°1

XVI. How self-cleaning ovens work

A. Most oven spills are forms of hydrocarbons that break down into water and
gases when burned In a temperature above 850°F.

B. The intense heat causes a decomposition process called pyrolysis and
leaves a white ash that can be easily wiped off.

C. In most gas ovens, smoke and other byproducts of self-cleaning art
directed out of the oven flue.

XVII. Speclt I safety features of self-cleaning ovens

A. Since the high temperatures in the self-cleaning function pose a f,re danger
and danger to the operator, special safety features are built into self-clean-
ing ovens.
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B. A metal-mesh protection screen must be manually pulled into place over
the glass In the oven door before the oven door can be manually latched for
self-cleaning.

(NOTE: Because the cleaning process Is accomplished through use of a
special coating on the oven liner, a continuous-cleaning oven does lot
require the high ten:p41rature of a self-cleaning oven and the metal-mesh
screen and other safety devices are not required on a continuous-cleaning
oven.)

C. As another safety feature, an inside thermometer activates an inside door
lock when the oven reaches 550°F

D. The inside door latch stays in place until the oven cools back down to less
than 550°F

(CAUTION: Attempting to open an oven door while the self - cleaning func-
tion Is in progre could cause serious burns and introduce enr .igh oxygen
into the oven to c. =se an explosion, and operators are encouraged to stay
away from ovens cliiring self-cleaning and never attempt to look in through
the glass of the oven door.)

XVIII. Safety requirements for gases

A. Be sure to shut off all gas appliances before turning off the main gas sup-
ply.

B. Smoking while working around gas appliances Is ABSOLUTELY FORBID-
DEN.

C. Never use a match or any open flame to test for gas leaks.

D. Test for leaks by brushing on a soap-water mixture and watching for bub-
bles which would indicate a leak.

(NOTE: Liquid detergent mixed with water until it has a syrupy quality is
good for eak testing, and there are commercial leak testing fluids such as
Leak Tee which are available at supply houses.)

E. Use pipe dope, Teflon tape, or Teflon dope when making up connections on
supply lines that are made of steel.

F. Do not use pipe dope on any brass fitting except when mating a brass fit-
ting to a steel supply line.

G. Propane and butane will dissolve some pipe dope, so be sure you use dope
that Is LP gas resistant.

H. Do not expose your bare hands or skin to propane or butane because they
absorb heat so fast that escaping gas can cause frostbite.
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I. Keep propane and butane tanks away from excessive heat.

J. Never fill a propane or butane tank completely full because both gases
require expansion space.

K. Never use rubber gaskets or washers around propane or butane because
both gases will dissolve rubber.

XIX. Flexible connectors

A. Flexible connectors make hooking up a range much easier, but be sure
local codes permit the use of flexible connectors before installing one.

(NOTE: Some local codes still require rigid pipe hookups, and this Is almost
always true for gas appliances in mobile homes.)

B. Bend or shape flexible connectors with care because they are made of cop-
per and are fairly easy to break.

C. Plastic-coated (epoxy) flexible connectors are preferred because bare cop-
per connectors readily corrode in situations where propellants from canned
aerosol cooking aids can reach them.

(NOTE: Spray butter substitutes such as Pam contain such propellants.)

D. Use no pipe dope on brass fittings except the connector fitting from a steel
pipe inlet.

E. Use only connectors that have dielectric qualities and the AGA seal of
approval that indicates the connector meets AGA requirements.

F. Limit flexible connections to no more than six feet.

G. Make sure the connector is properly sized to match the gas branch line to
which it is connected.

)01 Requirements for gas supply lines

A. Most incoming gas supply lines have a diameter of 1".

B. Most seeder lines off the main gas supply lines have a dlamett of 1/2".

(NOTE: A branch line to a gas clothes dryer may have a 3/8" Ilne because
the BTU requirements for a gas dryer are less than for a range or water
heater, but piping sizing should be icreased in situations where several
gas applkInces may be in use at one time.)

C. Piping used for gas transport must be made of bl \ck iron or galvanized Iron.

D. Pipe dope, Teflon dope, or Teflon tape should be used when making up all
Joints and connectir is on black iron or galvanized iron.

5 5 9
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XXI. Functions of electrical circuits on gas ovens

A. Electrical circuits on self-cleaning gas ovens operate oven lights, clocks,
and timing devices.

B. Electrical circuits on gas ovens also operate the door lock switch and other
elefirents of the self-cleaning function.

XXII. Typical circuit functions in a gas oven

A. When ci cults are energized for a simple BAKE function, oven burner opera-
tion is controlled through the selector switch and thermostat. (Transpar-
ency 11)

B. When circuits are energized for a TIMED BAKE function, the length of the
oven burner operation is controlled through a clock. (Transparency 12)

C. When circuits are energized for the CLEAN operation in a self-cleaning
oven, the cleaning temperatures a 3 controlled by the opening and closing
of the thermostatic contacts of the oven control. (Transparency 13)

(NOTE: During opening and ciosing of the thermostatic contacts, the heat-
ing element in the smoke eliminator is energized, and the smoke eliminator
fan Mows the byproducts of combustion into the flue.)

D. When circuit: are energized r. t1 I LOCK operation in a self-cleaning oven,
terminals in the oven contra , to cause the look Indicator light to come
on, and the unlocking mech- cannot be energized. (Transparencies 13
and 14)

E. When circuits are energized for the UNLOCK operation, oven control con-
tacts close as the oven cools down to 550°F and cause r selector switch to
activate the unlock solenoid which withdraws the safety rod so the door
can be unk.cked. (Transparency 14)

XXIII. Gas range complaints and recommended troubleshooting

A. When the complaint is that the pilot light Is out and will not light or will not
stay lit, check far:

1. A poorly adjusted pilot light

2. A poorly adjusted burner flame so high that It puts the pilot out

3. Bad safety valve or thermocouple

5 6 o
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B. When the complaint Is that the top burner will not light or that the flame is
too high or too low, check for.

1. Top burner pilot light out

2. Flash tube to pilot clogged or out of position

3. Burner itself out of position

4. Flash port clogged

5. Burner itself clogged

(NOTE: This problem could produce smoke residue on utensils, and
is a sure sign that the user needs to be encouraged to clean food
spills from the burner as soon as possible after they happen.)

6. Improper primary air

7. Wrong size orifice

C. When the complaiht is that the flame jumps off the burner or that the flame
Is smoky, check for.

1. Too much primary air through the shutter

2. Too little primary air through the shutter

D. When the complaint is that the oven is not heating properly, check for

1. Oven thermostat problems

2. Bypass gas supply problems

3. Improper calibration of oven thermostat

4. Improper burner adjustment

5. Improper gas pressure

E. When the complaint is that the oven is sweating, check for:

1. Improper preheating (oven door may need to be left open)

2. Oven thermostat temperatures Incorrect (recalibration)

3. Clogged oven vent
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F. When there is a complaint that there is an odor of gas aro end the range,
check for:

1. Gas leak in connections along supply lines

2. C yen burners not getting enough primary air

3. Oven pilot touching burner (needs relocating)

XXIV. Gas pressure drops

A. No gas appliance will operate properly at a gas pressure less than the appli-
ance is rated for.

B. Gas mnges have gas pressure ratings expressed in ounces of gas pressure
per square inch (PSI).

C. An average gas rating for natural gas is 4 oz. PSI, and for LP gas, 10 oz. PSI.

D With natural gas, a pressure drop can be regulated at the appliance, but
with an LP gas pressure drop, the adjustment has to be made at the LP sup-
ply tank.

E. The two most common causes of pressure drops are:

1. An obstruction in the main gas supply line, usually water

2. Undersized piping that will not serve multiappliance demands

F. Water problems are frequent with gas lines in highacidity soils because
acid attacks and corrodes the iron pipe.

(NOTE: Water can easily penetrate pinholes in the pipe because the water
pressure will be much greater than the normal 4 oz. PSI inside the pipe.)

G. Pilot lights that keep going out, and erratic burner operation are signs of
water problems.

H. In situations where several gas appliances are In use at one time, under-
sized piping will cause pressure drop.

I. The handiest tool for troubleshooting a complaint of gas pressure drop is a
water or a mercury manometer, and since the water manometer is easier to
work with and easier to read, it is a useful tool.

(NOTE: The mercury manomeit, must be read in pounds per square Inch
and then converted to ounces per square Inch, but the reading with a water
manometer is direct and no conversion is required, and because of this,
many technicians feel the water manometer is the more accurate of the
two.)
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XXV. Manometer selection and use (Transparency 15)

A. A water manometer is probably easier to work with than a mercury manom-
eter and the conversion from inches of water column to ounces of pressure
is easier to take.

B. When a gas pressure problem is suspected, it is always best to have the
local gas utility check for proper gas pressure at the meter (Figure 13)

FIGURE 13

MEM

C. The next check should be at the range itself:

eiti,111

1. Fill the manometer with enough water that the water level is zero on
each side of the scale.

5C3 O
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2. Remove the venturi from a surface burner and place the manometer
tube over the orifice spud. (Figure 14)

(NOTE: Some manifolds have a special plug that can be removed and
the manometer 'tube can be fitted to the manifold with a special con-
nector, but simply putting the tube over the orifice will provide an
accurate measurement.)

FIGURE 14

3. Turn the gas valve full ON and read the Inches of water column on the
right side of the manometer glass.

4. Write down your manometer reading in Inches and tenths of an inch.

5. Convert Inches of water column to ounces per square Inch according
to the table In Transparency 15.

6. Check the nameplate for the pressure specified for the range.

Example: A common pressure rating for a natural gas range Is 4 oz.
PSI o. 7 inches water column, and a common rating for
an LP range is 10 oz. PSI or 18 inches of water column

7. Compare your finding with the nameplate information and adjust the
gas valve as required.

0. When gas valve adjustment will not correct the ,roblerri, make the follow-
ing check:

1. Leave the manometer hooked up to the range with the test burner
turned to full ON.

5E4
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2. If the home heb a gas flirnace, start the furnace and look for a pres-
sure drop on the manometer.

3. If there is a noticeable pressure drop, it is an indication that the gr s
supply fine is undersized, and the customer should be advised to
have the piping changed by a licensed plumber.

XXVI. Guidelines for roasting

A. Factors that increase roasting time

1. Roasts that are boned and tied take more time to cook tha i standing
roasts

(NOTE: The ties on the roast actually increase the density of the
meat and Increased density requires more cooking time.)

2. Small roasts require more cooking time per pound than do large
roasts.

3. Wrapping meat or poultry in foil increases roasting time.

B. Factors that decrease roasting time

1. A thick coating of fat decreases roasting time.

2. Selecting aged meat decreases roasting time.

3. Selecting standing roasts (not boned and tied) decreases roasting
time.

C. Using a thermometer for roasting

1. A thermometer should be inserted into the ceRter of the thickest part
of the meat.

2. The tip of the thermometer probe should not be allowed to contact
areas of gristle, fat, or bone.

(NOTE: Bone and fat register hig lei temperatures than the meat
adjacent to thorn and can give deceptive readings.)

3. Generally, a probe should be inserted 3 1/2`' Into the meat, and if it is
a thin roast, the probe should be inserted from an angle that will give
it a 3 1/2" penetration.

4. For poultry, a thermometer should be Inserted into the center of the
breast above the wing or into the Inside of the thigh muscle.

5115
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XXVII. Guidelines for broiling

A. Broiling is popular because it reduces fat content and enhances taste.

B. Broiling is also popular because it is about the only way to please people
who like their steaks browned on the outside and rare in the middle.

(NOTE: Remember that the oven door should be left slightly open when
broiling.)

C. Selecting steaks for broiling:

1. For outside browning and a rare inside, the steak must be at lea r 1"
thick, and it is better if it is slightly thicker.

2. The steak should be kept at refrigerator temperature until broiling
begins.

3. The best way to assure the brown/rare combination is to broil a fro-
zen steak directly from the freezer.

4. Place the steak as close to the broiler unit as possible.

5. Preheating the oven also helps to control the brown/rare combina-
tion.

D. Ways to promote browning

1. As fat content in a steak increases, browning increases.

2. Brushing any meat with butter or oil will increase browning.

3. Seasoning meats after broiling will increase browning because salt
added prior to broiling produces moisture which delays browning.

4. Handle aged steak with care because the outside cooks rapldl and
the inside may oe too rare.

(NOTE: Moving the steak fa.rther away from the broiling element will
sometimes solve the problem with aged beef.)

XXVIII. Guidelines for baiting

A. Placement of shelve. and pans

1. Use the middle shelf when baking on only one shelf, and space
shelves so that they divide the oven in thirds when usinp more than
one shelf.

2. Do not impair heat circulation by placing a pan too close to the c-en
wall, and with two or three pans, stagger them so that them is a good
heat combination around each one.

5cf;
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B. Preheating

1. Cakes, pies, and other delicate foods require preheating, so follow
the recipe.

2. Preheating is not usually required for meat and poultry.

C. Using foil

1. If oven shelves are completely covered with foil, heat circulation in
the oven will be Improper.

2. Foil placed directly under a pie may interfere with bottom browning.

D. Selecting pans and bakeware

1. Shiny aluminum is best for cakes, but glass can be used it oven tem-
perature is lowered 25 degrees.

2. Glass pie plates are best for pies, but dark tin or anodized aluminum
can also give satisfactory results.

3. Shiny baking sheets are best for biscuits and cookies.

4. Anodized aluminum or glass are best for yeast breads because they
help make the crust thick.

5. A dull cookie sheet is best for frozen pies because it helps browning
of the bottom crust.

XXIX. Baking problems and their solutions

(NOTE: Some of the following items apply only to gas ovens, but most items apply
to both electric and gas ovens.)

A. When baked goods burn on the top

1. Oven flame may be too hard and primary air should be decreased.

2. Baffle may be out of position or upside down, so position baffle prop-
erly.

3. Flue may be blocked and It should be cleaned.

B. When baked goods burn on one side

1. Cookware is blocking heat circulation, so position cookware away
from sides of oven.

2. Pan may be unievel or the range may be unlevel, so level the range or
replace the utensil as required.

110
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C. Widd3 aked foods burn on the bottom

1. Oven flame may be too soft and primary air should be Increased.

2. Baffle may be out of position or upside down, so position baffle prop-
erly.

3. Dark cookware should be exchanged for a brighter utensil.

4. Flue may be blocked and it should be cleaned.

D. When baked goods crack open

1. Oven is too hot and thermostat should be checked, or a lower tem-
perature should be used.

2. Batter may be improperly prepared or recipe may be wrong and
require correction.

E. When baked goods are soggy

1. Oven is not hot enough F nd thermostat should be checked, or a
higher temperature shoulL be used.

2. Batter may have wrong Ingredients, so check the recipe.

3. Baked Item may have been left in the pan too long, and it should be
removed Immediately.

X= Guidelines for service calls

Introduce yourseif to the customer, Identify your company, and confirm that
you are there to answer to the customer's request for service.

B. Ask the customer to explain in his/her own words what the problem Is.

C. Check to see if baking problems provide a elm to the trouble before looking
for mechanical problems.

D. Place a drop cloth around tha range area before starting any work.

E. Request tne customer to keep the area free of children and pets.
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Types and Characteristics of Gases

'TYPE OF GAS
Manufactured Nature! Mixed F.....12Eneltt2ile.

1.52 2.00
Specific Gravity (Air 1) 0.40-0.70 0.63-0.70 0.60
Heatin Vcg....,o1k..x.__;1,1$ttLcu.ft. 520 -600 925 -1200 800 2570 3260Explosive' Limits, % Gas in Air

Lower 5.6 4.8 2.4 1.9Upper 31.7 14.0 9.5 8.4Main Constituents, %
Hydrogen 50 25
Carbon Monoxi.e 10 5
Methane 25 c.:0

-..-----
Ethane

5 3 3
Pro -pane

rutane 97 6
94Cu. Ft of air required for complete

combustion of one cu.ft. of gas 5 10 8 24 31

(lour tesy Sears
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Nameplate Information

HOURLY B.T.U. RATINGS FOR NATURAL, MANUFAC-

TURED, MIXED AND L.P. GAS:

OVEN RANGE TOP ROTISS

23,000 8,000 EACH

IN ALL CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING THIS
ARTICLE MENTION THIS KENMORE MODEL NO.

REG. TRADE MARK

HOURLY B.T.U. RATINGS FOR NATURAL,
MANUFACTURED OR MIXED GAS:

RIGHT AND LEFT RIGHT AND LEFT

REAR TOP BURNER FRONT TOP BURNER

9,000

n2,000
HOURLY B.T.U. RATINGS FOR LP GAS:

RIGHT AND LEFT RIGHT AND LEFT
REAR TOP BURNER FRONT TOP BURNER

8,000

MINIMUM HORIZONTAL DISTANCE FROM SIDES OF

RANGE TO ADJACENT COMBUSTIBLE VERTICAL SUR-

FACES EXTENDING ABOVE COOK TOP:

115
AMPS

SERIAL

NO.

dal
60 CYCLES

15

AMPS

MANUFACTURED IN U.S.A. FOR

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO., U.S.A.
ORDER RPLACEMENT PARTS THRU ANY OF OUR

MAIL ORDER HOUSES OR RETAIL STORES

THIS RANGE IS SHIPPED FROM THE FACTORY EQUIPPED

FOR USE WITH L.P. GAS (BOTTLED OR TANK GAS).

ALL ORIFICE HOODS MUST BE LEFT SCREWED
TIGHT WHEN L.P GAS IS USED.

THIS RANGE CAN ALSO BE USED WITH NATUF'AL OR
MIXED GAS AFTER THE 1=0LLOWING ADJUSTMENTS
ARE MADE:
1. MAIN BURNER ORIFICE HOODS:

UNSCREW HOODS UNTIL SPECIFIED INPUT RATE TO
EACH BURNER IS OBTAINED.

2. ON RANGES WITH SIDE TOWER BURNER, REMOVE
THE BRASS TOWER BURNER SPUD AND REPLACE
WITH A NICKEL SPUD WHICH MAY BE FOUND
BEHIND THIS PLATE.

3, ON RANGES WITH LO-TEMP OVEN, REMOVE THE
RED HEATER PILOT ORIFICE AND REPLACE WITH A
BLACK ORIFICE WHICH MAY BE FOUND BEHIND
THIS PLATE.

THIS RANGE CAN ALSO BE USED WITH MANUFAC-
TURED GAS BY INSTALLING CONVERSION PARTS
(WHICH MAY BE ORDERED THROUGH SEARS, ROE-
BUCK AND CO.'S MAIL ORDER HOUSES OR RETAIL
STORED).

ANY INFORMATION ON THIS PLATE REFERRING TO

EQUIPMENT NOT FuUND ON YOUR RANGE MAY BE

DISREGARDED

SEE OWNERS GUIDE

FOR MORE DETAILED

INFORMATION

COVERED BY ONE OR MORE

OF THE FOLLOWING U.S.
PATENTS:

2,490,885 2,787,948
2,524,210 2,862,667
2,560,777 RE.23,299
OTHER PATENTS PENDING

FLUSH TO WALL

571
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Top Burner Operation

Venturi -___I___Mixer.....

r"--Converging Section

/ 1

Throat

Top Burner

Top Bun
Head

Diverging
Section

Charge
Port

Venturi

Air Shutter
Screws for
Adjusting
Air Shutter

Orifice

Courtesy Seers

5 72

Fitting
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Burner Types

Circular

MAR- 619

Star

Straight Line

573
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Automatic Oven Ignition System

OVEN
THERMOSTAT

PILOT FILTER WITH
ADJUSTING SCREW

OVEN
BURNER
SUPPLY
LINE

MANIFOLD PIPE

4...... PILOT SUPPLY LINE

SOLENOID
VALVE

OVEN BURNER

MINI-PILOT

TS-15-B PILOT
VALVE

574

THERMOCOUPLE

MAR 621
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Semi-Automatic Oven Ignition System

OVEN THERMOSTAT

-4. OVEN
BURNER
SUPPLY
LINE

PILOT FILTER WITH
ADJUSTMENT SCREW

MANIFOLD PIPE

PILOT SUPPLY LINE

OVEN BURNER

MINI-PILOT
TS-15-B
PILOT VALVE

575

THERMOCOUPLE
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Manual Oven Ignition System

PRECAUTIONARY ADJUSTMENT PILOT SCREW

THERMOSTAT

BY-PASS
FLAME
ADJUSTMENT
SCREW

3/4 " PRECAUTIONARY
PILOT

576

MAR- 625
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Hydraulic Thermostat

DISC VALVE:
Coupled To Bellows

BELLOWS:
Moves Toward Seat
When Sensing Bulb
Is Hot, Away When
Cool.

ADJUSTABLE VALVE SEAT:
Moves Axay From Disc Valve When
Temperture :s Turned Up, Toward
Disc Valve When Turned Down.

1(
C

711/% ,40 r 4 jALIBRATION SCREW:
Turns The Adjustable

OUTLET 1 i INLET
4

Valve Seat, Friction
INTEGRAL GAS VALVE: Fitted To Shaft, Slips

Opens When Knob Is Turned To "ON"
In Shaft For

Calibration.

KNOB

SENSING BULB:
Oil Filled

577
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Beddow Hydraulic Thermostat

SWITCH
CONTACTS

TERMINALS:
Connected
Internally To
Switch Contacts.

THEPMOSTAT SHAFT:
Move* Out When Turned
To Higher Temperature.

CALIBRATION SCREW:
Turn Clockwise To Decrease
Oven Temperature.

BELLOWS:
Opens Contacts When
Sensing Bulb Is Hot.

SENSING BULB:
Liquid Filled ...D

MAR 629
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Pneumatic Thermostat

TEMPERATURE ADJUSTING
RAMP

MAR- 631

CALIBRATION SCREW

BOURDON
TUBE

579

TEMPERATURE
CONTROL
CONTACTS

DOOR LOCK
CONTACTS

SENSING BULB:
Helium Filled

p---) Pressure Variation
1 60 PSI @ 70°--I 180 PSI @ 850°

TM 10



Circuit Operations During a Bake
Operation

(Self-Cleaning Gas Oven)

B

4

COMBINATION

WITCH

FLUOR LIGHT OVE
LI T

N

BALLAST

1 ,--4--0"
1 -

lliw i

CLOCK

T
OUTLET

LT J

CONTACTS
CLOSED

U L I I I I I 1 1 I 1 1 I

WIrtEMI N NO

R y
illtImpollomommommo'

UNLOCK
SOLENOIDf owl

V. R

Y RESISTOR W

101)00A

FLAME SW CH

Courtesy Sears
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Circuit Operations During a

Timed Bake Operation
(Self-Cleaning Gas Oven)

BLACK
.L.

MAR- 635

WHITC

BALL AST

TIMED
OUTLET

40014 `CejitigiD
TS

DELAY NONE
COOK 1.2 4 . 3

OFF 4 6

s SWITCH
1. IT

CONTACTS
CLOSED

BUTI:TAMIEMMUMBI
Ju.j1L,. J6317 Maja AM

Ill_liK,Ui117166ii "11&1!1/1
UNLOCK 6 S

111

R 4r7,/ ot+OL
s

Pr

SELECTOR
B Is r-1 7 eLv aL.y SWITCH BL Y RESISTOR w

103)00A

..6°VcN LOCK
CO" Kt IN g LIGHT

Courtesy Sears

581

SMOKE
ELIMINATOR

OVEN
IND LIGHT441
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Circuit Operations During a
Clean Operation

(Self-Cleaning Gas Oven)

BLACK
'L'

MAR- 637

WHITE

B

COMBINATION
OUTLET
SWITCH

I CLOCK

TIMED
OUTLE T

r " "
RV J.ao

UNLOCK
SOLENOID

VIt

y RESISTOR

10000

I CONTROL ELIMINATOR
I VALVE

FLAME SW CH

Courtesy Sears
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SLACK
"L.

Circuit Operations During
Lock and Unlock Operations

(Self-Cleaning Gas Oven)

COMBINATION
OUTLET
SWITCH

NJ

FLUOR LIGHT

eR

J

BALLAST

W

MAR- 639

WHITE

7 St. Y

T W4E D
OUTLE T

r ILlir.111.1111CtarD,

LOCK
CONTROL IND LIGHT

9 el:

0

r -
N c SOLENOID

ei414114*11.
Y 11

r 91
iihetAA.vg1;04R

RESISTOR

r 10.oc

DOOR LOCK
SWITCH

FLAME SW CH

Courtesy Seers

5 R 3

I CONTROL
I VALVE

wR

W

SMOKE
ELIMINATOR

IND LIGHT
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Manometer Pressure Equivalent Table

INCHES
OF

WATER

INCHES
OF

MERCURY

OUNCES
PER

SQ. IN.

POUNDS
PER

SQ. IN.

.5 0.037 0.289 .0181
1 0.074 0.578 .0361
2 0.148 1.156 .0723
3 0.222 1.734 .1084
4 0.296 2.312 .1445

5 0.370 2.890 .1807
6 0.454 3.468 .2168
7 0.518 4.046 .2529
8 0.592 4.624 .2890

9 0.666 5.202 .3252
10 0.740 5.780 .3613
11 0.814 6.538 .3974
12 0.888 6.936 .4336

13 0.962 7.514 .4697
14 L036 8.092 .5058
15 1.110 8.670 .5420
16 1.184 9.246 .5781

17 1.258 9.826 .6142
18 1.332 10.404 .6503
19 1.406 10.982 .6865
20 1.480 11.560 .7226

21 1.554 12.138 .7587
22 1.628 12.716 .7949
23 1.702 13.294 .8310
24 1.776 13.872 .8671

25 1.850 14.450 .9032
26 1.924 15.028 .9394
27 1.998 15.606 .9755
28 2.072 16.184 1.0116

5 s 4
TM 15
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GAS RANGES AND OVENS
UNIT XII

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 - DETERMINE VOLTAGES AND RESISTANCE
READINGS ON A SELF-CLEANING OVEN SET FOR A

BAKE OPERATION

Directions: Refer to the wiring schematic In Figure 1 and assume that you are working with a
VOM. Circle the correct answer to each of the following problems.

A. If your VOM is set to read voltage and the meter leads are on Terminal 1 of the oven con-
trol and Terminal 5 of the selector switch, what voltage would the meter indicate?

Answer: 0 volts 120 volts 240 volts

B. With the VOM still set to read voltage and the meter leads on Terminal 1 of the oven con-
trol and 1.1 of the selector switch, %Oat voltage would the meter indicatel

Answer: 0 volts 120 volts 240 volts

C. With the VOM still set to read voltage and 'he meter leads on Terminal 1 of the oven con-
trol and Terminal C of the selector switch, what voltage would the meter Indicate?

Answer: 0 volts 120 volts 240 volts

D. With the VOM still set to read voltage and the meter leads still on Terminal 1 of the oven
control and L, of the selector switch, what voltage would the meter Indicate If you were
to open the oven door?

Answer: 0 volts 120 volts 240 volts

E. With the electric supply unplugged, the VOM set to read resistance, and the meter
leads on Terminal 6 of the selector switch and the white wire to the right of the smoke
eliminator, what will the resistance reading be?

Answer: 10 0 100 0 10,000 0

F. With the electric supply unplugged, the VOM set to read resistance, and the meter
leads on Terminal 6 of the selector switch and the BL-Y on the lock Indicator light, what
will the resistance reading be?

Answer: 10 0 100 0 0 0 (infinity)

5R5



FIGURE 1
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GAS RANGES AND OVENS
UNIT XII

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 USE A WIRING SCHEMATIC TO DETERMINE
VOLTAGE AND RESISTANCE READINGS ON A SELF- CLEANING

GAS OVEN SET FOR A TIMED BAKE OPERATION

Directions: Refer to the wiring schematic in Figure 1 and assume that you are working with a
VOM. Circle the correct answer to each of the following problems.

A. If your VOM is set to read voltage and the meter leads are on Terminal 1 of the clock and
on the white wire to the right of the control valve, what voltage would the meter indi-
cate?

Answer: 0 volts 120 volts 240 volts

B. With the VOM still set to read voltage and the meter leads on Terminal 2 of the clock
and on the white wire to the right of the control valve, what voltage would the meter indi-
cate?

Answer: 0 volts 120 volts 240 volts

C. With the VOM still set to read voltage and the meter leads on Terminal H, on the oven
control and pin S of the selector switch, what voltage would the meter indicate?

Answer: 0 volts 120 volts 240 volts

D. With the electric supply unplugged, the VOM set to read resistance, and the meter
leads on Terminal 1 on the clock and Terminal 1 on the oven control, what will the resist-
ance reading be?

Answer: 10 0 100 0 10,000 0

E. With the electric supply unplugged, the VOM set to read resistance, and the meter
leads on Terminal 3 of the oven control and the white wire just to the right of the control
valve, what will the resistance reading be?

Answer: 10 0 100 0 10,000 0
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GAS RANGES AND OVENS
UNIT XII

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3 USE A WIRING SCHEMATIC TO DETERMINE
VOLTAGE AND RESISTANCE READINGS ON A SELFCLEANING

GAS OVEN SET FOR A CLEANING OPERATION

Directions: Refer to the wiring schematic in Figure 1 and assume that you are working with a
VOM. Circle the correct answer to each of the following problems.

A. If your VOM is set to read voltage and the meter leads are on Terminal 6 of the oven con-
trol and the white wire Just to the right of the unlocking solenoid, what voltage would
the meter indicate?

Answer. 0 volts 120 volts 240 volts

B. With he VOM still set to read voltage and the meter leads on TermInal 1 of the clock
and Terminal LI on the selector switch, what voltage would the meter indicate?

Answer 0 volts 120 volts 240 volts

C. With the VOM still set to read voltage and the meter leads on Term Inal 1 on the oven
control and the white wire just to the right of the smoke eliminator, what voltage would
the meter indicate?

Answer. About 0 volts About 120 volts About 240 volts

D. With the electric supply unplugged, the VOM set to read resistance, and the meter
leads on the left hand terminal of the timed outlet and Terminal C on the selector
switch, what will the resistance reading be?

Answer. About 100 0 About 600 0 About 1,000 0

E. With the electric supply unplugged, the VOM set to read resistance, and the meter
leads on Terminal 1 of the oven control and the purple wire to the left of the smoke elimi-
nator, what will the resistance reading be?

Answer About 150 0 About 600 sZ About 900 0

5 N9
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

FIGURE 1
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GAS RANGES AND OVENS
UNIT XII

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4 - USE A WIRING SCHEMATIC TO DETERMINE
VOLTAGE AND RESISTANCE RFADINGS ON A SELFCLEANING

GAS OVEN DURING LOCK AND UNLOCK

Directions: Refer to the WI 'ng schematic In Figure 1 and assume that you are working with a
VOM. Circle the correct answer to each of the following problems.

A. If your VOM is set to read voltage and the meter leads are on Terminal 1 of the clock and
the white win to the right of the unlock solenoid, what voltage would the meter indi-
cate?

Answer 0 volts 120 volts 240 volts

B. With the VOM still set to read voltage and the meter leads on Terminal 1 of the clock
and Terminal 6 of the selector switch, and assuming oven temperature has reached
540°F, what voltage would the meter indicate?

Answer 0 volts 120 volts 240 volts

C. With the electric supply unplugged, the VOM set to read resistance, and the meter
leads on Terminal 3 on the clock and the white wire, what will the resistance reading
be?

Answer. 0 0 50 0 100 0

U. With the electric supply unplugged, the VOM set to read resistance, and the meter
leads on Terminal 3 of the oven control and Terminal L, of the oven control, what will the
resistance reading be?

Answer. 0 to 5 0 10 to 200 100 to 110 0
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Assignment Sheet #1

A. 120 volts

B. 0 volts

C. 0 volts

D. 120 volts

E. 10,000 volts

F. 09

Assignment Sheet #2

A. 120 volts

B. 0 volts

C. 120 volts

D. 0 9

E. About 100 fl

Assignment Sheet #3

A. 120 volts

B. 120 volts

C. About 120 volts

D. About 600 SI

E. About 150 9

Assignment Sheet #4

A. 120 volts

B. 0 volts

C. 0 SI

D. 0 to 5 il

GAS RANGES AND OVENS
UNIT XII

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

593
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GAS RAN ES AND OVENS
UNIT XII

JOB SHEET #1 INSTALL A GAS RANGE
LEVEL AND LEAK FREE WITH ALL BURNERS PROPERLY ADJUSTED

A. Tools and materials

1. Range as selected by Instructor

2. Flexible conno.,tor (plastic coated, AGA approved)

3. Adjustable wrench (12")

4. Pipe wrench for backup (12" or 14")

5. Leak test liquid and a small brush

6. Pipe dope or tape

7. Cut-off valve

8. Level

9. Safety glasses

B. Procedure

1. Put on safety glasses and turn off main gas supply

(CAUTION: if turning off the main gas supply will also cut off gas to other appli-
ances, turn off the pilots to those other appliances BEFORE turning off the main
gas supply.)

2. Inspect area where range will be installed to make sure it will have sufficient air
supply and not be near combustible materials

3. Position range in approximate area of !retaliation, but leave room enough behind
to Install connection

4. Dope the threads on the gas inlet line

5. Install cut-off valve using an adjustable wrench on the cut-off valve and using a
pipe wrench as a backup on the Inlet line

(NOTE: Apply dope only to the threads on the inlet line, not to the interior threads
of the brass cut-off fitting.)

6. Make up the fitting between the cut-off valve and the flexible hose with an adjust-
able wrench on the flex hose connector and an open end wrench as a backup on
the cut-off valve

(NOTE: Remember that on a residential installation, a flexible connector may not
meet local codes, so be sure to check with the local building inspector.)
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JOB SHEET #1

7. Determine if the fitting on the range manifold requires a reducer or an expander
from the flex hose and select the appropriate fitting as required

8. Make up the Wing between the flex hose and the range manifold with an adjust-
able wrench

(NOTE: The manifold should be securely bolted down and not require a backup
wrench.)

9. Check to make sure the range is level

(NOTE: If you're ever caught without a level, a dish or container with a ring
around It can be filled with water and used as a level.)

10. TdM on the main gas supply

(CAUTION: Make sure there Is not open flame around the range area, :And remem-
ber that smoking while working around gas appliances Is STRICtLY FORBID-
DEN.)

11. Purge the line by turning on an upper burner control until you detect the odor of
gas, and then turning it off

(NOTE: This will bleed all air out of the gas Ilne.)

12. Brush leak detector on each fitting that you made up and watch for bubbles that
would Indicate a leak

13. Tighten any connection that shows evidence of leaking, and test again

14. Make sure there are no leaks, and then test each top burner for a proper gas sup-
ply

15. Test the oven burner for a proper gas supply

16. Observe flame at each burner, and adjust air shutter as required to produce a
blue flame with a well defined Inner cone of about 1/2" and a total flame height of
about 1 112"

17. Turn off all burners after adjustment

18. Make a final check for each burner to make sure It Ignites when turned on and
that the flame Is properly adjusted

Have your instructor check your work

19. Relight all pilot lights that were turned off

20. Clean up area and return tools and equipment to proper storage
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GAS RANGES AND OVENS
UNIT XII

JOB SHEET #2 - CHECK GAS OVEN TEMPERATURE
FOR PROPER OVEN THERMOSTAT SETTINGS

A. Tools an:i materials

1. Range as selected by Instructor

2. Temperature tester (Robinaire, Universal Instruments, or equivalent)

3. Pencil and paper

4. Safety gasses

B. Procedure

1. Put on safety glasses.

2. Clip the tester probe to the center portion of the center rack in the oven

3. Set the oven thermostat and preheat to 250°F so the oven liner will be properly
heated

(NOTE: Always start a temperature check at a low oven setting because starting
with a high setting would waste time while the oven cools off.)

3. Position yourself so you can observe the oven flame

4. Compare the temperature on the tester with the temperature on the oven thermo-
stat at the moment the oven flame cuts back to the pilot

a. If the two readings are within 15°F high or low, the oven temperature is
okay

b. If the two readings are beyond the 15°F limit, tecallbrate the oven thermo-
stat as outlined in a later Job sheet

(NOTE: The temperature differential in some ovens may be higher than the
15°F listed above, so always check manufacturer's specifications.

5. Advance oven thermostat to 300°F and make temperature/thermostat checks as
previously outlined

6. Advance oven thermostat to 400°F and make temperaturelthermostat checks as
previously outlined

Have your instructor check your findings

7. Ian oven off and leave the door open so the oven will cool faster

8. Prepare for recalibration of the oven thermostat or clean up area as directed by
your Instructor
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GAS RANGES AND OVENS
UNIT XII

JOB SHEET #3 RECALIBRATE A GAS OVEN THERMOSTAT
TO CORRECT SETTINGS

A. Tools and materials

1. Range as selected by instructor

2. Temperature tester (Robinar, Universal instrumercs, or equivalent)

3. Longshank, extra-slender screwdriver

4. Needienose pliers

5. Inspection light

6. Safety glasses

B. Routine #1 Setting up equipment

1. Put on safety glasses

2. Complete oven temperature test as previously outlined to make sure recallbra-
tion Is required

3. Permit oven to cool

4. Clip the tester piobe to the center portion of the center rack in the oven

5. Set the oven thermostat to 250°F

6. Position yourself so you can observe the oven flame

7. Compare the tester temperature with the temperature of the oven thermostat set-
ting the moment the oven flame cuts back to pilot

8. Record your finding:

9. Determine if the thermostat needs to be increased to raise oven temperature or
decreased to lower oven temperature

10. Determine type of thermostat and adjustment required

a. If the thermostat has a D-stem with a pin that has to be removed, follow
instructions in Routine #2

b. If the thermostat has a recessed calibration screw, follow instructions In
Routine #3

c. If the thermostat has a dial shaft adjustment, follow Instructions In Rou-
tine #4
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JOB SHEET #3

C. Routine #2 Adjusting a thermostat with a D-stem and pin (Figure 1)

1. Remove the control knob by pulling out

2. Remove the bezel

3. Make sure the D-stem does not move in either direction

4. Use the needlenose pliers to remove the holding pin at the face of the calibration
plate

5. Insert a pocket screwdriver blade into the D-stem adjustment screw

6. Follow instructions on the calibration plate to raise or lower temperature asrequired

a. To Increase temperature follow arrow direction counterclockwise to raise
to a higher (H) temperature

b. To decrease temperature follow arrow direction clockwise to a lower (L)
temperature

c. Each notch on the calibration plate indicates an increment of 25°F

7. Complete recalibration for oven thermostat at 250°F

8. Put D-stem pin back In place and return the bezel and thermostat control knob

9. Open oven door and permit oven to cool down a bit

10. Make a second oven temperature check and record your findings

a. If the reading is a bit low, don't recallbrate until you make temperature
checks at 300°F and 400°F

b. If the reading is a bit high, wait until other temperature checks are made
before recalibrating

11. Take temperature checks at 300°F and at 400°F and record your findings

a. If the 400°F thermostat setting is within 25°F of the over temperature test,
the thermostat is okay

b. if the 400°F thermostat setting is beyond or below the 25°F limit, then
recalibrate as outlined previously

(NOTE: Exact calibration is seldom possible, but if the lower and upper
temperature settings are relatively close, the mid-range temperature will
probably be okay and a recalibration at 300°F will not be required.)

12. Put the D-stem pin, bezel, and control knob back in place

Have your Instructor check your work
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JOB SHEET #3

D. Routine #3 Adjusting a thermostat with a recessed calibration screw (Figure 2)

1. Make a 250°F temperature test as previously outlined

2. Remove thermostat knob

3. Insert a longshank, slender screwdriver down the D-54-71 shaft until the blade
engages the calibration screw

4. Turn the calibration screw counterclockwise to increase temperature or clock-
wise to decrease temperature

(NOTE: The basic difference between this type of control and the previous one is
that there is no bezel and no D-stem pin to remove and replace.)

5. Replace thermostat knob and recheck thermostat setting at 250°F as previously
outlined

6. Make a temperature check at 400°F and recalibrate as required

7. Record your findings

Have your Instructor check your work

E. Routine #4 Adjusting a thermostat with a dial shaft adjustment (Figure 3)

1. Make sure the standby pilot is lit

2. Turn dial counterclockwise to 550°F

3. Permit oven burner to stay on for five minutes

4. Turn dial back until it Is mid-way between LO and OFF, and turn dial slightly
either way until you observe a full heater pilot flame

5. Use a screwdriver to turn the by-pass adjustor until flames over the entire burner
are approximately 1/8" high

(NOTE: The by-pass flame adjustment should be made before recalibration is
attempted.)

6. Clip the temperature tester onto the center rack in the center of the oven

7. Set dial to the LO mark and light the oven burner

(NOTE: The oven will snap on and off between LO and 325°F, and there should be
no by-pass flame on the burner.)
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JOB SHEET #3

8. Watch as burner snaps on and off, and when it snaps on and stays on, make an
oven temperature check

9. Record your finding:

10. Recalibrate only if the temperature check is more than 150° above/below the dial
marking of 140°F

11. Insert a screwdriver in the screw of the calibration stem, and push the stem
inward

12. Hold the stem firmly in and turn the stem clockwise to obtain a lower tempera-
ture or counterclockwise to obtain a higher temperature

(NOTE: Calibration marks are in Increments of 25 °F)

13. Replace dial assembly

14. Turn oven off, open door, and let oven cool about ten minutes

'15. Make another temperature check as previously outlined to make sure recalibra-
tion Is proper

16. Record your findings

Have your Instructor check your work

17. Clean up area and return tools to proper storage
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FIGURE 3
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GAS RANGES AND OVENS
UNIT XII

JOB SHEET #4 - REMOVE, DISASSEMBLE, CLEAN, LUBRICATE, AND
REASSEMBLE A STANDARD GAS BURNER VALVE

A. Tools and materials

1. Range with standard gas burner valves

2. Pliers

3. Open-end or adjustable wrench

4. Shop cloths

5. Graphite grease

B. Routine #1 Disassembling the burner valve

1. Turn off gas supply to the oven

2. Remove control knob from the burner valve

3. P.move front panel to gain access to the burner valve

(NOTE: On some ranges, the burners have to be removed in order to gain access
to the burner valves.)
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JOB SHEET #4

4. Use pliers to remove the knurled nut from the end of the valve body (Figure 1)

(CAUTION: Watch for the spring be :And the nut because it may fly out as you
remove the nut.)

FIGURE 1

5. Place the pliers on the valve control stem and WOW It back and forth gently until
it comes out (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2
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JOB SHEET #4

6. Clean the coneshaped stem with a clean shop cloth

7. Clean the interior of the stem housing with a clean shop cloth

8. Place graphite lubricant on the outside of the control stem and work It all around
the stem with your finger (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

elf!
q4-

$

,
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JOB SHEET #4

9. Place the control stem back Into the housing, and make sure the pin In the con-
trol stem fits Into the cutout In the valve body (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4

IM110111*.....

10. Put the spring back onto the end of the control stem

11. Replace the knurled nut on the end of the control stem

12. Work stem back and forth to make sure It's free and moving properly

13. Repeat the same procedure for the other gas burner valves on the range

14. Replace the front panel as required

15. Replace all control knobs aid burners

16. Thrn the gas supply on

17. Check each valve for proper opuration

Have your Instructor check your work

18. Clean up the area, and return tools and materials to proper storage
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GAS RANGES AND OVENS
UNIT XII

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with their correct definitions.

A national organization that sets design and 1.
performance standards for gas appliances,
and conducts laboratory and on -site checks
for compliance

b. A metal sheet (flat or slightly V-shaped)
placed over an oven burner to divert heat to
both sides of a gas oven and to keep direct
flame off the oven bottom to prevent burn-
out

Valves that screw Into a gas manifold to
control gas flow to the top burners

A small fitting mounted on the side of a
burner where It directs gas through a flash
tube to a pilot light to cause the burner to
ignite

_e. Controls gas pressure and gas flow Into the
manifold and to other gas range compo-
nents

__J. A general reference to both propane and
butane gases used for heating and cooking
purposes when natural gas Is unavailable

g. A pipe which receives gas from the gas sup-
ply and distributes that gas to the burner
valves and the oven thermostat on a gas
range

_h. An instrument, usually a U-shaped glass
tube, for measuring the pressure of gases or
vapors

I. A device mounted onto a manifold to control
gas flow to an oven much like burner valves
control gas flow to top burners on a gas
range

_J. A tube-like connection where air and gas are
mixed and transported to a top burner on a
gas range

608

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

LP gas

Manometer

Charge port

Venturi

AGA

Thermostat

Baffle

Manifold

Burner valves

Gas regulator
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TEST

2. Complete statements concerning the basics of gas heating by inserting the word(s) or
figure(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Gas heating and cooking devices are rated according to a unit of
known as a BTU.

b. A BTU is equal to the amount of heat required to raise one pound of
one degree fahrenheit.

c. Gases are rated in BTU's.

1) gas may range from 300 to 3,000 BTU per cubic foot.

2) The standard for natural gas in America is almost always
BTU per cubic foot, and most heating and cooking appli-

ances are designed with that standard in mind.

3) A gas range should list the BTU rating of every burner and the
on the name plate.

d. Gas burners are designed according to their intended use.

1) A standard elm surface burner for use is usually rated
about 9,000 BTU/hr.

2) A jumbo size burner for use is usually rated about 12,000
BTU/hr.

3) Oven burners for use are usually rated about 23,000 BTU/
hr.

e. Burner ratings should never be

3. Select true statements concerning natural and bottled gas by placing an "X" beside
each statement that is true.

a. Natural gas comes from wells and Is usually piped from a central supply
point to homes and businesses in an area.

_b. Propane and butane are extracts from crude petroleum and are stored In
bottles and tanks as a liquid, and then changed to gas when they are used.

c. Because of its convenience, natural gas is the most common gas used for
gas appliances, but In areas remote from a central natural gas supply, pro-
pane and butane are used.

Natural gas is heavier than air and will collect In low q)ots, but propane
and butane are lighter than air and will rise In the atm,ophere

e. Natural gas, propane, and butane are all odorless and colorless and have
mercaptan added to them to provide color and a pungent odor so leaking

as can be quickly detected.
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4. Complete statements concerning how a gas range top burner works by inserting the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. The main gas supply goes through a gas regulator valve which assures gas will
be delivered to the range at a proper pressure.

b. The gas regulator valve feeds gas into a which serves as a gas
transmission line to the top burners, oven pilot, and oven burner.

c. For a top burner, a gas control valve is screwed into the so that It
can be manually operated to turn gas on or off.

d. From the gas control valve, gas goes through a spud which is screwed into the
valve, and from the spud through an with a hood that holds it in
place.

e. Gas from the
in to mix with the gas.

Is fed into a venturi where an air shutter allows air

f. As gas is mixing in the venturi and being carried to the burner, another constant
gas flow is going down a separate tube to the

g. As gas from the venturi reaches the burner, part of it passes out a flash port on
the side of the burner, and is directed down a flash tube to the
flame.

h. As the flame ignites gas from the flash port, gas at the burner
itself is ignited, combustion is complete, and burning begins.

5. Select true statemen concerning orifice settings by placing an "X" beside each state-
ment that is true.

a. A range will come from the manufacturer with the orifice preset for natural
gas.

_b. An orifice for LP gas can be used with natural gas because the opening is
the same.

If the orifice in the range is improper for the local gas supply it must be
replaced with the proper orifice.

If the orifice is a universal orifice, it cannot be adjusted for LP gas.

e. The universal orifice can be adjusted for natural gas by screwing the ori-
fice hood out to achieve proper flame size.

f. If the needle is solid, no hole in the center, the oriflue opening can only be
adjusted by changing to another hood with an opening sized either for LP
gas or natural gas.

g. When connecting the hood to a venturi, it may be necessary to use an
extension called an extender to reach into the venturi the proper distance.
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6. Select true statements concerning primary and secondary air by placing an "X" beside
each statement that is true.

...a. Primary air enters the gas supply through an air shutter located at the
front of the venturi.

__b. Primary air Is mixed with gas In the throat of the venturi and enters the
burner combustion area as an air/gas mixture which Is ignited.

c. Secondary air comes frt,m the entire area around the burner and mixes
with the flame as it comes from the burner.

d. Secondary air stabilizes the flame, completes combustion, and carries off
the byproducts of combustion.

7. Complete statements concerning byproducts of combustion by circling the word(s) that
best completes each statement.

a. When gas burns it gives off (water, gas) vapor which is usually absorbed by the
atmosphere around the range area.

b. When a home or kitchen area is improperly ventilated, (water vapor, soot) may
condense on walls or other surfaces.

c. Improper combustion that leaves part of the gas unburned will produce CO
which Is (mildly, extremely) dangerous to humans.

d. Although CO Is odorless and colorless, it can usually be quickly detected
because It Is accompanied by other gases called (aldehydes, sulfides) which do
have a pungent odor and Irritate the nose and eyes.

e. When there Is an Indication that (water vapor, CO) is present, the appliance
should be shut down and not used until it has been properly adjusted.

8. Recommend solutions for the following burner combustion problems.

a. The problem: Flame is literally leaping off the burner

Solution:

b. The problem: Flame burns yellow and produces soot

Solution:

c. The problem: Flame looks lazy and seems to float away from the burner

Solution
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TEST

9. Comp! .a the following chart of gas burner types and applications by filling the blanks
with the appropriate information.

Type cf Burner Shape Application Performance

Drilled-Ring a. Top surface
burners

is most efficient burner
because it provides a bet-
ter supply of secondary
air to all parts of the
flame

Drilled-Pipe Star b. Permits more drilled
holes to provide better
heat distribution and
greater capacity for large
pots and pans used com-
mercially

c. Oval,
Straight
line or
special
configuration

Ovens, trays,
tanks. and
special
application

Permits even distribution
of heat over surfaces of
large oven, tray, or tank
areas in cases where cir-
cular or star burners
could heat only a part of
the surface

10. Match types of oven ignition systems with their characteristics.

a. 1) Most popular type

2) Has no standing pilot

3) Goes through ignition process each time
the oven calls for heat

4) May use sparking points, a glow coil, or a
silicon carbide coil for ignitions

_b. 1) Gas supply controlled by a thermostat In
the manifold

2) Uses same gas regulator and mai. as
top burners

3) As gas reaches the oven burner, it Is
ignited by a standing pilot

612

1. Manual ignition

2. Automatic ignition

3. Semi-automatic igni-
tion
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4) A thermostat senses ambient tempera-
ture in the oven and shuts off gas supply
when oven heats to a specified tempera-
ture

5) Thermostat also turns gas supply back
on when oven cools below specified tem-
perature

c. 1) Gas enters oven burner when thermostat
is turned on

2) Burner must be lit with a match placed at
the entrance to a flash tube

3) Precautionary pilot comes on only after
oven burner has ignited

4) Thermostat bypasses enough gas to
maintain a minimum flame

5) Precautionary pilot goes out when ther-
mostat Is turned off

6) Oven must be manually lit each time It Is
used

7) These type ovens are no longer manufac-
tired, but some are still around

11. Comliete statements concerning how a gas oven works by Inserting the word(s) that
best completes each statement.

a. After the oven burner is ignited, heat from the burner enters the oven cavity
through a row of along each side of the oven bottom.

b. circulates through the oven and around food
placed Into the oven.

c. There are byproducts of combustion that are carried along with the hot circulat-
ing air out of the oven and Into the oven

d. Hot air also circulates aruund the thermostat capillary tube so oven temperature
can be

e. Oven may be shut off or shut off by a timer control or a tempera-
ture-probe control.
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12. Match types of oven thermostats with their characteristics.

1) Usually filled with oil 1. Electric hydraulic
thermostat

_a.
2) As oil is heated or cooled it activates or

deactivates a bellows 2. Pneumatic thermo-
stat

3) The bellows move or close a disc valve to
start to stop gas flow 3. Hydraulic thermostat

1) Used only in electrically controlled gas
ranges or in electric ranges

_____b.

2) Uses a liquid filled sensing bulb to acti-
vate or deactivate a bellows

3) Instead of moving a disc valve, the bel-
lows opens or closes a sei of contact
switches to start or stop gas flow

c. 1) Used in self-cleaning gas ovens because
a thermostat with liquid in the design
would not operate at the 850° to 900°
temperatures needed to clean an oven

2) Works with a C-shaped Bourdon tube, a
thermostat tube, and a sensing bulb all
filled with helinm

3) Heat creates vapor pressure which
causes the Bourdon tube to straighten
out

4) Cooling causes the Bourdon tote to
return to its original position

5) The action of the Bourdon tube controls
the temperature control contacts to keep
the burner cycling on and off as needed

6) The action of the Bouroon tube also con-
trols the door lock contacts so the oven
door is locked shut during the self-clean
cycle
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13. Complete statements concerning safety valves by circling the word(s) that best com-
pletes each statement..

a. Safety valves on gas ranges serve two valuable safety purposes:

1) Gas from the main gas supply (will, will not) flow if the pilot light is out
when the gas is turned on.

2) Gas from the main gas supply will be ,hut off if the (pilot goes out, gas
pressure decreases) while the oven lc In operation.

b. One common safety valve works with a mercury sensing bulb that has to be
heated by the oven (pilot, thermostat) before It will open, and will close Immedi-
aaly if the (thermostat, pilot) goes out.

c. Another type safety valve uses a bi-metal actuating device with a wrap-around
heater, and this valve works in conjunction with a (flame switch, thermostat)
which senses whether the pilot is lit or not lit.

14. Complete statements concerning common misuses of gas ovens by inserting the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Covering the at the bottom of the oven will cause baking prob-
lems and damage the oven.

b. Using large pieces of to catch spills will literally divide the oven
into improperly heated parts and cause baking problems.

c. Placing too close to the oven wall will also impair circulation and
jamming too many pans on one shelf will impair circulation.

15. Select true statements concerning special considerations for ovens with upper and
lower burners by placing an "X" beside each statement that Is true.

a. In a two-burner oven, the upper burner pilot requires a separate fresh air
supply because the upper pilot cannot burn in the byproducts of combus-
tion from the lower burner.

_____b To assure the upper burner pilot will have a proper fresh air supply requires
a separate tube to bring fresh air to the upper pilot.

c. Fresh air supply to an upper burner is usually accomplished with a
snorkle-like tube tt at brings fresh air from outside the oven and serves no
other function.
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16. Complete statements concerning how self-cleaning ovens work by circling the word(s)
that best completes each statement.

a. Most oven spills are forms t)f (calcium, hydrocarbons) that break down into water
and gases when burned in a temperature above 850°F.

b. The intense heat causes a decomposition process called (thermalysis, pyrolysis)
and leaves a white ash that can be easily wiped off.

c. In most gas ovens, smoke and other byproducts of self-cleaning are directed out
of the oven (flue, side panel).

17. Select true statements concerning special safety features of self-cleaning ovens by
placing an "X" beside each statement that is true.

a. Since the high temperatures in the self-cleaning function pose a fire dan-
ger and danger to the operator, special safety features are built into self-
cleaning ovens.

_b. A metal-mesh protection screen must be manually pulled into place over
the glass In the oven door before the oven door can be manually latched
for self-cleaning.

c. As another safety feature, an inside thermometer activates an inside door
lock when the oven reaches 550°F.

__A. The inside door latch stays in place until the oven cools back down to less
than 800°F.

18. Complete a list of safety requirements for gases by Inserting the word(s) that best com-
pletes each statement.

a. Be sure to shut off all gas appliances before turning off the gas
supply.

b. while working around gas appliances Is ABSOLUTELY FORBID-
DEN.

c. Never use a or any open flame to test for gas leaks.

d. Test for leaks by brushing on a soap-water mixture and watching for
which would indicate a leak.

e. Use pipe dope, Teflon tape, or Teflon dope when making up connections on sup-
ply lines that are made of

f. Do not use pipe dope on any fitting except when mating a
fitting to a steel supply ilne.
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g. Propane and butane will some pipe dope, so be sure you use
dope that is LP gas resistant

h. Do not expose your bare hands or skin to propane or butane because they
absorb heat so fast that escaping gas can cause

I. Keep propane and butane tanks away from heat.

J. Never fill a propane or butane tank completely full because both gases require
space.

k. Never use gaskets or washers around propane or butane
because both gases will dissolve

19. Complete statements concerning flexible connectors by Inserting the word(s) that best
completes each statement.

a. Flexible connectors make hooking up a range much easier, but be sure
permit the use of flexible connectors before

Installing one.

b. Bend or shape flexible connectors with cam because they are made of
and are fairly easy to break.

c. flexible connectors are preferred because bare
copper connectors readily corrode in situations where propellants from canned
aerosol cooking aids can reach them.

d. Use no pipe dope on fittings except the connector fitting from a
steel pipe Inlet.

e. Use only connectors that ;lave dielectric qualities and the seal of
approval that Indicates the connector meets requirements.

f. Limit flexible connections to no more than feet.

g. Make sure the connector is properly sized to the gas branch line
to which It Is connected.

20. Select true statements concerning requirements for gas supply lines by placing an "X"
beside each statement that Is true.

Most incoming gas supply lines have a diameter of 1".

_b. Most feeder lines off the main gas supply lines have a diameter of 3/4 4".

_c. Piping used for gas transport must be made only of black iron.

d. Pipe dope, Teflon dope, or Teflon tape should ipe used when making up all
joints and connections on black Iron or galvanized iron.
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21. Complete statements concerning functions of electrical circuits on gas ovens by insert-
ing the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Electrical circuits on self-cleaning gas ovens operate oven lights, clocks, and
devices.

b. Electrical circuits on gas ovens also operate the door lock switch and other ele-
ments of the function.

22. Solve the following problems concerning typical circuit functions in a gas oven.

a. In a simple BAKE function, how Is oven burner operation controlled?

Answer

b. What controls the length of a TIMED BAKE function?

Answer

c. What controls temperatures In the CLEAN operation oi a self-cleaning oven?

Answer
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23. Match gas range complaints with recommended troubleshooting.

_a. 1) A poorly adjusted pilot light

2) A poorly adjusted burner flame so high
that It puts the pilot out

3) Bad safety valve or thermocouple

1) Top burner pilot light out

2) Flash tube to pilot clogged or out of posi-
tion

3) Burner itself out of position

4) Flash port clogged

5) Burner itself clogged

6) Improper primary air

7) Wrong size orifice

c 1; Too much primary air through the shutter

2) Too little primary air through the shutter

1) Oven thermostat problems

2) Bypass gas supply problems

3) Improper calibration of oven thermostat

4) Improper burner adjustment

5) Improper gas pressure

1) Improper preheating

2) Oven thermostat temperatures Incorrect

3) Clogged oven vent

f. 1) Gas leak In connections along supply
lines

2) Oven burners not getting enough primary
air

3) Oven pilot touching burner

6 1

1. When the flame
jumps off the burner
or the flame is smoky,
check for

2. When the oven Is
sweating, check for

3. When the pilot light Is
out and will not light
or will not stay lit,
check for

4. When there is an odor
of gas around the
range, check for

5. When the oven is not
heating properly,
check for

6. When the top burner
will not light or the
flame is too high or
too low, check for
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24. Select true statements concerning gas pressure drops by placing an "X" beside each
statement that is true.

(NOTE: For a statement to be true, all parts of the statement must be true.)

_a. No gas appliance will operate properly at a gas pressure less than the
appliance is rated for.

_b. Gas ranges have gas pressure ratings expressed in ounces of gas pres-
sure per square inch.

____.c. An average gas rating for natural gas Is 4 oz. PSI, and for LP gas, 10 oz.
PSI.

_J. With natural gas, a pressure drop can be regulated at the meter, but with
an LP gas pressure drop, the adjustment has to be made at the appliance.

The two most common causes of pressure drops are:

1) An obstruction in the main gas supply line, usually water

2) Undersized piping that will not serve multi-appliance demands

Water problems are frequent with gas lines In high-acidity soils because
acid attacks and corrodes the iron pipe.

Pilot lights that keep going out, and erratic burner operation are signs of
water problems.

__h. In situations where several gas appliances are In use at one time, under-
sized piping will cause pressure drop.

_I. TI,, ,..... idlest tool for troubleshooting a complaint of gas pressure drop Is
a pressure gauge.

25. Solve problems concerning manometer selection and use.

a. When a gas pressure drop Is suspected, what Is the first thing to do?

Answer

orlaffilialriNliMi

b. How full of water should a manometer be filled?

Answer
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c. What is the advantage of working with a manometer that has a tube and does not
require a special manifold fitting?

Answer

d. What is a good check for undersized piping?

Answer

26. Complete statements concerning guidelines for roasting by inserting the word(s)
that best completes each statement.

a. Factors that increase roasting time

1) Roasts that are and take more time to
cook than standing roasts.

2) Small roasts require more cooking time perv than do large
roasts.

3) Wrapping meat or poultry in Y, Increases roasting time.

b. Factors that decrease roasting time

1) A thick coating of decreases roasting time.

2) Selecting meat deLreases roasting time.

3) Selecting roasts decreases roasting time.

c. Using a thermometer for roasting

1) A thermometer should be Inserted Into the center of the
part of the meat.

2) The tip of the thermometer probe should not be allowed to contact areas
of gristk, fat, or

3) Generally, a probe should be Inserted 3'/2" Into the meat, and if it is a thin
roe% the probe should be Inserted from an that will give
it a 31/2" penetration.

4) For poultry, a thermometer should be Inserted Into the center of the
above the wing or into the Inside of the thigh muscle.
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27. Complete statements concerning guidelines for broiling by Inserting the word(s) or fig-
ure(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Broiling Is popular because It reduces content and enhances
taste.

b. Broiling Is also popular because It Is about the only way to please people who
like their steaks browned on the outside and . in the middle.

c. Selecting steaks for broiling:

1) For outside browning and a rare inside, the steak must be at least
thick, and It is better if It is slightly thicker.

2) The steak should be kept at temperature until broiling
begins.

3) The best way to assure the brown/rare combination is to broil a
steak directly from the

4) Place the steak as close to the unit as possible.

5) the oven also helps to control the brown/rare combina-
tion.

d. Ways to promote browning

1) As fat content In a steak increases, ,... Increases.

2) Brushing any meat with or
browning.

3) Seasoning meats broiling will Increase browning
because salt added prior to broiling produces moisture which delays
browning.

will Increase

4) Handle aged steak with care because the outside cooks
and the inside may be too

28. Complete statements concerning guidelines for baking by inserting the word(s) that
best completes each statement.

a. Placement of shelves and pans

1) Use the shelf when baking on only one shell, and space
shelves so that they divide the oven in thirds when using more than one
shelf.

2) Do not Impair heat circulation by placing a pan too close to the
and with two or three pans, stagger

them so that there Is a good heat circulation around each one.

6 22
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b. Preheating

1) Cakes, pies, and other dslicate foods require preheating, so follow the

2) Preheating is not usually required for and

c. Using foil

1) If oven shelves are completely covered with foil, heat circulation in theoven will be

2) Foil placed directly under a pie may interfere with
ing. brown-

d. Selecting pans and bakeware

1) Shiny Is best for cakes, but glass can be used If oven
temperature Is lowered 25 degrees.

2) are best for pies, but
dark tin or anodized aluminum can also give satisfactory results.

3) Shiny baking sheets are best for biscuits and

4) Anodized aluminum or glass are best for
they help make the crust thick.

5) A dull cook!9 sheet is best for
browning of the bottom crust.

29. Match baking problems with their solutions.

1) Oven flame may be too hard and primary
air should be decreased.

2) Baffle may be out of position or upside
down, so position baffle properly.

3) Flue may be blocked and It should be
cleaned.

_b. 1) Cookware is blocking heat circulation, so
position cookware away from sides of
oven.

2) Pan may be unlevol or the range may be
unievel, so level the range or replace the
utensil as required.

6 `(' 3

breads because

pies because it helps

1. When baked goods
burn on one side

2. When baked goods
are soggy

3. When baked goods
crack open

4. When baked goods
burn on the top

5. When baked goods
burn on the bottom
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_c. 1) Oven flame may be too soft and primary
air should be increased.

2) Baffle may be out of position or upside
down, so position baffle properly.

3) Dam cookware should be exchanged for
a brighter utensil.

4) Flue may be blocked and it should be
cleaned.

__A. 1) Oven is too hot and thermostat should be
checked, or a lower temperature should
be used.

2) Batter may be improperly prepared or rec-
ipe may be wrong and require correction.

e. 1) Oven is not hot enough and thermostat
should be checked, or a higher tempera-
ture should be used.

2) Batter may have wrong ingredients, so
check the recipe.

3) Baked item may have been left in the pan
too long, and it should be removed imme-
diately.

30. Select true statements concerning guidelines for service calls by placing an "X" beside
each statement that is true.

a. Introduce yourself to the customer, identify your company, and confirm
that you are there to answer to the customer's request for service.

_b. Ask the customer to explain in his/her own words what the problem Is.

c. Check to see if baking problems provide a clue to the trouble before look-
ing for mechanical problems.

_4 Place a drop cloth around the range area before starting any work.

_e. Request the customer to keep the area free of chl,dren and pets.
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TEST

(NOTE: if the following activities have not been completed prior to the test, ask your Instructor
when they should be completed.)

31. Use a wiring schematic to determine voltage and resistance readings on a self- cleaning
gas oven set for a bake operation. (Assignment Sheet #1)

32. Use a wiring schematic to determine voltage and resistance readings on a self-cleaning
oven set for a timed bake operation. (Assignment Sheet #3)

33. Use a wiring schematic to determine voltage and resistance readings on a self-cleaning
gas oven set for a cleaning operation. (Assignment Sheet #3)

34. Use a wiring schematic to determine voltage and resistance readings on a self-cleaning
gas oven during lock and unlock. (Assignment Sheet #4)

35. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Install a gas range level and leak free with all burners properly adjusted. (Job
Sheet #1)

b. Use a temperature tester to check gas oven temperature for proper oven thermo-
stat settings. (Job Sheet #2)

c. Recalibrate a gas oven thermostat to correct settings. (Job Sheet #3)

d. Remove, disassemble, clean, lubricate, and reassemble a standard gas burner
valve. (Job Sheet #4)



GAS RANGES AND OVENS
UNIT XII

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 5 f. 1

b. 7 g. 8
c. 9 h. 2
d. 3 i. 6
e. 10 j. 4

2. a. Heat
b. Water
c. 1) Natural

2) 1,000
3) Oven

d. 1) Household
2) Commercial
3) Household

e. Surpassed

3. a, b, c, e

4. a. Constant
b. Manifold
c. Manifold
d. Orifice
e. Orifice
f. Pilot
g. Pilot
h. Pilot

5. c, e, f

6. a, b, c, d

7. a. Water
b. Water vapor
c. Extremely
d. Aldehydes
e. CO

8. a. Too much primary air, so close the air shutter as required
b. No enough primary air, sn open the air shutter as required
c. Insufficient secondary air, so check for dirty vents or blocked flue

9. a. Circular
b. Top surface burners
c. Drilled-Pipe
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ANSWERS TO TEST

10. a. 2
b. 3
c. 1

11. a. Holes
b. Hot air
c. Flue
d. Controlled
e. Manually

12. a. 3
b. 1

c. 2

13. a. 1) Will not
2) Pilot goes out

b. Pilot, pilot
c. Flame switch

14. a. Holes
b. Foil
c. Utensils

15. a, b

16. a. Hydrocarbons
b. Pyrolysis
c. Flue

17. a, b, c

18. a. Main
b. Smoking
c. Match
d. Bubbles
e. Steel
f. Brass, brass
g. Dissolve
h. Frostbite
i. Excessive
J. Expansion
k. Rubber, rubber

19. a. Local codes
b. Copper
c. Plastic-coated
d. Brass
e. AGA, AGA 6 re) 7
f. Six
g. Match



ANSWERS TO TEST

20. a, d

21. a. Timing
b. Self-cleaning

22. a. Through the selector switch and thermostat
b. A clock
c. The opening and closing of thermostatic contacts in the oven control

23. a. 3
b. 6
c. 1

d. 5
e. 2
f. 4

24. a, b, c, e, f, g, h

25. a.
b.
c.
d.

26. a.

b.

c.

MAR- 699

Have the gas company check for proper pressure at the main meter
Until the water levels out at zero on mil side of thq scale
The tube can be quickly slipped over an orifice spud
Leave the manometer hooked up and turn on the range and all other gas appli-
ances in the home

1) Boned, tied
2) Pound
3) Foil
1) Fat
2) Aged
3) Standing
1) Thickest
2) Bone
3) Angle
4) Breast

27. a. Fat
b. Rare
c. 1)

2)
3)
4)
5)

d:) Browning
2) Butter, oil
3) After
4) Rapidly, rare

1"

Refrigerator
Frozen, freezer
Broiler
Preheating
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28. a.

b.

c.

d.

1)

2)
1)
2)
1)

2)
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)

ANSWERS TO TEST

Middle
Oven wall
Recipe
Meat, poultry
Improper
Bottom
Aluminum
Glass pie plates
Cookies
Yeast
Frozen

29. a. 4
b. 1

c. 5
d. 3
e. 2

30. a, b, c, d, e

31. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

32. EvalL....,ted to the sa;:sfaction of the instructor

33. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

34. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

35. Performance skills evaluated according to procedures written in the job sheets
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ELECTRIC RANGES AND OVENS
UNIT XIII

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to discuss the different types of heat-
ing elements for electric surface units and ovens, and problems with recalibrating oven ther-
mostats. The student should also be able to troubleshoot electric range problems including
removing a surface unit and checking for proper resistance, and making continuity checks on
step-type and infinite electric range switches. These competencies will be evidenced by cor-
rectly performing the procedures outlined in the job sheets and by scoring 85 percent on the
unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After compietior of this unit, the student will be able to:

1. Match terms related to electric ranges and ovens with their correct definitions.

2. Complete statements concerning electrical requirements for hooking up an elec-
tric range.

3. Select true statements concerning basics of electric cooking.

4. Salve problems concerning servicing electric surface and oven heating elements.

5. Differentiate between types of heat controls for surface heating elements.

6. Complete statements concerning types of electric oven thermostats.

7. Solve problems concerning recalibrating electric oven thermostats.

8. Solve problems concerning a typical electric oven self-cleaning operation.

9. Match other components with their functions in a self-clean cycle.

10. Complete statements concerning troubleshooting electric ranges.

11. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Remove a surface unit from an electric range and check for proper resist-
ance. !Job Sheet #1)

b. Check the self-cleaning function on an electric oven. ,Job Sheet #2)

c. Make continuiti checks on step-type and infinite electric range switches.
(Job Sheet #3)
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ELECTRIC RANGES AND OVENS
UNIT XIII

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Provide students with objective sheet.

B. Provide students with information sheet.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss Information sheet.

F. Discuss and demonstrate the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

G. Review guidelines for roasting, broiling, and baking from Unit XII, "Gas Ranges and
Ovens;' and discuss how improper baking or cooking can serve as clues to problems
with electric ovens.

H. Review safety procedures for testing self-cleaning ovens.

I. Have samples of step-type and infinite control switches available for students to exam-
ine, and discuss the nature of their operations.

J. Give test.

CONTENTS OF THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1 Electric Heating Elements

2. TM 2 Self-Cleaning Cycle Schematic

3. TM 3 Electric Range Wiring Diagram

D. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1 Remove a Surface Unit From an Electric Range and Check for
Proper Resistance

2. Job Sheet #2 Check the Self-Cleaning Function on an Electric Oven

3. Job Sheet #3 Make Con onuity Checks on Step -Typo and Infinite Electric Range
Switches
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CONTENTS CF THIS UNIT

E. Test

F. Answers to test

REFERENCES USED IN DEVELOPING THIS UNIT

A. Cooking Equipment Course. Chicago, IL: Sears Training Center, undated.

B. Bacon, Bill and Mark Sutton. Major Appliance Repairer. Austin, TX 78712: The University
of Texas at Austin, 1983.

C. Anderson, Edwin R Home Appliance Servicing. Indianapolis, IN 46268: Howard W. Sams
& Co., Inc., 1974.
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ELECTRIC RANGES AND OVENS
UNIT XIII

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Catalyst A chemical or other substance used to speed up or slow down a
process such as the platinum/paladium screens that cause smoke to burn
at lower temperatures in self-cleaning ovens

B. infinite controls Electric range switches that provide a user with limited
heat selections by cycling voltage on and off

C. Step-type controls Electric range switches that provide a user heat selec-
tions In limited Increments such as low, medium, and high by controlling
voltage Input only

D. Recalibrate -- The procedure of adjusting a switch or control device so that
it will perform to a specified standard

II. Electrical requirements for hooking up an electric range

A. To operate properly, electric ranges require 240V at 50 amps.

B. Receptacles for electric ranges will accept only a three-prong or four-prong,
straight-bladed plug.

C. A dryer plug with an L-shaped blade should never be modified for use on an
electric range because a dryer plug is designed for only 30 amps and has
smaller conductor wires. (Figure 1)

(CAUTION: A modified dryer connection used on an elgctrIc range Is a fire
hazard, and any service person who runs into such a hookup should Imme-
diately Inform the customer of the danger and advise that the hookup be
changed.)

FIGURE 1

6 33
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INFORMATION SHEET

D. Anything less than the proper 3-prong or 4prong range hookup Is in viola-
tion of the National Electric Code and state and local codes. (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

III. Basics of electric cooking

A. Instead of being rated In BTU's, electric range heating elements are rated in
watts.

B. Both surface heating elements and oven heating elements are made from
an alloy of nickel and chromium called nichrome.

C. Heating elements have nIchrome coils embedded in an Insulated sheath,
then covered with stainless steel tubing, a design that produces efficiency.

(NOTE: Top surface heating elements have the tubing flattened on one side
to provide a level surface for pots and pans, but oven elements are almost
always tube-shaped.)

D. Electric ranges produce no byproducts of combustion.

(NOTE: Electric ranges with self- cleaning features are exceptions to the
rule about byproducts; they usually have filtering devices to consume
smoke produced in self-cleaning.)

E. Electric rbnges are preferred appliancocs in areas where the cost of electric-
ity Is lower than the cost of gas.

(NOTE: Arguments about the advantages of electric cooking over gas cook-
ing or viceversa, usually boll down to which energy supply is least expen-
sive because when preheat recommendations Eire followed, both types of
ranges perform equally well.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

IV. Servicing electric surface and oven heating elements (Transparency 1)

A. The power supply reaches heating elements through connections in
ceramic housings mounted near the element opening.

B. Surface and oven elements may plug directly into the ceramic connections,
may be connected with screw connectors, or may have spade connectors.

U. When there is a complaint of poor surface or oven heating, always check
the connectors first.

D. On any service call, it is always good to check all connections to make sure
none of them are loose.

(CAUTION: A loose connection not only Impairs element performance, it
will eventually burn up and create a fire hazard.)

E. Surface elements are coil- shaped and may have single elements or double
elements.

F. Oven heating elements come in a variety of shapes, but almost all oven ele-
ments have a single two-lead connection.

G. A simple continuity test can determine whether or not an element needs to
be replaced, and replacement elements should always be of the same watt-
age as the original.

V. Types of heat controls for surface heating elements

A. Step-type heat controls (Figure 3)

1. Step type controls work by controlling voltage input only.

2. Controls permit use of both 240V and 420V in such a way that the two
voltages may work individually or together for precise heat control.

3. Some step-type controls have as few as three heat settings: high,
medium, and low.
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INFORMATION SHEET

4. Other step-type controls may have 5 or even 7 heat settings for tem-
perature ranges that include high, medium-high, medium, low,
medium-low, extra-low, and simmer.

FIGURE 3

4.0.4 ir

AJ

ttt 4."*
A0"

AOP

B. Infinite heat controls (Figure 4)

1. Infinite heat controls work by controlling voltage Input timed in an
on/off cycling pattern.

2. Most infinite controls have 240V connected to the dual element, but
some infinite controls use 120V too.

3. Infinite controls may have unlimited neat settings or be limited to five
or seven heat settings.

(NOTE: Control selection varies with manufacturer, but replacement
controls should always be of the type with the original equipment.)

FIGURE 4

6:16
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INFORMATION SHEET

VI. Types of electric oven thermostats

A. Bellows type (Figure 5)

1. A bellows expands or contracts as silicon oil in a capillary tube
expands or contracts.

2. As the bellows expands or contracts it opens or closes switch con-
tacts which turn the oven heating element on or off.

FIGURE 5 UPPER UNIT OVEN

HEATING ELEMENT

CONTACTS

OPEN

CAPILLARY
TUBING

FLEXIBLE
BELLOWS

PIVOT

OVEN BULB

iFVEN
SWITCH

LOWER UNIT OVEN

HEATING ELEMENT

IV
ADJUSTMENT MOVEABLE

DIAL
CONTACTS

STATIONARY
CONTACTS

CONTACT SPRING

ELECTRIC TIMER
I.

k.

I I
TO 1 5 VOLT

60-CYCLE AC

SOURCE

Reprinted with permission of Macmillion Publishing Company from
Home Appliance Servicing by Edwin P. Anderson. Copyright ©1963,
1974, 1979 by Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.

B. Bimetallic type (Figure 6)

1. A strip made of two dissimilar metals flattens or arches In response
to temperature changes, and opens and closes switch contacts.

2. As the switch contacts open and close, the oven heating element Is
turnea on or off.

FIGURE 6

CIRCUIT OPEN
(HIGH TEMPERATURE)

CONTACTS

CLOSED

CIRCUIT
TERMINALS

CIRCUIT LEADS

CIRCUIT CLOSED
ILOW EMPERATURD

SUPPORT

POINT

Reprinted with permission of Macmillan Publishing Company from
Home Appliance Servicing by Edwin R Anderson. Copyright 01963,
1974, 19'79 by Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. Diaphragm type (Figure 7)

1. A diaphragm expands or contracts in response to pressure from a
capillary tube.

2. The diaphragm activates or deactivates a clickaction switch that
turns the oven heating element on or off.

FIGURE 7

DIAL STUD
CLAMP

STUD

LINE CONNECTIONS

TERMINAL BLOCK

SILVER CONTACTS

FLEXIBLE

BRONZE BELLOWS

BELLOWS HOUSING

BASE

SNAP-ACTION SPRING

COMPENSATING
THERMAL ELEMENT

-CAPILLARY TUBING

Reprinted with permission of Macmillan Publishing Company from
Home Appliance Servicing by Edwin R Anderson. Copyright 01983,
1974, 1979 by Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.

VII. RecallbratIng electric oven thermostats

A. Electric oven thermostats are calibrated at the factory and should not be
tampered with unless a careful check of oven temperature indicates recall-
bration Is required.

(NOTE: For oven temperature te3si;r9-j, see Job Sheet #2, Unit XII.)

B. Recalibration on most electric oven thermostats is accomplished by turn-
ing a small screw in the face of the thermostat to the left to Increase oven
temperature or to the right to decrease oven temperature.

(NOTE: Recalibration for electric oven thermostats is basically the same
procedure used for recalibrating gas oven thermostats; see Job Sheet #3,
Unit XII, for the procedure.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. Recallbration should always be followed with a second oven temperature
test to assure the new settings are correct.

D. Newer ovens require only a simple knob adjustment.

VIII. Typical electric oven self-cleaning operation

(NOTE: The wiring schematics in Transparencies 2 and 3 should be referenced as
needed to relate circuit operations to steps in the clean cycle.)

A. The operation starts when the CLEAN button on the seicstor switch is
pushed:

1. The internal heat element is placed In series with the broil element
through switch contacts "BR" and "EXI" which close.

2. At the same time, "BK" and "EX2" contacts close conlpieting a cir-
cuit between the external front frame element and the bake element,
and this places the bake element in parallel with the broil element
and internal heat element.

3. As all of the above takes place, the switch contacts close from "P1"
to "CL" and from "HL" to "NO".

B. Setting the control knob on the clock timer to LIGHT CLEAN or HEAVY
CLEAN:

1. Closes the contacts between terminals "1" and "3" on the clock
timer switch

2. Breaks the circuit at terminal "2"

3. Prevents operation of the right rear surface unit and oven light during
the clean cycle

C. Pushing the LOCK lever all the way to the right:

1. Closes the switch contacts "C" to "NO" on the Door Latch Switch

2. This completes the low voltage circuit through the secondary wind-
ings of the transformer across terminals "HL" and "NO" on the selec-
tor switch, and through the HI Limit Switch and across terminals "S"
and "A" on the oven thermostat.

Applying 12-volt current to the "Hot Wire Relay" on the back of the oven
thermostat:

1. Causes the relay switch contacts between terminals "L" and H" in
the HI- Voltage: side of the relay to close

2. This completes a circuit across all heat elements.

3. The "OVEN ON" indicator light comes on.
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INFORMATION SHEET

E. As oven temperature rises to approximately 550°F:

(NOTE: Be sure to reference Transparencies 16 and 17 so you'll have a com-
plete understanding of what control circuitry takes over as oven hfiat
Increases.)

1. The bimetallic thermal unit in the door loc.!< switch raises the locking
screw into position so that the lock lever cannot be moved.

2. At the same time, contacts in the switch are closed to complete a cir-
cuit to the lock indicator light.

F. As oven temperature increases to 825°F to 1100°F:

1. The HI LIMIT SWITCH opens.

2. The low voltage circuit to the Oven Thermostat is now broken caus-
ing the Hot Wire Relay to cool.

3. This causes the relay switch contacts in the high voltage circuit to
open.

G. As oven temperature decreases to about 825°F:

1. The HI LIMIT SWITCH closes.

2. The oven goes through a temperature rise once again until the HI
LIMIT SWITCH opens at somewhere beyond 825°F

3. The cycle is repeated until the Clock Timer runs through the pro
grammed CLEAN time.

H. As programmed time expires:

1. The Clock Timer Switch contacts break at terminal "Z" and the oven
starts cooling.

2. As the oven cools, the right rear surface unit can be used.

I. As the oven cools to 250°F to 325°F:

1. The thermal unit in the Door Lock Lever cools.

2. This permits the Door Lock Lever to be moved manually to the left.

3. At the same time tha lock light goes out, the clean cycle is complete,
and the oven door may be opened.
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INFORMATION SHEET

IX. Other components and their function in a self-clean cycle

A. Metal-mesh oven window screen Must be pulled In place over the oven
window before the oven door can be latched shut

B. Lock latch A mechanical latch that must be pushed to the far right in
order for the self - cleaning function to be started.

(NOTE: Do not confuse this mechanical lock with the Interior lock that
snaps Into place after the oven reaches about 550°F; the interior lock backs
up the mechanical lock for added safety)

C. Smoke eliminator A filter -type screen coated with a platinum/paladlum
combination and then oxidized to act as a catalyst which causes smoke to
burn at a lower temperature.

(NOTE: Smoke eliminators are usually mounted to the oven top directly
under the right rear surface unit.)

X. Troubleshooting electric ranges

A. When the oven will not heat or when the oven will not turn off, check for.

1. A blown fuse

2. Loose wire(s)

3. Selector switch problems

4. Timer problems

5. Defective thermostat

6. Defective bake e'en Vent

7. Control circuitry problems

B. When a surface unit will not heat, 's always on high, or has too much heat
on a low setting, check for.

1. A blown fuse

2. Loose or incorrcet connection

3. An open in the element itself

4. Bad surface unit switch
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C. When a timer appears to be malfunctioning, check for:

1. Loose connections or wrong connections (check wiring schematic)

2. Bad timer motor

3. Bad times

D. When an oven door does not close properly, check for:

1. Worn pins or hinge brackets

(NOTE: As heat pressure builds up, oven liner expansion could cause
the door to come open while the oven is baking.)

2. Problems with the oven door seal or misalignment

(NOTE: This might actually cause the oven to sweat, and could also
suggest a clogged vent or the need for recalibrating the oven thermo-
stat.)

E. When a self - cleaning function does not operate, check for

1. Problems with bake and broil circuitry

(NOTE: This requires a wiring schematic.)

2. Problems with selector switch or oven thermostat

3. Blown fuse

4. Problems with the safety interlock system
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Electric Heating Elements

WIRE IN PLUG IN

Surface Elements
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Bake and Broil Elements
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Self-Cleaning Cycle Schematic

L I

Dotted Line Represents Law Voltage Circuit (12V.)
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Electric Range Wiring Diagram
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ELECTRIC RANGES AND OVENS
UNIT XIII

JOB SHEET #1 - REMOVE A SURFACE UNIT FROM AN
ELECTRIC RANGE AND CHECK FOR PROPER RESISTANCE

A. Tools and materials

1. Electric range as selected by Instructor

2. VOM

3. Standard and Phillips screwdrivers

4. Shop cloth

5. Pencil and paper

6. Wire brush and sandpaper

7. Safety glasses

B. Procedure

1. Put on safety glasses.

2. Unplug the range 'corn the power supply.

3. Permit top elements to cool if recently used.

4. Meke a vis,Jal inspection of the ceramic receptacles the top heating elements anti
plumed Into or wired into.

(NOTE: If It appears that there r :ay be connector proL,ams, check with your
auctor for appropriate modifications to this procedure.)

5. Set VOM to iowest resistance reading scale and cross leads to zero the meter.

6. Place one leq 1 on each terminal of thl heating element.

7. Record the readin; on the worksheIA that accompanies this job sheet.

(NOTE: if you're working with an element the. has two heating coils, both coil ter-
minals should he checked.)

8. Repeat the procedure for the remaining top heating elements.

Have your instructor check your readings.

9. Clean up area and return tools and materials to proper storage.
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JOB SHEET #1

Surface Unit Resistance Check

Right front surface unit:

Left front surface unit:

Right rear surface unit:

Left rear surface unit:

Your Name
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ELECTRIC RANGES AND OVENS
UNIT XIII

JOB SHEET #2 - CHECK THE SELFCLEANING FUNCTION
OF AN ELECTRIC OVEN

A. Tools and materials

1. Electric range with self-cleaning oven function as selected by Instructor

2. Shop cloth

3. Pencil and paper

4. Watch or clock for timing

5. Safety glasses

B. Procedure

1. Put on safety glasses.

2. Check to make sure the range is plugged into a proper power supply.

3. Check oven door or oven console face for self-cleaning procedure (Figure 1).

FIGURE 1

..,

,,
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JOB SHEET #2

4. Open oven door and manually raise the mesh screen protector over the oven door
(Figure 2).

FIGURE 2

r, :r{r
4

5. Close oven door and manually lock It Into place (Figure 3).

FIGURE 3

4i*
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JOB SHEET #2

6. Set the oven for the self-clean cycle as directions indicate (Figure 4).

FIGURE 4

7. Write down the time as the cycle begins.

MAR- 725

8. Monitor heat on the outside of the oven door by placing your hand close to the
door surface.

(CAUTION: Do not put your face near the glass in the oven door or attempt to
look inside th3 oven.)

9. Continue to monitor the oven for indication that the smoke eliminator is function-
ing.

a. In some ranges, a fan will come on and a lock switch light will go on to
indicate the smoke eliminator has been activated.
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JOB SHEET #2

b. In some ranges, the only evidence that the smoke eliminator is working
will be hot air rising from the right rear burner (ti=igure 5).

FIGURE 5

AAA

',c04

"1

c. If smoke comes out of the right rear burner along with the hot air, It means
the platinum/paladium screen filter is not working and needs to be
replaced.

(CAUTION: Do not attempt to open the door on an oven that has just com-
pleted a self-clean cycle until you are certain that the oven has cooled
down.)

10. Permit oven to complete self-clean cycle and record the ending time.

11. Compare your recorded time with the predetermined time set on the self-,3lean
clock mechanism.

(NOTE: If the two times are off, it may Indicate a malfunction In the self-clean
clock mechanism.)

12. Permit oven to cool.

13. Check the results of the self -clean cycle.

14. Wipe away any Rah residue with a shop cloth.

Have your Instructor check your work.

15. Lief n up area and return tools and materials to proper storage.
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ELECTRIC RANGES AND OVENS
UNIT XIII

JOB SHEET #3 - MAKE CONTINUITY CHECKS ON STEP-TYPE AND
INFINITE ELECTRIC RANGE SWITCHES

A. Tools and materials

1. Electric range as selected by instructor

2. VOM

3. Pencil and paper

4. Phillips and standard screwdrivers

:J. Open-end wrenches

6. Inspection light

7. Temperature tester with griddle probe

8. Safety glasses

B. Routine #1 Checking an infinite switch

1. Unplug range from power source.

2. Remove front console or access panel so you can reach the switches.

3. Draw a sketch of the switch if there is no schematic diagram available and note
the position of each wire and the terminal it goes to on the switch.

4. Remove the leads from the switch terminals.

5. Unbolt or unscrew the switch and remove it from the range.

6. Place the switch on a clean working surface.

7. Inspect the switch to make sure the bus bar running diagonally from the H1 ter-
mini has riot burned out

(NOTE: If the bus bar is burned out it will be dislodged from Its normal position
and easy to detect.)

a. If the bus bar Is bad, replace the entire switch

b. If the bus bar is okay, continue troubleshooting
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8. Set the VOM on the R x 1 scale for measuring resistance.

(NOTE: 120V and 240V infinite switches will check the same, and service techni-
cians usually carry a few of each kind to assure prompt service.)

9. Place one VOM probe on the Ll terminal of the switch and the ether probe on .1-11
(Figure 1).

FIGURE i

10. Rotate the switch control stem a full 360 degrees and record the readings on the
VOM each time the switch clicks.

a. If no readings are evident, the switch is no good and should be replaced.

b. If the readings range from 2 to 5 ohms, the switch is okay.

11. Use a temperature tester with a griddle probe to conduct a cycling test to make
sure the switch is cycling the surface unit off and on

12. Replace the switch in the range, If you removed it, and turn the range on

13. Hold the sensor of the griddle probe onto the surface unit, and turn the Infinite
switch to its first setting

a. if the meter indicates a low temperature reading, and if the reading than
drops off, the surface unit is cycling on low heat

b. If there Is no temperature reading the switch is not cycling the surface unit
and the switch should be replaced

r"
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JOB SHEET #3

c. If the temperature reading goes beyond a low reading, and does not cycle
off, the switch is bad and should be replaced

14. Repeat the procedure for medium and high heat positions, and replace the
switch if any of the readings are improper

(NOTE: although it takes a bit longer, a cycling check can also be made by using
a pan of water and a regular thermometer.)

15. Repeat the procedure for all switches on the range.

Have your instructor check your work.

C. Routine #2 Checkir j a step-type switch

1. Make sure range is unp!t'gged from power source.

2. Remove front console or access panel so you can reach the switches.

3. Draw a sketch of die switch you plan to check and note tile position of each wire
and the terminal it goes to on the switch.

4. Remove the leads from the switch terminals.

5. Unbolt or unscrew the switch and remove it from the range.

6. Place the switch on a clean working surface.

7. Set the VOM on the R x 1 scale for measuring resistance.

8. Place on VOM probe on the power input terminal.

(NOTE: This will probably require a schematic, so check with your instructor.)
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9. Place the other probe on any other terminal and keep moving the probe from one
terminal to mother until you get a reading on the VOM (Figure 2).

FIGURE 2
,
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10. Rotate the switch control stem a full 360 degrees and record the readings on the
VOM each time the switch clicks.

a. if no readings are evident, the switch is no good and should be replaced.

b. If the readings are as low as infinity or range from 2 to 5 ohms, the switch
is okay and should be reinstalled on the range.

11. Repeat the procedure for all step-type switches on the range.

Have your instructor check your work.

12. Clean up area and return tools and materials to proper storage.



ELECTRIC RANGES AND OVENS
UNIT XIII

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with their correct definitions.

a. A chemical or other substances used to
speed up )r slow down a process such as
the platinum/paladlum screens that cause
smoke to burn at lower temperatures in self-
nleaning ovens

Electric range switches that provide a user
with limited heat selections by cycling volt-
age on and off

c. Electric range switches that provide a user
heat selections in limited increments such
as low, medium, and high by controillin
voltage input only

d. The procedure of adjueng a switch or con-
trol device so teat it will perfor speci-
fied standard

1. Recalibrate

2. Step-type controls

3. Catalyst

4. Infinite controls

MAR- 731

2. Complete statements concerning electrical requirements for hooking up an electric
range by circling the word(s) or figure(s) that best complete each statement.

a. To operate properly, electric 'tinges require (120V, 240V) at 50 amps.

b. Receptacles for electric ranges will accept only e thnioprong or four-prong,
(straight-bladed, Wale-ground) plug.

A dryer plug with an L-shaped blade should never be modified kr uue on an elec-
tric range because a dryer plug Is designed for only (30,16) amps and has smaller
conductor wires.

d. Anything less th?n tho proper 3-prong or 4-prong range bud, p is In (violation oft,
agreement with) the National Electric Code and state and local codes.

6 fi 6
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3. Select true statements concerning the basics of electric cooking by placing an "X"
beside each statement That is true.

a. Instead of being rated in BTU's, electric range heating elements are rated
in amps.

Both surface heating elements and oven heating elements are made from
an alloy of nickel and chromium called nichrome.

c. Heating elements have nichrome cols embedded in an insulated sheath,
then covered with stainless steel tubing, a design that produces efficiency.

Electric . anges produce no byproducts of combustion.

e. Electric ranges are preferred appliances in almost all areas.

4. Solve the followhig problems concerning servicing electric surface and oven heating
element.

a. What's the first thing that should be checked to troubleshoot a complaint of poor
surface or oven heating?

Answer

b. What simple test can determine whether or not an element needs to be
replaced?

Answer

5. Differentiate between types of heat controls for surface heating elements by piecing an
"X" beside the definition of step-type controls.

_a. 1) Work by controlling voltage input only

2) Controls permit use of both 240V and 120V in such a way that the two
voltage may work individually or together for precise heat control

3) Some controls have as few as three heat settings: high, medium, and
low.

4) Other controls may have 5 or even 7 heat settings for temperature
ranges that include high, medium-high, medium, low, medium -low,
extra-low, arm simmer.

_b. 1) Work by controlling voltage inr .d in an on/off cycling pattern

2) Most controls have 240V cone l. to the dual element, but so.ne con-
trols use 120V too.

3) Controls may have unlimited heat settings or be limited to five or seven
heat settings.
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6. Complete statements concerning types of electric oven thermostats by inserting the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Bellows type

1) A bellows expands or contracts as oil in a capik, y tube
expands or contracts.

2) As the bellows expands or contracts it or
switch contacts which turn the oven heating element on or off.

b. Bimetallic type

1) A strip made of two metals flattens or arches In
response to temperature changes, and opens and closes switch con-
tacts.

2) As the switch contacts and
heating element is turned on or off.

c. Diaphragm type

, the oven

1) A diaphragm expands or contracts in response to from a
capillary tube.

2) The diaphragm activates or deactivates a click-action
that turns the oven heating element on or off.

7. Solve problems concerning recalibrating electric oven thermostats.

a. What sort of check is required to determine if an oven thermostat needs to be
recalibrated?

Answer

b. What should follow recalibration?

Answer

8. Solve problems concerning typical electric oven self-cleaning operation.

a. Can the right rear surface element be used during a self-cleaning operation?

Answer

b. What happens in a self-cleaning cyG. when an oven reaches a temperature of
about 550°F?

Answer

6 5 8
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c. At about 025°F, what happens to the HI LIMIT SWITCH?

Answer

d. At what point may the oven door be opened again?

Answer

9. Match other components with their functions in a self-clean cycle.

Must be pulled in place over the oven win-
dow before the oven door can be latched
shut

b. A mechanical latch that must be pushed to
the far right In order for the self-cleaning
function to be started

A filter-type screen coated with a platinum/
palad!um combination and then oxidized to
act as a catalyst which causes smoke to
burn at a lower temperature

1. Smoke eliminator

2. Metal-mesh oven win-
dow screen

3. Lock latch

10. Complete statements concerning troubleshooting electric ranges by Inserting the
word(s) that best completes each :statement.

a. When the oven will not heat or when the oven will not turn off, check for:

1)

2)

A blown

Loose

3) Selector problems

4) Timer

5) thermostat

6) bake element

7) Control problems
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TEST

b. When a surface unit will not heat, is always on high, or has too much heat on a
low setting, check for:

1) A bilwn

2) Loose or connection

3) An

4) Bad surface unit

c. When a timer appears to be malfunctioning, check for:

1) Loose connections or connections

2) Bad timer

3) Bad

d. When an oven door does not close preperly, check for:

1) Worn pins or brackets

2) Problems with the oven door or misalignment

e. When a self-cleaning function does not operate, check for:

1) Problems with

2) Problems with selector switch or oven .

3) Blown

4) Problems with the safety system

(NOTE: If the following activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)

11. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Remove a surface unit from an electric range and check for proper resistance.
(Job Sheet #1)

b. Check the self-cleaning function on an electric oven. (Job Sheet #2)

c. Make continuity checks on step-type and infinite electric range switches. (Job
Sheet #3)

In the element itself

and broil circuitry

6 f;
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ELECTRIC RANGES AND OVENS
UNIT XIII

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 3
b. 4
c 2
d. 1

2. a. 240V
b. Straight-bladed
c. 30
a. Violation of

3. b, c, d

4. a. Check all connectors
b. A continuity test

5. a

6. u. 1) Silicon
2) Opens, closes

b. 1) Dissimilar
2) Open, cios

c. 1) Pressure
2) Switch

7. a. An oven temperature check
b. An oven temperature check

8. I. No
'). The door lock switch activates a locking screw into position so that the lock lever

cannot be removed
c. It cycles on and off to maintain required heat until the clock timer runs through

the programmed dep.() time
d. Mien the oven cods to between 325°F and 250°F acid the door lock lever can be

moved manually to the left

9. a. 2
b. 3
c. 1

10. a. 1) Fuse
2) Wire or wires
3) Switch
4) Problems
5) Defective
6) Defective
7) Circuitry
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ANSWERS 1'0 TEST

b. 1) Fuse
2) Incorrect
3) Open
4) Switch

c. 1) Wrong
2) Motor
3) Timer

d. 1) Hinge
2) Seal

e. 1) Bake
2) Thermostat
3) Fuse
4) Interlock

11. Performance skills evaluated according to procedures written in the Job sheets

6


